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ABSTRACT
Although numerous studies of the New Zealand Parliament have
characterised MPs and their parties as exhibiting a high degree
of discipline and cohesiveness in their legislative behaviour,
none have provided more than a partial description of the
factors thought to underly this situation as an institutional
norm.

Accordingly, the present study investigated the structural,
behavioural and attitudinal aspects of NZ party loyalty and
legislative cohesion, employing data derived from in-depth
interviews with 41 current Members of Parliament,

The institutional development of the two-party system in New
Zealand was analysed and its effects on members' voting
behaviour denoted,

Scrutiny of division lists for the period

1936-1985 showed party votes to comprise some 95% of all
divisions, while dissenting votes accounted for only a mere
1,35% of legislative business,

Moreover, the degree of cohesion apparent in ordinary votes was
reflected even in non-party, free votes on various "issues of
conscience".

Party discipline was however, found to be as much a consequence
of the mutual agreement of legislative participants as it was
the product of formal structures and mechanisms of coercion,
Members' voting behaviour was observed to be both mirrored in
and derived from a broad normative consensus of social
expectations among MPs, expressed in the form of widely

iii

acknowledged legislative "rules of the game",

Analysis of the

dominant rules of the game, party loyalty and cohesion,
revealed a high degree of normative structure and consensus
among the responses of the MPs surveyed, regardless of party
affiliation or length of legislative tenure, suggesting an
effective process of institutional socialisation,

Finally, the study investigated the degree to which these
normative expectations were adopted by individual MPs and
reflected in their conceptions of legislative and
representative roles,

Here, despite the formal constraints on

its expression, and the behavioural record of MPs themselves,
the orientations of the members surveyed revealed a significant
preference for the traditional "Burkean" role of independent
trustee, even in situations of direct conflict with their
constituents or parliamentary parties,

The conjunction of a
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near-uniformity of legislative voting behaviour was deemed to
derive from two major sources;

first, the attractiveness of

this category to the self images of the MPs surveyed and
second, its suitability to a state of party loyalty founded
primarily on the self discipline of members themselves,
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INTRODUCTION:

PARTY COHESION & PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATION

As Ozbudun (1970) observes, the dominance of party is a truism
of the modern democratic polity;

such legislatures being

characterised primarily by the competition between opposing
party blocs both for, and within office, 1

Party is thus the

primary means to, and agency of modern government;

its role

as seen by Norton (1981) being to

provide alternatives and aggregate op1n1ons,,,
giving meaning and shape to the votes of electors,
It is on the basis of party that most electors vote;
it is on the basis of party that most candidates are
nominated. 2

Consequently, it is also on the basis of party that most
representatives vote in the legislatures to which they have
been elected, Concomitant with the concept of party government,
therefore, is that of party cohesion,

In a political system

dominated by parties, the degree to which they achieve their
aims and fulfil their functions is largely premised on the
cohesion they maintain, both organisationally and in the
legislature, 3

Cohesion is thus a central concept in contemporary discussions
of responsible government, further elements being the existence

r

of programmatic parties in a competitive two party system,

The

practice of party discipline therefore remains essential to the
conduct of politics in the Westminster system where it serves
as both the primary means of election to the legislature and,
once there, as the major factor in the consolidation of power
and successful implementation of policy, In the British
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context, Epstein (1967) sees cohesion as both the prerequisite
to, and self sustaining dynamic of the pursuit, capture and
exercise of political power, so that each party

is able when in majority to maintain a government in
office, and able, when in opposition to demonstrate its
capacity to maintain a government if it became the
majority party. 4
In this sense then, it may be said that the more cohesive a
party is, the greater its role as a policy maker and potential
governing body; that cohesive parties govern more than
non-cohesive parties.'

This proposition however, is probably

more true of systems than of individual parties, being less a
matter of degree than of kind.

In a cohesive party system, a

unified party may govern more than a non-cohesive party, though
of itself, cohesion is no guarantee of electoral success or
political benefits.

In a non-cohesive or relatively

non-cohesive system however, the effects of party cohesion may
be far more immediate, both in electoral and legislative terms.
What is most striking in such cases is the transformative
effects of cohesive parties on the structures and functioning
of the legislatures they are introduced to.

Thus, while varying degrees of cohesion are a feature of most
party systems, its role and impact is especially apparent in
Westminster style legislatures, where the workings of parties
are at their most refined.

And of such legislatures it is

those furthest from the "Mother of Parliaments" - namely
Australia and New Zealand - that have proven to be even more
cohesive than their parent body.

Aside from the vagaries of

historical development, the main factor in this would seem to

-3-

be the smaller size of these legislatures and the parties that
inhabit them.

As Jackson (1978) has long observed, in such a

setting the development of cohesive parties, characterised by
highly formalised conventions of caucus secrecy and discipline,
raises important questions regarding both the definition and
fulfillment of the modern representative role of Parliament,
and the members within it.b

Indeed, the development of cohesive parties has effectively
restructured the institution of representative government in
New Zealand, and in the process, the roles and functions of
those participating in it. Certainly, the advent of cohesive
parties has brought greater stability to a system which in its
formative years (1857-91) saw 24 ministries take office, each
averaging some 18 months duration, and characterised by
frequent splits and shifting coalitions.

This contrasts

markedly with the situation prevailing after the impact of
unified political parties became apparent.

Thus, although the

period 1892-1984 sees the same number of ministries, each
averages some three years or more in office, or in terms of
parties in power, only 8 alternations in office, with an
average duration of 9.3 years. Such stability also points to
the declining ability of the House to make and unmake
governments in the face of the party blocs, and the subsequent
shifting of the accountability of ministries to the electors
alone. 7

In this process, the role of individual legislator has been
reconstituted in significant ways.

From being a legislature of

individual representatives, originally electing and supporting
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ministries, t~e House of Representatives. has been transformed
into an arena of party competition and "government-by-party".
Modern New Zealand parties are characterised primarily by the
high degree of legislative cohesion and disciplined _voting they
display.

Parliament no longer chooses, forms or supports

governments in the traditional sense;

rather the choice has

been made beforehand, and is effectively ratified by voters in
plebescitary terms at the triennial general election.

Although

elected to the House as "Members of Parliament", candidates are
selected and elected as party agents, reaffirming their
allegiance by their voting behaviour with such regularity that
it can be safely said that no other democratic legislature is
so demonstrative in its expression of party solidarity as that
of New Zealand.

Today, then, Parliament is characterised not so much by the
fact of cohesion, as by the degree to which a predominantly
team orientated approach to politics effectively supplants the
traditional role of the MP as an individual representative
agent, or "trustee" in the Burkean sense. In the House itself,
the competition for power and scrutiny of government by the
opposition soon gives rise to a constant jockeying for tactical
advantage, making the observance of party discipline a
paramount concern.

In addition, the establishment of parties

in the public mind as dominant and effective agencies of
interest aggregation has seen the party label alone become the
main variable in the electoral choice of representatives. Thus,
for the individual MP, the benefits of party loyalty are
readily apparent.

-5-

However, while this situation may suit the perceived needs of
the two parties which dominate the political scene, the
question of whether the degree of cohesion they display serves
as an adequate expression of the representative function of the
House is more problematic.

Good government may require unity,

but it is questionable whether it necessarily demands the
extreme degree of discipline displayed by New Zealand political
parties.

The impact of parties on the workings of the House

has been to transfer many of the functions traditionally
associated with it - representation, discussion, scrutiny - to
the caucuses, as the parties "inner legislatures", As the
institutional forum of such concerns, the House has thus become
effectively circumvented by the convention of party discipline,
The degree of competition and cohesion present in the
legislature means that most issues of importance, and many of
little or none, are discussed, canvassed and debated, in camera
so that, as Overacker (1949) observes:

Whatever differences divide the membership elsewhere,
when the party faces its adversaries in parliamentary
debate, it speaks with a single voice. 8

In light of this, legitimate questions may be asked of the
adequacy of caucus as the primary forum for both the discussion
of, and decisions on, such matters, not least on the grounds of
secrecy.

On rare occasions, legislators themselves express

similar feelings in·a more direct way by crossing party lines
on divisions subject to a party whip, voting according to their
individual perceptions of the interests and issues at stake,

-6-

The major question therefore, is that of the development and
effects of party cohesion on the workings of responsible,
representative government in New Zealand, especially as
encompassed in the representative roles of the individual MPs
who collectively constitute the opposing party blocs that
dominate the legislature;

The latter is also an especially

poignant concern, in that despite the obvious structural and
institutional changes wrought by the parties over past decades,
as an institution, parliament still makes no formal recognition
of the agencies which so dominate its workings. Thus Parliament
remains largely wedded to the legal fiction of the private
member, whose role and fate in the era of party government has
so exercised the minds of students and scholars of politics the
world over,

Thus, although the parties remain dominant actors. they exist
in a sometimes uneasy relationship with conceptions, and
occasional assertions of, the traditional role of the
individual member and through this, of the House itself,

It

is important therefore to examine the factors underlying both
the development and maintenance of the high levels of
parliamentary discipline and cohesion that characterise New
Zealand political parties, and thus their effects on individual
and collective modes of representation,

The legislative cohesion and discipline of Westminster-style
parliamentary parties is most commonly ascribed to a trichotomy
of centripetal influences, these being the variables of
legislative structure, disciplinary mechanisms, and the social
processes of intra-group identification and solidarity, 9

Of
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these factors, it is often argued that the influence of
institutional structure is decisive, given that in a
parl iarnentary system, the tenure of the executive is
inextricably linked to the maintenance of a majority by the
predominant legislative party.

Thus, the value of party

solidarity becomes a cenfral tenet of legislative behaviour,
further bolstered by additional factors such as size,
homogeneity, and ideological emphasis. 10

I
W~~e parliamentary government may provide the institutional
motivation for party cohesion however, structural factors alohe
do not address the question of the dynamics of legislative
discipline that maintains its observance among legislative
actors, particularly at the high levels noted among New Zealand
MPs.

As Crowe (1986) notes:

••• party loyalty is not achieved easily.
MPs on both
sides of the House, in the leadership and on the
backbenches, report that cohesion is the product of
hard work, persuasion, compromise, appeals to duty, and
threats, Each of these elements is a tangible example of
the social processes that create and maintain party
loyalty. 11
These elements of social compliance may thus be seen as
constituting a broad institutional

11

web of authority" which

serves to perpetuate cohesion as an attitudinal and
behavioural norm among parliamentarians, structuring both their
social interactions, and conceptions of institutional
function. 12

Accordingly, the primary purpose of this thesis is

to investigate the mechanisms and manifestations of this norm,
which both characterises and predominates the workings of the
New Zealand House of Representatives.
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The thesis is divided into three sections.

First, we examine

the degree to which structural factors and formal prescriptions
of loyalty influence the observance of legislative cohesion
among NZ MPs, denoting both their institutional development and
behavioural expression.

The effects of the various means of

compliance and discipline employed by the parties are described
and their influence on the incidence of party dissent and
crossvoting analysed.

The strength of the loyalty norm is

indicated both by the rarity of exceptions to it in the normal
course of parliamentary business, but more significantly, by
its presence even in situations where the formal observance of
unity is expressly proscribed by the parties themselves.

Although it comprises the most visible mechanism of party
cohesion, as Kornberg and Frasure (1972) observe:

"Di sci pl ine" as such is an extremely complicated
phenomenon, involving a number of accommodations between
back and front benches, 13
Thus, while the employment of formal means of conformity may
compel periodic displays of legislative cohesiveness, their
role as a motive force in the constant observance of this state
may owe more to the self interest and collective identification
of party members themselves.

The second section of the thesis
I

focuses on the degree to which cohesio~n and discipline are
reflected in, derive from, and are perpetuated by, the social
interactions and attitudinal consensus of legislative actors.
An analysis is made of the predominant informal "rules of the
game" in the House, employing data derived from a series of
structured interviews with 41 current Members of Parliament,
The resulting legislative rules are examined, both in terms of
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their substantive context, and the degree of consensus and
normative structure present in MPs' responses.

Loyalty which derives from the operation of group expectations
and social pressures may be viewed in either intrinsic or
instrumental terms, though it tends to be characterised
primarily as an appeal to the supra-individual values of duty
and necessity.

In this sense, discipline and cohesion become:

part of an explicit exchange process that trades off
individual preferences against the organisational goal of
greater unity. 14
The efficaciousness of legislative norms as a means of party
cohesiveness is however, largely a function of the degree to
which they are adopted by individual legislators as
internalsed, autonomously held components of their value
structures.

Here, discipline is at its strongest, being rooted

not merely in compliance, but active support; premised on

a system of self-enforced internal constraints that exist
in the mind of each MP and functions in a manner that
produces party unity on most political issues. 15

The socialisation of individuals into collectively prescribed
attitudes and behaviour is thus of paramount significance in
defining legislators' orientations toward other legislative
actors, clientele groups, and the purposive tasks accruing to
the performance of their legislative and representative
roles. 10

Given our examination of the structural, behavioural,

and attitudinal sources of legislative solidarity, the final
section of the thesis therefore focuses on the degree to which
these prescriptions are internalised by MPs and reflected in
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their substantive context, and the degree of consensus and
normative structure present in MPs' responses.

Loyalty which derives from the operation of group expectations
and social pressures may be viewed in either intrinsic or
instrumental terms, thou~h it tends to be characterised
primarily as an appeal to the supra-individual values of duty
and necessity.

In this sense, discipline and cohesion become:

part of an explicit exchange process that trades off
individual preferences against the organisational goal of
greater unity. 14
The efficaciousness of legislative norms as a means of party
cohesiveness is however, largely a function of the degree to
which they are adopted by individual legislators as
internalsed, autonomously held components of their value
structures.

Here, discipline is at its strongest, being rooted

not merely in compliance, but active support; premised on

a system of self-enforced internal constraints that exist
in the mind of each MP and functions in a manner that
produces party unity on most political issues. 1 ~

The socialisation of individuals into collectively prescribed
attitudes and behaviour is thus of paramount significance in
defining legislators' orientations toward other legislative
actors, clientele groups, and the purposive tasks accruing to
the performance of their legislative and representative
roles. 1 b

Given our examination of the structural, behavioural,

and attitudinal sources of legislative solidarity, the final
section of the thesis therefore focuses on the degree to which
these prescriptions are internalised by MPs and reflected in
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their role orientations and conceptions of legislative
function.

In this. we seek to resolve the question of whether

the discipline and cohesion evinced by NZ MPs is primarily a
function of the "crack of the whip", or whether in fact, the
effects

of a broad, institutional consensus have rendered such

encouragement largely redundant.
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CHAPTER I:

PARTY COHESION:

THEORETICAL CONTEXT & CAUSAL

FACTORS

1.0

Cohesion and Discipline

Addressing the question of definition, Ozbudun (19?0) and Singh
(1975) note the problem of conceptual overlap evident in many

studies of legislative cohesion and discipline.

Singh observes

that:

The conceptual imagery of cohesion is various_ly stated by
such terms as coherence, u~ity, harmony, consensus and
homogeneity, [all] meaning in general, the similarity on
the part of individuals or collectivities in properties or
orientations toward something. 1
In this sense, cohesion may also be viewed in terms of system
integration, that is of the "harmonious interaction" of parts
or units of a greater whole (in this case, a political party)
toward certain common and coherent goals, 2

Such a consensus

may extend over a wide range of potential foci of centripetal
and centrifugal tendencies.

These may include specific issue

types, leadership and personality factors, and the interplay
between local and central, or legislative and extra-legislative
actors.

In general, cohesion may be broadly defined as:

The extent to which in a given situation, group members
can be observed to work together for the group's goals in
one and the same way, 3

The problem of conceptual overlap occurs at the nexus of
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cohesion as a condition, and the means by which it may be
achieved,

Thus, party cohesion in the sense of a collective

unity of purpose or action, should be treated as conceptually
distinct from notions of discipline, which imply a regularity
of behaviour brought about by the prospect of sanctions as a
means of enforcement.

Ai May (1965) observes, in this sense

discipline must be understood of as operating on two distinct,
if often interrelated levels, First, there is the
self-restraint exercised by individuals in bringing their own
views and actions into conformity with those of the group, and
secondly, that of the formal and informal mechanisms that may
function to compel such conformity, 4

Thus, while the historical emergence of cohesive parties is
associated with the use of formalised systems of discipline Ca
feature of early socialist parties in particular~), and while
parties exhibiting little or nothing in the way of such
mechanisms generally tend to be less cohesive than those who
do, 6 cohesion is not merely a function of discipline,
Disciplinary means may be used to enforce cohesion, but they
are incapable in themselves of creating the basic consensus for
the establishment of group unity in the first place,

In this

sense, as Ozbudun 00serves, party discipline is more a symptom
than a cause of party cohesion, 7

While cohesion may be

characterised as disciplined in the degree of regularity and
uniformity displayed, it need not result from the employment of
disciplinary sanctions,

It is equally important in such cases

to see party cohesion in the wider context of the basic
agreement of members over the policies, actions and objectives
of the party of which they are part.

It is largely the
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resulting self-discipline that maintains cohesion in the
furtherance of those ends.

Indeed, in representative institutions displaying extremely
high levels of legislative discipline, this state of affairs
may be maintained more efficiently and economically by
motivations of self interest and self discipline than by formal
rules.

While in the New Zealand Parliament, such mechanisms

are a prominent feature,

they would appear not to be the

primary means of achieving the levels of cohesion displayed by
legislative actors therein,

Indeed, a measure of either their

success or redundancy may be inferred from the relative
infrequency of their use,

More compelling as an explanation

are both structural and attitudinal factors,

Jackson (1987) observes a marked disjuncture between MPs
awareness of party discipline and the high levels of cohesion
displayed in their voting behaviour, suggesting that once in
the House, members may well be socialised into a particular
form of institutional subculture not readily discernable to
outside observers, 8

In the New Zealand context, cohesion

derives primarily from such factors as the historical origins
of the parties themselves, and the group dynamics of relatively
small, highly competitive parties, in an adversarial system of
power.

Given this, ~s Jackson notes, the most striking feature

I

therefore is that despite the formal rules

MPs are more self disciplined, Once [they] accept the
framework within which they work, they are less conscious
of formal discipline,'i
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Thus despite the potential severity of disciplinary sanctions
to enforce it, cohesion is essentially the product of voluntary
co-operation,

This is reinforced in turn by structural factors

which while not unique to New Zealand in kind, exercise a
significant disciplinary influence in the degree to which they
are present,

The immediate focus of interest then,

is the

investigation of those factors most commonly associated with
such behaviour, and the comparative assessment of the
contribution each makes to the maintenance of cohesiveness
within political parties,

1,1

Legislative Party Cohesion:

Advantages & Disadvantages

In New Zealand, the institution of representative government
has been effectively restructured from within by the
development and operation of the cohesive party system which
largely determines its present nature,

Thus while the

legislature does not even formally recognise the existence of
political parties, it has nevertheless become dominated by them
and the disciplined cohesion they display in the pursuit of
power, and its exercise,

Party competition, and the cohesion

which characterises it, has therefore become a central tenet of
parliamentary governm~nt, and also a prominent feature of
discussions of responsible government,

In the context of the Westminster system, cohesion comprises
both the major element and motive force,

Cohesive parties are

usually programmatic in nature 9 and in a competitive situation
are held to offer voters a clearcut choice between distinct and
coherent party options in order to attract support both from
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party activists and the wider electorate.

While once in

government, legislative cohesion facilitates the transformation
of programs into government policies.

An executive formed from

the winning party, it is argued, is strengthened and made more
effective in being free from reliance on potentially unstable
coalitions for legislative support.

Cohesion thus offers the

virtues of governmental stability, and policy implementation
without undue or unmandated political compromises.

In

addition, cohesion is said to provide the basis for responsible
government in the clear allocation of responsibility it
provides in linking voter attitudes and electoral outcomes to
the conduct of the majority party in power. 10

The cohesion

parties display in expediting policy thus establishes their
collective accountability to the electors.

While the unity

displayed in opposition enables similar judgements to be made
as to their potential suitability as a governing body.

A further advantage claimed for a cohesive party system is that
it provides greater system stability, both in aggregating the
major political tendencies, and in providing the expectation of
regular alternation in power by each of the blocs. 11

It is

argued that the competition of cohesive parties exert a
moderating and centralising influence on the political system
as each seeks to encompass the wider possible range of
uncommitted electoral support.

In essentially Oownsian terms

then, it is held that a cohesive party system leads to a
greater degree of representativeness, and therefore contributes
to greater system stability, 12 Such prescriptive a~vocacy of
the superiority of cohesive parties and majoritarian
representation has, however, called forth an equally forthright
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critical response,

As many observations of the workings of

cohesive party systems have shown, none of the advantages
claimed for them over non-cohesive parties necessarily follow,

While historically it is true that cohesive two-party systems
have proven stronger and more stable than multiparty systems or
those employing frequent legislative coalitions, the existence
of stable multiparty democracies in Scandinavia, Switzerland or
Belgium (all displaying varying degrees of cohesiveness) belie
claims made for the inherent superiority and effectiveness of
cohesive, two party dominated legislatures, Further, it has
been noted that even in relatively precarious multiparty
systems, cabinet instability does not necessarily connote a
fundamental reairne instability,
that even with a

The example of Italy shows

high rate of governmental change, the actual

turnover of personnel may be relatively low if a single party
retains a significant,
legislature, 13

though not majority presence in the

Given in two-party systems, the degree of power

sharing extant may be as much a consequence of the matching of
party strength in seats as of the different levels of cohesion
each displays,

Both large and small parties may exhibit an

equally high degree of legislative cohesion regardless of their
ability to govern, though the defections from the larger party,
while the smaller remains unified may, on rare occasions prove
decisive.

Similarly, should the parties be operating within a bicameral
legislature, .a situation may develop where, if one controls the
upper, and the other the lower house, a substantial degree of
cooperation will be required for government to function, 14 In
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any case, as Lijphart and Sartori have demonstrated, for all
their claimed advantages, cohesive two-party systems are more
the exception than the rule in democratic politics. 1 ~

Thus,

the claim for the innate superiority of the model

is not unwarranted; but it cannot be warranted by
pointing to the countries in which two partyism happens
to work. Indeed, these countries are so few that one may
well argue that all of the more-than-two pa~ty systems
are such, precisely because the two-party solution either
did not endure or did, and [proved] to be unworkable. 16
The role of cohesive parties as effective agents of interest
aggregation, and therefore as facilitators of clearcut
electoral choices has also been called into question.

While

their theoretical appeal as such may once have seemed
compelling, their practical effect may be more problematic,
Indeed, given the propensity of parties to tailor their appeal
to the widest possible range of

voters in order to ensure

clearcut victories,while al the same time emphasising their
differences from, and antagonisms toward, their political
opponents, the cohesion they display may even prove
dysfunctional in light of the complexities of modern
governance.

Rather than being the exemplars· of effective

modern government, it may well be that cohesive, programmatic
parties provide neither good administration, nor truly
meaningful electoral choices.

It can b~argued that not all the interests of modern society
can be adequately represented by a cohesive-two-party system in
which each side seeks simultaneously to contrast itself with
the other in terms of policy and ideology, while at the same
time attempting, within limits, to capture the greatest
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possible degree of electoral support.

In New Zealand the

inadequacy of such strategies may be partly demonstrated by the
l on g e vi t y of the third part y opt ion , and con tin u i-n-g at t em Pt s t o
found political alternatives outside the reach of the dominant
political actors.

The general lack of success enjoyed by such

ventures however, may de~ive as much from the changed
environment of the political system itself under the dominance
of the parties as from any particular lack of merit in the
policies they espouse.

Indeed the very dominance of the parties within the system, and
the cohesion they display in competing with one another may
have unfavourable effects in serving to lock out many policy
options, whether by their dilution for maximal voter support,
or as a direct consequence of competition itself.

As Epstein

(1967) observes:

A party's purposive incentives tend to recede or to
become less pure and attractive as electoral functions
impose the need for policy compromises. Adherence to
policies may not always be compatible with electing
candidates. 17

Similarly, a high degree of polarisation maintained between
iompeting, cohesive parties may see some policies rejected on
the grounds that no political advantage may be gained from them
because they cannot be characterised as reflecting a strict
bipolar orientation,

In such circumstances, parties may tend

merely to echo each other's policy choices.

Further,

majoritarian assumptions of there being only one significant
issue dimension on which to base alternatives may be mistaken.
A variety of cleavages, based on rural/urban, foreign policy,
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or religious issues may transcend ideological stances;

the

choices represented by party blocs so construed, may not
therefore be clearcut at all.

Indeed, one danger of cohesive

two-partyism is that
if partisan conflict is multidimensional, a two-party
system must be regarded as an electoral straightjacket that
can hardly be regarded as democratically superior to a
multiparty system reflecting all of the major issue
alternatives. 18
In itself this positi~n may overstate matters.

Certainly,

cohesive parties, by their nature, can function to maintain a
variety of perspectives.
that

What cannot be denied however, is

in promoting the necessary unity of purpose toward the

attainment of their objectives, such parties may function
either to exclude certain options or, in constituting an
"umbrella group", be reduced to a social movement of some
power, but little real direction.

This last concern also raises the question of electoral
mandate.

In a cohesive two party system, the question of

choice is largely redundant, as electoral choice is
predetermined, electors being able to vote only for or against
either of the two major contenders.

Within this however, the

very comprehensiveness of modern manifestos in response to the
widening range of government means a corresponding complexity
of policy options.

Questions of voter ignorance or apathy

aside, such a range of policy offered for approval means that
no majority of support for particular policies can legitimately
be inferred from majority support for party. 19

Indeed, the

process of mobilising electoral support probably has far more
to do with loyalty to party per se, than necessarily to the
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policies it espouses.

As Epstein (1967) notes:

Party majorities are not mobilised for policies as such
[but] for candidates standing under a given label• Party
preferences, as Ouverger has rightly observed, help to
structure public opinion on given issues. But this
occurs as readily after as before an election, 20
Further, the enactment of party policies is not synonymous with
the governing function of a party in power,

Evidence of this

may be seen in the periodic conflicts between parties and their
organisations over the policy making role of party conferences
and therefore of the degree of accountability to be demanded of
their parliamentary representatives by the wider party,

In short, arguments stressing the advantages, or superiority,
of cohesive parties, and particularly two-party systems, may be
misplaced,

Epstein has argued that the essence of democratic

systems is to spawn a range of equally functional alternatives
to the question of representative government, Cohesive,
programmatic parties may be seen then, as one response to a
particular set of social and political structures, as the
comparative legislative studies of Lijphart and Sartori would
seem to confirm,

In other circumstances, non-cohesive,

unprogrammatic - indeed

11

non-responsible 11 parties can be

observed to function quite adequately in their respective
social-political milieus - those of the United States being the
prime example. 21

It may even be argued that such parties are

more suitable responses to modern conditions. 22

Such speculation may be interesting, but is of itself somewhat
unrewarding,

From the perspective of either their functional
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impact or ultimate value, the advocacy or criticism of cohesive
parties on any basis other than their relationship and adequacy
to the systems they derive from and inhabit remains relatively
unproductive.

Regardless of their theoretical advantages and

disadvantages, and even in the face of some lessening of
cohesion, both institutionally and in terms of their mass
support, 23

cohesive parties remain a dominant feature of the

New Zealand political scene showing few signs of either
imminent or long term demise,

1.2

1.2.1

Social Structure and Ideological Style

Class Polarisation and Social Cleavages

Ergun Ozbudun's (1970) cross-national survey of party
cohesiveness among Western democracies summarises the findings
of many researchers on the relationship of social cleavages to
party alignments, and so to the respective degrees of cohesion
exhibited, 24

In general, party alignments tend to correspond

to social divisions based on economic class, although the
relationship is not absolute, and does not necessarily
translate to systems where religious, ethnic, or cultural
differences may play an equally active political role.

Thus,

while among democracies such as Canada and the United States,
partisan alignment largely transcends socio-economic divisions
and class identification, in some European states it may
equally well reflect, or be a function of, a multiplicity of
contending social factions. 2 '

Generally however, class

divisions remain significant in their tendency to promote
broadly based political polarisation, and thus cohesion, among
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parties encompassing the interests of their respective social
bases of political support.

Alford (1964) argues that class polarisation in political
systems correlates with party cohesion in that both the
dominant social interests and the agents of their political
aggregation, will tend to be fewer, more homogenous, and more
clearly delineated in highly class polarised societies than
those in systems characterised by more social and economic
diversity.

Thus, the more parties reflect the class divisions

in a society where class constitutes a predominant mode of
social differentiation, the more cohesion they will display.
Conversely, the lower the degree of class cleavage reflected in
the political system ceterus paribus~ the less cohesive the
parties themselves will be. 20

Cohesion will be more easily facilitated in systems where there
are fewer and less diverse interests to represent, than in
those where social and economic groupings ar more fractious.
Similarly, class polarisation may also contribute to fewer
"cross-pressures" on the individual party member by providing a
more singular focus for group action and loyalty.

This may

well become self-reinforcing in situations where party and
class interests are deemed to run parallel to one another, and
social and political bonds coincide.

In addition, factors such

as widened class differentials - whether actual or perceived and the closeness of interparty competition will also serve to
emphasise both the social differences of the pclitical
aggregates and the necessity for maintaining solidarity in face
of the "threat" posed by their social and political
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opponents, 27

Thus Alford's (1963) study of class polarisation and class
voting in the UK, Australia, the United States and Canada,
finds a positive relationship;

class-voting being highest in

the UK and declining among the countries surveyed, in
descending order,

Similarly Dogan (1960) demonstrates that

support for left wing parties in Europe, derives largely from a
manual worker base, while like findings are reported by Allardt
(1964) in Finland and Valen

&

Katz (1964) in Norway, the latter

of whom report that 80% of Labour Party support is constituted
by manual workers, while middle class electors dominate
non-socialist and conservative groupings, 28

Despite this however, cohesive parties still feature in less
class polarised states, Canada, Turkey, West Germany and the
Netherlands all being cited as prime examples,

The important

point here however is the substitution of class as a functional
basis for group solidarity and party cohesion by other sources
of cleavage - religious, ethnic or sectional loyalties - which
fulfill equivalent roles, Further, even in politics
characterised by class divisions the association with higher
levels of party cohesion may not be clearcut,

Rose (1980)

casts doubt '""of the efficacy of a socio-economic status as a
primary basis for party afffliation, voting, and so presumably
any cohesion premised on these assumptions, 29 He finds that in
Britain the modern electorate votes not according to simple
class divisions, but divides its votes equally between both
majority parties,

Thus in the 1979 General Election, 46% of

the "working class" vote went to Labour. but some 38% was
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gained by Conservative candidates.

As a group, middle class

voters are more cohesive, 57% of their votes being gained by
Conservatives, 19¼ by Liberals, and 25¼ by Labour,

Thus while

both parties demonstrate a degree of class polarisation in
their support, they also show a significant cross-class appeal
- the Conservatives for fnstance, deriving 54% of their total
support in 1979 from working class voters.

Class-determined

party loyalties are found to account for between only one fifth
to one eighth of the difference of party choice by conservative
and Labour voters, 30

In short then, cohesion need not be guaranteed by class based
support, nor need social heterogeneity necessarily preclude the
formation of cohesive parties, As Singh (1975) observes,
environmental factors may be equally important; in terms of
legislative cohesion the closeness of party competition may
prove determining,

Thus, despite the centripetal tendencies of

a party representing the interests and aspirations of diverse
social groups, the incentives for cohesion provided either by
perceptions of external threat, or demanded in order to
function effectively in a legislature defined by the operation
of cohesive parties, may be equally efficacious in promoting
partisan solidarity.

In either case, relatively more

homogenous parties may have an immediate advantage, but this
need not be overwhelming,

Conversely, in less competitive

party systems, dominant parties may be able to afford a
lessening of cohesion in order to keep factional disputes at a
manageable level, while maintaining a necessary degree of
legislative unity.

Examples of parties which act as "holding

companies'' while nonetheless maintaining a basic degree of
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cohesion include the Japanese LOP, Italian Christian Democrats,
or the Indian Congress Party. 31

In general however, as Ozbudun notes, the correlation between
class polarisation or electoral homogeneity and party cohesion
seems generally positive,· high levels of polarisation or
uniformity being associated with higher levels of cohesion, low
with lower,

Even so, cohesive parties are also found both in

less class-polarised countries, or may derive their support
from heterogenous groups, Similarly, some European socialist
parties draw a majority of both their membership and electoral
support from a non-working class base, Ozbudun citing the
French Socialist Party as one that has moved toward a more
middle class clientele: workers constituting a minority of
members and electors, 32

Thus while social differentiation enforced by class
polarisation, and the consequent homogeneity displayed by
class-based parties may prove to be significant factors in
legislative cohesion, they need not be determining,

New

Zealand parties are highly cohesive, yet few would characterise
New Zealand society as exhibiting such a degree of social
polarisation as to account for their discipline in these terms
alone,

The parties themselves however, may still be

characterised largely in terms of their appeal to broad working
and middle class urban/rural bases of support,

Thus Levine and

Robinson (1976) found electoral support to observe the
"traditional" dichotomy (Table 1.1), Labour's appeal being
basically drawn from the urban, working class and lower to
middle income sectors of society, National's deriving mainly
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from rural, middle to upper income, professional and business
classes. 33

Table 1.1:

Party Support by Social Sector (1975) (%)
National

Labour

Farmers

76

Unskilled Workers

24.3

53.2

Unemployed

25

42.7

Professionals

54.9

22.s

Students

35.3

27.2

Source:

6

Levine & Robinson (1976), p.139.

Gold (1984) and Gustafson (1976) report similar findings.
Social divisions, particularly those based on occupational
status, have continued to have a significant influence on party
choice, despite changes in membership composition and electoral
support.

National's support remains largely drawn from upper,

non-manual occupational strata, Labour's from a manual
industrial base, though white collar service sectors have also
begun to feature significantly. 34

However, seen in terms more immediate to the question of
legislative cohesiveness, it has long been noted that the
parliamentary teams themselves have grown ever more
unrepresentative of the social sectors that constitute both
their immediate membership and electoral support. 3 '

Thus,

although Gold (1984) finds that occupational class is the major
influence on party choice, followed by race, age, and parent's
party affiliation, taken as a whole, such variables only
account for between 14-15% of the variance in party choice
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between Labour and National , 36

One extrapolation of these

results is that despite a core of support for each party, in
general the electorate is today exhibiting far more volatility
than in the past, as indicated by recent electoral swings, and
the rise in third party support. Despite both of these factors,
however, legislative cohesion still remains the overwhelming
characteristic of the activities of the parliamentary parties
themselves,

1,2,2

Working Class Cohesion

It is often argued that working class parties exhibit a greater
degree of legislative cohesion than middle class parties,
though as a theme, discipline and cohesion are common to
extreme parties of both left and right, Unity and mass
obedience were major tenets of the major facist regimes,
Similarly, the virtues of discipline and cohesion in communist
parties have long been formalised and encapsulated in the
conventions of democratic centralism that continue to
characterise their operations,

In both cases, however,

cohesion is seen as central to the mass character of the
movements each seeks to dominate.

The argument for working

class cohesiveness therefore derives largely from the
socioeconomic factors of working class status, Michels (1958)
seeing discipline as the "weapon of the weak in their struggle
with those who are [economically] stronger 1137 By virtue of
their social and economic position, working class mass
movements and political organisations rooted in such movements
have historically emphasised the values of unity, discipline,
and collective action of necessity, as the only effective means
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of obtaining economic and political concessions.

0uverger

(1954) characterises the differences thus:

Instead of uniting individualistic "bourgeois", the
Socialist parties were formed essentially for the
working class masses, •• For the [middle classes]
freedom was a personal conquest, an affirmation of
individuality,
for the.,, working classes on the
other hand, freedom was a collective conquest,,, The
masses have been liberated not by numbers, but by
discipline , 38
•-,

Similarly, 0zbudun (1970) records the emphasis placed by early
European socialist parties on formally mandated cohesiveness
via the establishment of caucuses, loyalty pledges and
disciplinary sanctions, all largely unheard of by the dominant
middle class parties of the time, 39

Such an emphasis is

immediately apparent in the origins of the Australian and New
Zealand Labour Parties, both deriving from Trade Union
responses to the failure of mass industrial actions, being
translated into more direct attempts at political participation
by way of disciplined cadre operating in parliamentary
caucuses, and being bound to collective decisions by formal,
written loyalty pledges,

The caucus pledge in New Zealand

originated largely from the Australian experience where it had
been in use from 1895, and though it was not formalised until
1920, actually predated the formal establishment of the NZLP,
being in ~vidence as early as 1911, 40

Labour's discipline thus derived essentially from its social
and historical status as a trade union based party of the
working class, with an emphasis on solidarity in the face of
established and powerful interests,

In such circumstances
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The industrial condemnation of a 11 scab 11 who defied
the union was carried over to intense hatred of
the 11 rat 11 who defied or deserted the party.
Disloyalty became the unforgivable sin. 41

Further, as a minority party, the practical advantages of
cohesion were immediately apparent, both in public~sing
Labour's practical concerns and maintaining autonomy in the
face of either the blandishments or hostility of the major
middle class parties dominating the House.

The argument for working class cohesion then, is essentially
that of the necessity of mass organisational backing and the
imposition of legislative discipline in order to mount a viable
challenge to the existing economic order through effective
political competition.

Denied either wealth or influence,

working class parties became characterised by the virtues found
in the mass mobilisation of electoral support and the use of
disciplined political action in the legislature, This gives
rise to two questions;

first, the degree of cohesiveness

associated with left wing or working class based parties and
second, the effects of their conduct on the behaviour of other
legislative actors.

0zbudun (1970) cites studies of Europe, the UK, Australasia and
Scandinavia to demonstrate that, while levels of cohesion and
discipline may vary between national legislatures, within them,
left wing and working class parties show distinct differences
in the cohesion they display vis a vis their middle class or
right wing opponents, 42

Similarly, Collie (1984) reports the
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findings of Wilson & Wiste's (1976) study of the French 4th and
5th Republics, showing that although cohesion varied among both
parties and regimes, left wing parties exhibited the highest
degree, and centrist parties the least, while Gaullists fell
between either side. 43

Although the Swiss parliament is not

characterised by a high degree of voting discipline, here too
cohesion is higher among the Socialist and Swiss Populist
parties, than in the Christian Democrats or Radical
Oemocrats. 44

While in New Zealand, party discipline is the

norm, its observation is more marked in the Labour Party than
in the National.

Finally, Ozbudun also cites an opinion survey

undertaken by Valen & Katz (1964) in Norway, revealing that
both Labour party leaders and voters expressed strong support
for legislative cohesion and voting discipline. Conversely non
Labour party voters showed measurably less concern for either
the necessity of party unity or use of disciplinary means, 4 '

Yet while working class parties may display greater levels of
cohesion than their middle class counterparts, by no means are
middle class parties necessarily non-cohesive;

indeed, many

are sometimes more so than their left wing opponents,

Thus,

alhough the right wing/centrist parties of Western Europe,
Scandinavia, Canada, the UK and Australasia all derive support
and membership from a largely middle class base, and share to
varying degrees, an ideological outlook stressing the values of
freedom and individualism, all display a high degree of
disciplined legislative cohesion.

Studies of postwar UK

parties by Lynskey (1973) Jackson (1968) Crowe (1980, 1983) and
Norton (1980, 1981) all reveal there to be fewer differences
between the parties than might be thought to be the case,
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judged on the basis of their social "character" alone.

Indeed,

Lynskey and Jackson both find the UK Labour Party to be more
prone to dissent than the Conservatives, despite the
ideological premium placed on discipline and loyalty by it.
Thus, while from 1945 to the 1970s Conservative MPs cast
dissenting votes against their party in more divisions than
Labour members,

in divisions where they defected from the

party line, Labour MPs did so in significantly greater
numbers. 46 From the 1970s onward however, Norton (1981)
observes a significant increase in intraparty dissent on both
sides of the House, such votes rising to 20% of all divisions
for the Parliaments of 1970-79.

While Conservatives dissented

in 204 divisions from 1970-4 vs only 34 Labour dissenting
divisions, for the 1974-9 period the number of such divisions
rose to

240 and 309 respectively. 47

A further study by Crowe

(1983) of leadership and backbench attitudes to breaches of
party discipline found a significant degree of inter-party
consensus as to the seriousness of each of the items presented
for cornment. 48

Finally, while voting figures in the New

Zealand Parliament reveal National MPs as being;prone to
f...,._

dissent than Labour members, seen against the totality of the
discipline observed by either party such differences are
marginal;

non party votes only accounting for some 5% of all

divisions. 49

In New Zealand then, party differences in cohesion are less a
matter of kind than degree.

While cross-national studies

reveal that in general, left wing working class parties tend to
be more cohesive than their middle class based counterparts, it
is clear that they enjoy no necessary monopoly in this respect.
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Therefore, although differences in both attitudes and behaviour
are apparent, the fact of middle class cohesion largely belies
claims made for social class as a primary motive for the
existence of party cohesion.

1.2.3

Contagion from the Left

Although the differences in cohesion observed between parties
of the left or right might seem to reduce the impact of social
class as a causal or determining factor in the development of
cohesive parties its role in influencing this process may be
more significant, as postulated by Ouverger's (1954) thesis of
"contagion from the left".

Ouverger holds that the rise of

socialist, working class parties in the late 19th and early
20th century fundamentally restructured the nature of party
politics by their development of specialised organisational
forms to mobilise the newly enfranchised mass electorate,

The rise of such parties, and the advent of class conscious
politics, it is said, led to a polarisation of interests within
the party system.

Parties became more defined in terms of

their bases of representation, and thus more socially
I

homoge7~us, enhancing the practice of cohesion.

'

Organisationally, the emergence of integrationalist, mass
membership parties increased cohesion directly by the stress
laid on the loyalty of the membership, while their
Parliamentary effectiveness in gathering support and effecting
legislative aims forced their opponents to respond in like
terms., 0

In a similar manner, as Ozbudun observes, the
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emergence of socialist parties as cohesive entities was matched
by their development of formalised disciplinary mechanisms to
ensure legislative unity, similarly encouraging imitation as a
means of self-defence., 1

Here, the evidence is inconclusive, although it lends some
support to the notion that if left wing parties were not the
sole progenitors of modern party cohesion, nonetheless by
serving to emphasise the class differences between contending
party agencies, and by their example as disciplined legislative
bodies, they did at least tend to increase the intensity of
party competition and therefore the degree of cohesion
exhibited by competing party blocs,

Case studies show however,

that the vagaries of the historical development of party
systems in any given country played at least as important a
role in both the timing and degree of the legislative party
cohesiveness present,

On one hand for instance, Ozbudun (1970)

cites arguments that show the rise of the post war French
Communist Party (PCF) influencing the growth of cohesion and
discipline among its parliamentary rivals, centrist and right
wing unity ebbing over time as the electoral threat posed by
the PCF declined,, 2

On the other hand, the British Labour party postdated the
advent of Conservative and Liberal mass organisations, both of
which had already achieved a high degree of legislative
cohesion before Labour constituted a parliamentary force.
Indeed, party voting in the House of Commons after 1860 had
already reached levels broadly comparable in percentile terms
to those displayed by legislative groups in the post war
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period. Thus, even if the relatively higher levels of cohesion
displayed by twentieth century political parties can be
attributed in part to a reaction to the discipline of a
politicised labour movement as an institutional phenomenon,
party cohesion in Britain at least, predated, and was largely
independent of the advenl of socialist working class based
parties., 3 Further, as Ozbudun observes, during the early years
of its existence the Labour Party was_no more cohesive than
either the Conservatives or Liberals, while as the example of
Canada demonstrates, the existence of large working class
parties is not a necessary prerequisite for the development of
cohesion on the right. 54

In the c~.-~ of New Zealand however, it can be argued that the
presence of the New Zealand La.·Jur Party was a major, if not
the only influence in the development of party
present levels.

ohesion to its

Clearly, after 1916 the parliamentary ;resence

of Labour MPs_ united by a party caucus and nascent national
political organisation,

provided a compe~ling incentive to the

gradual coalition of the Conservative, Liberal and Reform
parties, while once the process of two partyism was complete,
the organisational formations and legislative discipline that
had ensured a Labour victory at the polls were both consciously
and conscientiously adopted
formed National Party.

(at least in essence) by the newly

In that the present levels of party

discipline and cohesion that characterise the workings of New
Zealand Parliamentary parties largely date from this time, the
influence of Labour may be said to have been decisive.

Even so, legislative discipline was not unknown to early New
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Zealand parties.

The use of parliamentary caucusing as a means

of unity and discipline had been in effective operation
throughout the 1870s and 80s, and party voting was thus not
unknown.

Similarly, the use of whips to ensure legislative

unity was first noted in 1876, and by the mid 1880s, the
essential characteristics of the modern caucus system - caucus
secrecy, formalised proceedings, ·and the binding nature of
collective decisions on individual behaviour, had all become
established conventions, largely predating the formal emergence
in 1890 of the Liberal Party - the first example of a major,
modern, and relatively cohesive New Zealand political party.
Thus although Labour interests were initially represented under
the Liberal banner, they cannot be said to have featured
significantly in the origins of either parliamentary caucusing,
or cohesive legislative voting.

However, although both of these developments preceded both the
election of "Labour" MPs to the House, and the formal
establishment of the NZLP, once ensconced in Parliament, the
impact of Labour as a catalyst to legislative cohesion was
immediately apparent, and in the long run, decisive. Labour's
use of a written pledge of party loyalty backed by disciplinary
sanctions, its consequent disciplined party voting, and the
concerted organisational efforts made to secure both a
mass-membership base and the working class vote were all highly
significant innovations.

As a national political movement and

by its parliamentary presence, Labour contributed to a marked
polarisation of political interests by catalysing a process of
unification between the competing, if by then, ideologically
akin, Liberal and Reform parties,

In the House, this was

achieved by demonstrating the advantages of concerted
l~gislative action and by serving as a focus for the common
I

hostility of the two parties,

Electorally, Labour made its

presence felt both by the victories it achieved, and equally
importantly, in effecting split votes between the two dominant
political actors,

Finally, its victory in 1935 forced a

fundamental reappraisal of the party organisation and
discipline of its political opponents, culminating in their
fusion and adoption of similar techniques in order to regain
the lost initiative,

Thus, the contention of "contagi • Jl from the Left" can be seen,
as having some validity to the formation of cohesive political
parties in New Zealand and the institutionalisation of
disciplined legislative voting as a parliamentary norm,
However as regular cohesive voting predates the political
organisation and parliamentary representation of the New
Zealand labour movement,

Moreover, while the cohesion that

resulted from Labour's presence was essentially reactive in
form, the maintenance of party discipline by National after its
victory at the pQ]ls in 1949, owes as much, if not more, to
other factors,

l\,

t

.These include both the size of the legislative,
-----

.__

and the competing parties within it, and the high degree of
competitiveness existing between Labour and National after each
had realised the political aspirations of their respective
social bases of support,

Even so, further influences must be

considered; among them, the effects of the organisational
structures of the parties themselves,
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1,3

Party Organisation

Modern political parties are comprised of three essential
elements;

a mass membership base, a permanent organisational

structure, and a cadre of parliamentary representatives,

In

the traditional formulation, the membership forms the basis of
the organisation, which selects, and works to elect candidates
to power, so that they may carry out the policies agreed upon
by the membership at large,

Given that cohesion.is seen to be

essential to the fulfilment of a party's programmatic function,
the question then, is that of the nature and effects of the
guid pro guo demanded of the parliamentary team by its
organisation for continued suppor:l, and thus the e(r'ects of the
latter on the degree of cohesion maintained by the
parliamentarians in the furtherance of the wider party's policy
goals,

1,3,1

Organisational Factors

Ozbudun (1970) distinguishes two versions of the "organisation
pressure" theory of legislative party cohesion,

The first of

these, as propounded by Ostrogorski (1964) and Ouverger (1954),
holds that legislative parties dominated by their organisations
display more cohesion than do those which dominate their base
of support.

This is due largely, it is said, to the influence

wielded by the organisations in enforcing disciplinary rules,
reselection procedures, and in the last instance, as mobilisers
of the mass vote needed to ensure candidates' victories in a
highly competitive party system,''

The second version argues

merely that strong organisations - dominant or not - serve to
produce cohesive legislative parties. Of the two however, the
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first is neither logically consistent, nor it appears,
supported by empirical evidence while the second, though it has
some support, is at best debatable.
organisations may be associated

Strong membership

with cohesive parliamentary

parties, but any relationship that exists can only be defined
as correlational, and not causal in any determining sense.

Ostrogorski and Ouverger's version of the organisation pressure
theory holds that legislative cohesion is largely a function of
the power the party organisation wields as a permanent basis
for electoral mobilisation and the selection and reselection of
candidates,

As the party label alone has come to comprise the

major element of electoral choice in modern times, the power of
selection and allocation of electoral resources may give the
organisation the whip hand in ensuring disciplined obedience to
the party's "line" in legislative behaviour, Conversely, weaker
organisations are said to allow parliamentary representatives
greater latitude for independent decision making and less
effective accountability for the consequences of their actions
to the membership at large;

thus prompting relatively less

legislative cohesion.

As Ozbudun observes however, such a relationship does not
necessarily follow.

While strong organisations may be

important for electoral success, their role in influencing the
Legislative cohesion of their representatives, once elected, is
altogether more tenuous.~ 6

A representative's dependence on

the party organisation for support does not of itself
contribute to the cohesion of the collectivity of legislators,
if only because such support wi 11 tend to be focussed at ·the
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local electorate level.

Indeed, strict loyalty to local

interests may result in challenges to the parliamentary party's
cohesion on particular issues, especially if the party
organisation is relatively decentralised, and selection
procedures are dominated by local interests.

Conversely, the pattern would seem to be that the cohesion of
legislative parties is more a function of the activities and
concerns of the parliamentarians themselves than a product of
obedience to the dictates of the wider party organisation.
Indeed, the most cohesive parties among Western democracies
(those of New Zealand, Australia, the UK and Canada) are, if
anything, characterised by the domination of the parliamentary
representatives, who exercise the final voice in the adoption
of policy, hold senior positions within the organisation,

and

enjoy near total autonomy in all their actions within the
legislatures to which they are elected, 57

Although party

affiliation comprises the major influence in determining
electoral choice, the distinguishing feature of the modern,
cohesive party has been the re-appropriation of "party" as a
descriptive concept from the party organisations by their
parliamentary wings.

Thus in terms of public identification, "party" has become
largely synonymous with the parliamentary caucus,

While the

wider party_ may still exert some influence, whether in
candidate selections or at party conferences, this is at best
sporadic, and frequently overshadowed by the exigencies of the
political game itself.

Once elected to the House, whatever
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power the organisation may have over the conduct of its
parliamentary representatives is largely abrogated to the
concerns of legislative party competition, and the consequent
necessity for the tactical autonomy of the party's agents in
the pursuit of legislative goals,

Thus while party cohesion

may be the means by which the goals of the organisation are
fulfilled, the conditions which give rise to it also provide
the parliamentary representatives with an effective means of
resistance to, and influence over, the wider party itself,

Indeed, as Duverger acknowledges, even in Socialist parties
-where the concept of collective sovereignty is an ideological
tenet - in practice, operational decisions remain the province
of the parliamentary parties alone .,a Instead of being the
prerogative of the organisation, legislative cohesion is
therefore a feature associated predominantly with the dominance
of legislative parties themselves,

Here, the major point is

that cohesion owes little to the control each element exerts
over the other,

The membership organisation of a modern party

functions primarily as a mechanism of support and electoral
mobilisation, as well as a means of policy making,
communication, and influence over its parliamentary
representatives,

The question of control however, and thus the

consensus and cohesion of the team, is more a function of
responsibility and accountability,

The parliamentary parties

are central actors in the political arena, serving as a
national focus of identification for the electorate, Thus their
audience supercedes that of the party membership alone, while
the policies they espouse and are identified with, have
national consequences,
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The appeal to the mass electorate thus sees the focus of
accountability shift from the party organisation, (and
questions of faithfulness to policy) to the national
electorate, which the organisation may help

11

mobilise 11 , but

which finally it forms only a small part of, Votes are
determined not so much according to issues of

ideological

accountability, but rather on the attractiveness of the
policies and performances of the contending parliamentary
parties. Voters do not therefore elect the party per se to
political office, but only its parliamentary cadre, who, though
they may be selected and endorsed by the organisation, are to
the voters, entirely separate figures, individually and
collectively responsible to them alone,

Thus the cohesion

parliamentary parties display owes less to the demands or
influence of their organisations than to the immediate
tactical, and longer term electoral consequences of their
legislative behaviour.
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1.3.2

Mass Membership and Party Cohesion

There is no compelling evidence for the argument that
legislative cohesion results from the domination of the
parliamentary team by the party organisation,

High levels of

cohesion are seen in legislatures characterised by the
domination of parliamentary and extraparliamentary parties,
though the cases surveyed tend to favour the former,'

9

The

more general formulation however, that strong organisations
tend to facilitate high legislative cohesion has somewhat more
support.

The argument for this proposition relates primarily to the
contribution made by modern party organisations to mass
involvement in the political process, and the source of
motivation for such support and commitment, whether ideological
or material.

Despite the autonomy legislative parties demand

of their supporters, and the ability they possess to bypass the
party organisation and communicate directly with the electorate
via the mass media, organisational ability remains a
prerequisite for the mass mobilisation of electoral turnout
essential to party victories in modern circumstances.

While

such support need not be repaid by the strict adherence of the
parliamentary representatives to positions adopted by the
extraparliamentary party, a mass membership organisation may
nevertheless contribute to legislative cohesion in less direct
ways.

Ozbudun (1970) marshalls a substantial body of evidence to
demonstrate the association between party cohesion and strong
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membership organisations,

Parties low on organisational

strength tend also to be low on legislative cohesion - the
ticket-voter membership recruitment of United States parties
being a prime example of this correlation, 00

Similarly, cadre

type parties of the French centre-right, which lack a strong
membership base, also demonstrate high levels of
non-cohesiveness, both parliamentary and organisationally,
Conversely, the most cohesive European parties - the Socialists
and Communists -maintain large dues-paying mass memberships,
Indeed what seems important is not so much ideology as
organisation; nonleftist, mass-membership parties also display
higher degrees of cohesion than cadre-type parties, both in the
UK and Europe. 01

Ozbudun cites as examples the British

Conservatives, Norwegian Liberals, Italian Christian Democrats,
Austrian People's Party, and the French MRP, 02

In New Zealand

of course, both parties demonstrate high legislative
cohesiveness, and well developed mass-membership organisations,
Indeed, the very title of the New Zealand National Party,
reflects this as a primary party objective,

Yet although all mass-based political parties are highly
cohesive, not all cohesive parties are predicated on mass
membership organisations,

Cadre parties may not be among the

most cohesive of those surveyed by Ozbudun, but there is little
doubt that the legislative cohesiveness of Communist parties
for instance, may derive as much from their adherents'
ideological zeal, and the cell-structured principle of
democratic centralism that characterises their workings, as
from any necessary appeal to a wider mass membership,

As

examples of more mainstream parties whose cohesion exists
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independent of large, dues-paying mass membership
organisations, however Ozbudun is also able to cite the major
Turkish and Canadian parties, as well as the Australian Liberal
Party. 63

In short, while strong organisations may favour party

cohesion, there is no necessary connection between the two.
Indeed, legislative cohesion may be a favo~red,
required,

or even

political stratagem regardless of the P.arty's

organisational complexity or the strength of its membership.

Nonetheless, a mass-membership organisation may still serve to
facilitate and maintain legislative cohesion.

Epstein {1967)

sees the programmatic nature of mass parties as being, in the
absence of large scale material patronage, a major source of
motivation and reward for the party's membership,

Party

activists thus tend to remain within the party to further its
general program and specific party policies.

The argument is

that a mass membership recruited on such a basis contributes to
legislative party cohesion by acting ess~ntially as ideological
overseers, thus maintaining party orthodoxy by keeping the
parliamentary party "honest" and accountable to the
organisation for any deviations from the prevailing

11

line

11 •

64

Although this argument has its merits, and is grounded in the
reality of relationships between activists, organisation, and
parliamentary agents, the limits to its utility can be readily
illustrated,

For one thing, the strict fulfilment of such a

role might satisfy party purists, but for a determined
parliamentary party the conflicting views of a committed
minority might

well have less weight than those of the

presumably more pragmatic electorate to whom, in the final
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instance, the legislators are responsible.

In such a situation, faced with the prospects of large scale
dissent between activists and parliamentary representatives,
the membership could well follow the parliamentarians on the
road to electoral success in,the hope of future policy·
influence rather than obstruct more immediate prospects of
policy implementation in the interests of strict ideological or
programmatic purity. Further, the more immediate watchdog of
party orthodoxy, and the primary agent for the exposure of
policy contradictions tends to be the party's parliamentary
opposition - a far more direct channel to members and electors
alike,

Indeed, in such cases, attack by the opposition is be more
likely to enhance legislative cohesion than are criticisms from
the party organisation, aired at annual party conferences
where, given both the public and symbolic nature of such
gatherings, pressures for unity are often as much in evidence,
as are those for open scrutiny and dissent.

While influence

may be brought to bear on the parliamentary team

on such

occasions, the need to enhance public confidence in the party's
11

responsibility 11 (ie its lack of open factionalism and

divisiveness), and the necessity of tactical flexibility for
the parliamentary party between conferences, all serve to
reduce the impact of the extraparliamentary party in
maintaining the constant degree of cohesion that characterises
the workings of the legislative teams.
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A second argument for the influence of membership on party
cohesion is that of the effect of finance. A large, dues-paying
mass membership may increase cohesion by providing the party
and its candidates with an independent financial base, thus
reducing the possible influence of interest groups and so the
dependence of individual candidates on sources outside the
party for the mobilisation of electoral support. However in
freeing its members from external obligations the organisation
succeeds in binding its parliamentary representatives closer to
itself, given its role as the sole repository and disburser of
financial and material largesse.

Thus in New Zealand it is

only through the party - whether at local or national level
that finances are di~tributed among approved candidates, while
a similar degree of control is exercised over national
electoral advertising.

Given the centrality of the party label

to a candidates electoral fortunes it is readily apparent that
in terms of individual outcomes at least, the organisation
holds a controlling interest by its prerogatives over resource
allocation.

In terms of its direct effect on legislative party cohesion
however, such influence is at best sporadic, and limited in
effect; for instance, it would be self-defeating for the
organisation, in the interests of discipline, to sanction
hitherto successful candidates at polling time.

However, it

can be said that both a dues-paying membership and direct party
control of finances may contribute to legislative cohesion, if
only by their provision of a solid organisational and resource
base, thus allowing the legislative party to concentrate its
energies more fully on its parliamentary duties.
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1,3,3

Candidate Selection and Party Discipline

While formal means of party discipline may be exercised at
local electorate levels, such tools are largely the prerogative
of the central party organisation or, more usually, the
parliamentary party, where their usage is more appropriately
defined by the exigencies of the legislative environment
itself,

From the perspective of organisational influences on

legislative party cohesion though, the major instrument of
enforcement is the candidate selection and reselection process,
as the primary means of ensuring the adoption of "appropriate"
legislative aspirants or of sanctioning err.ing
parliamentarians,

Thus, in the view of Schattscheider (1942)

and Ranney (1965) it is the central control of the nomination
procedures that may be a determining factor in ensuring ·high
levels of party cohesiveness, 65

Similarly, Ozbudun (1970)

cites the influence of the decentralised and popularly based
primary system of nomination employed in the United States as a
possible factor in lack of legislative cohesion that
characterises American parties,

Even here however, there is

some evidence of pre-primary party endorsements in order to
secure posts for favoured nominees, although this takes place
ma i n l y at 1 o ca l and not nat i on a l l eve l s , 6 6

The American case aside however, there is no necessary
association between centrally directed nominations and high
levels of legislative cohesion,

Ozbudun cites the examples of

Canada, Belgium, Norway, Australia and New Zealand, where
cohesrYn party systems are maintained in parallel with
decentralised and locally dominated selection procedures, 67

\I•
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In New Zealand both parties differ in the degree of central
control each's organisation exercises in the nomination
process, and the marginal differences in cohesion between them
may therefore owe something to differences in selection
procedures, although in aggregate terms, the degree of
discipline they exhibit would seem to owe little to the nature
of the nomination methods employed by either.

Nevertheless, the Labour Party, the more cohesive of the two,
is the more centralised, both in terms of organisational
structure, and in the selection procedures employed, although
the degree of central control has been reduced somewhat in
recent years.

Indeed, in the early years of the party, from

1916-1951, selection was almost wholly decentralised,
nominations proceeding from a postal ballot by the local
electorate committees of candidate list approved by the party's
National Executive,

After 1951, the revised party constitution

provided for a selection committee of six members, three from
the local electorate and three from the National Executive,
provision was made for the formal resolution of a committee
deadlock, though with the National Executive's backing of its
representatives in one such case in 1954, the direct control
over the process by the national party organisation was
seemingly established, 68

Further changes throughout the 1960s and 1970s weighted the
selection committees more in favour of influence from above,
although the balance was redressed somewhat in 1979 with the
establishment of the present system, Selection is made by a

No

-socommittee comprising three members of the New Zealand Council,
and from 2-4 local members, weighted according to a ratio of
branch membership to the percentage of the Labour vote gained
at the previous General Election. Thus two members are placed
on the committee if the local membership is from 1-9% of the
vote, three if it is between 10-19% and four if it is over 20%.
In addition a second ballot taken among all memb~rs present at
the selection meeting itself, is counted as one vote in the
committee's deliberations. 69

The potential for central control is therefore mitigated by the
relative strength and activity of the local organisation in
that the higher the membership, the greater the degree of local
representation on the selection committee.

Where a strong

electorate is united behind a candidate, local wishes tend to
prevail,

However, should there be a division in local opinion,

or more seriously, on the selection committee, bloc voting by
the New Zealand Council representatives can determine the
candidate, or should there be no decision, force a new
selection,

The situation may be further complicated in that

"affiliate members'', or trade union delegations, may also
participate in the selection meeting, and may constitute a
separate interest group in their own right,

Thus although both

parties engage in the preselection of candidates where
necessary, and maintain the final right of approval, what
distinguishes the Labour Party is the degree of its involvement
in all three stages of the process itself:
selection, and approval.

preselection,
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In contrast, National Party procedures allow far less scope for
central party interference in the proceedings,

In each

electorate the Party Electorate Committee establishes a
selection committee consisting of the members of the P,E,C,
itself, and branch representatives on a ratio of one
representative for every 20 branch members,

Depending on

branch strength, the tendency is for very large selection
committees, virtually guaranteeing extensive local involvement
and choice,

Despite this, there is some provision for

organisational input. Selection is made under the direction of
the National Executive and nominees remain subject to its
ultimate approval.

In addition, during the selection meeting

itself, candidates are required to answer two impromptu
questions from the party President and Leader, to demonstrate
their suitability as prospective MPs,

Even so, the emphasis remains predominantly local and
decentralised, Although there remain opportunities for central
influence - if not control -they are altogether more
circumscribed than those deriving from Labour procedures,
However, in terms of selections a contribution to legislative
cohesiveness, it is instructive to review the conclusions of
the 1985 National Party Review Committee on the subject, whose
remarks are equally applicable to Labour party concerns:

A point often overlooked,,.[isJ that a selection
committee is not only participating in a process to
select the new member of parliament for the
electorate but is also ensuring that the member of
parliament so elected forms an integral part of the
National Party team in Caucus, 70
(Emphasis added)
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Certainly, both parties emphasise the aspect of team discipline
and cohesion in their nomination procedures to varying degrees,
and so exert a degree of control over the candidates submitting
to the process itself.

This is most clearly seen in the Labour

Party's use of a formal pledge of loyalty to the legislative
party contained in the nomination form every candidate must
sign, which reads:

If elected, I will vote on all questions in
accordance with the decision of the Caucus of the
Parliamentary Labour Party,, ,, 71

The pledge also contains provisions banning candidates from
membership in other political parties or organisations deemed
incompatible with membership of the New Zealand Labour

Pc,r-+
I
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T ,

binding them to support both the party's Constitution, Policy,
and other duly selected candidates,

Party rules give both

Branches and the New Zealand Council of the party, the power to
suspend or withdraw the nomination of any member who fails to
honour the terms of the pledge,

In this sense, the discipline

demanded of National Party nominees is somewhat less
comprehensive in that, excepting provisions for the refusal of
renomination, and the support of duly selected candidates, the
member pledges to

abide by the Rules and Constitution of the New
Zealand National Party and,., be loyal to its
organisation and its chosen leader, 72

In practice however, the differences are marginal, in that the
leader of the party is also the Leader of the Caucus, although
the pledge allows somewhat more latitude to the individual MP
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in that it demands no conformity with caucus decisions, loyalty
being given to the party organisation as well as the
parliamentary leadership,

However, while discipline is

important, and may in the form of the pledge be said to be
determining for Labour MPs, it is important to note that the
source of such discipline derives not from the organisation, so
much as the workings of the parliamentary party itself,
Further, despite organisational differences, variations in
party cohesion are minor, Indeed, centrally enforced discipline
is usually a means of supporting the decisions of the
parliamentary party, rather than of obtaining conformity to the
will of the organisation,

Dismissal from the party or faiiure to be renominated remains
relatively rare, and tends to be as much a product of local
dissatisfaction with the performance of the sitting MP as the
result of central directives,

Thus while Gerald O'Brien (1978)

was opposed by the party leadership but supported by the
electorate, the cases of Downie (1978), Elliott (1981),
Courtney (1981) and MacDonell (1984) all provide examples of
central support but electorate rejection, while that of Kirk
(1983) is a classic case of rejection by both,

On the other hand, the organisation itself may act on occasion
as a shield of sorts for MPs fallen into disfavour with their
parliamentary leadership.

Thus, after a spate of cross-voting

in 1983 by five National MPs over two central pieces of
Government legislation (the Finance Bill, regulating interest
rates, and the Industrial Law Reform Bi 11, introducing "youth
rates" and voluntary unionism) the then Prime Minister, Robert
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Muldoon, made an open plea to National electorate organisations
to "select loyal candidates who would support government
policies

11 •

He further stated that he would be reporting the

incidents of indiscipline to the party's National Executive
because even though that body had no formal disciplinary powers
for such cases, the party organisation did however, have an
11

input into the selection process",

However this warning

brought forth rebukes both from local electorate committees, as
well as a resolution from the party's Dominion Council. The
latter, although it expressed confidence in the Prime Minister,
also resolved to

[Uphold] the right of National members of Parliament
to a free vote except on confidence issues, and
expects members to use this freedom responsibly. 73

Decentralisation of organisation and selection procedures might
then appear to place some limits on attempts by the party
leadership to impose cohesion on members of the parl iarnentary
party.

Conversely, the greater the influence exercised by the

organisation in this process, the greater the potential for the
enforcement of party discipline.

However, in terms of the

aggregate levels of legislative cohesiveness exhibited by both
parties, such differences are marginal. As Ozbudun (1970)
observes, the influence of the party organisation is neither a
crucial nor necessary condition of party cohesion, though it
may contribute to it, 74 Similarly, Epstein· (19670 concludes
that:
the loyalty of MPs to their national leadership
cannot be attributed to their selection by it,
Rather, it has to be said that local selection turns
out to be compatible with national party purposes, ••
[thus] the absence of central control and sharp
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limits on central influence are not politically
crucial.
The vital effect of centralisation is
achieved without organisational centralisation, It
matters little that the candidates adopted locally
are not always those preferred by the National Party
so long as they are prepared to accept the party's
parliamentary program, and the discipline
accompanying it, 75 (Emphasis added)

Selection procedures are important in channeling a pool of
talent to the parliamentary parties, but of far greater
significance for the maintenance of party cohesion is what
happens to the MPs once they have entered the legislature
itself,

National selection and organisational centralisation

may aid cohesiveness, but they do not generate it, Thus,
Ranney's (1967) investigation of candidate selection procedures
in the United States and the UK finds that although differences
in the degree of openness and centralisation distinguish the
two systems, the differences are not sufficient to account for
the differences in cohesion obs~rved in the legislative parties
of either country, 76

In New Zealand, despite differences of

emphasis between the parties, both maintain consistently high
levels of cohesion in voting behaviour, Further, Labour, the
more disciplined of the two, has maintained a constant level of
cohesion since into inception, despite shifting from a
decentralised, locally controlled style of selection, to one
emphasising a more centrist orientation aspect.

In short, if anything our findings of the influence exerted by
party organisations on their parliamentary wings emphasise the
autonomy that cohesive legislative parties tend to enjoy in the
fulfilment of their political role. Organisational
characteristics may support, but do not determine party
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cohesiveness. The discipline of parliamentary parties is not so
much a function of extraparliamentary activities as it is of
the functioning of the legislative parties themselves.
Cohesion in Labour and Socialist parties may have originally
developed on the basis of their organisational strength and
unity, but its continuance, derives from other factors.
Similarly, the parties of the right may have adopted traditions
of caucus discipline in reaction to that displayed by their
left wing opponents, but the dynamic of the party cohesiveness
that characterises New Zealand parties in particular, owes more
to the specific context of the political environment in which
the political game is played,

Therefore, while factors such as

social polarisation and class differentiation may promote party
cohesion, and organisational factors may serve to maintain it,
neither are necessarily determining,

Equally important, if not

more so, are the systemic factors which structure the political
environment in which the parties function,

Thus, if party

cohesion is a particular strategy evolved and adopted in
response to the demands made, and opportunities provided by a
particular institutional context, then the investigation of
contributing factors must be further directed to the effects of
systemic and structural differences,

1.4
1.4,1

Constitutional Systems and Legislative Structure
Parliamentary and Presidential Systems

As 0zbudun (1970) observes, arguments stressing the role of
legislative structure and the nature of legislative-executive
relations in predisposing party cohesion date back at least as
far as Lowell (1902), followed by Jennings (1939). 77

The
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foremost modern proponent of this position however is Epstein
(1959, 1967), who has long argued that it is the institution of
parliamentary government itself which is the major causal
factor in ensuring legislative party unity and discipline,
given that bath the tenure and the authority of the executive
is wholly premised an the majority support of the legislative
party from which it is derived, 78 In short, party ensures bath
the political identity and continuity of the institution of
government in a parliamentary system, 79 thus providing both the
opportunity and the incentive for the operation of party
discipline and cohesion in effecting legislative aims,

In parliamentary systems therefore, legislative discipline
tends to become the primary mechanism of executive stability,
and the ability to govern effectively, in that the power to do
so is directly located in the majority party from whose ranks
the executive itself is derived, and with whose policies the
party as a whole is publicly identified. 8 °

Cohesion, thus

becomes a functional necessity and self sustaining dynamic in
ensuring the party's ability to govern, or when in apposition,
its potential ta do so. st

Conversely, in a presidential system neither the tenure nor
authority of the executive are dependent an the fortunes or
goodwill of the legislature party.

Both are elected

separately, and so neither are, strictly speaking, responsible
for, or accountable ta, the other in the fulfilment of their
respective roles. While the executive may find party unity
desirable in the achievement of policy goals, it does not
constitute a necessary prerequisite far either continuance in
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office or even for the enactment of the legislative program,
providing that a sufficient degree of support can be obtained
across party lines. 82

Conversely in parliamentary systems, the legislative identity
of government and opposition roles is inbuilt; government
remains a collective enterprise, always potentially at risk in
the face of the challenge posed by its parliamentary rivals. As
Ozbudun observes, the incentives provided by such a setting,
for cohesion at both institutional and individual levels are
both compelling and in the circumstances, entirely rational,
being, in the words of Epstein (1967):

simply the need to support an executive leadership
whose very existence, given the usual rules of the
parliamentary game, requires the regular approval of
a majority of legislators • • • , for the
party-in-government to be cohesive in such high
de'.· e e as to be c 1 ear 1 y resp on s i b 1 e i s [therefore J
mu(~ more likely in a parliamentary system than in a
[presidentialJ, 83
II

II

Given the domination of the electoral system by modern partie'.
and the prerequisite of a party label for successful candidacy,
the fortunes of the individual legislator become closely tied
to the collectivity, 84 In addition, as the executive is located
in the legislative membership of the majority party, the
dispensation of patronage - whether directly, or indirectlyi
provides compelling incentives to conformity,

In this sense

then, cohesion may be as much self- motivated as it is
externally imposed, although the degree of discipline may be
mitigated by several factors, not the least of them being the
size of the legislature, and the parties within it.

The

chances of a ministerial career are relatively greater in
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smaller parties than in larger. Similarly, the incentive for
disciplined behaviour is likely to be greater where party
competition is keen, and the resulting margins of victory are
narrower.

Thus, if loyalty is no guarantee of upward mobility,

it at least remains a prerequisite for individual effectiveness
and the possibility of political advancement.

The argument is also made that, as the cabinet derives its
authority from the winning party's caucus, the consequent
avenues for policy influence and necessity of caucus approval
will tend to encourage involvement by the whole of the
parliamentary party, thus promoting compromise and consensus,
and binding individuals to the decision of the col lectivity. 85
Again, size is an important factor in this;

in smaller

parliaments, a cabinet may itself constitute a majority, or
near majority of the caucus.

A cabinet may dominate its caucus

and obtain consent, but finally must engineer its parliamentary
forces' active support, for certainly in the legislature it
will obtain this nowhere else,

1.4,2

Parliamentary Party Discipline

Such institutional dependence, means that concomitant with the
cohesion displayed by most parliamentary parties, are the
disciplinary sanctions often employed to achieve it, However,
while they remain in frequent use, such obvious measures as the
whipping of votes, the use of loyalty pledges, and the
employment of both formal and informal sanctions to discipline
errant members, may in fact belie the major means by which
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legislative cohesion is finally effected.

As Epstein observes,

in terms of party discipline, the -

explanation for its effectiveness., •• lie[sJ in the
nature of the party loyalty which support[sJ its use,
rather than in the nature of the weapon, 56

That is, it is not the devices employed by parties which
maintain their unity so much as the institutional setting and
the motivations of members, which encourage party loyalty as a
practical strategy for the effective fulfilment of the party's
parliamentary role and achievement of its legislative
ambitions,

As Rush (1981) observes:

Party .•• cohesion cannot be explained simply by the
obvious advantages of party unity and it is important
to see discipline in the wider context of agreement
rather than disagreement with the party line. In
other words, MPs support their parties in the
House, •• most of the time because they agree with the
policies being pursued most of the time •• ,
Party discipline, therefore, should not be seen in a
limited personal sense, but in a broader sense of
concerted action, Further, it should be seen within
the context of the adversary system, 57
Studies by Epstein (1967), Ozbudun (1967) and Kornberg &
Frasure (1973) tend to support such assertions for
parliamentary parties in general, and those from
Westminster-type systems in particular,

Kornberg's (1966)

survey of Canadian parliamentarians, revealed that slightly
under half (48%) of the 165 MPs he questioned saw the major
motivation for party unity in terms of a desire to see their
party succeed and achieve its legislative goals,

Similarly 14%

saw cohesion as necessary primarily to maintain the viability
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of the parliamentary system itself, while a further 27% cited
reasons emphasising both personal and party-centred advantages
of legislative conformity, 88

Thus while parties certainly use

disciplinary sanctions to enforce cohesion, the general degree
of unity they maintain is not a function of this alone.

While

it is true, as Ozbudun (1970) notes, that the most cohesive of
political parties - those of either the extreme right or left maintain and exercise formal disciplinary sanctions, both
regularly and effectively, it is equally true that the cohesion
of most democratic parliamentary parties is maintained at high
levels largely without recourse to such measures, 89

In short, as Epstein observes, in most parliamentary systems,
and especially those based on the Westminster model, the
influence of legislative structure tends to enshrine party
cohesion as a central operating principle, Party unity and
discipline becomes

the recognised and accepted norm of parliamentary
behaviour.,, that is not seriously questioned even by
the MPs who deviate from it, They and their leaders
view parliamentary party cohesion as the essence of
the contemporary British system. 90
Evidence for the effects of legislative structure as a
determining factor in the cohesion exhibited by political
parties is not lacking, and the association between
parliamentary government and legislative unity is generally
sound, though it suffers somewhat in having the United States
as the only studied example of the contra phenomenon, Moreover,
parliamentary party cohesion varies between party systems,
Even so, while we cannot state that parliamentary or
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presidential systems necessarily produce either cohesive or
non-cohesive legislative parties, in the maint studies of
legislatures suggest that they have developed to varying
degrees, in all but a few parliamentary systems,

That the

major factor in this development is held by be systemic
however, does not eliminate the impact of other influBnces on
the degree of legislative solidarity present, such as
differences in regional or national homogeneity, legislative
size, or the effects of social, economic, ethnic or religious
cleavages,

Even so, parliamentary government remains the focal

point of party cohesion in democratic regimes, though it may be
stronger in some circumstances than in others, 91 With it,
cohesive parties tend to develop;

without it, cohesive parties

are possible, but not necessary, 92

1,4,3

Federalism

A further systemic variable affecting the cohesion legislative
parties display is that of federalism,

It is argued by Key

(1964) and Schattshneider (1942) that federalism may prove
dysfunctional to party cohesion by emphasising state units of
government as alternative sources of authority and direction to
that provided by the national party organisation and federal
legislative body,

Similarly, it is held that federalism may

exacerbate the effect of social or regional cleavages, thus
allowing sectional interests to become entrenched, and so
challenge the role of the federal party as a nationally
representative and unified body, 93

Federalism may encourage

party cohesion at state levels however, and case studies show
that the effects of federalism are marginal in comparison to
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those of national legislative structure and the cohesion shown
by legislative parties at that level.

Australia, Canada and the Federal Republic of Germany all
maintain federal systems coexisting with both parliamentary
government and cohesive national parties, while the United
States' federally based presidential system displays
nan-cohesive parties at both state and national levels, 94
Indeed, the comparison of systems between Canada and the United
States is regarded by Epstein as a central tenet of the
structural thesis of party cohesion, the two regimes being
essentially similar in mast respects except that of the system
of government, 95 In both countries, national heterogeneity and
regional variations support a degree of socially, as well as
politically, based federalism;

yet the cohesion displayed by

the legislative parties of each country differs markedly,

This

is not to say that either American or other non-parliamentary
based systems are necessarily non-cohesive by nature,

However,

comparison between them reveals differences which may be best
explained primarily on those grounds,

1,4,4

The Electoral System

Finally, there is the question of the effects of different
modes of electoral choice on the solidarity displayed by the
resulting legislative parties,

It is argued that proportional

representation tends to favour cohesive parties by placing
maximum authority in the hands of the party leadership to
determine the composition of candidate lists, thus emphasising
the party as a collective entity more so than plurality based
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systems, in which the degree of voter preferences are not
necessarily reflected in the legislative strength of the
Parliamentary parties, 90 It would seem however, that the
importance of electoral systems is largely overshadowed by that
of the constitutional-legislative structures they support,
Thus cohesive parties are a feature of parliamentary systems
employing both proportional representation and simple plurality
systems as a means of determining electoral majorities, In
terms of cohesion, what is important then, is not how parties
attain power so much as how they are forced to exercise it,
once it has been gained,

Nonetheless, plurality based systems of election may further
strengthen party cohesion by their tendency to distort the
translation of overall electoral support in votes into the
seats won in the legislature by competing parties, thus
reducing the prospects for effective third party influence,
The tendency of such systems is to promote the development of a
t wo pa r t y s y s t e m, wh i c h i n t u r n t e n d/'t o i n s t i t u t i o na l i s e t h e
identification of the parties with the systemic roles of
government and opposition,

Both the United Kingdom and New

Zealand, from whose legislatures arguably the most cohesive
democratic parties extant have derived, employ the "first past
the post" system of single member, plurality based electorates,
However, the cohesion of Australian parties, equally as strong
in their legislative solidarity does not seem adversely
affected by the modified system of proportional representation
that returns members to the national assembly,

1 -

\ ./
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1,4,5

Two Party and Multiparty Systems

As well as varying between systems, cohesion also varies within
them,

While parliamentary government tends to produce cohesive

legislative parties, not all such parties are equally cohesive,
Here, the major factors are the electoral systems employed, and
the number of parties resulting, Cohesive parties are most
evident and indeed, all but imperative in a two-party
parliamentary system where the roles of government and
opposition are most clearly defined, and the competition
between the two is at its most intensive,

Yet legislative cohesion is not precluded by multipartyism,
Where two or more parties coalesce to form a legislative
alliance, the cohesion they display need be no less than that
warranted by single parties operating in a less fragmented
parliamentary environment, 97

As Epstein' (1967) observes

however, this is not necessarily the case in a situation of
multiparty opposition where, although parties may be
individually unified, the pressures on them to exhibit
solidarity are less than those demanded of the governing body,
Cohesion may still exist, based on ideological distinctions for
instance, but as an incentive for the attainment of power, the
effects of parliamentarianism as a stimulus are both
complicated and weakened, 98

Cohesion is thus at its strongest

in a bi-polar, if not bi-partisan situation, the most cohesive
parties being associated with the two-party Westminster model
of parliamentary government,
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Ozbudun (1970) observes the possibilities for cohesion
presented in bi-polar multiparty systems, the degree evidenced
depending on the strength of the resulting coalitions and the
partners within them, 99

Thus a situation of "moderate

multipartyism", comprising two alternating blocs of relatively
equal strength, or one bloc and one major party, may produce
similar levels of cohesion to those which characterise two
party systems,

Epstein (1967) cites Belgium and the

Netherlands as exemplifying this state of affairs, 100

In

contrast, a legisfature may exhibit extreme multipartyism,
where a dominant centrist party shares power in alliance with
minor partners of similar ideological bent, and is confronted
by strong, (although minority) extremist parties, The resulting
ideological polarisation restricts the range of coalition
partners and prospects for accommodation between either side,
and thus the centrist party is assured of office, although the
strengths of its supporting partners may vary, Incentives for
strict unity on its part are thus correspondingly weaker,
Changing electoral fortunes may enforce similar coalitions of
convenience between centre, and right or left wing parties,
further reducing the prospects for governmental cohesion and
stability in office, though not that of the system itself, 101

1,5

Summary and Conclusion

A review of factors frequently associated with high levels of
legislative party cohesion finds that although strong party
organisation, social polarisation, the degree of party
competitiveness and the use of disciplinary sanctions, may be
important as contributing factors, legislative cohesion may
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also exist in their absence,

Rather, what appears to be

central to the development and maintenance of the disciplined
unity that characterises most democratic political parties, is
the type of political system and differences of legislative
structure,

The consensus of the cross-national party studies

surveyed herein suggests that legislative cohesion is
functionally grounded in the parliamentary system of
government, and reaches its zenith in two-party systems of that
type,

In short, it is the Westminster model, often taken as

the exemplar of responsible government, where we may also
observe the influence of disciplined

party blocs at their

strongest,

However, as Sartori (1969) notes, despite the prevalence of
this model as a normative prescription for democratic
government, such systems are in fact quite rare phenomena,

By

his criteria, the "classic" two party majoritarian system
numbers only five "true

11

adherents among democratic

legislatures, and depending on the strictures of definition
employed, may be further reduced to only two, these being the
United Kingdom and New Zealand, thus giving rise to the paradox
of the most celebrated type of party system running out of
cases. 102

The paradox arises because of the problems of

attempting to collapse two distinct definitional aspects, a two
party format, and a two party system into one, 103

Sartori thus

defines a two party format, as existing whenever two
rnajoritarian legislative parties maintain the capacity for
governing without the need of a coalition,

A third party may

be present, so long as its existence does not prevent this
condition,

A further prerequisite is that the the executive is
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derived solely from the ranks of the majority party,

The

definition of a two party system is contingent on both these
conditions, but further, on the alternation in power of each
contending bloc so that each party does, or can have, a
credible expectation of office-holding that is, the possibility
of real competition, 104

By these criteria only England emerges as a

11

perfect 11 example

of a two-party system in displaying both the format and full
set of properties of the model, though the nearest system in
comparison remains that of New Zealand, 105

Thus, despite the

paradigmatic status of the Westminster model, the rarity of
actual examples suggests that there is nothing inherently
superior about such systems, 106

Nonetheless, it is precisely

in these examples that the conditions for the development and
maintenance of party cohesion as a central tenet of
representative government are at their optimum - the stronger
the two party system, the higher the cohesion displayed by the
parties inhabiting it,

While factors such as small size,

national homogeneity, or political polarisation deriving from
social, economic, ethnic, or religious cleavages may promote
legislative party unity, cohesion may be seen to exist in their
absence,

What is important, finally, in emphasising cohesion

as a systemic requirement of the functioning of organised
political activities, is the structure of government,

Given

this, the question of the degree of cohesion exhibited by
legislatures of the parliamentary type becomes a function of
the interaction of the various contributing, if not necessarily
causal, factors we have examined to this point,
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In light of the preceding analysis, it is apparent that of the
legislatures surveyed, New Zealand's may be seen as achieving
perhaps the best "fit" of all the predisposing attributes noted
above.

Arend

Lijphart (1984) characterises the essence of the

Westminster model as majoritarianism, defining this in terms of
nine key elements, the major components being:

a two party

plurality based electoral system, unitary and centralised
government, an executive derived from the majority party, and
an effectively unicameral legislature. 107 Employing these
criteria he finds that, contrary to Sartori, recent British
deviations from the model are i~ fact far more marked than
those of New Zealand, given the respective incidence of
coalition politics, parliamentary defeats and defections, the
decentralisation of administration, and the rise of third
parties, 108

Extending his study further afield, Lijphart surveys 21
democracies, deriving 12 majoritarian systems, only 6 of them
exhibiting non-federal strongly majoritarian
characteristics. 109

Employing factor analysis of each

country's scores on each of the nine key variable categories,
he finds that, based on the attributes of party strength and
degree of federalism-unicameralism present, only 2 "purely"
majoritarian Westminster style legislatures emerge - those of
New Zealand and the United Kingdom. Of the two, New Zealand
scores higher on both counts.

Thus, although the United

Kingdom remains a strong example of the Westminster model, it
is New Zealand that in fact typifies it; Lijphart concluding
that:
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New Zealand is a virtually perfect example of the
Westminster model of democracy,.,
In nearly all respects, democracy in New Zealand is more
clearly majoritarian, and hence a better example of the
Westminster model, than British democracy, Rose even
writes that New Zealand is "the only example of the true
British system left 11 , 110

Thus, as Epstein (1967) has long maintained, both in its
adherence to the two party system, and the princi~les of party
cohesion deriving from the functioning of the model, New
Zealand remains Britain's "best customer", 111 Given this, and
our analysis of the factors underlying legislative party
cohesion we now consider their specific application to the
historical development of a cohesive party system in New
Zealand, and its impact on the legislative behaviour of New
Zealand MPs,
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CHAPTER II:

PARTY COHESION IN NEW ZEALAND:

INSTITUTIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

2.0

Introduction

Responsible government in New Zealand, in the sense of the
appointment of the executive from the ranks of those elected to
the legislature, dates from 1856, preceding the formation of
modern, organised political parties by some 34 years.

Today,

the party caucus has become the primary means of maintaining
the legislative cohesiveness that is the hallmark of New
Zealand political parties.

Yet the institution of caucus

similarly precedes the arrival of parties on the political
scene;

references ta it in nascent form, dating back to the

beginnings of responsibie government.

However, although the

caucus has fulfilled different roles vis a vis
legislative-executive relationships over the course of New
Zealand's political development, many of what are thought of as
exclusively
early on.

11

modern 11 features - were established relatively

Thus, while the caucus precedes the establishment of

modern parties, it is the rise and growth of the parties
themselves in adopting and modifying caucus practices to .their
awn ends which has had the greatest impact on the development
of legislative cohesiveness, and its effects on the changing
institutional role of the House of Representatives.

As Lipson (1948) observes,

The caucus is in reality, part and parcel of the party
system, and the life history of the one is integrally
related to that of the other, 1
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In this process we may broadly distinguish three general
phases;

first, that of the origins and early development of

caucus and parties (1856-1919), the era of three party politics
(1919-36), and finally, the advent of cohesive, two party
government (1936-

2.1

).

Caucus Origins and Party Development

As an institution, caucus emerged early, and developed rapidly
in a symbiotic relationship with the nascent legislative
parties. Even before the abolition of provincial government
(1876) and the centralisation of political administration, the
practice of caucusing was relatively common among the various
fractious regional and political groupings that comprised the
legislature.

Halligan (1980) notes that:

Members were typically loosely aligned and prepared to be
opportunistic in order ta achieve political gains for
their localities. 2

In these circumstances, caucusing among mutually compatible
interests in the interests of policy discussion, influence
brokering, and coalition building was frequent, although not in
any regularised or formalised way. 3

Rather, what cohesion

resulted from these groupings was a momentary outcome of
attempting to establish a basis for unity and order in a
relatively heterogeneous palityo

The first report of a caucus meeting in the House (though it
was not referred to as such at the time) dates from 1856, as
MPs conferred in the aftermath of the collapse of the Sewell
Ministry to decide ta which of two would-be Premiers, Fox or
Stafford, they would lend their support.

The majority backed
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Fox, having agreed to a

11

resolution which bound them

individually, as well as a party' 14 although in this case, their
support did not extend past a month or so.

Similar secretive assemblies were held that year, and became
increasingly common thereafter as the occasion demanded.
Policies were debated and broad patterns of legislative support
decided, members committing themselves to positions decided
upon by t he. co 1 1e ct iv i t y •

Al t hough t hes e were not yet t he

regular meetings of the cohesive party blocs we have become
accustomed to in the modern era, nevertheless the tendency
towards the aggregation and organisation of members of similar
views constituted a significant innovation.

Most early caucuses however, remained primarily a function of
the immediate post-election formation of ministries;

held once

to gauge their general degree of support or confidence, and
then rarely called on again unless specific problems emerged.,
However, as the parties themselves grew more unified, the
advantages of prior discussion and consensus in providing a
permanent basis of legislative support became apparent, as did
the utility of caucuses in providing them.

Moreover, as the

practice became more regular, the intrinsic as well as
instrumental benefits also came to be realised.

Even so,

despite the contribution each made to the development of the
other, the institutionalisation of parties and caucus, remained
largely a function of the general pace of political
development.

Thus, despite the abolition of provincial government in 18~6,
local interests and factions remained prominent in national
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affairs for some time, and personality, rather than party
proved the major rallying point for common action in the
legislature,

Some coherence and commonality of interests was

achieved around broad economic interests,

which provided a

basis for Conservative or Liberal allegiances,
however, the House remained clique-ridden,

In general

Coalitions were

fluid, and voting cohesion, though not unknown, was low,
Further, no significant extra-parliamentary organisations
existed to mobilise support for parliamentary candidates on
anything other than an individual basis, It was not until the
emergence of reasonably coherent parliamentary parties in the
1890s that the caucus became firmly established in the modern
sense, as a recognised institutional agency of legislative
party organisation. 0

Nevertheless, many of the "modern" elements of caucus, and thus
the basis for its status as the primary means of party cohesion
and discipline, were established at this time,

In the 1870s,

caucus was seen primarily as a means of leadership selection
and executive endorsement,

Members were generally free of its

control, and did not regularly use the caucus itself as an
instrument to exact concessions from Ministri~s.

However, by

the 1880s, its usage for such ends had established the
principle of pre-legislative consultation over policy
decisions,

Caucus was called more regularly and used more

frequently to resolve intra-party impasses before the
introduction of legislation into the House, In this sense, the
vital linkage between back-bench and the executive was
established to the point of an expectation among MPs of prior
consultation and approval of specific executive rneasures, 7

In
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short, the caucus had by now become established in both custom
and convention , 8

Thus, whilst earlier meetings of party members had been the
product of necessity or uncertainty, by the 1880s the practice
had moved from the statui of irregular groupings of interests
and supporters, to one of periodic meetings of partisan
interests for the discussion of policies and strategies, the
establishment of a consensus, and its enforcement in the course
of debate and legislative voting. 9

Indeed, the caucus had come

to be seen as a functional necessity;

in 1880 Atkinson, Leader

of the Conservatives. noted that:

It is perfectly certain that no business could be carried
on without consultation with members ...
If we are to have no discussions or meetings except in
this House, then I venture to say that we shall sit for
nine months instead of three or four. 10

and by mid-decade most of the "modern day" conventions of
caucus were established.

Regular, secret meetings, formalised

proceedings, and the binding nature of group decisions on
individual members had become established tenets of
behaviour, 11

Unless parties were totally split, caucus functioned as the
primary means of establishing a unified legislative voice, and
source of common action,

Members usually voted together,

although there were periodic defections over contentious
issues,

However, although not universal, party discipline was

not unknown,

Stafford for one, had attempted to maintain order

among his parliamentary supporters, and according to Lipson
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(1948) may be adjudged reasonably able at doing so,

Similarly,

Stout observed of Vogel in 1876, that

he had a very pliant majority at his back,,, he had
nothing to do but send round his Whips; and when told to
remain silent his supporters remained silent, when told
to vote they voted, and when told to walk out they walked
out, 12

Even so, the dearth of well defined party organisations, the
presence of independent MPs, and the lack of an established
tradition of formal disciplinary sanctions all provided
evidence of a variety of cross-cutting influences still present
in the system,

In the absence of total party domination of the

legislature and executive, rural-urban, localist-centrist,
economic, and religious cleavages a11 remained significant
influences on political representation and legislative
behaviour, 13

Thus, although by now an accepted part of the parliamentary
scene, as a tool of legislative cohesion, caucus had to await
the further development of the party system before assuming its
present predominant role,

Further, as Mitchell (1968)

observes , even t he emergence of t he Li be r a 1 party i n . 18 90 under
the Premierships of Ballance and Seddon, although accelerating
this process, still retained many elements of the parliamentary
groups preceding it,

Although the Liberals had broken the

"continuous ministry" of the Conservatives, their own 22 year
reign exhibited similar tendencies in terms of the degree of
interest group diversity contained within their ranks, the role
of personality rather than organisation as an incentive to
legislative cohesion, and the general degree of freedom in
voting allowed party members, 14

Thus;
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Discontent did not need to be talked out in frequent
caucus meetings ••• Meetings which failed to match the
mood of the party foundered in the House. In such
circumstances, caucus was an infrequent institution, its
functions restricted, It was not the regular medicine o-f
the party, but it could be used for occasional
diagnosis, •• [for] party leaders [to] gauge lowest common
denominators and assess the limits within which they
could manoeuvre,D ·

The populism of the Liberal coalition, and its nascent voting
discipline nonetheless gave the party two decades in office,
although its decline over this period, and the alienation of
the interest groups from which its support was derived
(particularly organised labour) was paralleled in the degree of
legislative cohesion exhibited,

Similarly Conservative ranks were relatively undisciplined
until independent Labour and_ Socialist candidates began to
contest (1902), and later win (1908) seats in the House, thus
providing a more concrete basis of ideological opposition and
group solidarity,

Meanwhile, Liberal ranks were further

weakened as disaffected farmers and landowners switched their
electoral support to Conservative candidates, a process
culminating in the formation of the Reform Party in 1911,

This

advent had been prefigured as early as 1907 when the
Opposition, according to Milne (1966), ceased to be "individual
guerillas" and began to face the government as an organised
parliamentary group, working in conjunction with the
extraparliamentary organisation provided by the Politfcal
Reform League (founded 1905), 16

Similar organisations were

also established for Labour candidates around this time in the
form of the Independent Political Labour League (a Liberal
breakaway group), and an increasing number of Labour
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Representational Committees; a process culminating in the
election of an independent Labour candidate in 1908,

Indeed, the fall of the Liberal ministry in 1912 proved a
direct consequence of the legislative indecision of Ward's own
ministers and putative party supporters, opening the door to a
Reform government under Massey's Premiership,

However, in

terms of the development of party cohesiveness, the Reform era
(1912-28) heralded few changes,

The role of caucus remained

largely that of an administrative convenience for the
executive, rather than that of an organic forum of intra-party
consensus and decision making,

Similarly, in the aftermath of

their defeat, Liberal caucuses served only to highlight their
own division and disunity, 17

2,2

Cohesion on the Left:

The New Zealand Labour Party

Given this situation, the advent of the parliamentary Labour
party proved decisive in the institutional development of the
caucus and in promoting a cohesive, competitive party system,
providing a classic illustration of Duverger's (1954) thesis of
"contagion from the left 1118

,

Although political parties and

caucuses both preceded the establishment of Labour as a
parliamentary entity, and cohesion was a factor in pre-Labour
politics, nonetheless it was Labour which constituted the
greatest single influence in the subsequent redevelopment of
the political landscape,

This was accomplished in three ways,

First, as the political

wing of organised Labour, the party aggregated its social base
into an organised political movement, introducing a more marked
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polarisation of interests into the system than had been
formerly present,

Second, both as an ideological focus and

parliamentary force, Labour represented a direct challenge to
the prevailing political consensus among the major parties, its
presence emphasising the common ground between them and helping
to promote the possibilify of fusion as a means to combat the
threat posed,

Finally, once the party had proved itself an

effective parliamentary force, its own legislative solidarity
came to be adopted as a useful - indeed, necessary, strategy by
other parties.

Labour's adoption and formalisation of caucus conventions meant
that over time, faced with a party whose dominant
characteristic was its legislative solidarity, opposing parties
had few alternatives but to adopt similar measures,

Once in

place, these tended to become self perpetuating norms of
parliamentary behaviour,

The electoral success of Labour in

1935 encouraged a similar degree of political reformation and
organisational adaptation,

In this, the major innovation was

that of internal democracy but strict external uniformity,
Thus, caucus comprised the nerve centre of party strategy from
the beginning, allocating seats, ordering speeches, electing
the leadership, and making collective decisions,

The establishment of the NZLP was only one of several attempts
lo found a political agency of representation for organised
Labour, The election of "Labour" candidates to the legislature
was an early feature of political life, though their political
affiliation was often varied,

In 1884 Olag • and Wellington

Trades and Labour Councils established committees to work for
the election of desirable candidates.

The aftermath of the
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depression of the 1880s and the failure of the 1890 Maritime
strike led to a mass mobilisation of trade unions to encourage
working class registration and support of sponsored candidates
standing under the banner of the newly formed Liberal Party. 19
However, although initially successful, the alliance of the
Trades and Labour Councifs and Liberals gradually surrendered
to the competing demands of the party's heterogenous interest
groups,

Discontent was fed by a series of unfavourable decisions made
after 1900 by the Arbitration Courts, and a gradual shift of
government interest toward farming and business interests over
those of Labour,

In 1898 the annual conference of the TLCs in

Wel 1 ington proposed:

that this conference considers that the time has arrived
when the Labour Party in Parliament should assert its
independence in all things concerning Labour, and not let
the considerations of party be the means of preventing
its just claims being conceded, 20
Although such disaffection was initially countered by Seddon's
formation of a Liberal-Labour Federation in July 1899, the
success of such a strategy was measured largely in terms of
Seddon's own personality and the negative appeal of the Liberal
Party, given the alternatives posed by the Conservative
opposition, 21

Thus from 1902 onward, Independent Labour and Socialist
candidates stood for election, while in 1904, the annual
conference of the Trade and Labour Councils founded the
Independent Political Labour League,

The following year, ad

hoc Labour Representation Committees were established by the
IPLL and the Wel 1 ington Trade and Labour Council, and 12
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candidates were sponsored at the 1908 General Election. 22

The

party was not long-lived however, its poor electoral fortunes
and the challenge posed by alternatives on the left culminating
in the creation of the New Zealand Labour Party at the annual
Trades and Labour Councils conference in July 1910.

Here, the

most significant development was the political adoption of
trade union tenets in the endorsement of a separate Labour
Caucus whose policies and decisions were binding on all party
members. 23

Loyalty to the party platform was a necessary

prerequisite, and on matters not included in the manifesto, all
candidates were pledged to "vote as a majority of the
Parliamentary Party may decide at a duly constituted caucus
meeting". 24

Although the NZLP was not yet a well structured, nor
homogeneous national political movement, 1911 saw 17 candidates
stand under the party banner,

4 being elected.

That year also

saw the onset of vigorous attempts by the NZLP to unite the
political and industrial wings of the Labour movement,

and a

unity conference held in April the following year saw the
formation of the United Labour Party, which secured the
affiliation of three quarters of the Labour MPs in the House. 25

The failure of the Waihi Miners' Strike in 1912 saw the
establishment of the Social Democratic Party as a more activist
political mode of the representation of worker's interests.
However, the further debacle of the General Strike of November
1913 weakened the unions, and discredited the SOP,

Even so, as

Gustafson (1980) notes, the strike achieved in practical terms
what.debate had failed to do;

driving home the futility of

industrial action in the face of state power, and highlighting
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the necessity of a unified political movement as a means of
positive change.

A prere9uisite to the advancement of Lubour

interests was increasingly seen in the form of a Labour
Government, or at least, effective parliamentary
representation, 26

The major catalyst however proved to be the onset of World War
One,

In August 1915 the Coalition Liberal-Reform Government

offered seats in a wartime ministry to Labour MPs, who refused
them, preferring to organise themselves as the official
Opposition.

The coalition thus brought the parliamentary

Labour Party a unity it had previously lacked;

the MPs

organised their caucus under the leadership of Hindmarsh, and
determined to function as the political voice, and leader of

the wider Labour movement, 27

Although New Zealand's entry into the war was largely
undisputed, the issue of conscription provided the final spur
towards the formation of a national, political Labour party,
Opposition to conscription was rife within the party on the
grounds of its disproportionate impact on the working class
sector of society, both in physical and financial terms,

The

conscription of wealth and war profits was seen as a necessary
guid pro guo for the conscription of manpower,

An anti

conscription conference in January 1916 called by the SOP, and
the introduction of the Military Service Bill that May,
triggered moves to form a unified party to aggregate and
express the issues which, under the coalition government, had
steadily polarised the electorate,
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This ~ulminated in a further "unity conference" held in early
July 1916, at which a further NZLP was established,
incorporating the SOP, LRCs, trade unions and parliamentary
representatives into one party structure.

The defeats suffered

in the 1912-3 strikes had forced a realisation on the part of
the Labour movement, of parliamentarianism as the optimum road
to achieving its political and economic objectives.

The

examples of Labour representatives in the House had further
illustrated the effectiveness of collective action and the
possibility of forcing a polarisation of interests and
therefore of political alternatives among the electorate.
Finally, the exigencies of war-time and the issues provided
thereby, gave an impetus to action, a focus of opposition, and
a receptive constituency for the newly formed party._

Thus the

first annual conference held in July 1917, formalised both the
LRCs and branch structure of the party as a means of widespread
electoral mobilisation, while similarly confirming the status
of the parliamentary party as a unified and autonomous
grouping.

2.3

Three Party Politics and Cohesion on the Right

A further important effect was the polarisation of interests
caused by the advent of the NZLP, and subsequent moves by the
coalition partners towards unity and eventual fusion,
these proved much-delayed.
apparent during wartime;

though

The coalition's unpopularity was
mare so after it announced the

postponement of elections in 1915 until six months after the
war's end, and then again in 1918 until 1919.

This was

reflected in a succession of by-election victories or
near-victories for Labour candidates. 28

Tensions were also
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apparent in the wavering of Liberal support within the
coalition;

maintained largely by fears of Labour victories,

should the increasingly unpopular coalition's ranks - and votes
- be split.

Thus, when Ward threatened to withdraw the

Liberals from the Ministry in December 1918, Reform members
passed the following resolution:

In view of the insidious spread of revolutionary and
anarchistic doctrines, ••• the more responsible elements
in the New Zealand Parliament should unite for the
purposes of inculcating sound democratic principles, and
give effect to a policy which will stimulate the
sentiments of patriotism and loyalty to the Empire for
which New Zealand has always been noted. 29

Even so, the centripetal forces of unity, grounded in a shared
animosity to Labour, and appreciation of the coalition
partners' common ideological ground, remained largely balanced
by shifting electoral advantages and a general unwillingness to
surrender autonomy and identity, which together delayed the
process for several years.

The cohesion of the coalition also suffered as time progressed;
1918 saw the breakaway of 13 Reform MPs to form a "Progressive
Party", although speedy action by Massey in promoting two of
the rebel's leaders soon quashed the threat.
however fared no better.

The Liberals

Ward had halted all Liberal electoral

activities - candidate selection, electorate organisation and
party publicity - for the duration of the war.

Thus, when in

August 1919 he abruptly decided to sever the Liberal's links
with the Coalition, not only their credibility, but very
ability, was at stake in their resumption of the role of
Opposition.
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Despite this, the Liberals continued to support Reform in the
House, rather than associate themselves with Labour,

In

September 1919, rather than vote for a Labour-sponsored
no-confidence motion, Liberal MPs abstained in debate and left
en masse when a division was called, 3 °

Conversely, Labour's

membership and organisatfon grew in strength and the party
entered the 1919 election with ambitions of gaining the balance
of power between Liberals and Reform,

In the event such hopes

were not realised;

Labour gained 8 seats to Reform's 43 and

the Liberal's 21,

Even so, the party obtained some 24¼ of the

vote, while the Liberals emerged severely weakened, having lost
14 of the seats they had previously held, 31

remaining in

relative decline until their brief resurgence in 1928,

As

Lipson (1948) notes, they
were hopelessly wedged in a middle position, compromised
between the more clearcut alternatives of Reform to the
right and Labour to the left, 32
Reform's fortunes also fluctuated;

Massey was hard put to curb

party revolts after 1922, given a precarious hold dn powe~
(Labour 17 seats, Liberals 22 , Reform 37) that was maintained
only by Liberal defections across the aisles,

The 1922

election further demonstrated the diminishing distance between
the two parties of the right, and the growing attractiveness of
Labour as an alternative,

Indeed, Massey made explicit

reference to these tendencies immediately afterwards, observing
that:
It seems to me that the results of the election show the
necessity for a reconstruction of parties, The 3 party
system cannot possibly be satisfactory in any case, and
it is simply folly for the Liberals and Reformers to go
on fighting each other when so far as policy is concerned
there is little or nothing between them, 33
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In contrast, Labour discipline developed apace,

The nomination

pledge for candidates was formally introduced at the Party's
annual conference in 1920, binding MPs to support party
objectives and platform, and to vote in parliament according to
the majority decision of the caucus,

Additional rules further

formalised nomination procedures, increasing the role .of the
party's National Executive in the scrutiny and endorsement of
candidates.

The Constitution and Rules were again revised in

1923, when the executive was given the power to remove nominees

from the list of approved candidates for breaches of
discipline, while in 1925 the 9th Annual Conference added a
proviso barring membership of other political organisations, 34

These moves represented significant advances in maintaining the
discipline and solidarity of the newly formed party, both in.
its parliamentary and extra-parliamentary manifestations,

The

net effect was to centralise the organisational wing and the
administration of discipline, reduce conflicts over the
nomination of "official

II

candidates, bind all members to a

common purpose, and commit MPs to the collective decisions of
the parliamentary team. The value of this approach was
highlighted by the confusion and disarray of the party's
opponents;

particularly the Liberals, who proved to be the

main casualties of the political polarisation Labour's presence
was effecting.

As Brown (1962) notes:

As the Opposition they [the Liberals] had to display
suitable indignation against the Government, yet, from
both personal opinions and from feat of political
repercussions they were reluctant to become too closely
associated with "extreme Labour", At the same time they
knew from the ixperiences of 1919 that if they were to
hold their position, let alone make any advance, they had
to win working class votes. 35

Early attempts at political fusion remained stymied however, by
fluctuating electoral fortunes, personal antipathies, between
Party leaders, and a general unwillingness to surrender
autonomy to a Reform-dominated coalition.

Conversely, Reform

had little to gain from such an alliance, especially after the
1925 General Election, which saw the party capture 55 seats,
Labour 12, and the Liberals, 10,

Similarly, the revival of Liberal fortunes in 1928, and its
brief flirtation with Labour support in forming a ministry
again interrupted nascent moves towards political union.
However, the onset of the depression, and Labour's withdrawal
from this alliance in 1931 highlighted the increasing
commonality of interests between United and Reform

while for

Labour, demonstrating the futility of cooperation with
non-Labour interests in the furtherance of the party's aims,
At this time then, both Labour's own electoral standing (19
seats) and the economic situation provided encouraging
prospects of a clearcut competition between Labour and
"Conservative" alternatives in the polls,H

2.4

Coalition, Cohesion and Two-Party Politics

The worsening economic climate led both to petitions from the
business sector and a number of entreaties by United's Forbes
for Reform to join in the formation of a new National
Government,

Although initially refused, as the depression

deepened and elections loomed, the offers became more inviting,
and accordingly, after some procedural manoevering a coalition
ministry was announced by Forbes on September 18, 1931, and
formed 4 days later 37

•
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The two parties soon decided on a common electoral strategy of
mutual support for sitting candidates, and commonly agreed upon
challengers for the remainder of the seats,

Nonetheless, split

votes cost the coalition several seats, and the defeats of
sitting MPs by unofficial" 1'independent 11 party candidates, 38

By

contrast, as Bassett (1982) observes:

The discipline in Labour
depression was hardening
especially in the poorer
strict party discipline,
become a predominantly 2
assert itself, 39

ranks was almost iron clad. The
party discipline on the left,
parts of the big cities,,, The
so essential if politics was to
party affair, was beginning to

Even so, the coalition of forces proved decisive1 winning 51
seats to Labour's 24, though further polarising the electorate
in the process,

Moreover, in the aftermath of the election it

appears that the coalition parties, whether in the spirit of
mutual cooperation or from overconfidence, effectively
disbanded their political organisations,

This decision was of

enormous tactical importance in that it gave Labour an
essentially free hand to organise opposition to government
policies and prepare for the next general election, 40

In the interim however, the U{e government's response to the
/

ongoing depression continued to work in Labour's favour;
lingering differences between political and union wings of the
Labour movement were soon resolved in favour of the
parliamentary party, while the prevailing climate of economic
austerity further broadened its general appeal.
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Conversely, as the depression deepened, the unpopularity of the
coalit·ion increased, more so after it postponed the 1934
general election until the following year.

Moves toward

political fusion thus attained a greater urgency, although they
were not without opposition.

Even so, the prospects of a

possible Labour victory attained through split votes between
Reform and United prompted the renewal coalitions in 1935,
under the organisational aegis of the newly established
National Political Federation. 41

Although this electoral marriage of convenience did not
constitute fusion per se, the provision of a common electoral
organisation

proved to be but a short step away from this end.

Such moves proved insufficient however, in the face of the
coalition's organisational hiatus, and public disenchantment
with the government's economic policies; Labour gaining a
landslide victory of 53 seats to the NPF's 19. Even so, many
Labour gains proved to be the product of split votes;

22 of

the 53 seats taken being won on a minority vote, due largely
part to the spoiler role played by Davey's "Democratic Party"
which, though it gained no seats, gathered 7.8% of the vote.
Thus although Labour's share of the vote rose and the NPF's
fell, the increase in Labour votes alone would not have
otherwise proved sufficient to ensure a Nationalist defeat. 42

In itself, this discovery proved a powerful incentive to formal
political unity, while the scale of the Labour victory proved
decisive in transforming a marriage of political convenience
into a unified political force with a distinctive identity.
Similarly, the discipline displayed by Government forces in the
House showed the necessity of adopting similar stratagems of
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unity in Opposition, as a prerequisite to parliamentary
effectiveness.

Accordingly, in the face of a common and by now dominant enemy,
the fusion of the coalition partners into a wider ranging anti
governmental mass movement was seen as a priority;

the

Dominion Executive of the NPF deciding on February 6, 1936, to
convene a conference to this end, which, held in mid May,
formally established the New Zealand National Party.
so, the conference had two major aims;

In doing

first, to establish the

new party's independence from past regimes and the clearcut
alternatives offered by it to Labour, and second, to adopt and
adapt those features of the Labour Party and its organisation
that had ensured its victory in 1935.

Deriving from the pursuit of these aims were three dominant
principles of action;

the achievement of a decentralised,

mass-based party organisation, a separation of functions
between parliamentary and extra-parliamentary wings of the
party and the establishment of a permanent electoral
organisation, and finally, that of caucus discipline and
cohesion on par with that of Labour's to achieve the party's
political aims and win back office.

Initially, the coalition's major concern had been that of
internecine warfare, given that it had been founded out of
political necessity, rather than as a fully fledged political
movement in its own right.

Labour's victory served therefore

to fully polarise the choices remaining for the defeated
alliance and focus its aims more clearly on the objectives of
restoring "good government" to the country by defeating the
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"socialists" now dominating the House. To do so, the
establishment of a mass-based coalition of interests
sympathetic to this cause was imperative, as was the
construction of an extraparliamentary organisation to furnish
the means by which this could be achieved.

Organisational

decentralisation based on an activist mass membership therefore
became central tenets of the party.

The NPF's membership had

comprised only a fraction of its electoral supporters;

its

sole organisational function having been that of sporadic
electoral mobilisation.

The new organisation was established

on the principles of continuous electioneering and the
mobilisation and involvement of a broadly-based membership; its
elected representatives in permanent alliance with the
parliamentary party, to select candidates, advise on policy,
and recapture political power. 43

A further significant reform was that of the separation of
function between the party and its organisation.

The previous

party and coalition organisations had been largely dominated by
their parliamentary cadre, as had been the allocation of
electoral resources.

The primary operating principle of the

National Party organisation was its functional independence
from the legislative wing;

MPs were n~w freed from

administrative concerns to focus their energies on their
parliamentary opposition, while the specialisation encouraged
on the part of the extraparliamentary party similarly helped
develop organisational strength and expertise.

Thus, as past

secretary of the NPF, E, E. Hammond noted to the party's
Dominion Council in 1939,
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The Organisation knows how to select its candidates
without dictation from the Parliamentarians. When the
selected candidates win, we say "goodbye" to them at the
gates of Parliament. They are then members of the
Parliamentary team. The Organisation has done its work
in giving the necessary assistance; it is then up to the
Members to do their party as legislators while we
continue in our endeavour to add to their numbers. 44

This highlights two important factors in the party's
reformation;

first, the importance of the membership's

involvement in the selection, election and support of their
MPs, and secondly, the basis of National Party discipline.

The

latter was essentially a product of a consensus of views within
the wider party which selected them, thus not requiring the
emphasis on disciplinary enforcement common to Labour, though
the end results were essentially the same.
the aims of the party itself;

This also reflects

to appeal to the "mainstr·eam" of

New Zealand political thought and thus maximise electoral
support.

In such circumstances, although basic ideological precepts were
present, they were in effect "givens", calculated to appeal to
the widest possible range of the party's intended audience,
Therefore, as the intended "National" political party of New
Zealand, the means of cohesion were largely rooted in the
imperatives of constructing a broad-based permanent national
constituency, and in parliamentary terms, those incentives,
provided by a disciplined political opposition,

2,5

Conclusion

The example of the National Party and the development of a
cohes ve, two party system in New Zealand thus provides a
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classic case of Duverger's th•Jis of

11

contagion from the left".

Al t h o u g h man y o f t h e c o n t r i b u t i n g e l em e n t s t o·..i

.. :·

d par t y

discipline were present on either side, and develope, largely
independently, nonetheless it was the catalyst of a cohesive
left wing party which refined their use and enshrined the
principle of party cohesfon as the cornerstone of legislative
behaviour.

Even so, the process of transformation was by no means
immediate,

For the Labour party the question of cohesion was

settled relatively early on by the adoption of the nomination
pledge, although after 1935 several factors gave rise to
significant intra-party tensions which were not fully resolved
until the end of the decade.

On taking office, the role,

structure, and functions of the Labour caucus had been long
established, and frequent consultations between caucus and
cabinet were the norm, there being at least 29 such meetings in
Labour's first year,

However, factors such as the time spent

in opposition and the high proportion of MPs with no previous
legislative experience (some 60%) meant that cabinet usually
predominated in the party's first term of office. 4 ~

Nonetheless, the creation of caucus committees proved a potent
means of legislative input and cabinet liaison, and as employed
after 1938 by caucus radicals, a frequently used tool of the
party's left wing,

The conflict between party radicals and

moderates over the

issue of caucu~ democracy and party

leadership grew more intense as the health of Prime Minister
Savage declined, leading to several close caucus votes and the
occasional defeat. 40
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The situation was dramatically resolved however, with Savage's
death in 1940, and the expulsion of Labour maverick John A. Lee
from the party.

The accession of Fraser to the leadership and

the subsequent defeat of Lee's Soldiers' Democratic Labour
Party sealed the fate of the Labour rebels and provided final
confirmation of Labour solidarity and the futility of a
non-party alternative.

Further, despite the obvious political

turmoil caused by such events, Labour's legislative discipline
remained largely unbroken. 47

For National this state of affairs took somewhat longer to
accomplish, given the circumstances surrounding the party's
origins.

Although its organisational reform proceeded apace,

and had by 1938 established the party as the predominant body
of government opposition,

the establishment of a disciplined

parliamentary team was delayed by tensions deriving from the
marriage of Reform and United, as manifested in a recurrent
leadership dispute which was not fully resolved until 1942,

The election of the party's first leader in 1936 soon divided
caucus between supporters of the formerly independent MP
Wilkinson and the Reform favoured candidate, Adam Hamilton.
Indeed, Coates, together with 6 other MPs issued a statement at
this time threatening to defect and re-establish the Reform
Party if Hamil~on was not elected. 48 In the event, Hamilton,
finally captured the post, albeit by only one caucus vote,
However given this precarious base of support within the party,
a general lack of leadership qualities, and the party's defeat
at the 1938 election, his time in the post proved more of an
interregnum for that of his deputy and successor, Sidney
Holland.
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Holland's own activist style of leadership was in stark
contrast to the more hesitant Hamilton, and did much to
galvanise the party, both in the House and in the public eye,
although it also came to alienate the Reform members still
extant in caucus after 1940.

Such intra-party conflicts

reached their peak in 1942, when Holland led a walkout of
National MPs from Labour's War Cabinet over the issue of
government leniency toward striking mine workers.

This

withdrawal proved a focus both for the policy disagreements and
personal antipathies existing between Holland and the party's
"Reform Rump", and after an invitation from Prime Minister
Fraser, Coates and Hamilton rejoined the war cabinet as
individuals.

Later, with the help of the sympathetic Massey,

and ex-National MP Kyle, both members crossed the floor to vote
with the Government against a vote of no-confidence moved by
Holland on the same issue.

At the time, the split open~d up the real possibility of a
formal revival of the Reform Party as challengers for the
National vote at the 1943 election.

However, the party's

Dominion Council moved promptly to give Holland full backing
and extraordinary powers to deal with the situation as he saw
fit, while Coates' death in early 1943 effectively removed the
possibility of a viable alternative to National on the Right.
By the election of that year, both Massey and Hamilton had
returned to the National fold and were endorsed as party
candidates, while Kyle failed to stand for re-election. Thus by
1943-6 the development of the two-party system in New Zealand

was all but complete, and the parliamentary discipline and
cohesion associated with it had become firmly established as
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the dominant principle of legislative behaviour for the next 40
years.
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CHAPTER III
PARTY COHESION IN THE NEW ZEALAND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

3.0

Introduction

Given the preceding analisis of the structural and historical
factors leading to the development of a cohesive party system
in New Zealand, we may therefore concur with Jackson's (1987)
observation that although the practice of party cohe-sion does
not distinguish New Zealand parties from those in similar
legislative systems, the degree to which it has developed in
the New Zealand setting has meant that the two major political
parties may be counted as perhaps the most disciplined of all
those in contemporary democratic iegisiatures. 1

As we have

seen however, although such cohesion is founded primarily on
the structural and institutional aspects of the New Zealand
House of Representatives, its perpetuation may owe as much to
the self discipline of the members comprising the parties which
together dominate the legislature.

In this chapter then, we

address the twofold question of the degree of cohesion
exhibited by New Zealand MPs in their legislative behaviour,
and the factors which underly the continued maintenance of this
situation.

As Kelson (1964) observes, early New Zealand parties knew
little of legislative discipline and cohesion;

the formal and

attitudinal means of collective action being present only in
nascent form.

Despite the temporary success achieved by Vogel

in the late 1870s in disciplining backbenchers, and an increase
in the practice of caucusing by supporters of ministries and
party leaders, the legislative situation remained relatively
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fluid, and voting solidarity far from guaranteed in an era
where no strong party system had yet evolved,

Further, given

the Liberal's 22 year legislative hegemony (1890 - 1912) strict
voting discipline was not an absolute requirement while, as
their influence declined in the face of three-party
competition, its attainment became even more problematic, 2 Thus
Lipson' s (1948) analysis of legislative voting in selected
years from 1892-1911 reveals that "party splits", or cases
where 25% or more of a party voted against the remainder of
their colleagues, comprised on average, 64% of all divisions
for the period surveyed.

The Liberals displayed less voting

cohesion than Conservatives on all but three occasions:

Table 3,1 "Split" Divisions in Party Voting 1892-1911

Divisions

Split Divisions
(%)

(N)

Libs,

Cons,

Total

1892

157

22.9

32,4

55,4

1894

.286

42,3

37,4

79,7

1896

313

43,8

22.0

65,8

1899

127

21.3

26,8

48,3

1904

246

31. 7

22.0

53,7

1907

321

45.5

21.2

66,7

1911

86

33,7

33,7

67,4

1536

Source:

64, 19

Lipson, L, (1948) The Politics of Eguality, University

of Chicago Press, p,341,
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In relative decline from 1912-1928, the Liberals' legislative
cohesion suffered accordingly, MPs breaking ranks in 39% of all
divisions for the period, in contrast to the solidarity
exhibited by their Labour ·and Reform opponents. 3 The consequent
ambiguity of this three-cornered political contest was
reflected in their voting behaviour;

Liberals often

abstaining during divisions rather than being forced to lend
Labour members sufficient support to threaten a government to
which, over time, they were becoming increasingly well disposed
towards.

Conversely, the large Reform majority returned after the 1925
elections allowed government MPs greater freedom to dissent
from their party without posing serious threats to its hold on
power,

Finally, the assumption of office by the Labour Party

in 1935 and the subs~quent formation of a united National ·Party
from the United/Liberal - Reform coalition effectively
enshrined a cohesive, two party system as the basis for
legislative action for the next 50 years. 4

The emergence of Labour as a united political movement of the
left brought about a necessary coalition of interests
between the two parties of the right, while Labour's adoption
of legislative discipline and organisational cohe~ion as
central operating principles effectively restructured the
legislative environment by placing any party displaying a
significantly lesser degree of unity at an immediate tactical.
disadvantage, The impetus provided by the Labour victory saw a
similar process of organisational reform take place in National
ranks, and thus in succeeding years the dynamics of the
legislative and electoral competition provided by the two-party
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system proved effective1y self sustaining.

Institutional

conflict remained bi-polar, and the new "rules" of the
parliamentary game were, with minor deviations from the norm,
strictly adhered to, and successfully transmitted to
legislative aspirants and entrants alike.

However, although the cohesion characterising legislative
rel at i on s after 1 936 was in it i a 1 1 y react iv e in nature , its l on g
term continuance owed as much to structural and attitudinal
factors, which together contributed to a pattern of
expectations among legislators and electors alike.
Historically, the process of executive centralisation achieved
since the abolition of provincial government in 1876 may be
seen to enhance the effectiveness of cohesive parties by
removing any alternative focii of political authority as a
competing base of power or influence.~

A further and perhaps more significant factor is that of size;
the House of Representatives comprising only 80 members from
1902-1969, Early Labour party cohesion was greatly aided by the

smal 1 number of their parliamentary cadre, and consequently,
legislative discipline assumed the status of a tactical and
strategic imperative for Labour MPs, both to maintain their own
identity in the House, and to provide an effective means of
action in the face of their less cohesive, but numerically
superior opponents.

Similarly, once party cohesion was established as a
parliamentary norm, its continuance was more easily facilitated
in a relatively small House, where opportunities for group
centred attitudes and policies, and front-backbench
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communication, consensus, and control were greatly enhanced.
Although factionalism and dissent were by no means eliminated,
(as the examples of Lee (1940) Kyle (1942) and Langstone (1949)
attest) their

scope was much reduced.

Finally, as political

aggregates, the two parties soon attracted over 90% of the vote
between them. 6

In terms ·of party cohesion it may be said that

their electoral success b~came self reinforcing, in that as the
two major parties established themselves as the sole electoral
means of political representation and legislative influence,
they completed the transformation of the nature of elections
from decisions about prospective members of parliament, to
plebiscites about which party should be elected to office.

Thus, no Independent PP has been returned to the House since
1946, while only 4 MPs from a party other than Labour or
National have been successful in their candiJacy,

Similarly,

every member who has resigned from a major party, and
subsequently stood for election, has been defeated.

A recent

study by Lamare (1984) confirms the saliency of the party label
to candidates and electors alike, 7 while, as one Labour MP
observed to the author in a communication on the subject:

There is of course substantial argument in caucus and
caucus committees [but] the rather atrocious track-record
of those who have tried to pull off their Labour jerseys
in one way or another is a substantial deterrent to
taking disagreements further than that.

Dissident MPs may be characterised by the public acclaim or
notoriety they attract, but equally by the vulnerability they
earn for themselves in the process.

In a cohesive party

system, dissent readily translates into perception of
disloyalty,

The net effect of this situation is the
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perpetuation of party discipline and cohesion in structural,
institutional, and attitudinal terms,

Indeedt so high is the

level of legislative solidarity among New Zealand MPs that it
may best be illustrated by reference to the deviations from the
norm,

These are provided by two situations;

first, that of

crossvoting - where a member defies either the implied or overt
wishes of party colleagues in a whipped divisions, and crosses
the floor of the House to vote with the partyt s parliamentary
rivals,

The second occasion is provided by the practice of

freevoting, where one or both parties remove the whip from MPs,
allowing them to vote as their consciences or judgement
dictate,

3,1

Parliamentary Cohesion:

Maintaining Factors

As Crowe (1980) observes, parliamentary dissent may arise from
a variety of sources;

disagreements over specific pol iciest

issues of "conscience", ideological conflicts, disaffection
over the party's leadership, electoral performance, or the
frustrations of a lack of influence on party policy or
strategy, 8

MPs' willingness to dissent from their parties will

therefore be in large part, a function of personality, the
resources that may be called upon for support, the saliency of
the interests or issues involved, and the potential gains and
losses accruing to members pursuing this course of action,

In the New Zealand parliament, both institutional and
intra-group factors act to mitigate the expression, if not the
actual incidence of dissent among party members, Conflict
within the party is largely confined to caucus,

and faced with

the possibility of widespread dissent in the ranks, the
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leadership has several choices,

It may proceed to call the

members bluff, employing the available means of persuasion and
sanction at its disposal and face the possibility of a
parliamentary defeat or tactical loss of face to the
opposition, alter the contentious measure, or simply back down
and reintroduce it at a more opportune time,

In addition, the form of dissent may vary.

Cross-voting is

one, but not the only means of registering a protest in the
House;

as do their parties, MPs have several options available

to them,

Members may speak against a Bi 11, making their ·"real"

positions known, but vote with their parties nonetheless, they
may voice-vote in opposition without provoking a division,
abstain from voting, or even be paired by the whips, dissenting
under the "cover" provided by an absentee party vote,

Thus,

the resolution of conflict among MPs at lower levels or prior
legislative stages can be assumed to account for a good deal of
their uniformity in the lobbies once measures are put to the
vote,

So too, might the formal and informal sanctions

available to the whips and party leadership, although, as we
have seen previously, cohesion cannot be wholly predicated on
the external enforcement of discipline alone,

Rather, the cohesion that New Zealand MPs exhibit is a product
both of disciplinary sanctions, and the consensus of the
members themselves; i,e, of discipline and self-discipline,
Although there are variations, both political parties display
similar levels of conformity in their members' voting
behaviour, Indeed, such legislative solidarity is formally
mandated for Labour MPs by the nomination pledges each must
sign, which commits them to follow the collective decisions of
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caucus on all issues.

Although no such formal prescriptions

bind National members, they too are expected to use their votes
11

r e s p o n s i b l y '' , an d t o s h ow l o ya l t y t o t h e. par t y 1ea d e r s h i p •

Thus, in practical terms, party differences remain matters of
degree rather than kind.

In either case, the Member of

Parliament has, strictly speaking, neither freedom of speech
nor movement within the House to which he or she has been
elected.

When Parliament is in session, members are required

to be present in the House unless permission has been granted
by the party leadership and whips.

Similarly, the practice of

pairing and the granting of leave, remain the prerogative of
party.

This contrasts markedly with the situation extant in

the United Kingdom, where MPs are effectively invited to the
House by means of 1, 2, or 3 - line whips, and make their own
pairing arrangements.

Further, the leadership also controls each party's legislative
agenda,
when,

determining which MPs get a voice in the House, and
Members must consult with their whips before asking

questions, moving motions, or introducing legislation. Such
requirements may be traced to the exigencies of tactical
manoeuvering in a small parliament, comprised of two main
parties, usually separated by only narrow majorities.

As well as controlling members' behaviour within the House, the
party also influences their performance outside its bounds.

On

an individual level, local electorate perceptions of an MP's
effectiveness will be a function of several factorsi

the work

done on select committees, the degree of electorate contact,
and the tangible benefits brought home to the constituency -al 1

of which are within the ambit of the party leadership to grant
or deny the member. Other benefits of legislative conformity
include greater access to party leaders in the positions on
favoured caucus or select committees, the prospects of overseas
trips, and the general goodwill and cooperation of party
colleagues.

Thus, when faced with the prospect of dissenting

from a caucus decision, members may well find that in order to
get along, they must on occasion, go along.

This is especially the case, given the small party groupings
that comprise the legislature,

Individual behaviour is far

more noticeable, and the possibility of control relatively
greater, in caucuses which average 45-50 members than in those
of legislatures such as the UK, where a parliamentary party may
comprise from 200-300 members or more, and "caucus" under
several different guises,

In addition, the consequences of

individual behaviour are far more salient.

In the New Zealand

Parliament, chances of advancement are extremely good for loyal
members in that the average proportion of cabinet posts to
caucus size is seldom greater than 1:3, and often less.
3.2)

(Table
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Table 3.2 Cabinet as a¼ of Caucus 1935-85
Caucus 1

Cabinet2

¼ Caucus

% Caucus 3

(n)

(n)

1935-8

54

14

26

28

1938-43

52

14

27

29

1943-6

44

rs

34

43

1946-9

41

15

37

49

1949-51

45

16

36

42

1951-3

49

15

31

37

1954-7

44

16

36

36

1957-60

40

16

40

40

1960-3

45

16

36

40

1963-6

44

16

36

41

1 7
l I

40

47

1966-9
1969-72

38

18

41

55

1972-5

54

20

37

43

1975-8

54

20

37

43

1978-81

50

20

40

50

1981-4

46

20

43

52

1984-

55

20

36

47

Source: Alley (1978) Parliamentary Parties in Office:
Government-Backbench Relations Politics in New Zealand: A
Reader, ed, Stephen Levine, George Allen & Unwin Ltd,, Sydney,
p, 107,
: Wilson, J,0,(1985) New Zealand Parliamentary Record
1848-1984, Government Printer, Wellington,
1,

Excluding the Speaker

2,

Excluding Whips and Undersecretaries

3,

Including Undersecretaries,

Table 3,2 shows the percentage of government caucuses
constituted'by cabinet members over the past 5 decades. Cabinet
is defined both in terms of ministers alone and including their
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parliamentary undersecretaries. 9

These findings illustrate the

twofold advantages of small parliamentary parties in the
maintenance of legislative cohesion;

first in the dispensation

of patronage, and secondly in the enforcement of conformity.
The most recent cabinet comprises 20 ministers and 6
undersecretaries, thereby constituting an "executive bloc" of
nearly half the parliamentary party.

The odds of advancement

are even greater than this however, given that the government
must also fill the posts of whips, chairman of committees, and
speaker,

Further, the talent pool is necessarily restricted to

those MPs having at least one and, more commonly, two terms
legislative experience, Given these prerequisites, advancement
is virtually guaranteed;

a proposition best illustrated by the

1975 National Government's first cabinet, where 27 positions

had to be filled from a pool of experienced MPs numbering only
30.10

Thus the dispensation of patronage in response to individual
behaviour is a certainty, as are the consequences for MPs
consistently exhibiting maverick tendencies in the face of
party wishes,

Detection is unavoidable, and the penalties

proportionally greater for members in a small parliamentary
caucus than for those in a larger,

So while loyalty does not

of itself guarantee advancement, both the prospects for and
expectations of, a successful parliamentary career in the New
Zealand setting can be seen to significantly retard the
development of alternative role models to that of the party
loyalist.

Thus, as Halligan (1980) observes:
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The nexus between party and member is preserved by this
ability to reward members. A small parliament offers the
promjse of upward mobility for a high proportion of
members. Consequently, the MP's career and much of his
behaviour is a response to this structure and the
opportunities for success within it, There is a strong
inducement for the ambitious MP to act in conformity with
the Party's objectives in their parliamentary conduct,
reserving dissent for behind the closed doors of
caucus. 11

A second consequence of size is the potential of cabinet to
monopolise collective decision making. As the agent of
government, cabinet already wields considerable influence
within its party's caucus;

however this is further

strengthened by its own solidarity within that body.
not a new development,

This is

In 1940, Labour maverick John A, Lee

observed that cabinet cohesion in caucus voting had become the
norm by 1937-8, "the stupid idea of cabinet being loyal to
majority decisions having grown up 1112

,

As table

3,2

demonstrates, so long as it maintains unity, cabinet need only
carry with it a relatively minor percentage of caucus to ensure
majority support of its proposals, and thereby bind the
parliamentary party to its decisions,

There remain obvious caveats to this as a sole explanation of
the parties legislative discipline,

Effective cohesion is as

much the product of consensus as enforcement, and though the
possibility of cabinet co-option of caucus is high in the New
Zealand context, so too is the reverse,

As Milne (1966) notes,

the quid pro quo of cabinet dominance, is that it must tread
lightly over caucus sensibilities.

While large caucuses, such

as those of the UK, which number in the hundreds, cannot make
any pretence of governance, in New Zealand the limited numbers
of both cabinet and caucus means that caucus is at least able
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to believe it can exercise influence, 13 Such influence may be
unavoidably limited by the exigencies of governance; however
the intimacy of cabinet-caucus relationships nonetheless
constitutes a potent force for the maintenance of intra-party
cohesion,

The impact of self discipline is also a significant factor;
habituation plays a major part in damping down potential party
revolts and maintaining group cohesiveness,

As May (1965)

notes, as an institution, the House is a great leveller, 14
Newly elected members become socialised into the dominant
institutional values of the House, and come to reflect them in
their behaviour, solidarity with one's party colleagues being a
key requirement,

Small, compact legislative parties allow

tighter control by the leadership, and more effective
enforcement of disciplinary sanctions,

More importantly

perhaps, they also contribute to the formation of a "normative
consensus" among members, and help facilitate the role of
self-discipline in maintaining cohesion,

Members share a basic commonality of outlook on political goals
and their achievement, and so long as their party generally
reflects these concerns they can be expected to support it in
their voting behaviour,

Such a consensus is also enhanced in a

small parliamentary group by the greater opportunities provided
to canvas and accommodate the viewpoints of members, The scope
for overt rebellion is also reduced in that there are simply be
less MPs available to dissent, and thus relatively fewer
chances for individual mavericks to mobilise support, Equally
however, in a smaller group, each single vote assumes a greater
significance than in a larger,

The imperatives for speedy
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resolution of intra-party conflicts are thus far stronger for
the party leadership.

Finally, the very fact that MPs spend such an amount of time in
close proximity to their parliamentary colleagues and opponents
while the House is in se~sion further contributes to the
establishment of shared values of cohesiveness and loyalty
among party members.

Party solidarity is also strengthened by

threat perceptions generated by the institutional context of
the legislature.

As May (1965) observes, the group consensus

which maintains legislative unity is sharpened, and constantly
replenished, by the ongoing competition for power and political
advantage that is the life-blood of adversarial politics. 1 ~
Similarly, Singh (1975) sees the intensity of intraparty
conflict as a key factor in maintaining intraparty cohesion. 16
In New Zealand the tendency is for intense parl iarnentary and
electoral competition, and generally small majorities.

Strict

boundaries to non-conformity thus remain a tactical necessity
in this context, where a party's unity becomes synonymous with
its ability to govern, or to show its competence to do so
whilst in opposition. Thus freevoting, whether collectively
agreed upon or individually undertaken, is discouraged, lest
the opposing party seizes upon it for parliamentary or
electoral advantage,

3,2

Party Cohesion and Parliamentary Dissent

For our purposes, legislative cohesion may best be indicated by
the incidence of dissenting votes in the House;

that is, where

voters are cast against a party majority in a whipped division,
Cross-votes thus provide a convenient and telling measure of
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the party discipline that characterises the legislative
behaviour of New Zealand MPs.

As previously observed however,

the incidence of parliamentary dissent need not be reflected in
that of anti-party voting.

Free votes may be allowed en masse

by the parties themselves, due to either the "moral" nature of
the issues addressed, the controversy aroused by them in caucus
and the difficulty of establishing a common policy, or the
intractability of individual members.

Thus, permission to cross-vote may be given to, rather than
being taken by, the MPs concerned, and some "conscience" votes
may reflect this fact more than the nature of the issues
themselves,

Even so, as studies by Cottrell (1974) and

Halligan (1980) illustrate, free-votes remain a rarity,
accounting for under 1% of all Public Bills passed from
1950-78, 17

despite the value of their major function - that of

maintaining the cohesion of the parties on other issues by
acting as a safety valve for particularly contentious matters,

Dissent may also be expressed as deliberate abstentions from
the lobbies during divisions.

No formal provisions are made

for abstentions in the New Zealand House of Representatives,
although absent members may be paired by the whips should
illness or urgent business unavoidably deprive one side of a
member's vote in a division.

Pairs need not formally be

granted however, though given the likelihood of future
alternations in power, both parties usually find it in their
interests to do so, 18

Further, not all unpaired abstentions

from the House are necessarily matters of any great principle
for the MPs involved,

Being absent without leave may result

from carelessness, wilfulness, or sudden and unforeseen
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circumstances.

In addition, a government with a good majority

may have members absent but unpaired, should their reasons be
insufficient for the opposition whip's agreement, though
considered legitimate and affordable on their own merits
nonetheless.

Finally, dissent may even be "covered for

11

by the party itself

granting leave or seeking a pair for a dissenting member, in
order to forestall the necessity of their voting. 19

In short,

however characterised, abstaining is, by its very nature, an
ambiguous action, and except in specific and usually well
publicised cases, its inclusion either as an indicator of
dissent, or measure of party cohesion remains problematic,
Further, what evidence there is, suggests that as a deliberate
strategy, abstaining is both rare, and generally unfavourably
perceived by dissenters and their parties alike, 20

For the present study, division lists contained in Hansard and
the Journals of the House were consulted to ascertain the
•.icidence of cross-voting for the period 1936-1985 (inclusive),
, ,)e baseline employed being the formal emergence of the modern
two-party system in New :_aland.

Scrutiny of Parliamentary

debates, media reports, and where poss~Jle, interviews with the
members concerned, were employed to discern as fa.- as possible,
the nature of dissenting votes.

<Table 3.3)
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Dissenting Votes in the NZ House of Representatives:

Table 3.3

1936 - 1985
Year

Divisions

Dissenting
Divisions

Dissenting
As% of
Votes
Divisions
(N)
(%)

Dissenting
Members
(N)

(N)

(N)

1936

188

2

1. 06

2

1

1941

6

1

16.66

1

1

1942

6

3

50.00

7

4

1944

48

2

4. 17

3

3

1947

48

1

2.08

5

5

1948

114

7

6 .14

7

1

1953*

11

2

18,20

2

1

1959

13

1

7,70

3

3

1964

74

1

1,35

0

,L.

2

1965

67

2

2,98

2

1

1967

115

1

0,87

1

1

1971

65

2

3. 10

2

1

1973*

80

3

3.75

3

1

1974*

380

3

0,79

3

1

1978

60

1

1.66

2

2

1979*

142

2

1.41

4

4

1981

64

1

1.56

2

2

1983

132

21

15.91

24

5

1984#

12

1

8.33

2

2

394

~

0.76

24

_§

4432

60

1.35

101

38

1985

* Labour Dissenter
# To June 14th

Source: Journals of the House of
Representatives 1935-1985.
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As Table 3,3 shows, the legislative discipline and cohesion of
New Zealand MPs is evidenced by the meager number of exceptions
to the norm of party voting.

For the period 1936-85, dissent

which found expression in cross-voting by members manifested
itself on only 60 occasions, or a mere 1,35% of all divisions,
In al 1, 38 MPs cast 101 c·ross-votes in whipped divisions, such
displays being characterised primarily by their individual and
sporadic nature,

Excluding deviant cases 21 crossvotes failed

to exceed 18% of the divisions for any given year, 2-3% being
the norm,

while for 30 of the 50 years surveyed, no crossvotes

were cast at all.

A further

indication of the strength of·

party loyalty may be seen from a breakdown of the numbers of
dissenting MPs,

Of the 26 cases of crossvoting for the

14 involved only one dissenting member (53,8%),

while 5 saw groups of two and three members respectively, Thus,
92,2% of the cases surveyed involved dissent by only a handful
of MPs,

Similarly, the majority of cases (65,38%) involved only a
single crossvote for each dissenting division, 23

Typically

then, crossvoting may be characterised as cases where one or
two members cross the floor lo vote over a single clause, bill,
or motion dividing the House,

Further, in all but one case,

such actions were of symbolic value only, Our examination of
the parliamentary record thus lends to confirm Lijphart's
(1984) contention that New Zealand parties provide the best
example of a disciplined, cohesive two-party system among those
extant in modern democratic legislatures, 24

This may be made even clearer by comparing the behaviour of New
Zealand MPs to that of their British counterparts, the latter
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inhabiting what is commonly characterised as the "mother of
Parliaments", and progenitor of the Westminster-style two party
system.

Here, data is provided by Norton's succession of

studies of post-war parliamentary dissent among British
parties. Norton's findings show that from 1945-79, British MPs
break ranks and crossvote against their parties in 1069
divisions, or 12,13% of all those for the period, 25

For New

Zealand MPs, comparable figures are 26 divisions, or 0,88% for
the same timespan,

Further, when seen in terms of dissent

which achieved a government defeat, 46 such cases may be
discerned in the House of Commons 1945-79,
however,

llQ.

In New Zealand

cr·ossvotes lead to a similar result during this

time, and for the entire period of our study (1936-85), only
one such case has been uncovered - that of the Youth Rates
Clause of the 1983 Industrial Law Reform Bill.

3,3

Party Dissent:

An Issue Typology

However, although on the face of it, such figures might tend to
support Hollis' assertion that the primary function of the
modern-day MP is that of "lobby fodder", 26 party domination of
the individual member is not total.

Further, the aggregate

figures represent only the output side of parliamentary
business, and thus do not include dissent resolved within
caucus, which in itself constitutes a major factor in the
cohesion of MPs over other, more fractious issues,

Nor do they

include freevotes, which serve a similar tension-relieving and
cohesion-strengthening function,

Even so, our findings confirm

the view that in their voting behaviour at least, New Zealand
MPs are perhaps the most disciplined and cohesive extant,
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Given this degree of uniformity, a brief examination of
instances where MPs do depart from a party line may prove
useful in highlighting the types of issues that reveal for some
members, the shortcomings of a party-delegate orientation in
their legislative behaviour,

In openly dissenting from the

collectivity of their party colleagues, MPs face the informal
constraints of consensually based prescriptions of group unity
and loyalty, but also the formal and informal sanctions that
are often brought to bear on party mavericks,

Both the

likelihood of dissent, and the employment of such measures will
be conditional on the type of issue confronted, its situational
background, and the MPs approach to, and style of parliamentary
dissent.

Taken together, such factors form a broad "calculus

of dissent". representing the balance of interests and
cross-pressures maverick members must seek to accommodate,
These include the MP's own perception of the issues and
interests at stake, the attitudes of caucus and the party
leadership, the party organisation, and finally, the past
record and standing of the member(s) concerned,

Full explanations of the circumstances surrounding the various
cases of crossvoting in the New Zealand Parliament have been
provided by many previous studies of New Zealand political
behaviour, 27

Unlike the majority of them, however, our focus

here is not so much on the collation of individual cases with a
view to uncovering the

11

why 11 of dissent but rather, is directed

at the behavioural expression of MPs responses to their
environment, 28

Policy conflicts that have resulted in crossvoting by New
Zealand MPs may be broadly categorised according to the basis
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they provide for dissent on either electoral, "conscience",
philosophical, or idiosyncratic grounds,

As such, they reflect

the predominance of individually and externally motivated
cross-pressures on MPs' partisan loyalties,

These are most

commonly premised on perceptions of local, electoral or
sectoral interests; issu~s considered by members to involve
questions of individual conscience, morality, or principle;
those derived from the essential philosophical or ideological
tenets of the party;

or finally, disagreements founded in

either a conflict of personalities, or similar "matters of
taste", 29

Such categories are not of course, mutually exclusive,

Nor

can the issues and MPs' responses to them, be wholly divorced
from the multitude of factors comprising the situational
background of competing interests and opinions, An MPs
identification of certain issues as a basis for dissent, may be
perceived in a variety of ways, according to the actor's
conceptions of the interests represented,
motivations may in fact serve diverse ends,

Further, such
However, in

providing a broad descriptive base for crossvoting among New
Zealand MPs, the categories provide a useful guide to the
factors involved in the scattered exceptions to the norm of
legislative party cohesion,

3,3,1

Local/Constituency Issues

Despite the predominance of party in national politics, and the
utility of a party label in electoral

choice, a major

component of the New Zealand MP's role remains that of local
representation, and constituency-based issues therefore provide
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a significant focus for dissenting votes.

MPs are generally

more willing to vote against their parties if the interests at
stake are local ones, and party leaders tend to be more
indulgent in their treatment of dissenting behaviour premised
in these terms.

This may also be seen in the tendency for many

local Bills to be decided on a free vote outside party lines,
Our figures reveal that constituency issues comprise some 21,7¼
of all dissenting divisions observed in the period surveyed,
and 15,8¼ of cross-votes cast by MPs,

Cases where either electorate pressures or shared perceptions
of local interests have contributed to an MPs defection from a
party decision are not uncommon.

They include Lapwood's

opposition to National's Fisheries Amendment Bill (1971); which
resulted in a tied division - the speakers vote proving
necessary to pass the measure, 30

Similarly, H, S, Kyle

crossvoted on a clause of the Soil Conservation and Rivers
Control Bill (1941) dealing with the amalgamation of Local
Authorities and the formation of Catchment Boards, while in
1959, three National MPs voted with Labour over the Land
Settlement Promotion Amendment Bill in support of a clause
requiring local occupancy by rural landowners.

The clause

aimed to prevent large scale land aggregation by non-resident,
''week-end farmers", and the three MPs voted to support it,
reportedly because of constituency pressure from their rural
electorates. 31

A further, more recent example of such

crossvoting is provided by two rural National MPs, N,P,H. Jones
and W,R, Austin, who sponsored an amendment opposing part of
their government's 1978 Industrial Law Reform Bi 11,

Their

dissent was rooted in a clause of the Bill which provided for
the unconditional withdrawal of, and effective immunity from
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prosecutions laid against striking freezing workers at the
Ocean Beach and Southland Freezing Works, whose industrial
action that year had paralysed killing in the region, and
prompted a mass protest by local farmers,

The farmers' actions

at one point culminated in their driving a herd of 1500 sheep
through the streets of Invercargill and slaughtering them on
camera for the evening news.

The conflicts between central and local interests were thus,
quite intense;

more so, because the clause contradicted not

only deeply held local feelings, but also a manifesto
commitment that had formed a large part of the party's previous
electoral campaign,

Indeed, the dispute even gave rise to

local challenges to the seats of some government members in the
region, 32 Thus, although the legislation was widely perceived
as necessary in mitigating further industrial unrest and
ensuring an unimpeded lamb kill, and gained opposition support,
both MPs felt compelled to oppose it,

Jones' electorate was Invercargi 11, where the protest had taken
place, and Austin's included the Makarewa, and Ocean Beach
works,

Feelings were therefore running high among both MPs

constituents, while the timing of the Bill meant that there was
a strong possibility of an electoral backlash had they sided
with the government.

In addition, both MPs personally rejected

their party's moves as philosophically inappropriate and
concessions to

11

union blackmail",

Finally. both were freshmen

members of th~ House, and so their incentives to vote with
their district's opinion rather than their party's were also
somewhat stronger,

Accordingly, on the Bill's committal, Jones

moved an amendment, seconded by Austin, to repeal the
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contentious clause,

Although reportedly done to some applause

from the National benches, such enthusiasm was not translated
into votes, the motion being defeated 39-2,

Similarly, two of the three Labour MPs who cast dissenting
votes over the period su~veyed also did so ostensibly because
of the "local" nature of the issues involved.

Thus Aubrey Begg

crossvoted on 6 occasions against his party's Wool Marketing
Corporation Amendment Bill (1972-3), both because of his own
long standing opposition to compulsory a9ulsition of the
wool-clip from growers (which the bill sought to institute),
and that of his (rural) electorate.

Here, it seems, permission

was granted by caucus for him to differ,

A similar dispensation was also reportedly given to P. J.
Kearins, who voted against an amendment moved by his leader,
Nash, to the 1953 Licensing Amendment Bill (No,2) because it
involved the conduct of licensing polls in his King Country
electorate,

As a liquor Bi 11, the legislation would normally

have been subject to a free vote, and indeed, this appears to
have been the case in a subsequent division,

However, Kelson

(1964) reports that Nash's clear expectation seems to have been
that party discipline would prevail, and the initial amendment
was decided on strict party lines. 33

Thus, although Kearins

was not openly denied a freevote, the opposition engendered
among the party leadership by his actions, and his subsequent
failure to be renominated for his seat by the party certainly
provided little encouragement to like behaviour among Labour
MPs, 34
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Most cases of locally-mandated crossvoting may be broadly
characterised then as "loyal dissent", and in many instances,
"dissent with consent".

In general, neither the MPs basic

loyalty to their parties, nor the constituency-based pressures
they faced were doubted.

For the most part, members both

sought and received dispensations from caucus to vote in
accordance with their principles and perceptions of local
interests and opinion.

The crossvoting remained strictly

focussed on the issues concerned, and in terms of the arguments
and polemics employed in debate, where they spoke, members
remained careful to keep their distance from the opposition
benches that they, however briefly, sided with,

For National

MPs, the "right" to crossvote in such cases appears to have
been generally perceived as being legitimately exercised.

For

Labour members, although no such right formally exists, a
similar estimation, also appears to have been made.

3.3.2

"Conscience" Issues

In other cases of crossvoting however, favourable estimations
of members' motivations may be less forthcoming, due to the
wide range of issues involved and the ambiguity of their
categorisation by members and party leadership alike, Thus the
adoption of a particular stance on an issue, based on an MPs
perceptions of "conscience" or principles, may often be open to
doubt, due to either the particular nature of the issue
involved, or the difficulty in justifying an independent stand
in the face of collective opinion on no other grounds than
individual disagreement,

In most cases therefore, such

opposition is overcome, and dissenting members usually concede
to the will of the majority, though in the process they may win
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some concessions,

However, where they do not, and exercise a

dissenting vote, their reasons for doing so may range over
serious points of principle, "moral

II

issues not covered by a

collective freevote, 35 or idiosyncratic judgements made on
issues of little real significance or based on the vagaries of
individual personality.

More seriously for the party,

"conscience" may also extend to policy decisions seen as
central to its philosophy or ideology.

Here, dissent may

reflect not only discontent with particular policies, but may
also extend to the legitimacy of their proponents,

"Conscience" in non-freevote situations thus, poses a
substantial grey area to party whips and leadership in
estimating the balance of factors constituting the basis for an
MPs dissenting behaviour,

The label is elastic enough to

contain a variety of motivations, and party perceptions of the
importance of the issue concerned, and the sincerity and
legitimacy of the attitudes expressed by members will therefore
greatly determine the extent to which their actions are viewed
as either legitimate or arbitrary,

Such ambiguity is reflected

in the fact that of the cases included in the present study,
the majority (16 cases, or 75,2% of crossvotes) fall

into this

broad category. As such, they range over issues encompassing
questions of principle, taste, morality, and party philosophy.
Such opposition is sometimes longstanding and well known;
although more commonly momentarily activated by specific
circumstances,

Thus, W.J. Polson voted with the Labour Government against his
party on two measures before the House in 1936; the Reserve
Bank Amendment, and State Advances Corporation Bill, because of
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his longstanding preference for state control of both
agencies, 36

Similarly, National MP, F,W, Doidge voted with two

independent members, Lee and Atmore, to delay the second
reading of the Prolongation of Parliament Bill (1942) until a
national referenda had been conducted on the question of the
electorate's right to determine the term of their parliament.

Further examples include T,C, Webb's crossvoting in 1948 in
support of Labour moves to enable New Zealand participation in
the GATT, and the defection of Sir Leslie Munro from National
benches over the News Media Ownership Bill (1965),

More recent

cases are provided by the actions of MPs Shearer, Waring and
Minogue with regard to the National Development Bill (1977);
the latter two members proving to be perennial dissenters in
their voting on the National Development Amendment Bill (1979),
the Industrial Law Reform Bi 11 (1983) and finally, the
Labour-sponsored Nuclear Free New Zealand Bill (1984),

On questions of "taste", or minor matters of procedure, two
instances are observed in single divisions of the Legislative
Department Estimates (1944) and the Report of the Committee on
Standing Orders (1979),

In the former case, a division was

called by a government MP, after the chairman of committees had
ruled the use of the term "falsified

11

admissable in debate over

two ·de part mental estimates that had been alt er ed previous to
being laid before the House,

Labour MPs were joined in the

lobbies by three National members; Algie, Bowden, and Webb, in
support of their call to have progress reported and the ruling
adjudicated by the Speaker,

In this; they were successful, and

the term was ruled unparliamentary, although the significance
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of th~ matter in party terms was dismissed by National leader
Holland. 37

The committee stases of the report of the Committee on Standing
Orders (1979) provide a further case, and the most recent
example of a Labour cros~voter.

During the debate on the

report, Social Credit MP Bruce Beetham, had moved amendments to

s.o,

109 and 110, designed to improve the position of third

party members of the House,
sole representative.

of which he was at the time the

The amendments would thus have allowed

him the designation of a leader of the Opposition, with all
attendant rights and privileges, and would also have enabled
him to move motions without need of seconders,

Having moved

such amendments he was now placed in just such a position,
lacking either seconder or tellers,

These were provided by

Independent MP, Mat Rata, and Labour's Or. Gerard Wall.

By all accounts Wall's decision to cross the floor appears to
have been a spur of the moment affair, neither the whips nor
leadership having prior knowledge.

The vote itself was on a

matter considered insignificant by most, and the division was
heavily lost, 3-60.

Despite the fact of the Labour pledge, the

question of discipline did not arise, as although the matter
had not previously been raised in caucus, the nature of the
issue, and the timing of the division (at the end of the 1979
session) meant that, by the time caucus next met in 1980, the
matter had, it seems, been dismissed. 38
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3,3,3

PhilosophJ, Ideology and Leadership Issues

Far more challenging and contentious for the parties than
disagreements over minor points of policy, or issues of
conscience alone, are those involving questions of party
philosophy or ideology.

Such cases often touch on fundamental

questions of legitimacy, and particularly, of leadership, in a
way that crossvoting derived from local or moral considerations
do not.

Probably the most celebrated attack on a party's

leadership remains that undertaken by John A. Lee in 1940
which, although it resulted in his expulsion from the Labour
Party, was not expressed in his voting behaviour at the time,
As an Independent member however, Lee voted against his former
party on several occasions,

although, for the most part, he

· either voted with Labour, or more commonly, did not vote at
all. 3.,

Similarly, the National Party faced a major schism in 1942 when
two members, Coates and Hamilton, defied their caucus, and
returned to their former places in the War Cabinet in the
aftermath of its boycott by Holland and three other National
front-benchers,

National's withdrawal from the cabinet was

made in response to the Government's decision to suspend the
sentences given striking coal miners in the Waikato region.
Coates and Hamilton, who had supported the Government's
position, on the grounds of ensuring a continued supply of
vital resources during war time, initially withdrew from the
cabinet with their colleagues, but later disassociated
themselves from this action and rejoined the administration,
Although theit stated reason for doing so was the premium they
placed upon the national interest over the demands of the
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partisan advantage, an equally relevant factor was the personal
animosity both former Reform MPs bore Holland and his style of
leadership,

Their decision was soon followed by the

resignation of a fellow supporter, H,S, Kyle, from the National
Party, and when a no-confidence vote was called over the
Government's conduct in fhe affair, the three MPs were Joined
by another National member, Massey, in voting with the Labour
benches,

However, although Coates subsequently declared

himself an Independent candidate for the 1943 elections, his
death early that year effectively removed the prospects for a
revived Reform Party movement, and both Hamilton and Massey
were re-endorsed by the electorate committees, as bona fide
National candidates,

Kyle did not stand for re-election, 40

Although they did not provide as concrete a manifestation of
this theme, an equally serious challenge to the competence and
leadership of P,M, Robert Muldoon may be discerned in
dissenting votes cast by National MPs over two key pieces of
legislation in 1983;
Bills,

the Finance, and Industrial Law Reform

In both cases however, the crossvoting focussed
-~

directly on issues seen as central to the party's basic
philosophical tenets,

This is perhaps most directly seen in

the defections of three National members, 0, Quigley, R,
Richardson, and 0, Jones, over clauses in the 1983 Finance Bill
seeking to.control interest rates on mortgage finance by
government regulation.

The dissent expressed over the Bill

directly challenged not only the policy but its architect, the
Prime Minister, focussing on the ideological inconsistencies of
Muldoon's "socialist interventionism" and thus his legitimacy
as leader of a nominally "free enterprise" party, As such, the
members' crossvoting was widely regarded as an expression of
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no-confidence, and given the government's precarious majority
of the time, perceived more as disloyalty than dissent,

In this, personalities also played their part,

Quigley had

long been regarded as a potential party leader, and one more
true to the wider party'i preferred ideological orientation,
His forced resignation from cabinet in 1982, after giving a
speech and television interview questioning aspects of the
government's "think big" policies had substantially added to
his public and political prestige,

Similarly, another of the

dissenters, Ruth Richardson, was also identified as being of
similar views on the desired character and policies of the
party, and had previously been coerced into shelving her
threatened opposition to the Clyde Darn legislation (another
"think big" project) in the face of Government pre-emption of
that option, 41

For both MPs then, the legislation provided an ideal
opportunity to take a public stand on an issue many felt was in
direct contradiction to the principles of the party to which
they had given their allegiance, Thus the third dissenting
member, Dail Jones, observed:
The Finance Bil 1 ••• confirms the view recently expressed
by Sir George Chapman; that there are three parties in
Parliament, the National Party, the Labour Party, and the
Government, It is obvious that I am a member of the
National Party. 42
In reply, Muldoon noted that the MP' s stance on the Bill had
greatly damaged the party's credibility, and that the question
of loyalty would be raised before the party's National
Executive, Loyalty to the party's economic policy was to be
equated with loyalty to the leadership, and party as a whole,
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Even so, all three MPs voted against the interest rate
provisions, though the division was won by the Government
43-40, given the support of Social Credit and Independent
members.

By their actions the MPs expressed a lack of faith in

the leadership's economic management, recasting the question of
loyalty in terms of loyalty to the spirit, and wider body of
the party, based on their conceptions of the correct principles
that should have been dictating policy.

As the succeeding

election showed, such concerns were also shared by party
members generally,

Finally, the defections by MPs Marilyn Waring and Mike Minogue
over the Industrial Lal.J Reform Bill (1983) provide a telling
example of both the intensity and effects of parliamentary
dissent on a major platform of government policy,

Further,

given the legislation's provision for voluntary unionism and
"youth rates" of pay, the members' opposition also confronted a
significant philosophical

tenet of their party's free market

ethos - the deregulation of the labour market,

Minogue voted against the Bill's youth rates provisions,
primarily on the grounds of equity, while Waring's opposition
was more deeply seated, extending to the entire Bill, which she
could not, in conscience support in any way, Thus despite a
substantial degree of negotiation within caucus before the
legislation's introduction that resolved several of Minogue's
initial doubts and ensured his support on some provisions,
Waring remained vehemently opposed.

On the Bill's report back

to the House, Waring announced that she would vote against it
on al 1 counts from its second reading onwards, basing her
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stance on its effects on women in the workforce, especially
those at the lower end of the socio-economic scale, Voluntary
unionism would, she observed, attack the principle of
compulsion, which in such circumstances was often a valuable,
if not essential, organisational tool in winning benefits for
this generally lower paid and lower status sector of the
workforce.

Thus while the stronger, more militant male

dominated unions would retain the advantages they held before
the Bill's passage, the lower paid, largely part-time women's
organisations would be effectively dismembered by voluntary
unionism, while their membership would be disproportionately
affected by the youth rate provisions, 43

Both MPs had informed the party Whips and Leader of their
opposition and intentions at least a week previously, but as
party estimations of the numbers to be called upon to support
or oppose the Bill were revised, so too were the positions of
the dissenting MPs, The day after the Bill's report back to the
House, Senior Government Whip McKinnon noted that Waring's
"vote" against the Bi 11 would effectively be nul 1 ified due to
an upcoming trip to the Antarctic, which would see her
opposition expressed only as a pair, or abstention, but not as
a direct vote against the government.

This statement almost

immediately resulted in the withdrawal of the MP's pairing
rights by the Opposition in order to force the issue.
According to Labour Whip, Jonathan Hunt, Pairs were only to be
granted where the member would have voted with his or her party
if present.

This was obviously not the case, 44 Among

government members, there was some talk of the Bill being
declared an issue of confidence, given its centrality to the
government's philosophy,

On this note, newly Independent MP
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John Kirk had given an assurance of his support for the
voluntary unionism sections, as he too saw them as such:

"and

on a matter of confidence, the Labour Party would certainly not
have my vote". 45

By the Bill's second reading, the government had already
experienced a significant case of dissent in the cross voting
of three MPs the day before over the Finance Bill.

Given this,

Muldoon stated that he saw the Industrial Law Reform Bi 11 as a
matter of policy on which all MPs were bound to vote with their
party.

However, technically at least, this was not so.

The

Bill. if not the intentions behind it, had not formed part of
the government's election policy in the 1981 manifesto,

Even

without this caveat however, the MPs were not formally bound to
vote with their party on anything other than an issue of
confidence,
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Thus, as promised, on the Bill's committal, Waring voted
against it on all counts, registering 16 cross votes.

In terms

of parliamentary dissent, this remains the largest single
expression by any MP for the period covered by the present
study,

Given the support of Independent and Social Credit MPs however,
all the provisions of the Bi 11 bar one, passed the House,
including the near confidence issue of voluntary unionism,
Nonetheless, such support was lost on the youth rates section,
which, with both Waring and Minogue crossvoting, resulted in
the rare spectacle of a government defeat,

Naturally this drew

a swift reaction from the party leadership - especially given
the bad week it had had in the House in terms of party
discipline,

The cross voting on the Finance Bill had

represented a direct challenge to the economic competence and
general leadership abilities of the Prime Minister, while that
over the Industrial Law Reform Bill attacked an issue central
to both government policy and party philosophy,

Thus the

combination of both cases, the governments slim majority, and
the upcoming election year led to Muldoon's plea to National
electorate organisations throughout the country to "select
loyal candidates who would support government policies",

The

Prime Minister noted that he would report the various incidents
to the party's Dominion Executive because, even though that
body had no disciplinary powers in such cases, the organisation
did however, "have an input into the selection process". 40

Even so, this met with a mixed reaction.

On the Bill's third

reading, Waring again crossed the floor, though Minogue voted
with the government,

The next day the Dominion Executive of
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the party passed a motion of confidence in the Prime Minister's
economic strategy, but also moved to:
uphold- the right of National Members of Parliament to a
free vote except on confidence issues, and expects
members to use this freedom responsibly. 47

Although obviously the parliamentary party's leadership did not
perceive the dissenting members' behaviour as "responsible",
for both Waring and Minogue, the crossvotes were held to be a
legitimate use of their prerogatives as National MPs.

Both

stated that to do so was their right, and was congruent with
their conceptions of the role of the individual representative,
For Waring, her opposition was consistent as a matter of
principle, given her stance on similar social issues brought
before the House

in
.,I,.
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In dissentingJ she lJas also

demonstrating a commitment to both the local and national
constituency of women, of which she was seen to be a prominent
political representative,

Minogue's dissent focussed on similar concerns of equity, and
the effects of the Bill on women and low-waged and unorganised
workers,

The price of his opposition did not however, extend

beyond the youth rates sections of the Bill, even though he had
earlier noted that each aspect of the Bill would feed the
effect of the other in their impact on those sectors of the
workforce, 48

In th i s , he was perhaps more

11

1 o ya l II i n his

dissent than was Waring, voting in accord with the sections of
the Bill that were seen as part of party philosophy, once the
"danger'' of the voluntary unionism clauses had been nullified
by their defeat.
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Our typology of cases of parliamentary dissent and the various
circumstances involved in each issue shows that, in light of
their overall incidence, despite the nature of the issues
involved, a major factor would appear to be the personalities
of the MPs themselves in the adoption of a maverick role. Some
MPs appear simply more p~one to dissent than others, or rather,
to have their particular concerns, or expectations of politics
engaged in such a way as to maintain an independent stance in
the face of party pressures for solidarity on a policy issue.
As the preceding cases demonstrate, their motivations may range
from locally focussed concerns, to disagreements based on
moral, philosophical or pragmatic grounds.

Even so, taken as a

whole, they remain largely the exceptions which prove the rule,
However, if categorisation of the issues themselves cannot
provide an adequate basis for estimating the factors underlying
crossvoting behaviour, an analysis of selected institutional
variables may prove more fruitful.

3,4

Party Dissent:

Systemic Factors

In the literature on party cohesion, three factors are thought
to constitute significant systemic influences on the nature and
incidence of parliamentary dissent.

While in general, as

Epstein (1967) notes, legislative cohesion is "the essence of
the system ••• a norm that is not seriously questioned, even by
the MPs who deviate from it", 49 such unity does not have to be
absolute at all times.

Both the degree of party solidarity and

opportunities for MPs to express dissent in their voting
behaviour may be linked to a combination of institutional
factors, these being:
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the balance of party advantage, or government majority
the government or opposition status of the MP's parties, and
finally,
party differences, be they socially, historically or
ideologically bas~d.

3.4.1

Party Majority

The factor most commonly seen as central in favouring the
expression of legislative crossvoting at certain times rather
than others has been the size of the governing party's
majority.

It is usually assumed that large majorities allow

both the party and dissenting MP more "freedom" in coping with
or casting a dissenting vote.

Where a majority is considered

ample, crossvoting poses less of a threat to a party's
continuance in office than in situations where the gap
separating Government and Opposition is more narrow,
Conversely, where there is a small majority, although the
party's emphasis on cohesion will be stronger, dissenting MPs
may nonetheless possess more influence in obtaining a hearing
for their grievances, and should satisfaction not be
forthcoming, more "power" (though of a negative sort) to
achieve a

legislative embarrassment for the party,

Thus, Jackson's (1968) analysi·s of backbench revolt and
dissenting votes in the House of Commons 1945-64, finds that
both the size and frequency of revolts by Government MPs bears
a positive relation to the size of majority, in genera] it
being the case that there are more cross votes with a larger,
than with a smaller majority.

The explanation for this

relationship he sees as being due to the fact that "LJhen the
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government party has a large majority, neither crossvoting nor
abstaining on a small scale can defeat the government, and
dissents can more freely show their dissatisfaction in the
division l ob bi es •

11

H

Crowe' s (1980) study covering the period to 1970 finds a
similar association;

rebellion by government MPs is seen in

the main to rise and fall with majorities. 51

Norton (1980)

however, observes a general breakdown in such correlations for
the 1970-8 period, when outbreaks of Tory dissatisfaction with
the style and substance of the leadership of Edward Heath,
factional infighting in the ideologically divided Labour Party,
and a dearth of disciplinary sanctions, set the precedent for
large scale and largely unpunished party revolts as an
established fact of life in the Commons,

Interestingly, Norton also finds that revolts that led to
government defeats on specific issues did not, as had been
supposed, signify any real weakening on its hold on power, and
certainly did not result in resignations from office;

a factor

widely cited as the ultimate constraint on dissent in past
wr tings on the subject, and one which, in large part underlies
th•. ''majority" argument. 52

Even so, as he obse:•~s, the preceding years generally confirm
the relationship. Other things being is·,ual, with a large
majority, MPs have more "space" in which to move to express
dissatisfaction with their party, while party assent to this
option, should they seek it, may be easier to obtain. A larger
majority may also mean a larger "talent pool" and thus fewer
rewards of office to share among MPs, more room for factions to
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form and agitate, and simply greater numbers of MPs present to
dissent,

Conversely, the party will demand, and enforce more loyalty and
cohesiveness at times when its margin of seats is narrower,
However, although in such situations MPs in a governing party
will have more pressure put up on them by the whips and
leadership, it is also true that depending on the importance of
the issue at stake, they will possess more leverage with which
to win concessions over points in dispute,

Such actions may be mitigated however, by the party's response,
Failing accommodation, caucus may simply refuse to proceed with
the issue at hand, holding it over until a more opportune time,
Alternatively it may proceed in the hope of calling the
member's bluff;
conformity.

sanctions being more heavily applied to induce

Finally, dissent may be expressed in other ways;

leave may be granted or a pair given,

As our findings have

shown, such strategies are usually successful in maintaining
the legislative cohesion of New Zealand parties,

In this, parliamentary size is an important factor, and one
which, in the New Zealand context tends to reduce the
predictive value of majority in explaining the incidence of
parliamentary crossvoting,

As previously observed cohesion is

generally easier to maintain in a smaller party setting than in
a larger, where both competition, and the margins of victory
are liable to be more close, Although the House has seen both
high (30) and low (2) majorities in the period under study, the
overall size of the legislature has remained at a relatively
constant level, there being 80 seats from 1935-69, 84 until
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1972, 87 until 1978, and 92 to the election in 1984, where a
further 3 were created due to population shifts and electoral
redistributions.

In short, Parliament remains a relatively

small body, and given the compactness of the parties within it,
and the increased likelihood of the effectiveness of both
formal and informal mechanisms in maintaining party cohesion
and discipline, we might expect majority size alone to have
less of an impact than in the larger (some 650 MPs) British
Parliament - from whence most of the literature on this point
derives.

In fact this seems to be the case:
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As table 3,4 shows, the incidence of cross voting by government
MPs bears little relationship to the size of majority, The
number of crossvotee.

are, in the main, smal 1 enough so that

few if any generalisations can be made on the basis of majority
size alone, largely the same incidence of dissent occurring
regardless,

The one exception to this in 1983, is somewhat

inflated by most of the crossvotes being cast on one Bill in
Thi~ alone might suggest

all its clauses, by the same MP, 53
the effects of small size;

there are simply fewer MPs to

provide a basis for widespread dissent that might be expressed
in divisions,

Table 3,5

Government Crossvotes by Government Ma,iorities
1936-1985
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This is further illustrated by statistical anal~sis of the two
variables.

Thus a scattergram of the relationship reveals a

simpler of -0.3482;

a moderate negative relationship,

coefficient of determination (r 2

)

The

generated (0,1213) reveals

that majority as an independent variable accounti. for Just over
12% of the variance in the dependent (government crossvoting)

explained by its presence. The inverse relationship suggested
is accounted for by the 1983 crossvote.

Consequently, if we

exclude this casei the inverse relationship disappears, and the
relationship becomes somewhat stronger <r = 0.5876), while the
percentage of variance explained rises to 34% (r 2 =.Q.3453).

Table 3.6 Crossvotes (All) by Government Ma.iorities 1936-85
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While a substantial increase, we should note that 64% of the
variance in the dependent variable, (crossvoting), nonetheless
remains unaccounted for.

Further, if we exclude only the votes

made for the Industrial Law Reform Bill that year, the
relationship becomes infinitesimal (r = -0,013, r 2 = 0.017),
Given both the generally low number of cases observed, and
frequency of crossvoting itself, the vagaries of such
statistical manipulation soon become apparent,

Finally, on the reasoning that as an independent variable
majority may influence either party - that is, MPs who
crossvote in Government
generated,

Q.C.

Opposition, a second scattergram was

With all cases included, a simpler of -0,1787

results, a weak inverse relationship,

The coefficient of

determination gives some 3,2% of the variance explained
- providing no useful additional data.

Thus, although majority size may furnish a general constraint
on the freedom to dissent in some cases, more often the
decision to do so will probably be influenced more by a
combination of other factors, including both the issue itself,
and the personality of the MP involved,

The constraints of

size, and the tradition of party solidarity means that the
balance of power alone provides an insufficient inducement to
parliamentary dissent.

Equally however, this factor comprises

a potent inducement ta legislative uniformity among members,

3,4.2

Party Status

Two further variables seen as constituting a significant
influence on the incidence of dissenting votes are those of
party status, and party affiliation,

In general, the
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literature tends to the view that the tensions of office
resulting from the business of government will be reflected in
a higher incidence of intraparty dissent and crossvoting than
those deriving from the predominantly strategy-based concerns
and conflicts of a party in Opposition.

However, opinion

remains divided.

Thus, on one ·side, Epstein (1967) holds that although in the
normal course of things, both parties in the legislature
maintain high levels of cohesiveness, given their respective
roles and tactical interests, it is more likely that the
governing party, as the focus- of state authority, will maintain
its discipline and experience fewer cross votes than will the
Opposition.

Discipline in Opposition is still seen as

necessary, but the imperatives for cohesion, and so the
opportunities for cross voting, may differ in degree as well as
kind;

that is

••• there [may] be readier toleration of deviations in an
opposition party, whose reputation, but not its capacity
for supporting a government is at stake, 54

In part, this position derives from the majority argument,
Lacking the same imperatives for unity that the governing party
demands of its members, opportunities for revolt may be greater
in Opposition, as the maintenance of power or confidence is not
·at stake to the same degree.

Further, the inducements of

patronage are not shared equally among parties;

the promise of

future rewards in Opposition may not prove as strong .as their
actual allocation, or threat of with-holding by the party in
power.
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However, as Alderman (1968) observes, such differences, and the
conclusions drawn from them in this way, may well be
overstated:

Although the return to Opposition removes the,,.
restraining influence upon backbenchers of loyalty to
their own government, ,,.the party leaders, no longer
able to treat revolts as disloyalty to the government,
may be virtually compelled to resort lo more formal
disciplinary instruments. While revolt in Opposition is
obviously not so immediate a problem, the leadership is
nonetheless aware that coherence and disciplined
behaviour are important if it is to convince the
electorate that it is a viable alternative government, 55
Thus cohesion is of equal importance to either side, though in
general the literature concurs with the view that the incidence
of dissent will be higher for the party in government,

Policy

concerns or issu~s have more potential for conflict than
strategy concerns, or those of oppositions,

Governments are,

as Jacksoh (1968) observes 1 obliged to deal with the day to day
work of actually governing,

and while party unity may help to

increase government authority, ",. ,the exercise of power always
creates divisions within the party in office,'' 56

A government member's support for a Bill

is, given its

majority, obviously more important to it than the opposition's,
Equally however, a government MPs opposition to a government
sponsored Bill assumes more salience than the norm, that is,
the Opposition's opposition,

Pol icy induced cohesion does

not preclude government revolts however; interests are not all,
nor equally consulted in the caucus, and backbenchers may be
bypassed by Cabinet in the policy formulation process and
presented with fait accompl is, as the Opposition more commonly
is .
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Thus, Jackson's (1968) survey of dissent in the Commons 1945-64
found that despite which party was in power, on balance,
governments experienced higher incidences of crossvoting than
did oppositions. 57
the period to 1970;

Crowe (1980) reports similar findings for
in five of the eight parliaments surveyed

more revolt was undertaken by government MPs than opposition. 58
Finally, Norton (1980), covering the period to 1978, notes that
although a substantial increase in dissent was observed on all
counts (for reasons noted above), overall the pattern remained
consistent. 59

The consensus of opinion then, is that dissenting votes by
opposition members may in effect be seen as matters of
principle only;

that is, in the majority of cases they

accomplish nothing but the norm of a government victory,

This

remains the case for nearly all government revolts as well, of
course.

However, although government MPs may have more

pressure put upon them to conform, they maintain more leverage
potential, in that the issues involved are largely those
proposed by their own side, and so both the opportunity for
pre-legislative bargaining and the consequences of their
actions - symbolic though they may be - assume greater
importance.
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Table 3,7 Government Crossvoting by Terms of Office
Term

Divisions

Dissenting

% Dissenting

No,Cross-

Divisions

Divisions

Votes Cast

1935-1938#

264

0

0,00

0

1938-1943#

93

0

o.oo

0

1943-1946#

113

0

0,00

0

1946-1949#

177

0

0,00

0

1949-1951

89

0

o.oo

0

1951-1954

66

0

0,00

0

1954-1957

99

0

0,00

0

1957-1960#

191

0

0

1960-1963

230

0

o.oo
o.oo

0

.L/VV

10L~-1QL.<'..
J./\-'V

159

3

1,89

4

1966-1969

176

1

0,57

1

1969-1972

366

2

0,55

2

1972-1975#

609

6

0,98

6

1975-1978

556

1

0, 18

2

1978-1981

348

2

0,60

5

1981-1984*

376

22

5,85

26

1984-#

520

0

0,00

0

#

(labour Government)

Source:

Journals of the House of
Representatives 1936-85

As our findings show (Table 3,7) dissent in Government is a
relatively recent phenomenon, the first 9 years of the period
(5 Labour, 4 National) being devoid of crossvotes by Government
MPs;

it being nearly 30 years until this occurs,

After this

date however, it has been National that has been the
predominant party of Government.

Initially the table shows a
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slight fall

in the incidence of dissent in the three terms to

1972. and the advent of the third Labour Government, which soon
experienced its first case of dissent in power (and only second
to that date).

The final three terms of the period lend more

weight to the second proposition;

under the Muldoon ministry,

the incidence of dissent ·steadily rises.

Though the table does

not show it, so too does the number of MPs involved - from two
in the first term, and three in the second, to five in the
third,

Similarly 26 of the 33 crossvotes experienced by the

administration occurred in its final term of office.

Such differences are more clearly expressed when seen in terms
of Ministries (Table 3.8).

Whether in Government or

Opposition, the Labour Party has experienced too few cases of

crossvoting to yield valid generalisations, although the case
could be made that its legislative cohesion is due, at least in
part, to its comparatively longer stay in opposition, Given the
impact of party philosophy, and in particular, the pledge
however, estimating the influence of duration is at best,
problematic.
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Table 3,8

Crossvoting by Ministry
Govt,
Cross-

Ministry

Term

Govt,

Crossvotes

votes

( n)

( n)

--------------------------------------------------------------SAVAGE

6 Dec,1935-1 Apr,1940

Labour

2

0

FRASER

1 Apr,1940-13 Dec,1949

Labour

23

0

HOLLAND

13 Oec,1949-20 Sep,1957

National

2

0

HOLYOAKE

20 Sep,1957-12 Dec,1957

National

0

0

NASH

12 Dec,1957-12 Dec. 1960

Labour

3

0

HOLYOAKE

12 Dec,1960-7 Feb,1972

National

7

7

i1ARSHALL

7 Feb,1972-8 Dec. 1972

National

0

0

L-OUUUI

~i....,...,,,....

4

4

2

2

UT DL.(

Q

Oec,1972-31

/\.,...,

10711

I

J \ ..1. l\r \

u

ROWLING

6 Sep,1974-12 Dec,1975

Labour

MULDOON

12 Dec,1975-14 Ju 1 , 1984

National

34

33

LANGE

26 Ju 1 • 1984-

Labour

24

0

Source:

nu~•.1./f""t

Journals of the House of Representatives
1936-85,

In terms of party status, a further factor is that of time
spent in or out of office,

It is held that winning a

succession of elections might see a party "growing old in
power

11 ,

Consequently, infrequent personnel turnover in

cabinet, backbench resentment, and heightened opportunities for
policy conflicts and leadership disputes, may result in a
higher incidence of crossvoting, the more a party is deprived
of the "breathing space" of Opposition.

Conversely, if a party

has been on balance, more in Opposition than Government, its
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cohesion may suffer as disgruntled members blame the leadership
for electoral defeats. Alternatively, the party may become even
more cohesive and disciplined as the leadership stresses
demonstrations of unity as a means of rebuilding its public
image and internal self confidence as an effective alternative
party of government.

On the first point however, our data shows that although
differences in legislative cohesion (as measured by
crossvoting) between government and opposition parties do
exist, in total they are marginal.

Labour members dissent

twice as often in government as they do in opposition,
As we have seen however, they constitute only a fraction of the
total

dissenting MPs

Most

period

are cast by National members, and of these 47,8% are cast in
'

Government, 52,2% in Opposition.
crossvotes reflects this tendency;

The total number of
49.5% are made by

Government members, 50,5% by Opposition MPs, demonstrating once
more the ubiquity of the legislative cohesion displayed by New
Zealand MPs,

Conversely, the National party has experienced a significant
degree of crossvoting;

while in Opposition to the Fraser

ministry there being 23 crossvotes cast in 12 divisions by 11
MPs.

The following ministry sees a Labour member break ranks

to vote with the Government, while after further crassvating in
Opposition, by National MPs during the Mash ministry, the norm
is maintained, with one exception, ta the present day. Recent
years would tend ta suggest that crossvating is largely a
function of some aspect of the Muldoon ministry.

Here we may

note that the final term of the Government saw a party that had
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been in power for some 9 years, had what was generally
acknowledged to be an aging and somewhat unresponsive
leadership, and existed on the basis of a very small majority.
However given the issues involved, and uncertainties as to the
weight of such variables,

we might observe broadly the same

factors in the Holyoake ferm of 1969-72, or for Labour, that of
Fraser from 1946-9,

Here the limitations of the systemic focus

for New Zealand cases become apparent, given the rarity of
exceptions to the norm of legislative solidarity.

3,4,3

Party "Type'' and Party Differences

Party-based differences in patterns of dissent are the third
major theme in the 1 iterature on party cohesion and discipline,
and constitute the major factor differentiating the legislative
behaviour of New Zealand MPs,

Patterns of legislative

crossvoting, and therefore the degree of parliamentary
discipline displayed by each party are seen to derive largely
from the differences in ideological emphasis made by either in
their attitudes toward individual or collective modes of
representation,

In this, the literature suggests such factors as historical
origins and social bases of support, and the consequent
organisational and ideological differences as comprising key
factors in their receptiveness to dissenting votes,

These are

reflected not only in MPs' voting patterns, but also in the
formal and informal disciplinary prescriptions adopted by party
members , In the main it is expected that the means of party
discipline and cohesion wi 11 be mor·e highly developed in
parties of the left, or those representing broad working class
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interests, than those on the right.

In general, left wing

parties are held to value collective effort and unity more so
than right wing parties, whose ideological tenets, however
diffuse, tend to emphasise the primacy of individualism over
the sovereignity of the collective.

Thus Duverger (1954) notes

the strong emphasis placed on cohesion by early socialist
parties in their adaption of formally mandated disciplinary
rul~s, committees, and sanctions, largely unheard of by their
parliamentary adversaries at the time, 0

v

As we have seen, such

prescriptions were perhaps most effectively adopted by the New
Zealand Labour Party, and later, the opposing National Party,
in response to the changed tactical situation brought about by
the advent of a cohesive, two party system,

As previously observed however, such differences are mainly
formal ones, and the norm of party cohesion encompasses the
behaviour of both parties in the House,

Deviations are rare,

and there is no history of consistent, well defined, or
semi-autonomous ideological groupings or factions in either
parliamentary party, in the manner of the British Labour
Party's "tribune" or "mi 1 i tant" groups for instance,
tends to be fluid and diffuse in nature;

Dissent

expressed by

individuals rather than groups, and almost invariably confined
within caucus,

However, although in the normal course of

business, differences in party "freedom" between Labour and
National are overstated, and indeed, become part of the
tactical ammunition used by either side, in cases of
crossvoting they become more significant,

Differences in ideological emphasis or, as seems to be more the
case, of "style" between the parties, are also reflected in
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their rules, the Labour Party maintaining a formal "loyalty
pl edge" (rule 242) for al 1 candidates, by which al 1 prospective
MPs affirm in writing their obligation to vote on all questions
in accord with the decision of the Labour Caucus.

Provisions

also exist for the censure or suspension of party members who
dishonour the pledge. 61

·rhe net effect therefore, is the

domination of the individual by the group.

MPs are not free to

act as individuals in their voting behaviour except on the
kinds of issues that commonly give rise to "conscience" votes.
Yet even here, the terms of the pledge hold;

the determination

of action on such occasions is not the prerogative of the
member, but of caucus.

Thus no formal provision is made for

the exercise of dissenting votes by Labour MPs, although if so
inclined, they may seek caucus approval to do so as a matter of
conscience,

Although this is rare, permission is usually granted, although
the MP will be encouraged to abstain, rather than vote against
the party. 62

As we have seen, such approval is not always

forthcoming;

being dependent on party perceptions of issue

saliency, tactical advantage, and the sincerity of the member
concerned,

Here a case in point is that of Brian MacDonell

who, though the caucus refused permission to dissent from the
party line on the Clutha Development (Clyde Dam) Empowering
Bill (1982), nonetheless abstained when the vote was taken.
However, given that the issue was one directly affecting the
MPs constituency interests, no formal disciplinary action seems
to have been taken.

Even so, MacOonell's subsequent political

fortunes as an independent 63

lent further weight to the

conventional wisdom and historical record regarding the
importance of partisan affiliation in elected office,
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Thus, in the period surveyed, the effects of both the informal
norms and formal regulations of a Labour member's parliamentary
behaviour are apparent in that only 3 MPs cast crossvotes for
the entire 50 year period as opposed to 35 National members, In
two of these cases it appears that individual dispensations
were granted, and the thfrd, an impromptu decision by Dr,
Gerard Wall to vote in favour of a Social Credit sponsored
amendment to Standing Orders, was perceived as being of 1 ittle
consequence, and no disciplinary action was taken,

Despite the

impact of party rules however, it is probably true that, in
terms of party discipline, the team spirit is more important
than the letter of the law,

.Collective decisionmaking and

unity of action are seen as prerequisites of effective
representation and parliamentary success in a party-dominated
system,

With reference to Labour discipline, one MP describes

the relationship thus:
That, perhaps comes to the philosophy underl/4ng Rule 242,
To some, it seems an outrageous limitation dn personal
freedom, For myself, it is simply the very basis on
which we exist as a party,b 4
Conversely, there are no formal restraints on the voting
predilections of National MPs,

The basic affirmation of

National Party discipline was made by then party leader Holland
in the 1943 election broadsheet Passwords to Progress:
The men and women who have been chosen by the people to
govern them in the best interests of the nation must be
absolutely free to express their independent judgement on
every matter brought before Parliament and not be bound
by some out of date tradition to vote in the direction
dictated by the leader of the Party for the time being,
Time was when every member had to dance to the leader's
tune, but the National Party of today has changed all
that and every one of its members is free and unfettered
to vote on every question according to his or her own
conscience and judgement. The only occasion on which
members are under any pledge to vote with the Party is on
a motion of no confidence in the Government and such a
motion can be introduced only after opportunities have
been provided for full discussion and a majority
decision arrived at, 65
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However, although a forceful expression of principle, the
position was not as clearcut as Holland maintained, being
complicated by several factors, not the least of them, the
recognised necessity of a cohesive legislative team if the
party was to compete with Labour on equal terms,

Indeed,

Holland had just faced a significant intraparty revolt by
elements of the leadership of the old coalition, and been
granted the power to expel disloyal members by the party's
Dominion Council (though this was never formally employed and
was soon rescinded),

Further, the pamphlet was produced for electoral purposes
employing a strategy of stressing the differences not only
between National and Labour, but also those separating the new
Party from its coalition predecessors,

Thus, although the

party may have had no formal requirements of parliamentary
discipline, those of everyday legislative behaviour usually
proved sufficient to ensure a collective voice, Such
imperatives were referred to by Holland in a speech given to
party's Dominion Conference in July 1943;

where although the

precepts of MPs individual freedom were acknowledged, their
exercise was necessarily seen to be tempered by political
realism and responsibility:

This is not an invitation or a license to Members of the
Parliamentary Party to run away whenever it gets a bit
difficult, We have our plans prepared, It is going to
take tough men to stay with us. All our candidates will
be given the opportunity of saying whether or not they
agree with our policy or not. The time to disagree with
policy plans is now. If we are going to become the
Government of the day we cannot have half our members
running away later on, 66
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Despite differences in formal rules then, the pressures
emanating from involvement in a two party system predispose
much the same attitudes and behaviour.

Further, even in formal

terms, National may approximate Labour in the practical effects
of its party rules, in that candidates are required to

abide by the Rules and Constitution of the New Zealand
National Party ••• (and) be loyal to its organisation and
chosen leader. 67

On both sides then, the MPs prerogative to dissent is
circumscribed by the tactical requirements, and collective
attitudes which regard loyalty as the sine gua non of the team
to which the member belongs,

Caucus remains the primary agency

for conflict resolution and the maintenance of legislative
solidarity.

Even so, despite the bipartisan nature of Party

loyalty and discipline in legislative behaviour, in situations
where this cohesion breaks down, party differences become
significant.

Thus, National MPs are disproportionately

represented among those members who crossvote, Here,
ideological differences of emphasis are significant, but more
so are those of the formal proscriptions under which members
operate:

Table 3.9

Crossvoting by Party Affiliation (%)

Labour

National

Government

5,9

43,6

49,5

Opposition

2,9

47,5

50,5

8,9

91, 1

100,0
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Table 3,9 shows the incidence of Parliamentary crossvoting for
the period 1936-85 by party affiliation and status.

During

this time, 3 Labour MPs cast a total of 9 dissenting votes,
whereas a total of 35 National members crossvote 92 times,
Thus, although cohesion remains the norm, party affiliation
constitutes the most significant factor differentiating the
incidence of crossvoting as a systemic measure of party
discipline.

Seen from another perspective however, the

discipline and cohesion parties maintain may be less a matter
of degree than of emphasis,

In behavioural terms a measure of

this is provided by a comparison with dissenting votes, cast
after resignation from either party - perhaps the ultimate
defection and breach of discipline,

Resignation may either be preceded by, or provide the prelude
to crossvoting by dissident MPs,

For the period 1936-85

(inclusive) 11 MPs resigned from their parties for various
reasons and remained sitting members until their final
resignation or electoral defeats,

In general however, the

initial resignations were usually not so much an expression of
individual dissent, as the end products of wider disaffections
with and within the members parties, usually expressed in terms
of electoral challenges,

Resignation on the grounds of

principle is rare, and remains hard to distinguish from a
morass of background factors;

good examples being the cases of

Kyle (1942) over the conduct of the war administration,
Langstone (1949) over peace-time

conscription, and Rata (1979)

over Maori representation in the Labour Party,

In all these

cases however, the MPs stated reasons for resigning may have
been catalysts rather than causes in their own right, as the
members involved had all evinced prior discontent with their
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parties; or vice versa;

Kyle on National's leadership,

Langstone over his career progress within the Government, and
Rata over his demotion from Labour's .front bench in the
aftermath of David Lange's accession to the party's deputy
leadership.

Whatever their reasons for resignation, MPs who do so
invariably find that whatever sympathy initially greets their
decision, fails to translate into sufficient votes to
demonstrate any real degree of public

support for an

independent or third party alternative.

Further, unless a slim

majority makes their support necessary, such MPs are generally
ignored or reviled by their past colleagues, and viewed largely
as a distraction or impediment to the business of the House,
In a two party system their influence is at best, negative, and
usually ineffectual, lacking the support mechanisms provided by
an organised parliamentary grouping.
they may prove decisive,

In special cases however,

Thus in the 1981-4 term of the

Muldoon Government, a slender majority of 2, meant that the
resignation of MPs Kirk and MacDonell deprived Labour of a key
advantage, providing the Government with much needed support in
the face of dissent within its own ranks over major policy
issues.

Kirk in particular emphasised his anti-Labour role as

an independent, voting with the Government 49 times after his
suspension from the party.

Such behaviour highlights the

utility of employing post resignation votes as an indicator of
parliamentary dissent.

Of the 11 resignees in the period surveyed, 8 are Labour MPs, 6
of them continuing to sit in the House, and casting between
them, a total of 76 anti-party votes,

In contrast, of the 3
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National MPs who leave their parties, only 1 votes against his
former party.

Table 3,10

Post Resignation Votes by MPs' Party Status and

Affiliation
Labour

National

Government

5,2

0,0

Opposition

93,5

1.3

98,7

1.3

100,0

Thus, although National MPs predominate in crossvoting while
remaining within their parties (ie 91,1% of the total), in
terms of post-resignation crossvoting, the parties positions
are almost exactly reversed;
province of "Labour" MPs,

98,7% of this category being the

Adding the two rnodes of

parliamentary dissent provides an aggregate picture of party
differences with regard to both cohesion and discipline:

Table 3,11 Dissenting Votes by MPs'
Party Status and Affiliation
Labour

National

Government

5,6

24.7

30,3

Opposition

43.1

27,5

69,7

47,8

52,2

100.0

As Table 3,11 shows, in aggregate terms, there are in fact few
differences between the parties, although Labour dissent
remains largely confined to Opposition (88.2%), while
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National's is more evenly spread (47,3% in Government, 52,7% in
Opposition); a consequence perhaps, of the relative time each
party has spent in power,

The figures do however, highlight the differential effects of
formal rules and informar attitudes applying to parliamentary
dissent among the parties,

Although the systemic imperatives

for party cohesion apply equally to either side, National
allows its members comparatively more freedom to differ within
the party, while the use of formal disciplinary mechanisms is
rare, Conversely, for Labour members, the pledge exercises a
determining influence, and dissent that transgresses the will
of caucus is of enough salience to make a complete break from
the party comparatively more likely,

Thus, the significance of

party to legislative dissent may be said to relate less to
differences of incidence than to the modes of its expression,

3,5

Party Cohesion in Freevoting

Crossvotes therefore provide a telling indicator of the
legislative cohesiveness of New Zealand political parties,
Equally significant in this however, if not more so, are the
voting patterns of MPs in situations where for a variety of
reasons, they are allowed the fleeting luxury of an unwhipped
vote.

An examination of such occasions allows us to discern

the degree to which free votes both reflect, and contribute to
the high degree of legislative cohesion that typifies New
Zealand parliamentary behaviour.
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Both major parties acknowledge the place, and problematic
nature of moral issues in politics, although as Cottrell (1974)
notes, the determination of whether MPs may vote according to
their consciences remains largely the prerogative of caucus,
and not that of individual members, 68

Freevotes therefore,

basically derive from a party's unwillingness or inability to
agree upon and enforce a collective orientation on an issue,
The whip may be relaxed for some local or private member's
Bills because of the non-partisan nature of the legislation, or
the interests concerned by it,

More commonly though, freevotes

are declared on issues involving questions of conscience or
ethics, where the vexatious nature of the subject matter
predisposes divisions both within and across party lines,

Milne (1966) distinguishes 3 general types of freevote
situation, the first and most common involving questions of
morality, conscience or human rights. 69

Thus, issues such as

Abortion, Adoption, Capital Punishment, Homosexuality, Divorce,
and Liquor have comprised the majority of freevotes extended to
MPs on the grounds of "conscience",

Milne's second category

comprises ' 1 matters of taste", largely without moral
significance or political import. The sole example extant
appears to be the vote over the preferred title of the
Ombudsman in 1962,

Finally, freevotes may arise out of

signifi-cant or widespread dissent with a party policy where the
leadership judges it politically expedient to refrain from
imposing discipline,

Here, examples include the freevote

declared for National members over a division called by their
leader over the appointment of the Acting Speaker (1985), and
the split vote by National MPs over the Employment Promotion
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Bill (1936), which saw them almost exactly divided amongst
themselves.

Such categorisation however, only highlights the problems of
defining issues of "conscience" and freevote situations.
Perceptions of the "moraHty" of a particular issue may not be
shared equally by all party members, or across party lines,
while freevotes declared on some issues may nonetheless be
decided on the basis of partisan considerations,

Further, as

Halligan (1980) observes, the unanimity members display in some
freevoting may derive as much from a true identity of
interests, as from the enforcement of a party line, 70 A
pragmatic distinction might be made however, between cases
where the party formally declares a freevote (whether or not
all members take advantage of it), and those where, although
permission to differ is granted, it is done so only on an
individual basis, Even here though, there may be exceptions,
and so the determination becomes largely a matter of judgement
according to the particular circumstances of each case,

As

Cottrell's (1974) study, Parliament and Conscience finds,

there is no static dividing line between legal and moral
matters.,. a matter becomes "an issue of conscience"
whenever it is convenient for Members of Parliament or
political parties to treat it as such, 71
Thus

11

conscience 11 and cohesion may in fact be two sides of the

same coin,

Regarding the issues of party discipline and

freevoting, one Labour MP observes:
if differences became unreconcileable (sic) it would be
likely to be within one of these sorts of areas or a
similar one and therefore it would cease to be a party
vote, Thus there .is a sort of Catch 22 situation about
it - crossing the floor against a party line is likely to
be extremely rare for Labour but that in part is because
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the kinds of issues on which we would have people feeling
so deeply that they had to vote against each other would
be likely to be a conscience vote anyway, 72
Our interest inf! _evotes then, derives both from the way in
which they may reflect the ~Jhesive environment of the House of
Representatives, and the contribution they ~ake to the
maintenance of that environment,

Freevotes are granted to MPs by their parties because of the
often problematic nature of the issues addressed,

Equally

however, freevotes may fulfil an acute functional role in
decreasing potential sources of intraparty dissent by providing
channels for the expression of potentially divisive policy
preferences outside party boundaries,

In short, they allow

parties to escape the adverse political and electoral
consequences of contentious policy decisions,

Their major

function therefore may be characterised as a safety value for
the maintenance of party discipline on the majority of issues
confronting MPs and their parties, by occasionally transferring
the responsibility of political decisionmaking - however
momentarily - from the collectivity to the individual,

Despite providing MPs with the opportunity for the expression
of an independent role however, freevotes remain generally
unpopular.

This is rooted both in the type of the issues

themselves, as well as their nature,

Freevotes are seen as a

necessity, but also as time wasting and chaotic, in that they
confront members with a multitude of different positions to
consider and assimilate, and interests to assague, More
importantly, freevotes leave individual members exposed to
electors without the benefit of collective decisionmaking or
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caucus secrecy to give substance and backing to what may be
highly contentious or even vote threatening positions,

Thus, even in nominally unwhipped divisions, both the interests
,,, -

' y'

and influences of party may be reflected l~Ps voting behaviour,
In this regard, the incidence of freevotes themselves is
illustrative of the degree of disciplined party voting in the
majority of divisions taken in the House, Secondly, the
patterns of legislative voting discerned in unwhipped divisions
may also reflect the tendencies of members to vote with a
collective orientation, Here our findings confirm the
exceptional nature of freevoting in a party dominated system,
thus highlighting the ubiquity of party discipline in MPs
voting behaviour.
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system in 1936, freevotes have been granted by one or both
parties on only 41 occasions, such cases comprising only 3,81%
of all divisions taken over the 50 years surveyed (Table 3,12),
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Table 3.12 Freevoting in the NZ House of·Reeresentatives
1936-85
Divisions

Freevote
8 i 11 s etc,

<N)

Freevote
Divisions
(N)

As a% of
Divisions
(%)

1936

188

1

0,53

1

1948

114

1

0,88

1

1950

85

3

3,53

2

1953

11

1

9,09

1

1960

74

4

5,40

1

1961

153

6

3,92

2

1962

54

12

22.22

2

1963

23

4

17,40

1

1965

67

8

11,90

1

1968

47

2

4,25

2

1970

278

1

0,36

1

1971

65

1

1. 54

1

1975

149

12

8,05

2

1976

252

17

6,75

4

1977

244

46

18,85

2

1978

60

11

18,33

1

1979

142

2

1.41

1

1980

142

6

4,22

3

1981

64

4

6,25

2

1982

232

3

1, 29

1

1983

132

7

5,30

5

1985

394

17

4.31

5

Year

<N)

-----------------------------------------------------4432

Source:

169

3.81

Journals of the House of Representatives
1936-1985,

41
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As a comparison of Tables 3.3 and 3.12 indicates, although
freevotes are more common than crossvotes on a year-to-year
basis, in aggregate form their incidence is minimal.

Even so,

freevotes remain a significant aspect of legislative behaviour,
in that they constitute necessary exceptions to the norm of
disciplined voting, give~ the divisive nature of certain
issues.

The greatest incidence of freevoting in

parliamentary terms

have been the 5 Bills and 22 divisions faced by MPs over the
1960-3 period, and the 74 divisions occurring in the 1975-8

term of the Muldoon government where, as well as the usual
plethora of liquor and licensing Bills, the issue of abortion
proved a fertile source of intraparty conflict and division.
Indeed, both these issues provide the major foci for non-party
voting over the entire period:

Table 3. 13 Freevotin9 in the NZ Parliament by Decade
Freevotes

Divisions

Free Divisions

%

1935-45

426

1

0.23

1

1945-55

401

5

1.25

4

1955-65

600

34

s.67

7

1965-75

1169

16

1, 37

6

1975-85

1800

113

6,27

23

--------------------------------------------------------------4432

169

3.81

41

Table 3,13 shows freevoting in each of 5 decades since the
advent of the two-party system and illustrates the generally
low incidence of such occasions, measured as a percentage of
divisions for the period.

The two exceptions to this reflect
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the predominance of liquor and abortion as "issues of
conscience" during these periods.

Liquor and licensing

legislation comprises 4 of the 7 freevote bills over 1955-65,
or 82.3% of the total freevote divisions for this period,
Liquor remains a constant concern, though for the 1975-85
period as a percentage of divisions, its influence becomes
overshadowed by that of the abortion legislation encountered at
this tirne, 73 The influence of these two concerns is further
reflected in the aggregate figures for freevote issues:

Table 3 .14 Freevotes in Parliament by Issue Category
Cases

%

Divisions

%

15

36,6

57

33,7

Abortion

-,

17. 1

73

43,2

Matrimony

3

7.3

3

1.8

Homosexuality

2

4,9

11

6,5

Adoption

2

4,9

8

4,7

Capital Punishment

2

4,9

3

1, 8

Road Safety

2

4,9

3

1, 8

Indecent Publications

1

2,4

4

2,4

Gambling

1

2,4

1

0,6

Misc.

6

14.6

6

3,5

Liquor

(

-------------------------------------------------------~-----41

100,0

169

100.0

As table 3,14 shows, most freevotes do in fact address
recognised issues of conscience, ethics or personal morality,
though the inclusion of liquor legislation in these categories
remains problematic at best~

One liquor bill, the Licensing

Amendment No, ·2 (1953) provides the first case of a Labour
crossvoter for the period, although the bill is included among
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cases of freevoting.

Two divisions were called on this

legislation and P, J,
both,

Kearins voted with the government on

On the first, party discipline appears to have been

maintained on either side.

However on the second, which

occurred 5 days later, 9 National MPs crossed over to vote with
the opposition, apparentry after a freevote was given. 74

Besides the liquor category, moral issues, and those addressing
questions of individual rights and liberties predominate.
Thus, freevotes were given MPs on clauses of two road safety
bills in 1971 and 1983;

the first on the question of

compulsory seat belt usage, the second on that of the random
stopping of suspected drunk drivers by traffic officers,
Finally, under· the heading of "miscellaneous", come those bills
where freevotes were declared more as a matter of convenience
or necessity than because of the nature of the issues
themselves,

These include votes taken on the Parliamentary

Commissioner (Ombudsman) Bi 11

(1962), the Explosives (Fireworks

Safety) Amendment (1985), and party splits over the Employment
Promotion Bill (1936) and Hoardings Bill (1948),

Although freevoting occurred on all the Bills noted above, the
degree to which members did in fact vote freely, varied within
and between the parties,

Halligan (1980) gives the example of

the Licensing Amendment Bill (1976) where, although a freevote
was given by both parties (though this applied only to specific
clauses for Labour MPs) all Labour members voted en bloc, 75
collective stance was also taken by Labour over Capital
Punishment legislation in 1950 and 1961, as abolition of the
statute was a party policy to which all MPs were pledged,
Similarly, Labour members voted en masse on the 1950 Gaming

A
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Bill in support of the Government, although 8 National MPs
voted in opposition to the legislation.
determination of

In such cases, the

whether uniformity results from a commonality

of interests in which discipline is unneeded but possibly
expected, or the informal application of the whip is often
problematic.

On other issues, a freevate is exercised by only one party.
Examples include the Employment Promotion Bill (1936), a
government bill on which the opposition split amongst itself,
the 1961 Fair Credit Transactions Bill, an which 1 National MP
exercised a freevote, and a division on the Appointment of the
Acting Speaker (1985) - an opposition motion, resolutely
opposed by Government MPs.

Finally, some issues are less clearcut, and solidarity need not
be the result of formal discipline.

Thus National MPs voted as

one on the Matrimonial Proceedings Amendment (1965) and
Matrimonial Property Bill (1976).

A freevote was allowed

Labour MPs on the latter bill, though only one member took
advantage of it.

Similarly, bloc voting by Labour was apparent

during divisions taken on the Transport Amendment Bill No.4
(1983), and the Adult Adaption Information Bill (1983-85),
although a conscience vote was exercised on each occasion.

Such behaviour has resulted in accusations of a "collective
conscience" being exercised by the parties;

in particular, the

Labour party, given the practical effects of rule 242 which
mandates a caucus decision on all issues.

Thus, Labour MPs

were strongly attacked by the Government for voting en masse
over clauses in the Transport Amendment Bi 11 No, 4 (1983) on
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which both parties had declared a freevote,

76

Similar

accusations featured during the debate on another conscience
issue, the Broadcasting (Television Advertising of Liquor) Bill
(1983) where a Labour MP, Dr, Gerard Wall, sought to explain
matters thus:

I am glad the member has raised the question of the
collective conscience, and I shall explain what can be
done by Opposition members with some assurance that it
wi 11 be foll owed, The Bi 11 was foreshadowed in
discussions within our party for some weeks, The opinion
of members was canvassed systematically, and on the basis
of that free decision, when members were told they were
absolutely free, they arrived at a collective
unanimity,
,,,It is a fairly normal position when
Opposition members deliberate on such matters, The truth
is that, freely, voluntarily, and with no ties whatsoever,
we arrived informally at a collective opinion on this
procedure, Therefore, our leader rightly said that we had
collectively, on the basis of our own free consciences,
arrived at a position that would be consistent, 77
In fact, in this particular case it was National MPs who voted
together;

only one member (the Bill's sponsor) voting with the

opposition, despite the freevote that had previously been
declared,

What is clear then, is that whatever the nature of

the issues addressed in freevotes, decisions by the party may
nonetheless constitute a major influence on MPs voting
behaviour, whether such cues are formally prescribed, or
informally adhered to.
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3,5,1

Party Unity in Freevoting

The general degree of party cohesion or diversity in unwhipped
votes may be more clearly established by the statistical
measures of intraparty unity and interparty opposition provided
by Rice's indices of cohesion and difference, 78 The index of
cohesion measures party unity in legislative voting, defining
this in terms of the extent to which the distribution of votes
on a legislative roll call deviates from the distribution that
would be expected if all influences acted in a random
fashion, 79 The index measures the percentage change in cohesion
between the extremes of unity and diversity in legislative
voting, on a scale from 0-100.

If all MPs voted as one the

index would be 100; if all voted in a perfectly random fashion,
with equal numbers constituting "ayes" and "nayes", the index
would register zero, If 75% of MPs voted together, the
deviation from a random distribution would be 25/50, and the
index would register 50, 8 ° Conversely, the index of difference
measures the degree of inter-party opposition in voting,

In a

two party system, this is normally total, the party groups
being both unified and polar to each other in divisions,

Again

the index ranges from 0-100, for freevote bills its value
depending on the degree of cohesion and alignment evidenced by
the parties. 81

The caveat applying to such analyses however, are the
differences in MPs behaviour both between and within such
Bills,

The number of clauses and divisions contained in pieces

of legislation may vary significantly, as can the levels of
cohesion or diversity displayed by MPs in them,

Similarly, in

deriving indices of cohesion for issue types, the number of
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bills or votes comprising each category remains a significant
variable.

In short, the indices measure only aggregate levels

of cohesion or difference, and not the nuances of meaning that
may give rise to such cohesion,

Even so, they provide a useful

measure of collective behaviour and partisan influences in
nominally unwhipped votirig situations,

For the period surveyed, the aggregate indices of cohesion for
Labour and National are 54.15 and 57,85 respectively,

On

average then, freevotes see 75% or more of MPs in each party
group voting together,

National is more cohesive than Labour,

although the differences are marginal,

Thus, in aggregate

terms, both parties maintain a high level of solidarity in

their voting behaviour despite the general lack of formal
constraints in such situations,

although on individual issues

their cohesion ranges from almost nil to complete uniformity.

The parties are at their least cohesive in voting on the 1977
Sale of Liquor Amendment (Labour 14,29, National 2,70), where
Labour and National split 57-43% and 51-49% respectively,
Conversely, the Indecent Publications Bill (1963) sees both
parties at their most cohesive in a mutually declared freevote
situation, 96% of Labour and 97% of National MPs voting
together,

High levels of cohesion are also reflected in "free"

party votes,

Thus, during debate on the Matrimonial Property

Bill (1976), Labour MPs called for a freevote on clauses
dealing with the status of defacto relationships under the
terms of the legislation,

The clauses had previously been part

of the Bill under the Labour Government, but had been rejected
by the incoming National administration in adopting the bill as
government pol icy, reportedly on a caucus vote of 32-20,

The
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Table 3.15

Party Cohesion in Freevoting

1936 - 1985

INOICE .OF DIFFERENCE
BILL OR VOTE
DIVISIONS
INDICE OF COHESION
_______________________________________ (N) _______ LABOUR ____ NATIONAL ________ (L_-_N) ________
1936 Employment Promo ti on
l 948 Hoardings
1950 Gaming Amendment
Capital Punishment
1953 Licensing Amendment (no 2)
1960 Licensing /lmendment
1961 Licensing Amendment
Crimes
1962 Sale of Liquor
Parliamentary Cammi ssioner
1963 Indecent Publications
1965 Sale of Liquor Amendment
1968 Fair Credit Transactions
Matrimonial Proceedings
Amendment
1970 Sale of Liquor
1971 Transport /1.mendment Inn?\
, ....... -,
1975 Hospitals Amendment
Crimes Amendment
1976 Health Amendment
Sale of Liquor Amendment
Licensing Trusts Amendment
Matrimonial Property
1977 Sale of Liquor Amendment
Contraception, Sterilisation
and Abortion
1978 Contraception, Sterilisation
and Abortion Amendment
1979 Sale of Liquor Amendment
1980 Sale of Liquor Amendment
Abortion Supervisory Committee
Membership
Family Proceedings (no 2)

100.00
8. 12
100.00
100.00
92.00
36.39
60.06
100.00
61.68
29.03
91.48
.., 71. 32
100.00
29.03

14.29
77 .14
61. 91
94.80
60.87
40.08
92.00
50.00
60.89
60.00
94.74
87.04
2.22
100.00

42.86
42.63
19.05
97.40
76.44
22.76
73.37
75.00
37.69
15.48
93. 11
· 79. 18
48.88
35.48

26.67

88.57

30.95

ru:
oV.J

oa 1 a
UJ, I J

,::,::

45

49 .28
45,56
39,99
63.23
l 00 .00
92.00
14.29
36,80

64.86
20.24
46.46
53. 12
76. 33
l 00.00
2. 70
53.87

23.70'
29,33
36.57
55.33
88.16
96.00
5.79
27.49

11

16.65

55.68

22.49

2
3
2

55.58
40.48
11, 84

47.37
63.28
20.47

37.00
16.78
16. 15

83.33

56.25

13.54

2
l
4
5
11
4
8
l
l

I

1

10
2
3
11
2

?l
t-1

l?

.JV• I'-

Wine Makers
Winton Holdings Licensing

1
3

50.00
94.07

22.73
84. 53

14.00
89.56

1982- Sale of Liquor Amendment (no 2)
1983 Contraception, Sterilisation
and Abortion Repeal
Status of Unborn Children
Adult Adoption -1,nformation
Transport Amendment (no 4)
Broadcasting (Television
Advertising of Liquor) Amendment

3
l

39.62
22.58

56.43
61. 91

33.74
19.66

2
2
l

27.27
94.27
100.00
56,76

3.23
12.40
61 .99
94,74

15.25
50.39
51.50
75.75

1981
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BILL OR VOTE

OIVISIONS
(N)

!NOICE OF COHESION
LABOUR
NATIONAL

INOlCE .OF DIFF_fREMCE
(L - N)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1985 Explosives (Fireworks Safety)
Amendment
Appointment of Acting Speaker
Longley Adoption
Adult Adoption Information
Homosexual Law Reform

5
9

SOURCE: Journals of the !louse of Reeresentat1ves

60.00

4.00

28.00

100.00
65,85
91. 89
85.42

84. 62
100,00
31. 98
47.69

92. 31
17.07
61. 58
66.55
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opposition claimed therefore, that a true majority supported
their inclusion, declaring a freevote for Labour MPs and
calling for one on the government side,

Nevertheless, National

exercised a party vote, while only one Labour MP voted across
the aisles, 82

As table 3,16 shows, the parties are at their most cohesive in
voting on freevote issues for the period 1945-55, although
given the limited number of such bills encountered in those
years (5) a better example is the 1955-65 period,

Here,

Labour's index of cohesion is 64,41, National's 72,81,

Even

so, excepting the 1935-45 period in which only one free vote
occurs, both parties average indices of 60,98 and 66,72%
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to vote together on unwhipped votes,

Table 3,16 Party Cohesion in Freevoting by Decade
Divisions

Indices of Cohesion
National

Indice of Diff.
(L-N)

(N)

Labour

1935-45

1

100,00

14,29

42,86

1945-55

5

80,02

77,66

66,58

1955-65

34

64,41

72,81

57,91

1965-75

16

47,54

60,57

29, 13

1975-85

113

50,45

52,47

38,75

169

54, 15

57,85

42,54

When collated by Ministries (Table 3,17) we find that in
general, oppositions display more cohesion in their freevoting
behaviour than do governments,

Of the 8 ministries surveyed
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oppositions exceed governmental cohesion on 5 occasions,

In

terms of parties, National is generally more cohesive than
Labour, showing higher indices in 5 ministries, and 8 terms of
government,

Similarly, on an item-by-item basis, excluding

those issues on which party votes appear to have occurred,
Labour's indices of cohesion are lower than National's on 18
occasions, or 60% of the total,

Thus, while Labour exhibits

more cohesion in votes where the party whips are applied,
National, though far less disciplined on such occasions,
maintains generally more unity in votes where party solidarity
is not mandated,

Party Cohesion in Freevotes bv Ministry

Table 3. 17
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1935-40

1

100,00

14,29

42,86

FRASER

1940-49

1

8, 12

77, 14

42,63

HOLLAND

1949-57

4

98,00

77,80

72,57

HOLYOAKE

1957-57

*

***

***

***

NASH

1957-60

4

36,39

40,08

22,76

HOLYOAKE

1960-72

34

65,32

77,06

60,59

MARSHALL

1972-72

**

***

***

***

KIRK

1972-74

**

***

***

***

ROWLING

1974-75

12

48,66

57,42

24,64

MULDOON

1975-84

96

42,54

52,78

32,83

LANGE

1984

17

85,53

45,75

61. 42

3,5,2

-

Party Cohesion and

11

Issues of Conscience"

Table 3,15 illustrates both the variety of concerns accorded
the stalGs of freevotes by the parties, and the varying levels
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of cohesion displayed in their voting behaviour on each,
However, when aggregated into general issue categori~s,
analysis of the voting patterns discerned provides a useiul
summary measure of party attitudes to the major "issues of
conscience" among parliamentarians, Further, the indices of
cohesion derived from each category highlight the degree to
which party concerns both structure 1 and are reflected in 1
freevotes,

Table 3,18 Party Cohesion in Freevote Issue Categories
Divisions

Issue

% Divisions

Indices of Cohesion
Labour
National

Abortion

73

43,2

34,59

53,87

Liquor

57

33,7

c::o

..JU+UO

62,81

Homosexuality

11

6,5

78, 1 7

42,70

Adoption

7

4,2

92,57

26,39

Matrimonial

3

1, 8

68, 12

85,42

Capital Punishment

3

1, 8

100,00

79,87

154

91.2

Total:

O /

Accordingly, table 3,18 displays the six major freevote
categories in which nonparty voting has occurred over the
period surveyed for the present study,

The most significant of

these remains the issue of abortion law reform;

a subject

whose problematic "moral" nature has made it perhaps the
exemplar of a "conscience" issue, as wel 1 as providing the best
illustration of the problems attendant on legislating such
matters,

Abortion remains an issue which largely transcends

party lines in its grouping of "liberals" and "conservatives"
in the division lobbies,

As Jackson (1978) notes, the
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intraparty divisions caused by voting on the issue have often
left almost indelible marks on the relationships of many MPs
with their fellows. 83 Even so, as our figures indicate, members
still tend to cluster on party lines in their voting behaviour,
National more so than Labour.

In aggregate, National's index

of cohesion is 53.87, which indicates that, in general, some
77% of party members vote together on this particular issue,

Conversely, Labour's index is rather lower at 34,59, or 67% of
the party membership voting en bloc.

Table 3,19

Party Cohesion in Conscience Votinq:

Case

%

Abortion

MPs Voting Together

Labour

National

1975

Hospitals Amendment

75

82

1976

Health Amendment

70

73

1977

Contraception, Steri 1 isat ion
Abortion

&

68

77

Contraception, Sterilisation
Abortion Amendment

&

59

78

Abortion Supervisory Committee
Membership

56

60

Contraception, Sterilisation &
Abortion Repeal

61

81

Status of Unborn Children

64

52

1978
1980
1983
1983

This pattern is also reflected in voting on individual cases.
Although the margins between the parties vary, in 6/7
instances, National MPs show more solidarity in their voting
than do Labour on the issue of abortion.

Liquor remains a significant "issue of conscience", both in
terms of cases (36.6%) and divisions taken (33.7%), and both
parties display high levels of voting cohesion in this issue
category,

Again however, aggregate figures disguise
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considerable variations in party cohesion between individual
bills, as reference to table 3,15 makes clear,

Both sides have

at times maintained near-absolute solidarity on liquor and
licensing bills, examples being the 1965 Sale of Liquor
Amendment and 1976 Licensing Trusts Amendment.

Conversely, the

1977 Sale of Liquor Amendment sees the parties at their most
diverse and non-cohesive,

High levels of cohesion are also maintained by both parties
over the issue of capital punishment,

Labour MPs have

exercised absolute solidarity in their voting behaviour on this
issue, and although a freevote was allowed National MPs on both
such bills, party alignments were largely maintained,

For

Labour, the issue of abolition was a policy commitment, having
been given force in legislation in 1941,

National had pledged

to reintroduce capital punishment once elected to government,
subject to a freevote of its members,

Thus when the Capital

Punishment Bill was brought before the House in 1950, despite
its status as a conscience issue, party alignments were
strictly maintained; only 1 National MP crossing the floor to
vote for abolition, With the reintroduction of the issue in the
form of the 1961 Crimes Bill, National MPs voted more freely,
although Labour discipline remained in force, The Bill itself
provided for the use of the death penalty for certain specified
offences, However, an amendment proposing to nullify its effect
by mandating a maximum sentence of life imprisonment for all
such offences, passed with the support of all Labour MPs and 10
National;

the first instance since 1936 of a Government bill's

defeat on a freevote, 84
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A similar degree of party voting is seen on either side in the
category of matrimonial legislation;

in aggregate terms 93% of

National and 84% of Labour MPs vote en bloc, and maintain a
high degree of interparty opposition on each of the 3 bills
concerned. 8 ~

A high level of party unity is also displayed by Labour MPs in
their voting on the Adult Adoption Information Bill, although
given its much delayed legislative progress, such solidarity
may be seen more as the product of familiarity than
enforcement.

First introduced in 1978, and thereafter in 1979

and 1980, the bill sought to ease provisions for the
identification and contact of adult adoptees and birth parents,
Finaliy allowed to proceed to select committee in 1980, it was
held over for the next 2 years, until the committee reported
back, recommending further progress.

Even so, the bill did not receive a second reading until
mid-1983, by which time, familiarity with its provisions, and
lobbying on either side of the House

had produced a reasonably

well defined consensus of feeling among Labour MPs - only one
member opposing it.

A freevote was given each party, and with

the support of 18 government members, the bill passed its
second reading 53:17.

This support proved invaluable when, in

an unforeseen move, the government dropped the Bill from the
1 ist of legislation to ~E( carried over to the 1984 session.

A

further vote on an amendment to include the bill passed 53:23,
again with the support of all bar one Labour MP, and 15
National members.

The Bill's reintroduction after the snap

election of July 1984, under the sponsorship of Junior
Government Whip Fran Wilde, as well as a continuation of Labour
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solidarity an the issue, led to complaints in the House of the
exercise of a

11

collective conscience" by Labour. MPs, and the

impropriety of a whip's active involvement in a freevote issue.

It would seem however, that the degree of Labour uniformity on
this issue (averaging 96% in 1985 vs National's 66%) was more
the product of the bill's long legislative gestation and
intraparty lobbying than the imposition of any party line. The
bill remained a private members' initiative, and the number of
Labour MPs opposing it rose from 1 to 3.

The likelihood of

Labour's cohesion on the bill originating from a consensus of
views rather than from formal or informal party pressures is
strengthened somewhat by reference to the behaviour of National
MPs on a related issue. The Longley Adoption Bill was initially
a private bill which, after a similarly long legislative
progress, became a private members' bill, and was declared an
issue of conscience for both parties,

Here, however it was

National which displayed total solidarity in their voting
which, with the support of Labour MPs, proved sufficient to see
the bill passed into law.a&

The issue of the Homosexual Law Reform constitutes the final
major category of freevote issues dealt with by the House over
the past 50 years.

The first attempt to relax the legal

strictures on homosexual activities, in the form of the 1975
Crimes Amendment, saw a degree of intraparty diversity of
opinion in MPs voting behaviour.

However, the more

comprehensive attempts at law reform contained in the 1984-5
legislation saw significantly higher levels of party cohesion
and partisan alignments in the ranks of the bills supporters
and opposition,

In total, 93% of Labour MPs voted together in
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support of the bill, while 74% of National members also voted
en bloc.

Labour opposition to the bill was confined to a

handful of MPs, and while National's ranks were more divided,
the majority of MPs opposed the bill.

In summary then, our figures show substantial variation in the
cohesion displayed by parties in their voting on freevote
issues.

National is more cohesive on liquor issues,

matrimonial legislation, and abortion, while Labour evinces a
greater degree of solidarity in the categories of capital
punishment, adoption, and homosexual law reform.

More

important however than these differences, is the generally high
degree of intraparty cohesion shown by both parties in all such
categories of' "conscience" issues.

Despite their status as unwhipped votes, such occasions
invariably find the majority of MPs casting their votes with
fellow party members. Freevotes fulfil the role of removing
contentious legislative issues from the responsibility of the
parties, allowing them to escape the potentially
disadvantageous parliamentary and electoral consequences of
attempting to enforce common policies.

Such occasions thus

contribute to the maintenance of unity and cohesion for the
great majority of formally whipped votes. What our findings
indicate however, is that in the New Zealand context, party
cohesion is so much the norm as to be a significant component
of even these non-partisan

11

safety-valve 11 votes,

Thus, even

when formally removed from the ambit of such issues, party
still serves as the most salient reference group for MPs in
structuring their voting decisions.
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3.6

Conclusion

To this point, our findings have demonstrated a high degree of
party cohesiveness in the legislative behaviour of New Zealand
MPs,

Party loyalty is all-embracing, and overt acts of dissent

are distinguished only by their extreme rarity.

Further, the

discipline exhibited by members in whipped divisions, extends
even to those votes where, for a variety of reasons, party
concerns are not directly involved,

Thus, freevotes too are

relatively uncommon, and despite their formal status, party
alignments remain a significant factor in MP's voting behaviour
on such issues,

Party cohesion derives largely from the systemic factors of
legislative structure and the electoral system;

in the New

Zealand context, their effects being further magnified by the
additional variable of a small parliamentary size,

The

conjunction of these three institutional components results in
an unparalleled degree of legislative unity, This is best
illustrated by reference to the exceptions to this norm, as
contained in the incidence of party freevoting and crossvoting,
Thus, since the establishment of the two-party system in 1936,
the total incidence of non-party votes in the House comprises
only 64 cases, or a mere 5,16% of all divisions taken over the
period.

Yet while the establishment of this status quo owes much to the
structural factors which delimit legislative activity, the
dynamics of the party competition which demands such a degree
of cohesiveness may owe more to the informally defined
relationships and interactions of the legislative participants
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themselves.

As we have seen, the introduction of the

mechanisms of party discipline, and the process of coalition
into a two-party system were gradual developments, but once
established, their impact was immediately felt and profoundly
transformative.

Faced with the prospects of a government

largely protected from l~gislative manifestations of
internecine warfare, the opposition had little choice but to
adopt similar measures in self defence,

Thus, ~hile the

discipline evinced by the National party was initially reactive
in nature, its long-term continuance owed more to the success
of this strategy once adopted, and the reconstitution and
rnonopolisation of the political environment effected by the
two-party system,

While the fortunes of parties have become intimately linked to
the legislative unity they display, so too have those of
individual members,

Party cohesiveness has proven superbly

functional to the parties in returning and maintaining majority
governments, but also in shielding members MPs from the barrage
of crosscutting influences involved in political
decisionmaking,

Further, political advancement for the

individual remains possible only via party sponsorship, and
collusion with collective actions,

Given the legislative environment then, party unity may be
premised as much on its acceptance by MPs as a natural mode of
behaviour, as it is on the formal means of disciplinary
enforcement available to the parties,

Thus Jackson (1987)

suggests the existence of a ''unique parliamentary subcu1 ture"
as a major factor in the legislative cohesiveness of New
Zealand l"lPs, 37
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Similarly, as Epstein (1967) observes, while predicated on
structural and institutional factors

Party cohesion rests on rules of the game that are
accepted by MPs playing the game. And the cardinal rule
is to vote with oni's party for the sake of the
solidarity expected of any party cliiming to be able to
govern ••• MPs are simply willing participants in a
parliamentary team. 93

In light of this, and the degree of disciplined behaviour we
have observed among MPs, the question becomes twofold; first,
that of the nature of such rules of the game, and secondly, the
degree to which they both reflect and contribute to the
maintenance of legislative cohesiveness among party groups in
the New Zealand Parliament.
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CHAPTER IV:

4.0

LEGISLATIVE NORMS:

AN OVERVIEW

Introduction

The concept of norms is of central importance to the
socio-psychological studi of group behaviour, deriving its
general relevance from the tendency observed for individuals in
group situations to progressively modify their conduct over
time in conformity with the expectations and behaviour of those
with whom they are in regular and prolonged contact. 1
Membership in, or the process of belonging to a group or
institution therefore involves the progressive socialisation of
the individual into the prevailing consensus of thought and
action observed by the collectivity.

In understanding both the

prevalence and intensity of legislative cohesion in the New
Zealand Parliament, the usefulness of the concept lies largely
in its role in denoting the effects of social interactions on
individual perceptions and behaviour, as they both reflect, and
contribute to dominant modes of group conduct.

In general terms, a norm can be defined as a widely held
expectation of conduct that is adhered to by most members of
the group concerned. 2

It can basically be conceived of in two

ways, cognitively and behaviourally, although both necessarily
overlap in providing a working definition of the term.

An

explanation of this dichotomy is therefore useful in explaining
the relevance of the concept to legislative research,

Thus,

while the frequency of certain observed behaviours may define
them as "norms" in the statistical sense of modality,
describing and explaining social norms in terms of behaviour
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alone is essentially an exercise in tautology,

While

behavioural outputs are a necessary norm component, alone; they
provide an insufficient basis for either the conceptualisation
or operationalisation of the term,

Merely identifying

behaviour frequently indulged in by group members ignores and
excludes from consideration the range of behaviours not engaged
in, thus providing no basis for understanding why some
behaviours are preferred while others are not,

The essential conceptual element in the definition of a norm
therefore is that of cognition, or the expectations of conduct
perceived by individuals in the group,

Norms are both

proscriptive and prescriptive by nature, and inclusive of the
perceptual dimension thus allows investigation both of the
sources of such expectations, and the process by which they are
mediated to form behaviours,

The utility of the concept to

legislative studies then, lies in this "normative" dimension of
the term; in the explanation of the ways in which group
expectations, individual beliefs; and social pressures, both
reinforce and reflect the perpetuation of specific modes of
legislative conduct and performance,

In the investigation of party cohesion and discipline, and its
effects on legislators' orientations toward their legislative
roles, it is important therefore to discern its place in the
panoply of legislative norms,

Having analysed both the

structural premises, and behavioural expressions of the
phenomena, we turn now to the examination of the pattern of
expectations underlying its maintenance at both individual and
group levels,

Accordingly, this chapter first briefly examines
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the conceptual elements of the term, and its utility to
legislative research.

The nature of results uncovered by

previous studies is discussed and their methodological
shortcomings outlined, with a view to developing more apt
investigative strategies as a prelude to an analysis of the
dominant legislative norms of the New Zealand House of
Representatives,

4,1

Norms:

A Conceptual Overview

As Hebert and Mclemore (1973) note, the state of much present
knowledge of legislative norms derives from investigations
having on1y

<l

passing reference to the topic, 3

Despite the

presumed importance of the concept, a~d the frequency of its
use in the literature, no precise conceptual definition, nor
standard operationalisation of the term has found widespreau
acceptance in legislative research;

the resulting ambiguities

handicapping both past studies and the continuing process of
investigation.

Thus, as Thibault and Kelley (1959) observe,

while norms may be described in terms of the social processes
they involve, their immediate effects, or their wider
functional utility, there is far less agreement on the
requisite component elements thernselves, 4

There are general definitions however, Morris (1956) denotes
norms as
Generally accepted, sanctioned prescriptions for, or
prohibitions against others' behaviour, belief or
feeling ••• what others ought to do, 5
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This definition distinguishes norms from individually and
collectively held values by focussing on their status as
mechanisms of social expectation and conformity.

A key aspect

of a norm therefore, is the "ought" nature of the statement it
makes, and the expectation of action it presents to others
besides the individual.

·rhus, it is primarily the consensual

nature of norms which, combined with the nature of such
expectations, distinguishes them from values and serves as the
most frequent basis for definition.

One of the better

definitions to date is provided by Hebert and Mclemore (1973),
who regard legislative norms as

Widely shared sets of beliefs regarding appropriate
behaviour for legislators as legislators where these
beliefs are not only share""J":- but believed to be shar·ed by
legislators and are supported by social mechanisms
encouraging conformity. 0

The definition provides reasonably inclusive and workable
conceptual and operational criteria for the investigation of
legislative norms, encompassing salient points made by several
theorists of the concept, Thus Homans (1950) specifies norms as
deriving from, and applying to specific circumstances defined
by the nature of the groups concerned, related to prevailing
conceptions of their functions and ultimate goals,

Similarly,

Rommetviet (1954) adds the criteria of norms' occurrence in "a
category of recurrent situations

11 ,

7

Therefore, as patterns of

social expectations and response, regularly adhered to by group
members in group-specific situations, norms are "normative",
not only in the sense of the type of attitudes associated with
certain situations, but also by the levels of the resulting
attitudinal consensus and behavioural response, 8
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Even so, no precise threshold of group support is generally
agreed upon in the literature to distinguish "norms" from other
attitudes held by group members, other than that they be
''i..1idely shared" by a statistically significant number, or
majority of the group, 9

Consequently, the figure of 50¼ is

thus a common, albeit arbitrary benchmark, though the precise
level of support which defines a normative consensus will also
be partly determined by the particular methodology employed by
the researcher,

Finally, while most definitions concur on the necessity of
di sci pl inary sanctions as encouragements to group conformity,

it should be noted that sanctions may be either positively or
negatively directed to this end,

The need for enforcement of a

norm will thus be a function of several factors, including its
perceived saliency to the individual and group;

the extent of

the member's socialisation and the overall degree of
behavioural and attitudinal conformity within the group.

The

degree to which these conditions are fulfilled wi 11 determine
whether there is in fact, any need for sanctions per se, or
whether conformity is more a function of self-motivation,

For instance, if norms are primarily goal-directed, and thus
instrumentally valued as a means to some desirable end,
conformity may follow on from individual perceptions of se1f
interest.

Conversely, the simple fact of group conformity may

become self perpetuating, given such factors as the level of
membership turnover and the effectiveness of the socialising
strategies employed by the group,

Group expectations may thus

be internalised by individuals and become part of their own
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value structure,

Alternatively, such attitudes may be effectively pre-selected
for in members via the recruitment mechanisms employed by the
group or institution of which they are part.

In either case

however, norms will tend ·to be seen less as external rules than
as inner-sourced conceptions of appropriate behaviour;
compliance thereby assuming the character of a positive act,
rather than the mere avoidance of sanction.

Thus while transgressions of norms may invite sanctions to
enforce conformity, the need to do so will be relatively rare
where, as Thibault and Kelley note:

The influence appeal is to a supra-individual value ("do
it for the group" or "do it because it's good") rather
than to personal interests, 10

In large part then, the perpetuation of group norms is
d'ependent on the degree to which they transcend their "useful"
status, and become perceived of as "necessary" or even
"natural" modes of conduct, and expectations of behaviour.

4,2

Legislative Norms

Given these characteristics, the relevance of norms to
legislative research therefore lies in the contribution the
concept makes to the understanding of both the individual and
institutional bases of legislative behaviour,

As Truman (1951)

notes, norms constitute the "group life" of the institution,
defining both the prescribed modes of conduct, and the enforced
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limits to legislative behaviour. 11

In addition, they help

define the patterns of response, or roles that individuals
assume given the demands and expectations made on them in the
fulfillment of their obligations,

Norms may thus be considered

the "social inventions" of legislative groups, providing an
"interactional modus vive·ndi" against which legislative
function and performance may be measured, 12

Thus, as Hebert and Mclemore (1973) note:

the identification of norms operative in the legislature
is important for understanding the structured environment
in which legislative behaviour is embedded, 13

On the individual level, the relevance of norms lies in their
effect on the roles legislators adopt in the performance of the
duties associated with the positions they occupy,

As Asher

(1973) observes one important function of norms is that they be
transmitted to legislative newcomers in order that they may
adopt them and adapt their behaviours toward becoming
"effective" legislators within the bounds these norms set. 14 In
this context, "effectiveness" refers to the degree of
conformity displayed by legislators to the consensus of
institutionally prescribed attitudes and behaviour among their
colleagues,

However, it is in finding the best degree of "fit"

between such expectations and legislators' own ambitions (and
their ability to achieve them) that social and individual
perceptions are most directly engaged.

In this sense, norms

establish the social context of the legislative environment,
which helps structure the modes of individual perception and
performance of legislative roles.
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Indeed, the primary focus of many previous explorations of
legislative norms has been on their status as determinants of
legislative role orientations and enactments,

Thus, Wahlke and

Eulau et.al, (1962) define legislative roles as the product of
patterned and coherent g~oupings of norms, adhering to the
occupants of legislative positions, 15

The primary importance and usefulness of the norm concept then,
lies in its utility as a means toward the identification of the
informal, consensual bounds of legislative conduct, and their
role in the perpetuation of institutionally determined modes of
legislative behaviour - both individually and en masse,

4,2,1

Norms in Legislative Research

The conceptual and methodological genesis of modern research
into the norms of legislative behaviour is represented by the
pioneering work of Wahlke and Eulau et, al, (1962),
earlier studies by Truman (1951, 1959) of the

Though

US Congress, and

Mathews (1959, 1969) of the Senate, had intimated the
importance of informal

11

rules of the game" to the functioning

of legislative institutions and interactions of individuals
within them, the most comprehensive and influential study to
date remains their four state study of 461 members of the
California, Ohio, Tennessee and New Jersey state
legislatures, 10

Wahlke and Eulau focussed rather more

directly than their

predecessors on the role of norms as underlying factors in
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legislators' patterns of adaptation and response to their
positions in the system.

Norms were thus seen as key

explanatory variables in the analysis of the legislative
behaviour adopted by individuals in fulfillment of their own,
and their colleagues' conceptions of the proper legislative
roles demanded of them. Subsequent investigations have focussed
largely on the basic theoretical, methodological and
substantive issues raised by this seminal work, be they
questions of norm content, function, identification, or
transmission. 17

To determine the prevailing patterns of legislative
expectations in the four states surveyed, respondents were
asked several open-ended questions regarding their perceptions
of dominant expectations of conduct in their respective
legislatures.

From their 1847 "mentions" of the "rules of the

game" thought both present and adhered to by most "effective"
legislators, 42 "norms" were derived of modes of conduct
thought to be either prescribed or proscribed in the
legislative setting,

All but two of the respondents agreed on the existence of a
general set of institutional rules operative in their
legislatures, the most commonly cited prescribing members'
performance of legislative obligations, respect for other
members' legislative rights, and the desirability for
impersonality in legislative dealings.

The primary functional

role of these rules was seen as twofold - first, in their
promotion of the legislative group's sense of solidarity and
identity, and secondly, (deriving from this) in promoting the
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achievement of the group's purposive goals in the legislature.
Accordingly, the legislative norms uncovered by Wahlke and
Eulau primarily embodied attitudes emphasising group cohesion,
and their associated values, such as solidarity in the face of
outside attack, the resolution of intra-group conflicts, and
the socialisation of new members into the prevailing
institutional consensus.

Further, because regardless of their

intrinsic value, legislative groups exist in order to fulfil
specialised legislative goals and functions, norms prescribing
the development of legislative expertise, and the expedition of
legislative business, also featured prominently. 18

Following Wahlke

&

Eulau's four-state study, an investigation

of legislative norms in the Canadian House of Commons by
Kornberg (1964) uncovered 28 such "rules", divided into six
general subcategories, though nonetheless observing a broad
functional dichotomy in terms of group cohesion and the
purposive fulfillment of legislative tasks,

Given the

difference of legislative systems, Kornberg's two most
significant

subcategories contained rules encouraging intra-

and inter-group conflict reduction, (cited by 35% of
respondents), and partisan loyalty, (cited by 14~{), 19

A

further study of the same legislature by Kornberg and Mishler
(1976) confirmed this pattern, the two subcategories
predominance being more strongly demonstrated, with citation
rates of 45.5% and 24.3% respectively. 20

Further studies of legislative norms in US legislatures have
varied in scope (from state to national levels), as well as
analytical focus.

Thus, panel studies of freshman California
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legislators by Price and Bell (1970) at state level, and
Asher (1973) at the national, sought to identify both the
content of legislative rules and the process of socialisation
into them.

Price and Bell's California Assemblymen, surveyed

shortly before their election to the legislature, displayed a
3 : 1 p r e do mi nan c e o f

II

i n t e· r p e r s o na l II ov e r

11

l e g i s l at i v e 11 n o rm

items cited, suggesting that the socialisation of members into
the group's purposive goals and associated norms was largely a
function of length of legislative service - a hypothesis
confirmed by subsequent interviews.

Thus, the nature of the

rules cited assumed a far greater degree of legislative task
specificity with increased legislative exposure:

A i.Jhole host of "in house" norms were cited after
legislative experience had been acquired, Rules
pertaining to committee decorum and the management of
Bills were frequently cited in the second and third
interviews; they were not often cited in the first ••.
Our findings strongly suggest a substantial legislative
soc i a 1 is in g into the r u l es of the game , ... 2 1
Conversely, Asher's (1973) survey of the US House of
Representatives revealed that a generally well defined set of
"rules of the game" were present shortly after the election of
the legislators,

Again, the rules cited were primarily

concerned with the development of legislative skills, expertise
in committee work, knowledge of formal procedures, and the
channelling and reduction of individual and group conflicts,
Contrary to initial expectations however, most freshmen entered
the legislature with a good knowledge of the behaviour expected
of them;

their perceptions of the dominant legislature norms

being highly congruent with those of legislative veterans. 22
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Of the extant studies of legislative norms, perhaps the most
conceptually and methodologically rigorous were those conducted
by Hebert and Mclemore (1973) and Bernick and Wiggins (1983) of
the Iowa State Legislature.

In both studies, the basic

functional criteria underlying legislative norms are again made
apparent.

Hebert and Mclemore's investigation of norms employed
open-ended and fixed format questions to gauge the range, depth
and degree of normative consensus among the 181 legislators
surveyed.

However, while the range of responses was wide (over

95% could name at least one

11

norm" and nearly 40% could cite

three or more) the degree of consensus was not high.

Although

7 of the iO top ranking norms cited were essentially those
uncovered by Wahlke and Eulau, 23

the number of legislators

citing such rules did not exceed 25% of the total.

Accordingly, a more definitive means of identification was
provided by a 19 item, 10 point fixed format questionnaire, The
top ranking norm derived from this, common to both the earlier
open-ended question, and the findings of previous researchers,
proved to be

11

Impersonality 11 , this rule being cited by 93% of

respondents. Indeed, of the 9 resulting "norms", 8 proved to be
those previously identified by Wahlke and Eulau,

The character

of the norms, as indicated by the polarity of mean-scores
derived from the 10 pqint scale, was in the main, proscriptive.
Norms cited by legislators were predominantly

11

ought-nots 11

,

related to perceptions of individual-to-individual conduct,
rather than purely group or institutional behaviour. 24
11

Interpersonal

11

norms proved most common, followed by
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legislator-constituent rules, and those concerning legislative
task-specific behaviours. 25

This

11

latent structure" was

generally borne out by a factor analysis of norm scores among
the state senators in the group.

A replication of the study was conducted by Bernick and Wiggins
(1983) in an eleven state survey of legislative norms among
senators, employing an identical methodology and including the
Iowa legislature, providing a useful basis for comparison,
albeit one degraded by the time interval between the two
studies,

Again, the generally proscriptive nature of norms was

confirmed, while the highest scoring norms among the state
senators proved to be interpersonally defined rules concerned
with the mitigation of conflict. and thus the promotion of
group solidarity.

Norms dealing with specialisation and the

development of legislative skills ranked second;
legislator-constituent norms third, 26

Similar findings were reported in Kirkpatrick and Mclemore's
(1977) survey of norms in the Oklahoma State legislature,

Once

more, the predominant House norm proscribed members to refrain
from dealing in personalities, while rules specifying party or
group cohesion, and legislative specialisation remained
secondary considerations. 27

This predominance of interpersonal

and non-specific institutional norms has proved to be one of
the

most striking features of the majority of the studies made

to date of legislative rules of the game,

Indeed, their

prevalence has led some researchers to disavow the utility of
the concept itself.
concluded that:

Bernick and Wiggins (1983) for example,
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We were unable to identify factors significantly related
to [norm] acceptance,., We believe that most of the norms
we have uncovered reflect larger societal norms,,, and
are not indigenous to legislative systems, 28
The problem therefore, is that of validity, and the degree of
legislative specificity rif the informal rules observed among
legislative participants,

However, the presumed "social'' and

therefore non-institutional character of the "norms" revealed
by past studies may owe more to the nature of the legislatures
investigated, and the particular methodological strategies
employed, than to the actual content and function of
legislative norms themselves,

4,2,2

Legislative Norms and Legislative Specifity

Norms may be expected to exist in legislatures, as in any other
organisational or institutional setting, but this does not
automatically confer upon them the status of specific
legislative norms;

that is, norms which uniquely characterise

legislatures as distinct from other institutions,

Such

uniqueness may lie in the particular type of norm concerned (ie
the specific legislative behaviour to which it refers), or to
its particular saliency among other norms present,

Deriving essentially from the work of Wahlke and Eulau et.al,,
the liter_ture has placed much emphasis on the institutional
uniqueness of

egislative norms, in denoting specifically

"legislative" tasks, functions

21

.:l interactions within the

legislative arena which set it aside from other so.: .al or
organisational aggregates.

As we have seen ho1.Jever,

t 1•. type
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of norms uncovered by many studies have tended to undermine
such assertions.

The prominence of norms denoting generally

accepted modes of social conduct equally common to other social
institutions or intragroup situations has cast doubt on claims
made, both for the institutional uniqueness of legislatures,
a nd t he u t i 1i t y of

11

l e g i s· 1a t i v e 1 ' n o r ms a s s p e c i a 1 i n f 1 u e n c e s o n

the perceptions and behaviour of members within them.

Thus Wahlke and Eulau's (1962) results showed that 60% of the
highest ranking "norms" among the legislators they surveyed
primarily concerned the observance of general prescriptions of
interpersonal behaviour. 29

Similarly, although Price and Bell

(1970) found a good degree of legislative learning among their

sample of California freshmen, the least legislative-specific
rules such as "cour-tesy", "respect", and the like, were by far
those which prevailed;

individual and interpersonal norms

comprising 70% of total responses, 3

°

Further, Bernick and

Wiggins (1983) concluded that most legislative norms were mere
reflections of wider societal norms;

thus the legislature as

an institution, and the bases for behaviour within it, differed
little from the wider range of social and political
organisations, 31

Finally, directly addressing the question of norm specificity,
Carroll and English (1981) investigated the presence of
institutional rules in six US State Constitutional Conventions,
expecting that most of the norms uncovered in such temporary,
and institutionally under-developed (albeit "political")
settings, would be primarily social and cultural in origin,
though given the purpose of the conventions, there would at
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least be a core of "legislative" norms present,

Widespread

agreement among convention delegates was found as to the
existence and identification of norms, findings being matched
with those of Wahlke and Eulau et.al,, for comparison with
supposed "legislative" rules,

However, results largely

confirmed those of previous studies, in that all but four of
Wahlke and Eulau's 42 "legislative" norms were found in the
less developed, largely non-legislative setting of the
convention, whilst no

11

norm

11

proved unique to that setting

alone, 32

The four surviving "legislative" norms of "Respect for Other
Members Legislative Rights", "Apprenticeship", "Seniority", and
"Senatorial Courtesy", had 1 it t 1 e or no behavioural referents
or imperatives (for example, re-election) in the convention
setting,

In short:

Almost all the norms that had previously been viewed as
uniquely legislative [were] found in the conventions,
that is they are cultural rather than developmental ••• A
closer look at these apparently "legislative" norms
reveals that they support behaviours common to a wide
spectrum of American institutions,, , 33
As Hebert and Mclemore (1973) observe however, there is no
reason why norms operative in one social system cannot be
operative in others, though the value of studying legislative
norms is circumscribed if there is little or no
differentiation between those observed within the legislature
and those widely accepted outside it, 34

Even so, as Carroll

and English suggest, the analytical utility of the concept is
greatly increased if a normative focus proves able to explain
behaviour not only in singular institutions, but also across a
wider spectrum of organisational groupings, highlighting the
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basic assumptions upon which institutional function and
performance ultimately rest, 35

In any group however, the structure of the social interactions
within it and between other groups, should produce at least
some basic expectations o·f "right conduct", The more
specifically defined the group's structure and setting, the
more clear cut, distinctive and widespread should be the
resulting norms,

Thus in the legislative context, we would

expect to find at least a core of situation-specific norms
concerning legislative tasks and functions, as they relate to
the dominant organisational influences of the institution
itself, Viewed from this perspective, the findings of previous
studies begin to develop a somewhat more positive aspect,

The

point becomes more significant if we see the inconclusive
results of the largely US-based studies as reflecting not the
shortcomings of the concept itself, so much as the very
accuracy of the "norms" uncovered, given the context of the
particular legislative environments under investigation,

Norms derive both from the type and degree of organisational
structure in a legislature, and contribute to its continuance,
They do not exist in isolation from their institutional context
nor from the functional perspective of the systems they operate
in, 36

Thus, the character of norms found in American

legislatures may be more properly seen as reflecting those
factors which distinguish them from other legislative
institutions, rather than those which distinguish them from
similar, non-legislative institutions within the same social
and political system,

As Wahlke and Eulau et. al, (1962) nolt-~,
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legislator's role orientations, which are primarily normatively
defined, are not unrelated to their perceptions of the "power
pattern" of the political system which they inhabit, and the
kinds of functions the legislature is called on to perform in
the context of that system, 37

Therefore, if the structural factors which prescribe party
cohesion as a central tenet of parliamentary systems are
largely absent, we would not expect to find a high degree of
the attitudinal manifestation of that value which both reflects
and helps maintain its behavioural observarrce among members of
Westminster-style legislatures,

If anything then, the

prevalence of "social" and "interpersonal" over "l egis lat ive"
norms shown in previous studies, in all probability reflects,
and is a consequence of, the relative lack of structural
constraints imposed on US legislators "by their less cohesive
and relatively decentralised legislative environment,

In this

context, US legislators rely far more on social and
interpersonal behaviour and expectations in effecting their
legislative aims and functions;

a higher premium being placed

on face to face approaches, negotiation, and bargaining,

The

behavioural and expectational referents and cues provided by
such a system are thus far more informal and "social" in nature
than in those where the presence of more overt modes of
interest aggregation such as parties, is more keenly felt.

The non legislative-specific findings of US studies do not
therefore discredit the validity of the approach so much as
they tend to actually support it, given the context in which
these norms are found, and operate,

Different types of norms,
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and "legislature-specific" norms can be expected to be found in
legislatures where party plays a more active and dominant role
as a focus of legislative concerns and organisation. With the
more defined structure and divisions between groups provided by
parliamentary government, the more homogeneous and distinct
should the expected bounds of legislative conduct be.

Thibault

and f~e 11 y ( 1959) suggest that:

Norms will develop more rapidly and more surely in highly
cohesive groups, assuming that the majority of the
members have about the same degree of dependence on the
group, than in less cohesive groups. 38
Thus, Kornberg (1964) observes that, because in
Westminster-style parliaments the continued effectiveness and
viability of the system are seen to demand it, a centr·al

feature of such institutions is the observance of the norm that
legislators should act in unison with their parties at all
times, submerging their individual interests in the pursuit of
collective goals, 3 '

Similarly, Fletcher and Goddard (1978)

suggest that norms related to particular legislative tasks and
functions are more prevalent in parliamentary systems, noting
that:
the structural features of a Westminster style parliament
product specialisation of function among its members •.•
Parliament is an adversary system in which Government and
Opposition members are expected to play distinct roles, 40

Studies by Converse and Pierce (1980) in France, and Crowe
(1983, 1986) in the UKt further highlight the differences of

normative content, function, and focus, in legislatures where
the primary organisational role is provided by competitive
political parties,

Converse and Pierce trace differences in
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the perceptions and expressions of legislative and
representative roles among French deputies to variations in the
importance the legislators assign to their party caucuses as
the primary foci of legislative organisation and representative
concerns, 41

Finally, Crowe presents a succession of studies

showing the legislative cohesion and discipline that
characterises British parliamentary behaviour to be largely
predicated on an informal "web of authority", comprising a
highly structured and

deeply held consensus of legislative

norms and role expectations among MPs, 42

4,3

Legislative Norms:

A Methodological Overview

Although the problem of legislative specificity derives mainly
from the variable

of legislative structure, the inconclusive

findings of many past studies, and therefore the challenges to
the validity of norms as a tool of legislative research, have
often been as much the product of the conceptual and
methodological underpinnings of the studies themselves,

In this, while the seminal work of Wahlke & Eulau et.al, has
done much to define the nature of subsequent research employing
a normative focus, it has also, in a sense, limited the process
of investigation,

Here, the central problem lies in the

researcher's basic conceptual and operational definitions of
the subject,

In their study, Wahlke and Eulau focus largely on the
functional aspects of norms (ie what they are presumed to
achieve) to the near exclusion of definitional characteristics
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(ie what comprises them).

The key distinguishing feature of a

norm must be that it is widely acknowledged by members of the
subject group.

However, in the approach taken by Wahlke and

Eulau, and followed by subsequent researchers, an essentially
"normative" criteria of definitions is employed, remaining
largely at the level of Haman's (1950) description of a norm
as:

an idea in the minds of members of a group; an idea that
can be put in the form of a statement specifying what
members,., should do, ought to do, and are expected to
do, under given circumstances, 43
Accordingly, the researchers use the least complex and most
readily available investigative approach at hand - the uncued,
open-ended interview question; operationalising "norms" as any

and all rule-mentions cited by legislators, the resulting
"mentions" then being collated and classified according to
categories either previously decided upon or derived from the
raw data itself.

4,3,1

Open-Ended Question Formats

The value of such an approach however, should not be
underestimated.

It is direct, allows the legislators

perceptions of immediate personal salience full play, and given
the range of responses, often captures a considerable degree of
nuance and background detail,

However, as utilised by Wahlke

and Eulau, and those following them, the strategy itself, and
the conceptual schema underlying it, handicaps both the nature
of the results derived, as well as their subsequent
interpretation,
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The major flaw of the open-ended question as a means of
definition of legislative norms, is that while it provides a
wide range of potential social rules, it gives little or no
real depth to any of them in particular, unless they are very
strongly held in the fir~t place,

Studies relying solely on

this strategy are thus severely handicapped, especially when
statistical boundaries (50%+ of respondents being an arbitrary
yet convenient benchmark) for a commonality criterion are
employed,

Thus, although Wahlke and Eulau reported finding 42 "rules of
the game", almost no consensus was found on any specific items,
Only two "rules" achieved "norm" status;

these being

"Performance of Obligations", cited by 64% of Californian
legislators, and "Self Restraint in Debate", cited by 59% of
Tennessee legislators,

Although other rules approached the

benchmark of consensus, none were mentioned by over half of the
legislators in any of the four states surveyed,

Indeed, taken

as a whole, no rules at all were cited by more than 40% of the
legislators, the nearest three being "Performance of
Obligations" (38,4~n, "Respect for Members' Legislative Rights"
(31,9%), and "Impersonality" (30,4%) , 44

Similarly, Kornberg's rules were mentioned by at best, 35% of
his sample, and Price and Bell's by only 19%, 45

As Hebert and

Mclemore observe, rather than establishing the existence of
legislative norms, such studies would seem to suggest exactly
the opposite, if statistical commonality is to be regarded as a
criteria of definition, 40
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The open-ended question approach suffers from a number of
additional shortcomings.

Chief among these is that while the

polarity of responses may be ascertained, there are no precise
means of gauging the relative intensity of affect or support
for the rules cited by r~spondents.

In addition, time

constraints may prevent subjects' recitation of all the salient
norm items known to them.

Moreover, the format of the question

itself provides no positive incentive for legislators to recall
the whole range of rules they have encountered, especially
given the vagaries of memory, personality, and time that
bedevil many interview situations, Indeed, to the extent that
the "rules" present in legislatures are in fact norms, in the
sense of being internalised and widely held expectations of
conduct, then the very lack of behavioural referents in the
open-ended question may fai 1 to "awaken" subjects' overt
awareness and identification of them as such.

As Asher (1973)

notes:

Questions seeking to uncover info_rmation about norms are
best framed within a fairly specific behavioural
situation, If we cannot observe behaviour directly, then
our questions should be as behaviourally orientated as
possible. 47

Finally, although not exclusive to the open-ended question
format, problems of classification and categorisation of
responses tend to be exacerbated by its usage, The difficulty
lies in properly allocating the subjective and usually somewhat
ambiguous responses to distinct and conceptually

11

clean 11

analytical categories, without making unwarranted inferences
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about the

11

meaning 11 of the data in the process,

Here, the

nuance of response that constitutes so much of the value of the
approach in general, becomes of major concern, in that the
degree of response differentiation - whether by "type" of rules
cited, or their presumed function - can be as broad, or as
specific as the researcher desires, with the resulting problems
of focus and definition,

In general, the broader the category,

the greater the potential for overlap, while the narrower the
boundaries set, the greater the likelihood over
over-definition,

Both pitfalls may be discerned in "norms"

resulting from the investigations of Wahlke and Eulau et.al,
(1962).

The 42 legislative "rules of the game" Wahlke and Eulau et ,al,
derived from their samples 1847 "mentions" of perceptions of
dominant institutional expectations of conduct were further
subdivided into six categories according to their presumed
primary functions within the legislative setting,

The mentions

were coded into rules by reference to the "manifest content" of
the responses themselves,

This is largely unavoidable, given

the nature of the strategy, and in most cases, the matchings
were self explanatory.

However, as can be seen from table 4,1

problems of subjectivity remained in some rule categories
where although the rule labels may be conceptually distinct,
their normative content is rather less so, often overlapping
with that of other rules,
such rules as

11

This may be seen for instance, in

Agency for party", "Agency for Legislative

party", and "Compliance with Group 11 •

In other cases, separate

rules tap basically identical dimensions of the underlying
"norm".
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Table 4.1

uRules of the Game

0

among U.S. Legislators

8~~~-g~I~§QBL ___________________________________ (N)_Members_.(%)Members ___ (%)Mentions ____ _
GROUP COHESION & SOLIDARITY
Respect for other members' legislative rights
Impersonality
Modesty
Independence of Judgement
Unselfish Service
Respect for other members' political rights
Maintenance of Confidences
Institutional Patriotism
Respect for opposition groups

7.89

147
140
86
67
47
34
28
18
17

31. 9
30.4
18.7
10. 2
7.4
6. 1
3.9
3.7

4. 61
3.60
2.52
1.82
1. 50
0.97
0.91

177

38.4
17. 3
11. 5
9.8
9.5
5.8

9.50
4.30
2.84
2 .41
2.36
· 1.45

8.2
8.2
6.5
5.8
2.2
2.4
l. 7

2.04
2.04
1.61
1.45

26.9
8.5
7.4
2.8

l. 3
0.9

6.69
2.09
1.84
0.69
1.02
0.59
0.32
0.32
0.21

22.6
8.2
6.5
4.1
2.8
1. 9

5.58
2.04
1. 61
1.02
0.69
0.48

15. 4

3 .81
3.33

14.5

7. 51

PREDICTABILITY OF LEGISLATIVE BEHAVIOUR
Perfonnance of Obligations
Openess of aims
Decisiveness
Advance notice of a changed stand
Openess in opposition
Avoidance of trickery

80
53
45

44
27

CONFLICT REDUCTION
38
38
30
27
10
11

Conciliation
Agency for party or administration
Agency for legislative party
Apprenticeship
Seniority
Acceptance of committee system
Senatorial courtesy

8

0 .54

0.59
0 .43

EXPEDITION OF LEGISLATIVE BUSINESS
Self restraint in debate
Retsraint in opposition
Application
Restraint in bill introduction
Commitment to job
Limits to negotiation
Compliance with group decisions
Limits to partisanship
Abstinence from dilatory actions

T24
39
34
13
19
11
6
6

4

4. l

2.4
1.3

TACTICAL ADVANTAGES TO INDIVIDUALS
Courtesy
Sociability
Gracefulness in defeat
Caution in commi tmenfis;
Negotiation
Self restraint in goals

104

DESIRABLE PERSONAL QUALITIES
Integrity
Personal virtue
Objectivity
Ability and Intelligence
Non venality

Source: Wahlke

&

Eulau et al (1962) pp. 146-7

38
30
19
13
9

71
62
34
28
28

13.5
7.4
6. 1
6 .1

l.82
l. 50
l. 50
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Deriving partly from this difficulty, the categorisation of the
resulting rules in functional terms is also problematic, in
that the rules cited for each category often seem to fulfil
more than one of the particular functions ascribed to them by
the researchers.

Even when based on the manifest content of

the respondents' answers, such placement overlappings are a
largely unavoidable consequence of the open-ended strategy
unless the norms cited are particularly unambiguous and exhibit
a high degree of consensus among members of the legislature,

Within the categories employed by Wahlke and Eulau however,
such overlaps are a frequent occurrence, although as we have
seen, these may be in part a consequence of the nature of the
US legislative environment.

However, based on their content at

least, we might expect that rules such as "Agency for party"
and "Compliance with Group" would be better placed in the
category of Group Cohesion, than those of Conflict Reduction or
Legislative Business,

Similarly, it is difficult to see how

"Independence of judgement" fits the cohesion category, while
the party centred rules do not,

Further examples abound,

contributing to a temptation to reorder the categorical schema;
a (nearly unavoidable) hazard, made acute by the necessarily
subjective citation and placement of rules derived from the use
of open-ended questions as a primary investigative strategy.

4.3,2

Fixed Choice Formats

Such problems are not exclusive to this strategy however, and
the use of fixed for~at questions as a means of investigation
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is not in itself free from shortcomings.

·,·he major flaw is

that obviously, a fixed choice instrument cannot tap
legislative expectations perceived by respondents, but not
included in the questionnaire.

As with the open-choice format,

a trade off is necessary between the range and frequency of
responses. However, the fixed choice strategy at least provides
cues that allow a definite expression of belief or agreement on
the subject, rather than relying wholly on an uncued "fishing
expedition" of the subject's memory.

There are obvious advantages in time allocation also, opening
up the possibility of enlarging the pool of respondents that
might otherwise remain constrained by the exigencies of
in-depth interviews.

While as

many responses may not be

collected, those that are will be standardised, minimising
(though not eliminating) uncertainties of categorisation and
interpretation.

In addition, the use of fixed choice questions

allows more sophisticated analyses of the depth of responses,
In short, what is lost in range and nuance of response is
regained in the certainty and accuracy of results.

Finally, if

both approaches are employed, the use of open-ended questions
as pre-tests provides a valuable basis for comparison of the
actual and apparent strength and saliency of the norms under
investigation.

Given these points, we may observe that the development of more
suitable and complete methodological strategies for the
identification of norms in legislatures has at least the
minimum prerequisites of commonality of belief as a
definitional criteria and the conceptual differentiation of
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descriptive or functional categories,

Deriving from critiques

of studies relying solely on open-ended questions as
investigative strategies. alternative modes of investigation
have been developed and employed in several studies to date.
notably those of Hebert and Mclemore (1973). Asher (1973). and
Bernick and Wiggins (1983).

The research designs of all three

studies promote a two-tier approach to identifying and
isolating specific legislative norms. capitalising on the
experiences of previous open-ended formatted studies to target
the likely behaviours that might be later identified by
sufficient numbers of respondents to qualify them as norms.
This achieved, various fixed format questions are employed to
determine both the levels of consensus and intensity of the
items originally identified as likely

4,4

11

r-ules of the garne''.

Conclusion

Finally then. attempts to investigate the presence and effects
of the norms presumed to underlie the attitudes and behaviour
of legislative actors must take account of several important
factors.

First and foremost. an adequate conceptual and

operational definition of the term must be developed, and
consistent criteria of identification employed,

Methodological

strategies should strive to balance the advantages and pitfalls
of approaches relying solely on either open-ended or fixed
format style means of investigation,

Secondly, in the

selection of criteria of definition, thought should be given to
the dominant organisational structures in the legislatures
surveyed as likely sources of norm generation and
socialisation,

Care should be taken to discern the component
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elements of such norms, lest their source overwhelm them by
imposing a blanket label over a range of distinct, yet
associated behaviours.

Finally, questions should seek to

ground themselves, as far as possible, in likely behavioural
referents which may be associated with dominant institutional
expectations of conduct.

Similarly, the norms finally revealed

should then be examined in the light of whatever effects they
might be observed to have on the actual incidences of the
behaviour to which they relate.
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CHAPTER V:

PARTY COHESION

&

INSTITUTIONAL CONSENSUS:

LEGISLATIVE NORMS IN THE NEW ZEALAND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

5,0

Introduction

Given the preceding conciptual and methodological discussion,
we turn now to the present study,

Data for the analysis of

legislative norms and party cohesion in the New Zealand
Parliament were provided by a series of structured interviews,
conducted with 41 MPs over July-August 1985;
the 1984 snap election,

one year after

The sample was initially structured to

include all "freshers" elected at that time, a representative
number of legislative "veterans" elected in previous years, and
a balanced partisan representation,

In the final sample

twenty-two of the twenty five MPs (88%) first elected in 1984
were interviewed as were nineteen veteran members, 1 The fresher
component was thus a significant part of the sample, given the
emphasis in the literature on the importance of the
socialisation of legislative newcomers into prevailing
institutional expectations of conduct,

Ideally, a better

comparative picture might have been obtained had the interviews
been carried out some time before a ful 1 year in office had
elapsed,

However, the timing of the election, and the study

itself, both mitigated against this,

Given t he exp er i enc e of('\
pre vi o us st u di es , i t was de c i de d that
,__.,
the best way to capture "legislative norms" was to employ a
two-fold study, using open-ended questions to establish the
parameters of existing legislative expectations, and target the
most 1 ikely "norm" areas.

These would then be tested by a
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range of fixed format questions in order to ascertain levels of
consensus, establishing the depth of MPs responses, and thus
the statistical boundaries necessary for their final definition
as norms.

This second stage might have involved the use of

either simple bi-polar response items, or the ranking of
multi-scale questions as ·previously employed by Hebert and
Mclemore (1973), and Bernick and Wiggins (1983), 2

The key

question in the present undertaking however proved to be the
determination of the optimum means of achieving the best
balance between the range and depth of responses,

as well as

the resources available to capture them,

Accordingly, a somewhat more limited approach than the "ideal"
It was assumed that legislative expectations
of party loyalty and cohesion would be strongly enough held by
MPs so that both open-ended and fixed-format approaches could
be combined in a single survey,

In this, special

considerations also proved influential.

Although the response

scales employed by Hebert and Mclemore et.al. represent a
sophisticated means of the identification and definition of
likely legislative norms, their full use was primarily tempered
by a necessary sensitivity to the position of the interviewees
themselves,

The taler ance of MPs demands to "test" or "examine" them as
subjects rather than discourse with them as competent and
intelligent individuals, being naturally limited, the
desirability of a structured interview, providing the maximum
degree of flexibility was apparent,

Within this context,

selected fixed format questions, and a ranking scale were
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employed The approach finally taken thus utilised a variety of
techniques, founded on the considerations of methodological
correctness, the goals of the survey, and the "best" strategy
for the circumstances.

Two open-ended questions ·were employed to gauge the general
"type", range, and consensus, of the expectations encountered
and perceived by MPs as "rules" of legislative behaviour.

The

questions were derived from previous studies employing this
approach;

in particular those of Wahlke and Eulau et.al.,

(1962), Price and Bell (1970) and Kornberg (1964, 1966), 3

The

first of the questions followed the traditional format, asking
the members to recount the major expectations of behaviour
impressed on them by their colleagues during their time in the
House, while the second question took advantage of the then
recently concluded Timaru by-election to provide a more
concrete setting for such expectations and advice,

Given their

legislative experience to that point, members were asked to
recount the most salient pieces of advice they might offer
Timaru's new MP, in order that s/he might function as an
effective legislator. 4

In total, members responses to these questions resulted in 222
individual role citations, which were summed in verbatim form,
or where necessary, according to interviewer Judgements of
their manifest content, given the context in which they were
made,

In this manner, 23 basic legislative rules were derived,

In all but a few cases, the responses were reasonably direct
and to the point, although invariably, some tended to encompass
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a whole range of possible behaviour, particularly those
relating to interpersonal relationships.

For example, the prescription of "be your·self", even when
qualified by the subject, as "be your own person"; maintain
your own personal integrity" still remained relatively general
and context-free.

Similarly, the rule of "apprenticeship"

encompassed several associated "values" such as legislative
restraint in goal-setting, or the prescription of "no
uninformed debate",

Here, the only recourse was discretion on

the part of the interviewer, given the context of the response,
In addition, similar rules were later summed into further norm
subcategories for comparative purposes of gauging levels of

'

suppor14 t of both core and "peripheral" rules,

The interview schedule also contained several fixed-format
questions seeking to tap members' attitudes towards conflicts
with their caucus and constituents, cross-party fraternisation,
the place of "free" votes in the House, and general conceptions
of their preferred representative roles,

Finally, the focus on

cohesion and loyalty as a major determinant of legislative
expectations and behaviour was directly addressed in the form
of a fixed-format 8 item list, ranking given behaviours on the
basis of their seriousness as breaches of discipline.

Derived from similar scales employed by Crowe (1983) (1986),
the question functioned both to identify and define the
attitudes toward party discipline and loyalty in terms of their
most behaviourally relevant aspects.

The consensus of members

between subgroupings based on party affiliation and legislative
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tenure was measured on the basis of ranking differences and the
percentages assigned each behaviour on the basis of its
relative importance.
would structure the

It was hypothesised that item rankings
11

loyalty

11

items along two functional lines

- those of public visibility and impact on party majorities.

The interviews ranged from half an hour to two and a half hours
(the average duration being approximately one hour) and
followed a structured format.

Where interviews were shortened

to under the average duration, a mailback questionnaire
containing the fixed format items was employed, and the
remaining time was devoted to the open ended questions in order
to better probe the responses in depth.

The combination of

both these strategies proved efficacious, the mailbacks
achieving a 100% response rate.

Thus while the methodology employed did not quite achieve the
ideal measures advocated by previous studies to fully identify
and define the whole range of possible normative rules of
legislative behaviour, nonetheless, given both the scope and
focus of the present investigation, the measures finally
employed proved fully adequate to the task at hand.

5.1

11

Rules of the Game

11

in the NZ House of Representatives

Legislative "Rules of the game'' cited by MPs are presented in
Table 5.1, which denote~ both the frequency and percentage of
the final citations.

Five function.-< 1y-derived categories are

employed; although as previously observed, give~ the formats
employed, some degree of over-lap proved inevitable.

Thus,

rules which contribute to expediting legislative business may
also be equally applicable to the inculcation of legislative
skills and expertise,

Similarly, some items in the personal

conduct category relate equally well to that of conflict
reduction.

The categories are however, not intended as

definitive, being employ~d both for purposes of comparison with
similar findings from previous studies, and to capture some
degree of functional nuance that might otherwise be lost should
they be totally collapsed,

As expected, the most prominent

single rule was that of party loyalty and conformity to group
decisions (17,5% citations), followed by that of legislative
apprenticeship (9.9%),

These findings contrasted sharply with

those of Wahlke and Eulau et.al. ~1962), where such rules
comprised citation rates of 2,04% and 1,45% respectively, 5
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TABLE 5.1
LEGISLATIVE "RULES OF THE GAME" IN THE NEW ZEALAND HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES BY CITATION
RULE TYPE

(n) Citations

% Citations

Legislative Business
Negotiation
No Uninformed Debate
Learn Formal Rules

1
14
13

0.45
6.31
5.86
12,61

14

6,31
1, 35

. 28

Legal Expertise
Application to Job
Self Advancement
Self Restraint in Goals
Specialisation
Apprenticeship
Awareness of Hierarchy
Learn Lobbying Skills

3

7
11
22
12

3, 15
4,95
9,91

5,41

76

1

3. 15
34,23

39

17,57

12
12
9
8

5.41

5,41
4,05
3,60

d

2,25
38,30

9
4
3

4,05

Party Loyalty and Cohesion
Loyalty and Conformity
Party Discipline
No Fraternisation Outside Party
Never Divulge a Confidence
Show Loyalty to Colleagues
Be Actively Partisan

85

Personal Conduct
Maintain Personal Integrity
Honesty
Independence of Judgement
Moral Conduct
Conflict Reduction
Impersonality
Develop Interpersonal Skills
Protect Personal "Space"

d

1. 80
1.35
2,25

21

9,46

3
6

1.35
2,70
1, 35
5,40

1

12

While five categories are presented in table 5,1, in fact as
expected, the rules cited by NZ MPs tended to cluster around
the three general functional principles discerned by previous
studies,

Thus when collapsed, the categories of general

legislative performance, party loyalty and cohesion, and
interpersonal conduct commanded citation rates of 46,85%,
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38.29% and 14,86% respectively.

No significant party-based

differences were exhibited although legislative freshers tended
to cite less partisan rules than veterans (34,38% vs 43,62% of
mentions), and emphasise interpersonal rules more (17,2% vs
11,7%), reflecting the higher priority placed by legislative
newcomers on integrating themselves into their respective
parliamentary groupings,

The ranking priorities assigned these basic categories by NZ
MPs stood in marked contrast to those reported by US based
studies,

where the effects of differences of legislative

structure were discerned in the legislative priorities of the
members surveyed,

Table 5,2 compares findings from Price and

Bell's (1973) study of legislative Rules of the Game among

Freshman California legislators with those of the NZ sample:

TABLE 5,2

LEGISLATIVE RULE PRIORITIES AMONG US & NZ FRESHMEN

Rule Categories

Price & Bell

NZ Sample

Mentions

% Mentions

~

~

% Difference
+- (%)

Legislative

23,08

48 • 44

+ 25,36

Interpersonal

71,15

17,19

- 53,96

5,77

34,38

+ 28,61

Partisan
Source:

Price & Bell (1970), p,844,

The differences are striking,and amply denote the effects of
differences of legislative structure between a party dominated
legislature a~d a less partisan, non-parliamentary system,
Thus NZ MPs assigned significantly greater priorities to
partisan and legislative rule categories than did the US
sample, and far less to the interpersonal rules which dominated
the US legislators' concerns,
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A further* and more complete picture of the support given to*
and relative salience of the items noted by NZ MPs, is given by
Table 5.3, showing legislative rules by percentages of MPs
citing them.

TABLE 5.3

LEGISLATIVE RULES OF THE GAME BY MPS

RULE TYPE

LABOUR

NATIONAL

TOTAL MPS

% MPS

Legislative Business
Negotiation
No Uninformed Debate
Learn Formal Rules

0
8

1

Leqislative Expertise
Application to Job
Self Advancement
Self Restraint in Goals
Specialisation
Apprenticeship
Awareness of Hierarchy
Lobbying Skills
Party Loyalty & Cohesion

8
0
3
6
11
7
2
12

Loyalty, Conformity to
Group
20
Party Discipline
7
Don't Fraternise Outside
Party
6
Never Divulge a Confid.
3
Show Loyalty to Col ls.
3
Be Actively Partisan
1
},
20
Personal Conduct
Maint.Personal Integrity
Honesty
Independ, of Judgement
Moral Conduct
Conflict Reduction
Impersonality
Develop.Interpers.Skills
Protect Personal Space

5
0
1

1

~

1
14
~

2.s

35.0
32.5

2

15

37.5

6
3

14

4
5

11

7
11
22

35.0
7,5
17,5
27,5

5

12

3

55.0

~

37

1

30.0
17,5
92,5

19
5

39

97,5
30,0

6
6
5

12

.4

2

2

12
9
8

30,0
22,5

20.0
· 12.5

20

40

. 100,0

4
4
2

9
4
3

22.5
10,0
7,5
12,5
35.0

.4

~

9

.1.4

3
3

1

0
3
Q

7

1

3
6
~

1Q

7,5
15,0
7,5
25,0
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Here, however, the shortcomings of the open-ended interview
approach are made apparent in that only two rules, party
loyalty and conformity, and legislative apprenticeship,
statistically qualify as norms in attracting the support of
over half of the sample (97,5% and 55% respectively),

However,

several items present co~mand significant (at least 30%)
degrees of support,

These include such rules as "no uninformed

debate", "learn procedural rules", "application to job", and
"don't fraternise outside the party" - all rules cl osel

Y

associated with, or encompassed by the two individual "norms"
which apparently dominate the concerns of the sample, A similar
pattern is observed when results are examined by tenure of MPs,
where several sub-group norms are revealed (Table 5,4),

TABLE 5,4:

SUPPORT FOR LEGISLATIVE NORMS* BY TENURE

(%MPS)
Total

Freshers

Veterans

Party Loyal & Conformity

95,2*

100*

Le·:iislative Apprenticeship

66,6*

42, 1

55*

Application to Job

52,4*

15,8

35

No Uninformed Debate

42,8

26,3

35

Legislative Hierarchy

38. 1

21 • 1

30

Learn Formal Rules

33,3

31, 6

32,5

No Fraternisation

33,3

26,3

30

Rule Item

97, 5:1<

As Table 5,4 shows, both sub-groups exhibited near unanimous
support for the norm of party loyalty and conformity, although
for veterans the only other significant rule items were those
of "apprenticeship" (42,1%) and the associated value of "learn
formal rules" (31,6%).

As might be expected, after loyalty,

the most prominent norms among freshers were apprenticeship
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(66,6%), application to job (52,4%) and the associated
"expertise

11

values of "no uninformed debate", and "learn formal

rules" - all of which displayed significant levels of support,
"Loyalty" rules of similar standing included "hierarchy" (38,1)
and ''no fraternisation outside the Party

11

(33,3%),

Overall then, our findings show that the behavioural
manifestations of parliamentary discipline and cohesion among
NZ MPs are both reflected in and contributed to by the
institutional expectations of conduct which permeate the
legislature,

Among these, the prescription of party loyalty

and conformity is foremost, while naturally enough, the next
most significant concerns are those of the development of
legislative expertise, particularly amongst legislative
newcomers, for whom the rule of apprenticeship has a particular
salience,

The "no uninformed debate" rule - a near norm - is

also closely associated with that of apprenticeship; Holyoake's
adage of

11

breathe through your nose" being clearly nearer to

the concerns of freshers than to veterans, though its average
1 evel

of acknowledgement (35%) would su•9gest it as a good

general rule for most legislative actors,

Similarly, more

freshers reported the prescription of legislative hierarchy in
their dealings with others than did veterans, again for obvious
reasons, given their unfamiliarity with, and status in the
system,

Al though these associated "rules" do not strictly qualify as
norms, nonetheless they attract a significant degree of
support,

Given both the previously noted vagaries of

open-ended questions as a definitive strategy, and the
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similarity of the rules cited, it is reasonable to postulate
such support as being indicative of actual norms. This is
further supported by the fact that, when aggregated by
functional category, they exhibit a uniformly high degree of
consensus, suggesting at least a high level of awareness of the
functional ends of the nrirms, if not necessarily the means by
which they may be achieved,

Thus, when measured by the percentage of MPs citing rules in
the three functional categories of party loyalty and cohesion,
legislative performance, and interpersonal skills, support
rates were 100%, 92,5% and 47,5¼ respectively,

Again there

were no significant party differences, although a higher
percentage of freshers (57.1%) cited interpersonal rules than

did veterans (36.8%).

When the categories are further expanded to the original
five-fold typology this tendency is again demonstrated, the
most significant difference between MPs on the basis of tenure,
being that rules related to conflict resolution derive
comparatively more support from freshers (33%) than from
veterans (15.8%),

Here, party differences do appear somewhat

more significant, National MPs lending more support to the
categories of legislative business, and personal conduct than
Labour. 6

Labour MPs, however appear more concerned with the rules
regarding conflict-resolution than their National counterparts
(35% vs 15%);

although this difference is probably accounted

for by the relatively higher percentage of freshers in Labour
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ranks,

Given our primary focus, however, differences of

emphasis within the sample assume secondary importance when
compared with the results obtained from other legislative
studies,

Thus, comparison of consensus levels displayed by the

NZ sample over the five functional categories, with the
findings of Kornberg's (1°964) study of legislative norms in the
Canadian House of Commons, reveals striking differences of
emphasis, 7

(See Table 5,5)

TABLE 5,5:

LEGISLATIVE RULES OF THE GAME AMONG CANADIAN & NEW

ZEALAND MPS
Kornberg ( 1964)

Rule Categories

NZ Sample

% Oiff.

MPs

% MPs

O,

Party Loyalty

14,0

100,0

- 86,0

Legislative Expertise

10,4

92,5

- 82, 1

Legislative Business

10,0

37,5

- 27,5

Per·sona 1 Conduct

10,9

35,0

- 24, 1

Conflict Resolution

35,2

25,0

+ 10,2

Source:

/o

Kornberg (1964) pp,362-4,

As Table 5,5 shows, the categories of party loyalty and
legislative expertise dominate the range of legislative rules
cited by NZ MPs,

Conversely, the Canadian sample exhibited

responses far more comparable to those found in studies of US
legislatures where, such concerns seem relatively less salient,
These differences are significant, especially in light of the
similarity of legislative systems between NZ and Canada and the
use of identical methodological instruments in both cases,
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The comparison thus lends further support to our previous
findings, suggesting the degree to which party acts as a
dominant influence in both the perceptions and behaviour of
legislators in the NZ House of Representatives.

In addition,

our findings also suggest the degree to which purposive
legislative goals are puisued within the strongly defined
structure provided by such a competitive, party-focussed
system, as evidenced by the high level of support for the
legislative expertise category,

5.2

Institutional Norms:

Le9isldlve Apprenticeship, Party

Cohesion and Loyalty

s.2.1

Apprenticeship

As our findings demonstrate, the rule category of legislative
learning and expertise is expressed most clearly in the
institutional norms of apprenticeship, and application to job,
which are, not surprisingly, valued mostly by freshmen MPs.
However, the apprenticeship norm encompasses a range of rules
and expectations of behaviour which, though they do not qualify
as "norms" in their own right, nevertheless attract significant
degrees of support, and collectively command the
acknowledgement of 92.5% of the sample.

In the legislature, the major expression of the
"apprenticeship" rule takes the fa-rm of initial circumspection
and discretion in members parliamentary behaviour, while they
inculcate the nuances and desirable modes of legislative
conduct during their first term.

However, although prevalent
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as a piece of advice, and commonsense coping strategy, the
degree of affect members showed towards this prescription particularly freshers -differed significantly from the general
level of awareness of its presence.

Opinion was divided,

Despite its connotations of "juniorship" and "hierarchy",
apprenticeship was charaiterised by fresher MPs not so much as
an external rule imposed on them by more experienced members,
but rather as a necessary and natural adaptive response by the
individual to a largely unfamiliar, high-pressured, and
hierarchically structured environment.

The length of the

learning process was seen as being determined as much by the
particular interests and abilities of the individuals concerned
as by the expectations of others,

This is not to say that there were no such expectations
however;

estimates of the necessary interval before one could

become a "seasoned member" varied from 6 months to 6 years,
though consensus was reached around the figure of 18 months,
The variance of this expectation proved largely a function of
MPs legislative experience - veteran members' most common
estimations ranging from 3 to 6 years - freshers considering a
shorter time period of 18 months to 1 term more apt,

In part,

however, these differences of expectation are also a product of
members' perceptions of the different components contributing
to the overall "apprenticeship" norm,

These include the "type"

of apprenticeship to be served - be it pol icy, "strategy", or
constituency-directed, the impact of individual differences and
various external factors~

the most immediately relevant to the

MPs surveyed the election that had either recently returned~ or
introduced them to office,
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The snap election of July 14th, 1984, resulted in a sizable
freshman contingent (comprising some 26% of the House), an
abrupt beginning to the legislative term, and an accelerated
legislative program instituted by the newly elected Labour
Government - to which a majority of the new members belonged,
Accordingly, the rapid process of induction of the newly
elected MPs was a commonly remarked upon factor in discussions
of "apprenticeship" and its related values,

Both Party whips

had instituted introductory courses of familiarisation for
freshers, which included mock speeches and debates, advice on
procedure, introductions to parliamentary and departmental
staff, as well as advice on many of the informal rules that
s u b s e q u e n t l y f e a t u r e d i n t h e '' n o r ms '' r e 1a t e d b y f r e s h e r s

t.,J

he n

intervie1.Jed,

Although most MPs observed there was probably an ideal period
of time in which members would have fully "learned the r·opes",
the abrupt electoral changeover had, in the words of one
member, "caught us al 1 on the hop", forcing a rapid compression
of the usual learning period for the development of subject
area specialisation and tactical ex~ertise,

This was

especially the case for the somewhat embattled National Party
which, having already lost the previous election by a
considerable margin, was by then.undergoing a period of
uncertainty and loss of confidence, exacerbated by a protracted
leadership struggle extending over the course of the survey.

Similarly, it was necessary for the Labour Government in the
rapid execution of its economic policy, to carry with it a
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large body of first term MPs, several of whom represented
marginal seats, and interests often directly affected by the
nature of the changes almost immediately set in motion,

The

development of the necessary group consensus was largely
achieved, it was noted, by a greater sensitivity to the
interests of backbencheri, securing their rapid involvement in
several policy areas through the work of caucus and select
committees, and maintaining a high degree of personal
consultation between cabinet and caucus.

Given the thrust of

government policy, this did not always translate into positive
influence, although several cases were given by MPs where
backbench pressure had been successful in obtaining concessions
in the effect, if not the direction, of certain policies,

Even so, the reality of most new members' unfamiliarity with
the various aspects of their roles was expressed in the
character of the expectations perceived by them,

The

development of expertise in specific policy areas, the
procedures of the House and Chamber, and various management
strategies for time, paperwork or constituents were all primary
concerns.

As one MP observed, freshers were "on the steep part

of the learning curve in this place",

Hierarchy
A further common observation among freshers was that their
rapid involvement in the techniques and duties of their role
was sometimes matched by the tendency of more experienced
colleagues to view their junior status with a jaundiced eye.
Relationships between cabinet ·and caucus, or senior and junior
members were characterised by one MP as ''the third formers vs
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the prefects",

Tactical matters, such as the makeup and order

of speaking lists were sometimes perceived as assertions of
party hierarchy,

Nevertheless, given their circumstances and setting, the
"natural caution" display·ed by most new members was seen to be
primarily a functional necessity, not an imposed "juniorship"
or assertion of status differences,

Most noted though, that

they had been made aware of their junior status in some way,
despite variations in age or degree of previous experience and
expertise related to the job,

One MP stated that:

"The major

unwritten rule is that those who speak up first and loudest get
it cut off after a while",

Of equal importance, however, is the role of apprenticeship in
integrating both performance related aspects of legislative
conduct, as well as members' perceptions of learning and
maintaining a specific "place" on the Parliamentary team,
thereby exerting influence on collective decisions,

Thus, the

apprenticeship norm, and its associated expertise values may be
seen equally as an important component of the party loyalty and
legislative cohesion norm,

5,2,2

Party Loyalty and Cohesion

The most common individual rule cited by MPs was that of
loyalty and conformity with the group, this being characterised
by many MPs as the
behaviour,

11

given 11 , or sine gua non of legislative

As an individual rule, party loyalty was cited by

97,5¼ of al 1 MPs, while the associated values tapped and
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encompassed by it, collectively achieved unanimous support.
Loyalty was seen to be both intrinsically and instrumentally
rooted in the central purposive values held by MPs, their
individual motivations and goals being realisable only through
collective and uniform action. On the individual level, as one
member observed, ''loyalty' carries a lot of mana in this place'',
and adherence to the team, was often seen in explicitly
contractual terms,

In the words of another MP:

If you accept the sponsorship of your party, and their
mobilisation and help in getting you in the House
[then] you owe them something in return, You should
repay them by your loyalty.
Most MPs acknowledged the conventional wisdom of owing their
election not so much to their personal qualities, as to the
party labels they had assumed as candidates,

As we have seen,

in Western democracies, and certainly in Westminster style
Parliaments such as New Zealand's, the dominance of party is a
well established fact, 95% of all° divisions since 1935 taking
place on strict partisan lines,

On the national level, parties

remain the only bodies capable of formulating broadly
acceptable policies, and fielding candidates in sufficient
number to foster both the expectation and actuality of
electoral success by obtaining regular majorities in general
elections.

For candidates themselves however, loyalty was not solely
instrumentally or contractually premised,

In large part, MPs'

responses stressed their loyalty and cohesiojn as a product of)'
agreement and consensus over the care beliefs, interests, and
objectives constituting the basis for party affiliation and
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partisan differences/conflict,

As one member noted:

After all, the people here have joined parties - and
not necessarily to get into parliament - that they felt
strongly enough about and that represent the sorts of
political issues and philosophies which run deep for
them,
Candidates stand for office for a variety of reasons, though
these may basically be divided into either personal, policy, or
partisan motivations,

In any case, whatever an individual's

political goals - be they individually or collectively focussed
- they may only be effectively realised in office,

Regardless

of candidate motivation then, the question of goal activation
and fulfillment remains inextricably bound up in that of
attaining and holding political power,

Thus, for individual MPs the likelihood of ever influencing
outcomes, becomes largely a function of the loyalty they
display, whether in Opposition or Government,

If loyalty and

cohesion are prerequisites to attaining power, then the same
values are also of paramount importance in influencing the
exercise of that power,

The reality of the situation is aptly

summed up by one member's adage that for most, if not al 1, MPs:
"Loyalty is part of the price of buyin•3 cards at the table
where decisions are made",

The primary area for the expression of party loyalty, and the
interplay of party competition is of course, the legislative
chamber itself,

Here, a highly charged contest takes place,

seeing one party with the power to effect decisions, actively
pursued by another whose sole resources are those of delay and
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publicity toward the exposure of the governing body to open
scrutiny and the challenge of policy alternatives, Given the
obvious disparities in power, this competition is predominantly
expressed in a series of set-piece debates and ritual
divisions, freely acknowledged by MPs to be peripheral to the
"real" concerns of the 1 e·gislature. As one member observed:

There is a lot of hype in the Chamber; it is a
crucible, and an artificial crucible at that - a big
role playing exercise.

Thus, even though the chamber is seen to serve the important
function of the public challenge and defence of government
activities - some members characterising it as an "Upper House"
for the scrutiny and criticism of policies worked out in caucus
or select committees - it is not, in the main, rated highly by
MPs in terms of its effectiveness, or as a source of innate
satisfaction in the fulfillment of legislative and
representative duties.

Of the members surveyed, no veterans,

and only 10% of the freshers, felt they were at their most
effective in the chamber, while none rated it as a primary
source of personal satisfaction,

Nevertheless, given the constant tactical battles between
Government and Opposition, the contest of wills in the chamber
takes on a particular saliency to its participants, despite the
largely pre-ordained outcomes.

The chamber is, as one member

noted,
the "rub" of politics; the one place where politicians
are eyeball
to eyebal 1 with one another to argue
and discuss the interface of their two opposing
philosophies.
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As such, it assumes a highly symbolic import for its members,
if not always, for the general public.

This is seen largely in

terms of the positive projection of the values held by either
side,

Although public exposure of the opposing factions in

debate is considered imp~rtant, this is often secondary to the
effects on party morale, and inter- and intragroup perceptions
of "success", in the effective fulfillment of tactical
objectives, and affirmation of partisan identity and
solidarity,

In this environment, the norm of loyalty and cohesion is
intense, the product of constant face to face contact and
conflict between members;

the small size and public n.3ture of

the chamber providing instant reaction and a constant interplay
of defence and attack.

Partisan values become uppermost

because they are at once immediately confronted, and constantly
replenished,

The chamber itself virtually demands such

behaviour - indeed, it is physically structured to facilitate
it, and in such an environment such values become entrenched as
the natural way to respond,

As one member observed:

My perception of it has changed - the environment
itself determines your reactions; you react naturally
in the context of your surroundings.

Similarly, many MPs noted that for all the initial disparagers
of legislative behaviour among them, it was precisely those
kinds of behaviour that were both immediately and almost
unconsciously activated by the general atmosphere of
proceedings.

In this context therefore, party loyalty becomes
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an extremely personalised group value, a self perpetuating
"loyalty of spirit", one member characterising it as the
predominance of the "rugger mentality ••• the pressure to "scrum
d_own" and subjugate your own interests to those of the team",
The adversarial context was reflected in the character of most
analogies given by respa~dents, which focussed on sporting and
gladiational images of cnllective unity, the following being a
representative example:

The only rule is to be a good team member - the scrum
is seen as best when it is tight and unified, You must
rely on your mates utterly and they must know they can
rely on you in turn,
The focus of party loyalty differs somewhat from the
perspectives of Government or Opposition, being primarily a
manifestation of the defensive or offensive roles demanded by
their places in the system,

A higher premium is placed on

loyalty by the governing party, if only because being in power
it has more at stake,

At the same time however, such cohesion

is difficult ta achieve, given the pressures of performance,
the consequent responsibility for policy outputs, and the pace
of work itself. In addition there are the inner tensions of
access, information, and influence often existing between
caucus and cabinet.

Cohesion in government is thus largely

inner-directed ta the end of maintaining the advantages of
position, and denying access to competitors,

Conversely, other

things being equal, the oppositional role is easier to assume
and maintain, as is because the focus of interest is externally
directed.

Thus, as one National MP noted:
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It is easier to come together to attack than it is to
defend ••• [Opposition has] the beauty of simplicity, ..
freedom without accountability for the consequences of
one's actions.
However, the caveat of public credibility still applies;

the

opposition must not only demonstrate its unity of purpose, but
also the strength of the ·alternatives it presents,

In either

case, the major observable effect of such activities is the
perpetuation of the loyalty norm and its associated values
amongst MPs,

Whilst members motivations for cohesion may

differ slightly, the interests of either side in maintaining a
united front to the public and to each other, remain identical,
The cohesion of one side contributes to the other in that
neither dare relax its guard lest their opponents gain some
inestimable "edge' 1 of pub1 ic confidence or tactical advantage.
"Breaking the 1 ine" is seen to have dire consequences 1,.;hether
or not they are actually realised;

one member noting that in

the majority of such cases "fear locks you into the scheme of
things".

Outside the chamber, it is the policy process that engages both
the ambitions and enthusiasm of members,

Here the primary

arenas are caucus and select committees.

However while many

select committees operate in a relatively non-partisan way,
loyalty and cohesion continue to remain major considerations,
especially in the determination of a caucus "line" on any
particular issue, and certainly once that issue is reported
back ta the House, Caucus discipline, is both a means of unity
and a shield for individual MPs from adverse public reactions
to the decisions of the collectivity,

Within caucus the policy

process is characterised by discussion in the specialised
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subject-area committees, internal lobbying between various
interest groups, and the mediation of competing substantive,
tactical and ideological positions,

In terms of loyalty

however, the most important function of the caucus is its
status as the parliamentary party's final

instrument of

interest aggregation and ·conflict resolution,
i--· ,,.,

!·\

0

In this sense

'

then, the sine ga non isiinternal democracy but external
solidarity.

The structural imperative of a two-party system

and the expectations and motivations, engendered among its
participants means that for MPs:

Loyalty., ,[lies] not so much in the sense of the
subjugation of one's own point of view so much as [the
choice of] an appropriate forum for its expression,
That is, you get the chance to express yourself, but
you must respect the fact that the team must succeed to
government. ·That's the aim, and you cannot [and] must
not usurp that purpose,,
5,3

Party Loyalty and Cohesion:

Associated Values

As suggested by the character of members' responses, the rule
category of party loyalty and cohesion contains several items
that both contribute to, and are encompassed by, the singular
norm,

While these associated values do not of themselves

qualify as norms, most of them do exhibit significant degrees
of support as "rules of the game"; more so if similar items are
collapsed into subcategories,

Once this is accomplished, two

reasonably distinct, if interrelated sub-norms may be
identified by the contributions they make to legislative
cohesion and the promotion of group identity -those of party
discipline and partisanship,
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5,3,1

Party Discipline

Whilst the support accorded the prescription of party
discipline by MPs is significant at 30%, it fails to reach the
required benchmark of citation (50%+) that might qualify it as
a group norm,

As previo~sly observed, this is in part a

consequence of the methodology employed,

In addition, the

values tapped by party loyalty and discipline overlap in the
contribution each makes to the other,

For example,

disciplinary rules may contribute to the maintenance of
partisan roles, while the observance of those roles will tend
to strengthen party discipline,

A third reason relates to both

the need for, and awareness of disciplinary sanctions, in
situations where the attitudinal and behavioural manifestations
of party loyalty and conformity are so prevalent among members,
Thus, given the near unanimous citation and support expressed
for this norm, there is a strong suggestion that the bases of
such support, whether they be intrinsically or instrumentally
premised, will make it effectively self-policing,

This is not to deny the existence of formal mechanisms of
discipline for ensuring overt party loyalty and cohesion among
members of the House,

Indeed, as we have seen, New Zealand

political parties remain some of the most

tightly whipped in

legislatures outside those of one party states,

Yet whil.e such

formal mechanisms remain in force, circumscribing member's
freedom of speech and movement within the House, the prevailing
attitudes of the members themselves largely obviate the role of
disciplinary codes and sanctions as the primary regulators of
MPs behaviour.

As noted earlier, this may be traced to several
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factors, including the size of the parliamentary parties,
electoral volatility and not the least, the contribution made
by party cohesion in winning office and wielding power. Of such
institutional factors size is perhaps the most important in
maintaining discipline without constant recourse to formal
sanctions.

In New Zealand, with a House size of 95 (1985), and parties
averaging 45 members it is difficult for dissenting members to
find refuge in numbers.

As Jackson (1987) notes, New Zealand

parties are far more comparable in size with the Parliamentary
Committees of the British Parliament, than with their actual
counterparts in that institution, 8

The result is, as one

member observed that:
The discipline we exert is an outgrowth of the New
Zealand Parliamentary and Party systems, and in party
because of that, we don't have need of formal
discipline, If members throw down the traces, there is
immediate feedback to the ·whips and other members, and
they get "donged" in caucus.
Thus, although structural factors may predispose party cohesion
as a functional response to the legislative environment
equally, it is primarily the attitudes and expectations of the
members participating in the institution which serve to
maintain it at the levels which characterise NZ Political
Parties.

Consequently, it is perhaps not surprising that the overt
acknowledgement of party discipline was not a prominent feature
of the MPs surveyed for the present study, although nearly a
third gave answers in these terms,

Most of these identified

the direct constraints of the whip on the actions of members,
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particularly on their freedom of expression,

For freshers,

such considerations were often as closely tied to their
perceptions of legislative hierarchy and experience, as they
were to basic considerations of loyalty,

For most MPs however,

including those directly citing its effects, party discipline
and cohesion were seen as essentially coterminous, and were
perceived more as internally motivated and observed codes of
behaviour as proscriptions imposed from above,

Discipline and loyalty were observed to be largely a function
of the underlying philosophical and instrumental premises
binding MPs together in their respective party groups,

The low

citation rates of discipline thus lend support to what Jackson
(1987) and oth8r writers suggest;

that once MPs accept the

framework within which they operate, party cohesion becomes
mainly a matter of self discipline.'

The constraints on

behaviour imposed by the tactical requirements of partisan
conflict are seen as a necessary fact of life, albeit one which
may often inconvenience the individual,

The role of self discipline is further supported by the low
incidence of members citing the use of sanctions,

Although

forma1 provisions exist, it is social pressure, intensified by
the small size of party and caucuses, that was seen as the
greatest sanction on erring members,

Getting

11

heavy treatment

from my c.,. leagues 11 , and various forms of social ostracism were
the most comm:!' ,y cited sanctions, cfosely followed by the
p r o s p e c t o f p u b l i c c e n s u r e i n ca v. u s , o r
the whole crew".
member:

II

g et

t i n g car p e t e d b y

Another MP observed that, for the .1ssenting
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There are pressures ••. from the point of view of
rewards and punishments, both by the House itself and
those within it - patronage, or the dispensation of
favours - to get onto the Select Committees you are
interested in, to get speaking time, etc,
Thus, because 1oyalty to _party decisions is the norm, the very
regularity of behaviour exhibited by most members reduces
acknowledgement of forma1 means of discipline in maintaining
the status quo,

S.3,2

Partisanship

While informal rules encouraging the maintenance of partisan
roles by MPs are, in many cases, the instrumental focus of
prescriptions of party discipline, such rules also serve the
specific function of fostering a sense of group identity among
members, and encouraging solidarity in the face of outside
attacks and undermining influences, Aspects of this theme found
their expression in three major and one minor rule, these being
of "loyalty to colleagues", "no fraternisation outside the
party", "don't divulge a confidence", and "be actively
partisan",

The first of these, the rule of "loyalty to colleagues" was
construed by MPs as avoiding dilatory words or deeds that would
tend to jeopardise the interests of colleagues or the party as
a whole,

These might range from trivial, if embarrassing acts

such as calling a quorum of the House, to those of greater
seriousness, such as making injudicious comments about party
members, policies, or leaking caucus decisions,

Obviously,
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such acts have important repercussions for the interests of
both the group and the individual.

The corollary, and closely

associated rule, was that of "never divulge a confidence",
though this related less to party, and more to personal
interests and relationships,

Even so, the two rules covered

basically similar proscrfptions, and when collapsed,
collectively commanded a 35% acknowledgement rate,

Differences

between intake years were not significant, although more
National MPs cited the rule,

Given the legislative environment, there are obviously sound
tactical reasons for such proscriptions, and once more it is
largely self interest and self discipline that motivates
compliance,

Despite many members' assertions of being able to

"turn off" the adversarial roles demanded of them by the House
once outside the chamber, the personal and professional
difficulties of relating to one's formal adversaries came
through clearly in responses, several concrete examples being
given of the dangers of assuming that "small talk" could be
made in confidence with any certainty,

Despite cases of

"like-minded" individuals on either side of the House, and the
camaraderie created by occupational backgrounds (lawyers being
the most obvious case) or leisure interests, the dangers of
assuming that social contacts could circumvent the necessities
of partisan roles were often stressed -particularly by newer
members:
No matter how hard you try to be non-partisan, to
cooperate etc,, you can't get a1.Jay with it - things
will always be used against you; you must be careful
and circumspect all the time,
,,,expect that things you say in the House or outside
it will be used against you,
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Such concerns are the natural cautions of the legislative
environment;

indeed, it might be considered almost unnatural

to expect confidences to be kept in such a small, cohesive, and
partisan environment.

Equally however, such attitudes serve to

reinforce such environmental effects,

The behavioural core of the two rules, and the concerns raised
by them, was the issue of fraternisation,

Somewhat

surprisingly, "no fraternisation outside the party" was cited
by only 30% of MPs as an individual rule, -a significant
amount, but less than expected,

Again however,

this was

traced to the methodology employed, and the normative dimension
tapped by each of the "partisan" rules.

The partisan structure

of the legislature is so dominant and well defined that, as is
the case of party discipline, such rules tend to be taken for
granted,

Congenial and non-partisan associations between MPs from either
side of the House do occur, either personal, "moral

11

,

or

occupational ties providing some motivation, while service on
select committees, participation in overseas trips, or domestic
travel to and from electorates may serve similar functions,
However, as a general feature of the House, most MPs stated
that such a "golden age", if it ever existed, was now long
since past.

The House was perceived to be more partisan, while

both the pace and range of parliamentary work was seen as an
important factor in reducing the opportunities for cross-party
socialising, even if the motivation was initially present,
further fact.or was the prevailing expectation of loyalty and

A
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fidelity to one's own legislative group, and the pressures
exerted by colleagues to this end, members observing that:.
People here tend to hunt in two big packs, so you
become naturally more circumspect in whom you are seen
to associate with anyway •••
The constraints are in the inevitability of the role;
friendships tend to be invariably compromised.

Personal, as well as role concerns, also featured in responses
comprising the

11

no fraternisation" proscription,

Thus party

was seen by same as such a complete agent of interest
aggregation that there was no need ta seek out others, a number
of members rejecting association with those who did not share
their own basic philosophical beliefs and values, Such views
were especially noticeable among the 1984 intake,

Despite this

however, the final subcategory value of "be actively partisan"
was acknowledged by only five MPs, and supported by only one.
Regardless of tactical imperatives and personal values, most
MPs rejected the option of playing personality politics
although lapses were. acknowledged.

Role factors, and the

constraints of the party game were stated to be the main
determinants of partisan behaviour toward other legislative
actors,

These then were the attitudes and expectations comprising the
11

Partisanship

11

subcategory.

The five rules comprising the

subcategory essentially fulfilled two functions;

those of

maintaining a sense of group identity, and protecting the group
from outside influence or attack.

"Partisanship" commanded

the acknowledgement of 50% of all MPs surveyed, thus barely
qualifying it as a group

11

narm".

Thus, it may be said to

reflect a dominant structural principle of the legislative
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environment, although when broken down by divisions of party
and tenure, "partisanship" retained "normative" levels of
citation only among freshers (57.1%) and National MPs (55%),
Significant degrees of support were nonetheless displayed by
veterans (42,1¼) and Labour members (45%),

As previously

suggested this may be a function of the general prevalence of
the prescription as both a personal and organisational
principle which, as the effective status quo, does not rate
special mention by MPs,

Support for this proposition is provided by members' responses
to a fixed format question directly addressing a key component
of the partisanship norm - "no fraternisation".

When asked

"Wou1 d you say that you socialise or fraternise to any
significant degree with members from across the floor?" 75,6%
of respondents stated "No", while only 17,P~ gave an
affirmative answer, thus demonstrating both the high degree of
consensus over this key value as i..iel l as the problems inherent
in an open-ended survey instrument,

No significant party differences in responses were ascertained,
although when divided by tenure, the rule was seen to be more
strongly held by freshmen MPs, 90,9% of whom comprised the ''no
fraternisation" category as opposed to 68,8% of veteran MPs,
The reasons for such differences may lie in relatively greater
feelings of uncertainty and vulnerability of freshers,

It

might be expected that newer members would be both more
sensitive to association with others, and busier, given the
imperatives of corning to terms with the amount and variety of
the workload expected of them,
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Investigation of the motivations for non-fraternisation among
members lends some support to this proposition,

A further

fixed format question asked of those MPs replying negatively to
the first, revealed institutional roles and the pressures of
time/workload as the most commonly cited reasons (46,9%, 31,3%)
followed by those emphasi.sing more partisan motivations
(21,8%).

Again, there were no significant party differences,

but when broken down by tenure, freshers cited institutional
roles (40.9%) and workload (36.4%) as the most salient
motivations for non-association, 80% of those citing workload
and 60% of those citing roles being new members,

By

comparison, the major constraints on fraternisation
acknowledged by veteran members were role requirements (54,5%)
and partisan perceptions (27.3%), time and workload commanding
only 18,2% support,

In conclusion, use of the in-depth interview and open-ended
question format revealed two individual and two categorical
"norms" among the MPs surveyed,

The norms of party loyalty,

and apprenticeship, were held to reflect the two major
functional concerns of legislative norms noted in previous
studies, these being the promotion of group cohesion and
legislative learning and expertise.

The saliency of these

concerns was demonstrated by the near unanimous acknowledgement
given the categories of which they formed part, even more so
when responses were analysed by the legislative tenure of
respondents.

Not surprisingly, rules concerning legislative

expertise which did not qualify as general norms, achieved the
status of sub group norms for those to whom they were most
relevant -the

11

fresher

11

MPs of the 1984 intake,
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Subcategorisation of like items in the dominant normative
category of party loyalty and cohesion revealed three basic
dimension to this prescription, - loyalty and conformity to the
group, party discipline, and partisanship, Of these, both
loyalty/conformity and pirtisanship achieved sufficient degrees
of acknowledgement to be treated as norms among the population
of MPs surveyed, reflecting both the dominant structures of the
legislative environment, and embodying the motivations of the
majority of members citing them,

Given this, the final stage

of our investigation now moves to uncover the structure of the
loyalty norm as it relates to its most salient setting and
behavioural manifestation - that of the chamber, and the
disciplined voting displayed therein,

5,4

Partv Lovaltv and Cohesion:

Norm Consensus and Structure

The final step towards the identification of legislative norms
in Parliament focussed on those rules hypothesised to be the
most salient to legislators, and most reflective of the
dominant structures of the legislature, namely those concerning
party loyalty and cohesion,

However as evidenced by the

"normative" components of this category's associated values,
"loyalty" was both conceived of, and behaviourally
operationalised, in several distinct, though interrelated ways,
Of these, the major focus, and most salient expression of the
norm was group loyalty and conformity - cited with
near-unanimity by respondents,
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The loyalty-conformity norm comprises the most regular and
visible expression of loyalty displayed by MPs in the course of
their activities;

namely, voting in divisions to support the

initiatives of their party and oppose those of the other, Such
behaviour also captures the intrinsic and instrumental roots of
the concept,

That is, mimbers vote in support of the parties

to which they belong, both because it is an expression of the
loyalty they feel towards their party and the values it
embodies, and because by doing so, they contribute to the
eventual fulfillment of its concrete policy goals, as well as
their own political ambitions,

Thus, the final approach taken focussed on party loyalty from
the perspective of identifying attitudes towards behaviour
regarded as either tests of loyalty, or expressions of dissent
and disloyalty, Although acknowledgement rates had previously
been used to identify norms in cohort-groups, or across the
whole survey population in general, the degree of saliency
accorded each norm had not been determined, Accordingly, an
attempt was made to discern both the saliency and normative
structure displayed in responses by members to items identified
as proscriptive loyalty norms,

To this end, a fixed format

item ranking scale, derived from Crowe's (1983) (1986) surveys
of legislative norms in the UK House of Commons, was
employed, 10

To establish the identity, saliency, and structure of the norms
governing the expression of party cohesion, members were asked
to rank order a list of eight items of behaviour dissenting
members might engage in, in terms of their seriousness as
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breaches of party discipline and loyalty,

The behaviours

listed included both public and private strategies of avoidance
and confrontation which had previously been utilised by members
in cases where dissenting votes had taken place,

The items in the order li'sted were:
expressing dissent to party whips
crossvoting against one's party
threatening caucus
abstaining in a division
expressing dissent in caucus
making a critical speech in the House
seeking a pair or leave of absence, and
ff1aking critical

comrnents to the rr1edia about

one's par·ty or

party policy,

Their saliency as breaches of discipline were measured by the
mean, median and modal rankings given by the respondents as a
whole, and in cohort-groups according to party affiliation and
legislative tenure,

Percentile rankings of behaviours seen as

most or least serious (1,2,3 or 6,7,8 on the 8 point scale)
were used to determine consensus levels in defining the items
as either prescriptive or proscriptive norms:
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TABLE 5,6:

NZ MPS RANKINGS OF BREACHES OF PARTY DISCIPLINE

Item

Mean

Median

Mode

%

v.

Ranking
serious

Crossvoting

1, 70
(1.42)*

1. 21

1

87,5

Going to the Media

2,65
(1,31)

2,58

3

80,0

Speech in the House

3. 15
(1,18)

2.96

2

66,7

Threatening Caucus

3,97
<1, 85)

3,90

6

44,7

4,54
. 48)

4,62

5

20,5

Seeking leave or pair

5,61
(0,92)

5,50

5

0,0

Dissenting to whips

6,95
(1,16)

7, 12

7

2,6

7, 15
( 1 , 44)

7,57

8

5. 1

Abstaining

C1

Dissent in•3

*

,

~

.I. 11

Caucus

Standard deviation

As shown in Table 5,6, the mean, median and modal scores of the
items demonstrate a strong degree of attitudinal consensus and
structure as to the particular saliency of the 8 behaviours
described,

Taken in conjunction with percentile scores of

behaviour denoted as "very serious", the findings establish
three items as strong proscriptive

loyalty norms:

crossvoting, going to the media, and making a critical speech
in the House, A fourth item, threatening caucus, may be seen as
a "near norm" in terms of its ranking by 44,7% as a very
serious act, though its mean and median values place it at the
midpoint of the scale, indicating some ambiguity as to its
status among MPs, Not surprisingly, the most serious item of
disloyal behaviour is, as suggested by preceding responses to
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the open-ended questions, that of crossvoting, closely followed
by that of "going to the media" - this item also featuring
prominently in earlier responses stressing breaches of
confidence and partisan loyalty,

The predominance of thes~ two norms establishes a broad
functional dichotomy which defines the remaining items on two
axes;

first, according to the degree of publicity attached to

them, and second, their saliency as potential or actual
underminings of the party's voting strength,

Crossvoting is

obviously both the most concrete and public threat to a party's
cohesion that can be made by an MP, short of resignation and a
permanent change of allegiance,

Given the direct challenge

posed by crossvoters to their party, and the publicity
attracted by such behaviour, the act is perceived as doubly
heinous in its suggestion, that a party cannot maintain unity
among its own forces in a direct confrontation with those of
its opposition,

This is confirmed by the items mean ranking

(1,7), modal score (1), and the percentage of MPs ranking it
"very serious" (87.5%).

Similarly breaking party ranks by going to the media is
perceived by 80% of MPs as a very serious action, and ranks
second among the breaches of discipline confirmed by them,
although some ranked it even above crossvoting.

Going to the

media is also closely associated with the act of making a
critical speech in the House in that both almost invariably
draw a similar degree of publicity and while they pose no
direct threat, both indicate either the presence, of intraparty
conflicts, i.Jhich by tradition, consensus, and formal decree are
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usually settled behind the doors of the caucus,

Again, the

prospect of disunity gives the opposition a significant
advantage in the House, and thus may raise doubts in the public
eye as to the Party's effectiveness and ability to field a
competent team, and/or potential alternative to the governing
bl

O C,

Breaching the confidence of caucus is seen as a particularly
serious act because of the appearance of disunity presen (ted to
the public, but also because the actual basis, and extent of
that disunity may not in fact be very great,

Many MPs see

individual dissent - in the sense of concrete dissatisfaction
with policy decisions already taken - as an expression of
failure by the member concerned to mobilise sufficient caucus
support for his or her policy preference,

Should this then be

taken into the public arena, and should the MPs, seek to apply
leverage on the parliamentary party from outside the caucus,
perceptions of disloyalty from within are liable to rank
highly,

Of course, while such actions may constitute breaches

of party discipline, the question of loyalty may be rather more
complex,

Loyalty to the party as a whole may in some cases

transcend loyalty to the party caucus,

However, in the main,

such concerns tend to be more immediately focussed on the
parliamentary team and its workings.

The act of threatening caucus may be seen as a borderline norm
by virtue of the percentage of MPs rating it as a very serious
breach of discipline,

As a potential threat to party cohesion

whether in the form of publicity, or voting behaviour, it tends
to be regarded in the same manner as leaks to the press -as a
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challenge to caucus procedures, and an expression of "failed
dissent".

This is exacerbated if the threats are not carried

out, when such actions are regarded as dissent without the
backing of either policy alternatives or substantive action,
As a strategy it thus tends to be both highly charged, and
personally risky, destroiing its effectiveness if used too
often, and exposing the member to substantial pressures in the
process.

In special circumstances however, such as that

provided by the 1981-4 Muldoon Government's majority, the
option can be (and was) mobilised by dissenting members to good
effect. 12

As a breach of discipline, abstaining might be expected to rank
somewhat higher than fifth place if only because of its direct
impact on voting strength,

However, two factors assure this

relatively low ranking by MPs;

its relative rarity, and

secretive nature, In cases where deliberate abstentions have
occurred they have usually been employed as face-saving
gestures by the party, or as acts of conscience by the MPs
concerned. Dissent has been sufficient to register a protest,
but insufficient to be mobilised as direct opposition.

Although abstaining has the advantage of not requiring a vote
against one's own party, it does, as was commonly noted,
necessitate a "lost vote" in divisions,

The "middle of the

road" nature of the strategy was looked on with some disfavour
by MPs;

abstainers being characterised as "fence sitters" who,

not having the courage of their convictions, sought to "have a
bob both ways", It 1.Jas felt that should dissent be carried ta
such extremes, it was reasonable to demand of a member that he
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or she either actively dissented or actively conformed;

the

most common response being that "You are not. elected here to
sit on the fence, but to make a decision one way or the other".

Indeed, these attitudes are reflected both in division lists
and the effective constriints of party discipline in the House.
In voting, only Ayes, Nays, and Pairs for and against, are
recorded, and no provision is made for absentee members, by the
whips.

Unlike the United Kingdom, members of the New Zealand

Parliament are required to be present in the House at all times
when it is in session, unless leave has been granted,

Thus,

absences from divisions are readily noted, and speedily
investigated.

In the British House of Commons however, the

incidence of parliamentary dissent has risen in recent years,
as has the option of abstaining and the import accorded it as
an item of discipline•

Thus, MPs surveyed in Crowe's (1983)

study of disciplinary norms in the Commons, ranked abstaining
second in priority as a breach of discipline, its saliency only
being exceeded for them by the act of casting a cross-vote, 64%
of members rating it a very serious behaviour, in comparison to
only 20.5% of the New Zealand sample. 13

In terms of its seriousness as a breach of discipline, the
option of seeking leave or a pair ranks immediately below that
of deliberately abstaining from a vote.

Again, the reasons for

this lie both in the nature of the act and its consequences.
First, no vote is "lost'' by a dissenting member who is paired,
the absentee vote being negated by one from the opposing side.
Thus, obtaining a pair does not affect the question of loyalty
in that the member publicly adheres to the party line,

The use
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of pairs to cover expressions of dissent, is however extremely
rare, and when it occurs is almost inevitably the product of
collusion between party whips, leaders, and the member
concerned.

Given the ostensible reaions for the pairing system, such
connivance must be kept from the whips of the opposing party
lest their permission be withheld.

Indeed, in one of the few

cases of such an act being made public, (Marilyn Waring's
planned defection on the Industrial Law Reform Bill (1983), the
MP was forced to vote

after pairs were withdrawn. 14 The reason

that such moves were countenanced by National's leadership at
that time was the party's knife-edge majority of only one
member, In any other circumstances a dissenting member would
neither ask, nor be given, such an option, but would instead
proceed to vote either for or against his or her party on the
issue of concern,

Members may obtain leave or pairs giving

other reasons, but given the size of the House and
effectiveness of the whips' information networks, such cases
are rare, and the payoffs invariably negative for the MP
concerned. Of course, if the issue is of sufficient importance,
leave may be cancelled in any case.

Finally, expressing dissent to whips and to the caucus are seen
not so much as breaches of discipline, but rather as the
natural perogative of all members, being ranked as
"unimportant" by 89,5% and 92.3}; respectively,H

Thus, if

anything, their mean scores and percentile rankings establish
them as prescriptive norms.

Neither actions pose a threat to

cohesion, although both may, in some cases, be preliminary
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steps along the way,

Indeed both behaviours may be better seen

as facilitating increased cohesion by bringing issues to the
attention of the leadership or collectivity, circumventing the
need for more active forms of dissent,

Such moves are however,

of less salience in the New Zealand context of relatively
small, one-room party ca~cuses containing both front and back
benches, than in the parties of the United Kingdom, where
several separate caucuses occur and whips play a far more
active role as mediators, and liaison agents between the
resulting intra-party groups, 16

In both cases however, as

breaches of discipline or loyalty, Crowe's (1983) United
Kingdom sample gives the acts almost identical ratings to those
of New Zealand MPs, 17

The item rankings and scores given by members thus provide a
general overview of the saliency and normative status of the
various "disloyal" behaviours cited.

To gauge the degr·ee of

consensus across the major subgroups of tenure and party
however, direct comparisons of rankings and scores were made
and statistical tests of ranking differences employed,

Direct comparison between Labour-National/Government-Opposition
attitudes towards the items revealed interesting differences of
emphasis,

In general, higher mean scores were assigned by

Government MPs to the more serious breaches of discipline than
were given the same items by the Opposition National members.
This suggests that while such acts are of common concern to
either party (the relative ordering being nearly identical) the
salience of the top three items <crossvoting, going to the
media, speech in the House) is increased for the party having
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the greater degree of power and responsibility.

This is seen

especially in the mean values assigned to crossvoting (1,3 vs
2,1), although in general, differences of means and scores are
not great,

Equally however, these findings may display the

generally higher premium placed on party discipline by the
Labour Party as exemplif{ed by the nomination pledge,

There are two significant party differences in the ranking
scores assigned to the acts of abstaining and making threats to
caucus,

National MPs rank abstaining fifth as a breach of

discipline (mean= 5,1), and only 5% rate it as a very serious
action to take,

From the Labour perspective however,

abstaining is ranked fourth (a mean value of 3,9), with a
significantly higher percentage of MPs considering it a serious
act (36,8%),

Again this difference is attributable both to

Labour's status as Government; (abstaining being a concrete if infrequent - expression of a threat to voting strength), and
history as a party valuing solidarity as a key principle in
party affairs, as evidenced by the pledge,

For National MPs however, an even more striking difference in
rankings and the scores is evident in the place given "making
threats to caucus 11

,

While labour MPs rank this item fifth

overall, with a mean of 4,68 and 21% rating it very serious,
National members rank it fourth, with a significantly higher
mean (3,26) and far higher seriousness rating (68,4%),

This is

especially surpri?ing, given that we might have expected the
saliency of this item to be higher for Government than
Opposition, more so given the rapid pace of Labour's economic
policies, and the large "fresher" component in the Labour
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caucus,

The item clearly has a particular saliency for

National

that it lacks for Labour,

In addition, higher means

are given by National MPs to the associated behaviours of
dissenting to whips and in caucus,

The most probable explanition for this disparity would seem to
lie in the extended post-election leadership crisis suffered by
National over 1985, and especially around the time of the
survey (July-August), when caucus divisions between Muldoon and
Mclay supporters gained a high degree of publicity which, in
conjunction with consistently low opinion-poll ratings,
contributed to Mr, Mclay's eventual, if much delayed, ouster as
party leader,

In this climate it is perhaps not surprising

that members might be so acutely sensitive to the prospects of
further division breaking out, and would thus rate the most
likely arena for its initial expression so highly,

Some differences are apparent between subgroups based on
tenure, "freshers" placing a some1,.1hat higher premium on
crossvoting as an e:<pression of disloyalty than "veterans";
the respective mean values and percentages being 1,47 vs 1,95,
and 95,2% vs 78,9%,

Similarly, veterans rank making a critical

speech in the House higher than freshers (mean scores 2,89 vs
2,43, percentage ratings 77,8% vs 57,1%), In general however,
the differences are minor, and overall rankings are basically
identical,

While those given for making a critical speech in

the House and going to the media are transposed by either
subgroup, both are essentially identical activities in terms of
effect,

The differences between the two are thus largely a

function of how going to the media is carried out by the MP
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concerned;

that is, whether in person, or by means of an

anonymous "leak".

S.4,1

Legislative Consensus and Party Discipline

As we have seen, a good degree of consensus over the relative
saliency of the breaches of discipline is shown by MPs scores
and rankings both between and within the two subgroups.

Items

attracting the highest degree of consensus are, not
surprisingly, those perceived as the most serious acts of
disloyalty:

crossvoting, going to the media, and making a

critical speech in the House,

These items also form two lines

of cleavage along which acts of dissent may be divided,
according to their saliency as threats to the parties public
image of cohesion, or their actual hold on power,

To better test the degree of inter- and intragroup consensus
over the items listed as breaches of discipline, the ranking
differences of the subgroups were analysed via an analysis of
variance. Here, the dependent variables specified were the
eight behavioural items the independent variables being the
party and tenure subgroups. For each of the items, the SPSS
ANOVA program computed a significance test for the ranking
differences displayed by subgroups;
consensus being measured by the

11

inter- and intragroup

F" statistic which, simply

put, denotes the squared sum of the differences between groups,
over that of the differences within groups,

Thus, the greater

the ranking differences between subgroups, the larger, and more
significant F will be, Conversely, if there is a significant
degree of consensus among MPs over the items' saliency across
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the divisions of party affiliation and legislative tenure, no
significant ranking differences should result, yielding a lower
' 1

F

11

score • 1 a•

As previously observed, the importance of such a consensus of
norms of legislative behiviour lies in their promotion of a
stable structure of expectations as guides to members' conduct.
More specifically, legislative norms in the New Zealand context
(as illustrated by the responses to the open ended
questionnaire) are seen to fulfil two major functions:

the

promotion and maintenance of intraparty cohesion and loyalty,
and the encouragement of legislative expertise among members,
especially newcomers.

Support levels for rules related to

cohesion provided by earlier stages of the survey also tend to
suggest the importance and effectiveness of the socialisation
of new entrants into these dominant institutional norms.

Such

findings are largely supported by the resulting significance
tests of both party and iDtake-year groups' rankings of the
"disloyalty'• items:
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TABLE 5,7:

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF MPS RANKINGS OF

BREACHES OF PARTY DISCIPLINE BY COHORT GROUPS
Item

Tenure

Party

Crossvoting

3.378
(0.074)

1

1 , 105
(0,299)

Going to the Media

0,000
(1,000)

1. 269
(0,267)

Speech in the House

0,266
(0,609)

1,712
( 0, 1 99)

Threatening Caucus

6,407*
(0,016)

0,385
(0,539)

Abstaining

6,770*
(0,013)

0,506
(0,481)

Seeking Leave or Pair

0,779
(0.383)

1,782
( 0, 1 90)

Dissenting to !;.!hips

2,959
(0.094)

3,110
(0,086)

Dissenting in Caucus

0,754
(0,391)

3,163
(0,084)

1,

*

Significance of F
Significance at o.os level.

As Table 5,7 shows, consensus over the relative importance of
the items largely transcends differences of party affiliation,
and totally overshadows those of legislative tenure,

The only

significant ranking differences revealed are those of party,
over the items of making threats in caucus and abstaining,

As

previously observed, these differences may be respectively
traced to the uncertainty and conflict engendered by National's
electoral defeat and protracted leadership succession struggle,
and Labour's own emphasis on party solidarity as well as its
accession to Government after some nine years in Opposition,
After this period out of office, it is perhaps natural that the
new Government would give a higher saliency rating to any
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actions which might threaten its ability to hold and wield
power in the chamber.

The findings thus confirm the

conventional wisdom that the loss, or threatened loss of a
vote, is of far more importance to the party with the means of
achieving its policies than to the party whose power lies only
in opposing such policy, while bearing no responsibility or
accountability for it.

Despite these two exceptions however, our findings demonstrate
a high degree of consensus over the relative importance
assigned the behaviours constituting the party loyalty norm.
Taken in conjunction with the mean, median and percentile
ratings accorded each item, the significance tests firmly
est.abl ish three "rules" as strong proscriptive norms among MPs,
and in doing so suggest two general structural principles that
comprise the attitudes underlying the norm of legislative party
cohesion - those of power and publicity.

The ranking structure

of the items listed by MPs, and their status as proscribed or
prescribed actions also indicates the contribution each makes
to the maintenance of party solidarity on either side,
suggesting both the saliency of each l~vel of dissent, and the
means of resolution agreed upon.

The findings are also of special significance in confirming the
effectiveness of the socialisation of legislative newcomers
into the Party loyalty and cohesion norm, as suggested by
earlier comparisons of freshers and veterans responses to the
open ended and fixed format questions previously employed,
Given the apparent centrality of partisanship and cohesion to
the fulfillment of the parties legislatives roles, any evidence
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of differential integration between freshers and veterans has
important consequences for the stability of such norms and
their effectiveness as means of attaining the various ends
which initially encourage candidacy for political office, 19

Such evidence is not forfhcoming,

That there are no

significant differences between freshers and veterans on the
loyalty items demonstrates both the breadth and depth of party
cohesion and loyalty as an institutional norm,

The dominant

expectations which underlie such legislative behaviour are
clearly visible to legislative newcomers as modes of desirable
conduct, although given the timing of the survey, it is
difficult to say whether the sources of such socialisation lie
more in legislative or pre-legislative party experience,
Several studies cited in the literature suggest the value of
the latter o,/er the former in "setting the stage" for effective
norm inculcation, although they acknowledge the importance of
the legislative learning process itself. 20

However, while most

freshers in the survey had had significant degrees of
pre-legislative political experience 21

(one standing for office

three times previously), it is clear by their responses that
the experience of working in a unified parliamentary team
contributed a great deal toward establishing the institutional
values of team loyalty and cohesion.

5,5

Conclusion

Finally then, our analysis of the type and frequency of
legislative "rules of the game", in the New Zealand Parliament
reveals two dominant attitudinal norms;

those of legislative
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apprenticeship, and party cohesion and loyalty,

Both normative

values transcend differences based on partisan affiliation or
legislative tenure,

Not surprisingly, rules of legislative

expertise, as encapsulated in the norm of

11

apprenticeship

of particular relevance to legislative newcomers,

11

,

are

Despite the

technical aspects of obtiining in-House experience however,
apprenticeship also carries with it significant connotations of
''teamsmanship

11

,

and is closely related to the norm of cohesion

and loyalty, in both intrinsic and instrumental terms~

The category of "loyalty" rules also comprises several
associated normative values - the~e being the prescriptions of
legislative conformity, partisanship, and discipline,

Of

these, b· .:h conformity and partisanship may be defined as
norms, give,
surveyed,

.he degree of their acknowledgement by the members

However, whilst the ot ervance of discipline

obviously plays an important part in maintaining tt>:; loyalty,
paradoxically the very prevalence of the attitudes stress: ,g
legislative conformity and partisanship mitigate against the
need

for its formal acknowledgement and expression,

Finally,

analysis of the component items of the loyalty-conformity norm
strongly confirms its high degree of institutional consensus in
general terms, and across the divisions of party affiliation or
legislative tenure, demonstrating both the dominance, and
effective transmission of the norm and its associated values,

Given the predominance of expectations of party loyalty and
cohesion as behavioural cues in the perceptions of MPs, the
question naturally arises as to whether such a general
consensus of attitudes translates into the observance of like
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modes of conduct,

As we have seen, such attitudes are directly

related to MPs voting behaviour,

However, although voting is one manifestation of party
cohesion, our findings reveal that the Chamber is neither the
sole nor the most importint part of an MPs role,

Although

comprising significant and necessary aspects of legislative
behaviour, division voting and general chamber duties are
perhaps the most mundane and routine components of members'
work;

neither being highly rated by the MPs surveyed, either

for their effectiveness or the innate satisfaction derived from
them,

Our results to date have emphasised the importance of group
norms and social expectations as influences on the attitudes
assumed by members towards their roles as Members of
Parliament.

The role of an MP however, encompasses several

dimensions, as defined by the range of tasks, duties, and
clientele groups which accrue to the position itself,

The

concept of role thus embodies both the formal status and duties
of the position, as well as the particular mode of their
fulfillment and the behaviour that results,

Role may therefore

be said to comprise both a substantive and cognitive focus of
investigation, in that although elected to one position,
members must perform a variety of tasks and fulfil a rahge of
expectations in their performance as representatives,
legislators, and party members,

The substantive, or purposive foci of an MPs role, includes the
chamber, caucus, party and parliamentary committees, and
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constituency work,

The cognitive aspect, or the role

orientations adopted by members, however, determines the
effective fulfillment of the demands emanating from these
sectors, according to MPs' perceptions

of their saliency and

legitimacy, and the choice of the agencies by which they may
best be satisfied.

Therifore, although the position of MP, and

a percentage of the duties deriving from it are structurally
determined, much of members' roles will be defined by their
interaction with the formal and informal expectations of
legislative conduct they encounter,

Consequently, the dominant legislative norms of the House may
be expected to exercise a substantial degree of influence over
the manner in which legislative roles are both perceived and
manifested among MPs, Given the degree of consensus we have
observed over such norms, the question thus becomes one of the
degree to which such attitudes relate to the perception and
expression of the roles assumed by MPs in the fulfillment of
their legislative and representative functions,
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CHAPTER VI:
LEGISLATIVE ROLES ANO ROLE ORIENTATIONS

6,0

Introduction

As with that of norms, the concept of role, and legislative
roles in particular, remains, as Levinson (1958) observes, one
of the most overworked and yet underdeveloped in the social
sciences,

The appeal of the concept derives fr.om the linkages

it makes between the attitudes and actions of individuals in
institutional positions in their responses to the socially and
structurally patterned demands made on them in the fulfillment
of the formal duties, associated with their occupations, 1

Yet despite its apparent popularity, the frequency of the terms
usage has not resulted in either a greater degree of conceptual
clarity or unambiguous application to legis·lative research,
Authors frequently employ different labels to describe the
phenomenon, or, if they use the term itself, often ascribe a
variety of meanings to it,

The reason for this is that the

concept, as generally employed, comprises three distinct,
though interrelated components, each of which have in the past
been used to define role in its totality. though none are in
themselves sufficient to provide more than a partial
description or explanation,

The first element consists of the structurally given demands of
a particular institutional position, or occupation,

These

comprise the locational concerns of its formal duties, rules
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and responsibilities,

Associated with these however, are also

the more informal expectations and demands deriving from
organisational function; the normative components of an
occupational performance,
component,

Finally, there is the behavioural

role as the sum of the concrete actions of the

role-taker,

In this sense then, role may be broadly defined as a situation
where individuals in socially or institutionally defined
~ositions, behave both with reference to the expectations of
others, and their own conce~tions of the duties and obligations
associated with a particular occupatiori, 2

However, although

each aspect is functionally interrelated, the influence of any
one element in defining the concept itself, is often as much a
matter of individual choice as it is of theoretical
appropriateness,

Linton (1936) and Levinson (1958) for instance, make a
fundamental distinction between role as the totality of the
three elements, and conceptions emphasising the positional
component as determinant,

Although necessarily related,

position does not equate with role, for although the former may
define the scope of an individual's duties and
responsibilities, of itself, it is merely a state, or location
in a social or organisational structure.

The concept of role

however, is rather more dynamic, as it encompasses both the
expectations of the position (which are not necessarily
formally defined) and the orientations and behaviours enacted
by the occupant in response, 3
while

As Levinson (1958) puts it,
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a position is an element of organisational autonomy - a
location in social space, a category of organisational
membership ••• [aJ role is, so to say, an aspect of
organisational physiology; it involves function,
adaptation, process, 4
Equally however, role is .not synonymous with behavioural
outputs alone, although obviously they contribute toward its
definition. As Heiss (1981) observes, if behaviour was the sole
criterion of role, then the concept itself would be redundant, 5
If anything, role denotes rather, the ways of behaving adopted
by individuals occupying a certain position; 6

the strategies

adopted in response to expectations both of what they should be
doing, and how they should be going about it, Here, as
indicated in previous chapters, the key component is the
normative element of the concept,

Concentration on positional

or behavioural aspects in isolation from this perspective,
neglects the process by which the outputs themselves are
f or·med,

Thus, as Wahlke (1978) notes, it is the normative aspect of
role which gives psychological validity to the concept, Group
members are held to be aware of the norms comprising their
roles, and so tend to adapt their behaviour both to them, and
the dominant features of their environment, 7 Role may therefore
be conceived of as an actor's definition of, and response to,
the situation created by his or her formal position, its
collectively defined obligations, and the process of
interaction with others in the same social or institutional
context, as well as with outsiders, Jewell and Patterson (1955)
thus define the concept in general terms as:
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the total pattern of expectations, including the personts
own expectations, having to do with the "tasks,
demeanours, attitudes, values and reciprocal
relationships" that the actors have with respect to a
position in the social structure, A role is defined by
what others expect of the person fi 11 ing it as wel 1 as by
what the individual expects he ought to do as the
occupant of the position, 8
In the legislative context, roles are adopted and fulfilled by
representatives in response to the exigencies of legislative
structure, and the expectations of their fellows regarding the
preferred mode of achieving the functional goals of the
institution and the parties within it,

A legislative role is

thus largely defined both by the degree to which legislators
conform or otherwise respond to these structurally and
normatively defined expectations of behaviour,'

In this sense then, the roles adopted by legislators may be
seen as responses to particular combinations of actor-other
identities, or to changing circumstances and situational
demands, Therefore the legislator also acts as a role definer,
holding expectations about how situations should be perceived
and what actions will prove most appropriate,

Thus, while the

constraints of position, and the expectations of others remain
significant, the actor's own views may have the most immediate
and direct effects on his or her behaviour,

As Heiss (1981)

notes, others' expectations affect actors' conduct, in part at
least, because they are mediated through their perceptions and
pre-existing views and attitudes 10 to form individual role
orientations, or:
the values, skills, loyalties and cognitive maps which, in
their entirety, constitute legislator's images of their
job,11
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These orientations may be manifold, for although legislators
occupy one basic position, the duties, audiences, and therefore
thi roles associated with it, are various.

Thus, distinct or

overlapping roles may be _assumed toward each of the
legislator's responsibilities or clientele groups - the
constituency, the party, fellow representatives, committeework,
and House duties, to name but a few,

12

The value of the role perspective lies therefore in its stress
on how legislators perceive, mediate, and fulfil the
expectations applying to them, in light of the groups they
represent, their own conceptions of legislative performance,
and the social and institutional structures that guide and
constrain their behaviour,

For our purposes then, roles may

best be seen as:

legislators' own expectations of the kind of behaviour
they ought to exhibit in the performance of their
duties,,, the premises in terms of which [they] make
decisions, 13
However, although role orientations may shape legislative
performance, they do not necessarily determine it,

Jewell

(1970) observes that role conceptions are, in their broadest
sense, defined by the operant norms of the prevailing political
culture, as internalised by public and politicians alike. 14
Similarly, the structure of government and the party system,
also defines the content and impact of legislative norms by
building patterns of expectations into the context of the
institution itself.

These help shape a consensus on the types
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of roles enacted within the legislature, and the degree to
which alternatives to them, may be tolerated and al lowed to
flourish,

Deriving from this then, is the problem of tracing

linkages between such social prescriptions, individual
perceptions, and behavioural adaptations,

Regardless of

legislators' orientations, their preferred role styles may not
be objectively realised, given the prevailing legislative norms
and institutional behaviour, Similarly, their perceptions may
reflect neither the reality of the situation, nor the roles
actual 1 y enacted by them, 1

5

This need not diminish the value of the approach however,

As

Levinson (1958) observes, in order to estimate the relative
influence of each of the three conceptual elements, they
should, as far as possible, be assessed independently of each
other. Role orientations remain useful then, both by their
indication of the degree of "fit" between legislators'
immediate environment and their perceptions and actions,
whether or not they correspond to the actuality of legislative
performance, Thus:
Role definition may be seen from one perspettive as an
aspect of personality. It represents the individuals
attempt to structure his social reality, to define his
place within it, and to guide his search for meaning and
gratification. [ltJ is in this sense an ego achievement
- a reflection of the personts capacity to resolve
conflicting demands, to utilise existing opportunities
and create new ones, to find some balance between
stability and change, conformity and autonomy, the ideal
and the feasible in a complex environment. 16
In this sense then, role orientations need not add to our
predictive ability in the assessment of legislative role
behaviour so long as they enhance our perspective on both
how and whv of legislative action, 17

the
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Having previously identified the structural, behavioural. and
normative manifestations of the party cohesion and discipline
which largely define the institutional context of the New
Zealand parliament, our purpose then is to assess their
contribution to the roles and role orientations adopted by New
Zealand MPs in the performance of their purposive and
representative duties.

Accordingly, the following chapter focuses first on the
representative context of legislative activities, then proceeds
to denote the roles and role orientations adopted by
legislators in response to differing structural and situational
settings. Given the results of studies undertaken in
legislatures exhibiting varying degrees of legislative
discipline and cohesion, we conclude by assessing the utility
of the resulting typologies of purposive and representative
role styles for the study of legislative roles among New
Zealand MPs.

6.1

The Role of the Representative

As the concept of party cohesion is held to be central to
discussions of responsible government, so too is representation
the focal point of discourse on the functions of democratic
legislatures, and the tasks and roles undertaken by those
inhabiting such institutions.

Representation remains the key

role attributable to parliament today, despite cavils over the
viability of other functions traditionally ascribed to it. 16
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In a democracy, governments remain accountable for decisions
made in the electorate's name whether directly, via elections,
or indirectly, to the legislature itself, Indeed, both as a
deliberative body and a source from which the executive is
drawn, the New Zealand Parliament derives much, if not all of
its legitimacy and authority from this fact;

that it is

comprised of the House of Representatives,

The representative nature of parliament derives however, not
from any strict sense of actual or modal representation, but
rather from the means by which members are chosen; that is, by
their victory in free and fair competitive elections,
confirming them as the representative agents of the popular
preferences of their constituents.

Thus, representatives need

not in fact be representative of anything other than the fact
of their successful election as such,

Broadly then, representation may be seen as a tacit agreement
made, whereby electors support the aspirations of candidates to
represent them, both as individual agents of particular
geographic localities, and collectively, as part of a
parliamentary team, premised on the representation of national
interests, Representation, though locally based, thus comprises
both local and national foci, However, in the era of cohesive
competitive parties, the validity of this linkage may be
questioned, given an ever more comprehensive range of
governmental activities, and the bloc aggregation of political
interests by the parties in their struggle for tactical
advantage and eventual political power, Indeed, as Judge (1981)
observes, parliamentarians themselves have long acknowledged
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the importance of representative theories as general sources of
legitimation for their actions, and defences against electors'
disapproval of specific parliamentary activities, 19

The classic injunction as to the role of the representative
remains Burke's Speeches on Arrival at Bristol, and Speech at
the Conclusion of the Poll (October 13, November 3, 1774),
which established both his conception of the proper role of the
representative, as well as the concepts of representative style
and foci, the permutations of which have remained central to
most subsequent studies of representative roles in modern
legislatures,

Burke was confirmed as one of two

representatives of Bristol on 3 November 1774, and the issue at
the heart of his acceptance speech was his contestation of the
views held by the other member, who favoured a role as
delegate, following the instructions of his electors, His
purpose therefore was both to defend his own newly confirmed
status, and establish his position on the proper relationship
between Member, constituents, and the legislative assembly: 20

For Burke, the proper role of the representative necessarily
involved the use of independent judgement, and a consideration
of wider, interests than those of the constituency alone, If
government was merely a matter of the weight of opinion ("a
matter of will on either side"), then that of the constituency
would constantly be uppermost, and the proper role would be
that of de1egate.

However, as governance involved the exercise

of reason, judgement, and consideration of the nationa1
interest, it was best conducted by those closest to the
immediacies of the issues and the full range of relevant
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information.

Representatives were therefore elected to do what

was in the best interests of their constituents. whether
directly at the local electorate level. or indirectly, by
pursuing policies aimed at the greater good,

Government, and representation was thus conceived of
essentially as a trusteeship.

Contact with electors and

knowledge of their views was desirable but not decisive and
authoritative instructions or mandates, committing a member in
advance to follow his constituents' opinion were deemed
intolerable. primarily because a delegate style of
representation was contrary to the premises of good government
and the national interest,

Here, Burke addressed the question

of the proper focus of representation;

Parliament is not a congress of ambassadors from
different and hostile interests, whose interests each must
maintain as an agent and advocate. against other agents
and advocates; but Parliament is a deliberate assembly
of one nation with one interest - that of the whole,,,
Youchoose a member-:-Tndeed; but when you have chosen
him, he is not member for Bristol. but he is a member of
Parliament • 21
Thus, while electors may have been capable of expressing needs,
and recommendations for governmental action, in the final
instance they were not competent to decide for the whole what
policies should be pursued,

The quid pro quo of this was of

course, that the representative must defend the policies he
espoused, and ultimately submit to the judgement of the
constituency should they be dissatisfied over the continuance
of the trusteeship they had placed in him,
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The concepts of a representative focus and style established by
these prescriptions have proven central to modern discussions
of representation, and studies emphasising the importance of
the roles adopted by legislators in response to the demands
made on them in the fulfillment of their duties and
obligations.

Here the seminal study remains The Legislative

System by Wahlke and Eulau et.al ,(1962) which establishes the
three major representative role orientations of trustee,
delegate, and politico, as the centerpiece of an examination of
legislative motivation and performance among four United States
state assemblies,

The first of these, the trustee orientation, may derive either
from a normative or moralistic focus on individual integrity,
or the functional concerns of informational and communicative
uncertainty in obtaining a clear picture of constituent
opinion, 22

The polar extreme of the trustee is the deleqate role style,
denoting a willingness to follow instructions, rather than
exercise individual judgement,

Although the degree of delegacy

may vary, the basic criteria remains that

the possibility of conflict, •• is clearly envisaged and
resolved in favour of subordinating ones independence to
what is considered a superior authority, 23
Finally, the conjunction of these ideal role types with the
reality of political action results in the politico
orientation, as a response to shifting representational foci
and situational concerns.

Thus the politico may combine
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trustee and delegate roles at different times, or maintain a
combination of either, given the complexities and uncertainties
of decision making in the legislative environment,

Alone however,

such orientations would merely be superfluous

affectations were they not grounded in something other than the
minds of legislators,

This is provided by the context of the

legislative environment itself, seen in terms of its
structurally defined power-relationships and and the consequent
normative expectations of representatives' conduct,

Further,

as Coniff (1977) observes, in any discussion of representative
roles, it is important to recall the political-polemical
context of Burke's prescriptions when seeking to apply them to
modern circumstances, 24

It is equally necessary to denote the

effects of today's legislative environments in structuring the
representative role orientations theorised in such ideal terms,

Burke established prescriptions for a representative
trusteeship arising out of a conception of politics emphasising
a national focus of representation of diverse interests over
purely parochial concerns, thus linking representative foci to
representative style.

Oelegacy was held to be unlikely at the

local level, and untenable at the national. For Burke, ohly the
trustee orientation was suitable to meet complex demands of the
national interest, and link the constituency-based
representation to the exercise of national governance, 25

Wahlke and Eulau et.al, (1959) however, make the claim that
this linkage is conditional;

that representative focus and

style should be kept conceptually distinct, Observing the
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variety of "publics" and.interests engaged as substantive foci
for representative concerns in modern times, they hold that
Burke's essentially areal focus of representation may thus be
divorced from its geographical context. 26

Similarly, the style of representation may also be engaged in
different ways, according to the range of competing political
clienteles - be they parties, bureaucracies or pressure groups,
Accordingly, Wahlke & Eulau et.al, posit a disjuncture between
representative style and function to modify Burke's conceptions
to modern political conditions, observing that his linkage of a
particular f0.us with a prescribed role style constitutes only
a special case in~ ,ariety of possible relationships between
different clienteles, and legislator'= orientations toward
their interests. 27

Thus, it may be said that the moder·n representative's role is
neutral so far as focus is concerned, in that the adoption of a
particular role style need not determine the focus it is
applied to.

An identity of interests may be perceived; for

instance between party and nation or district and nation.
Similarly, the fact that a representative may see himself in a
trustee role need not mean that his decisions are orientated
toward the general, rather than sectional or partisan
interests. Conversely, one might follow instructions from one's
party which one agrees with, and holds to be in the national
interest. Thus, a commitment to distinct interests does not
necessarily connote a delegate role, nor one to national
interests a trustee orientation. 28
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Given the predominance of modern party government however,
Judge (1981) observes that a representative's role may in fact
be effectively predetermined, or at least have essential
boundaries to its expression already set,

In this context he

notes, what is important is not so much the emphasis on focus
and style, so much as their utility as purely functional
responses to the complexities of modern governance, regardless
of "representational" foci,

Thus a trustee orientation might

equally reflect the ambiguity or diversity of elector's
opinions or constituency interests,

Conversely, where the

interest-opinion spread is more narrow and better defined, the
appropriate response might tend more to an agency or delegate
style, though it need not be necessarily defined as such, 2

'

What is at issue then, in the determination of representative
roles, may not be the identification of their proper focus, so
much as the degree of homogeneity or heterogeneity of those
interests and • Pinions that comprise the focus itself, 30

A further factor in the expression of representative roles are
the boundaries provided by the institutional environment of the
legislature,

The structures, norms, and political culture

which all contribute to the representational fabric of the
legislature, in turn provide legislators with the assumptions
by which they define their roles, and the premises by which
they fulfil their representative function.J

1

While receiving less attention in US based studies of
legislative norms and representative roles, the primary
instrument of opinion and interest aggregation in parliamentary
systems, remains that of party, which, by the cohesiveness it
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displays constitutes both a homoge~ous focus, and preferred
style of representation for most legislators,

Indeed, even Burke's conception of the proper representative
orientation, and the licence he accorded himself as trustee,
must also be seen in the context of his own relations with the
political environment of the time,

Burke's declaration of

trusteeship did not, as Karps and Eulau (1978) observe,
preclude him from substituting other preferences in place of
his own, nor indeed from structuring his own preferences in
accord with those of others, in his representative style,

Similarly, Eulau (1978) now concludes that the Burkean
dichotomies of local and national interests, and trustee and
delegate styles are in many respects false ones, made as much
for polemic and pragmatic reasons as expressions of principle,
The espousal and adoption of a national-centred trustee role by
Burke had many advantages, especially in light of his
relationship to the embryonic party groupings of the late
eighteenth century, 32 In fact, Burke himself was as much a
"party man" as anything else, and entered politics on this
basis as a member of the Whig faction headed by the Marquis of
Rockingham, then (1765) Prime Minister, .According to Barker
(1945) Burke's role was that of the traditional party
organiser, suggesting policies, drafting petitions, organising
meetings and election campaigns 33 and eventually, being
sponsored for Bristol in 1774.

Parties were not then as they are now,

but whether conceived

of as party, faction, or tendency, Burke's preference for
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trusteeship as the ideal representative role, and his emphasis
on national rather than local interests provided a convenient
means by which broad partisan orientations could be translated
into a general formulation of the representative relationship,
that both obscured and yet justified his own intentions as
Bristol's representative, 34 Although as Eulau observes, Burke's
view of the representative as a free yet accountable agent, was
doubtless deeply rooted in his own political thought, and posed
a challenge to then widely held views on the desirability of
delegate members, the freedom a trustee style offered was
equally the freedom to pursue the policies of a parliamentary
party, independently of local bonds or instructions, 3

~

In light

of the freedom of manoeuvre this self-ascribed orientation
provides then, it is perhaps not surprising that it has enjoyed
such longevity and popularity among researchers and legislators
alike, be they from cohesive or non-cohesive legislatures,

Even so, the categories still remain serviceable;

not least

because of their value as sources of legitimation for parties
and their agents in the face of competing demands or challenges
to the representative role they have assumed, 36

Indeed, one of

the paradoxes of modern party government is that although
members regularly and willingly submit to the collective
directives of their parliamentary groups with near absolute
uniformity, they nonetheless vigorously attack accusations made
of them as delegates, strenuously upholding their rights and
roles as trustees, against any attempts seeking to influence or
instruct them from outside the legislature,
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The Burkean role formulation continues to thrive then, because
of its basic utility, even in situations where extreme degrees
of party unity and discipline prevail,

Its success also owes

something, it must be said, to the fact that trusteeship roles
are believed by many legislators to be their preferred and
actual modes of legislative decision making, Thus, the cohesion
of parties owes as much to the consensus of their members over
party aims and the preferred means of achieving them, as it
does to any rigorously enforced means of discipline and
uniformity,

Even in a highly disciplined Westminster system,

parties largely remain aggregates of generally 1 ike-minded
individuals, reaching decisions by the exercise of their
individual Judgement, and remaining nominally free to dissent
at any time. Occasions where MPs fully reassert a trustee role
do arise, but as we have seen, in New Zealand at least, such
instances are rare, and even when officially mandated are
looked upon with distaste, given their propensity to expose
representatives to a variety of cross-pressures, unshielded by
a collective party stance,

However, the partisan role itself is not invariant, as the
continuing presence of trustee theories and conceptions
indicates,

Although party may form the core agency of interest

aggregation, in a pluralistic society the very breadth of
representative interests encompassed will tend to require a
degree of bounded flexibility in order to fully accommodate
them, 37

Thus despite the legislative dominance of cohesive

parties, representation is by no means unidimensional, and nor
are the roles assumed by members,

MPs owe their primary

allegiance to their parties and thus in the broad sense may be
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considered partisans, yet the legislative cohesion they display
results as much from consensus and self discipline as from any
other source.

At the same time, whilst the representation of

electors' interests rate highly in Members' priorities,
nonetheless they decisively reject the appellation of
constituency delegate,

What this suggests is that although roles and role orientations
may be broadly defined, they cannot be held to as rigid
prescriptions for, or descriptions of, specific attitudes and
behaviour.

MPs must adopt appropriate responses to accommodate

the variety of interactions to which their work exposes them.
Representation, and the roles taken in its fulfillment may
therefore be seen as a graded continuum between the extremes of
trustee and delegate orientations, overlapping at a midpoint
where such perspectives may be adopted either serially, as
demanded by circumstances, or simultaneously, in response to
competing demands and obligations, 38

It may be then, that the practical utility of such conceptions
of representation is limited, or even redundant.

Nonetheless,

role orientations remain important if only because they remain
in use, by the political actors themselves,

They may be

employed either as sources of legitimacy, stressing the links
of responsibility between the representative and the
constituency, or as the broad basis for the individual's own
structuring of his or her responses to a complex environment. 39
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6,2

Legislative and Representative Role Or·ientations

The value of role orientations as a focus for legislative
research then lies essentially in the status ascribed to them
as the "perceptual frames" by which representatives define the
social and institutional boundaries of their behaviour,
according to the expectations and demands emanating from
themselves, and from those with whom they interact, 40 A focus
on role therefore calls attention to the interactional nature
of the legislative process, relating individuals to the wider
context of the legislative institution and its functional
purpose, 41

Knowledge of role however, does not mean that its influence is
fixed, and that given a basic typology of their representative
orientations we are able to predict legislators' behaviours in
all situations, Given the fluidity of their environment, the
range of tasks and functions they must fulfil, and the many
cross-pressures acting on them, the range of possible roles is
equally wide, and largely situationally determined,

Even so,

given a basic knowledge of a legislature's institutional
regularities, and major sources of influence - be they
structural, normative, or personal, and the role concept is
useful in that

roles and role orientations are at least relatively
stable points of reference in terms of which a legislator
will conduct himself and given meaning both for himself
and others, to his behaviour.,. the fact that legislators
do articulate what they think they should do by virtue of
their relations among themselves and between themselves
and clienteles suggests that roles are effective
indicators of behavioural possibilities, 42
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Legislative roles are many and varied;

however a basic

distinction can be made between roles focussed on the
legislative process from a substantive point of view (purposive
roles) and representative roles, the latter tending to comprise
the more subjective aspects of legislative performance.

As

previously observed, representative roles may be conceived of
both in terms of focus and style; the former encompassing the
more purposive concerns of specific tasks, duties and
functions, the latter the modes of performance adopted in
response to particular representative situations,

Much research on legislative roles has been primarily concerned
with representative roles. employing Burkean-derived stylistic
typologies to examine the representational linkages of the
representative-constituency relationship,

Such linkages are

usu8.l l y denoted in terms of "accountabi 1 i ty", or
''responsiveness'', by making reference to electorate inputs and
representatives'

legislative outputs in the formulation of

discrete role types,

In this, the four state legislative study undertaken by Wahlke
and Eulau et.al. (1962) remains largely responsible for
generating the continuing interest shown by theorists in role
analysis as a tool of legislative research,

Employing an

open-ended question based methodology, the researchers derived
a broad Burkean typology according to legislator's
characterisation of their jobs in terms of decisional criteria,
institutional pressures, and perceived functional
responsibilities, 43
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Results exhibited a general distinction between representative
style and focus in legislators' responses, Roles were held
according to the variety of situations and claims on the
representatives' attention, the trustee orientation being most
prevalent overall

(63%), although perceptions of a delegate

role were often tied to local electorate concerns, 44

This prevalence is perhaps to be expected given both the
idealised nature of the Burkean categories, the
self-descriptive strategy employed by the researchers, and the
political context of the relatively non-cohesive US
legislative environment, This latter factor might be expected
to emphasise those conceptions of independence and
individuality. reflected in the trustee category,

The inclusive

nature of the orientation itself must also be acknowledged,
Although it prescribes the paramouncy of the representative's
own convictions and independent judgement, there is, as we have
noted, no proscription on making such judgements on behalf of
others, should the legislator be of like mind,

The functional

utility of such a flexible orientation, in light of both the
complexity of the legislative environment, and difficulty in
maintaining channels of communication and information to and
from the constituency, also seems reflected in its generally
high rate of citation by the state legislators,

Successive United States studies on similar lines have, however
shown marked variations in the role orientations discerned
among legislators, and remain largely confined to the
establishment of the representative typologies alone, f~w
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attempts being made to link them either to legislative
behaviour or constituency concerns:

Table 6. 1 US State Representative Role Orientations (1957-73) 45
lJiscon. Pennsv1v, Indiana Michigan Iowa

Texas

<196 7) ( 1969)

Cal if.
( 1973)

C 1957)

C 1957)

21

33

20

37

52

13

44

Politico

4

27

61

31

23

19

33

Delegate

66

39

19

33

25

33

22

9

1

Trustee

NA

C 1967)

These differences may be ascribed both to regional and
chronographic variations in emphasis among the states surveyed,
but also to a lack of methodological uniformity in the form and
substance of the questions employed, their coding, the sizes of
the samples and number of useful responses derived from them, 4

'

The major conclusion to be derived from such studies is that of
their overgeneral isation - the absence of representational
linkages grounding their stylistic orientations to the
representative process itself, whether in terms of legislative
activities, or to constituency opinion, The representative
roles denoted give only a very generalised idea of ideal types,
or of legislators' attempts to encompass the totality of their
roles in a 3-fold typology.

Accordingly, representatives tend

to acknowledge those options which give them the greatest
freedom of manoeuvre, or present the most favourable self
conception of their legislative performances.
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6,3

Role Styles and Representative Linkaqes

Given these limitations. efforts to denote the linkages between
role orientations and legislative behaviour have increasingly
been focussed on relating role conceptions to the awareness and
responsiveness of representatives to constituents' concerns.
Thus, a primary focus has been on the components of the
delegate role orientation, the major operating premises being
that self-described delegates will better reflect district
preferences where these are known, or will make greater efforts
both to predict and accommodate their behaviour to these
preferences, 47

Here the major work is Miller and Stokes'

(1963) American

Representation Study of constituency influences among
congressmen.

The study investigated the role orientations and

le3islative voting patterns of legislators from the 1958
Congress, employing interviews and survey data from 100
congressional districts to test the relationships between
representatives and constituents on three key policy areas,
these being foreign affairs, social welfare, and civil rights
issues,

A strong relationship was found between legislators'

roll call votes, their own attitudes toward the issues, and
their perceptions of constituents attitudes. 48

In a further attempt to correlate such variables, Hedlund and
Friesema (1972) surveyed 181 Iowa state legislat.ors on four
constitutional amendments, subject to electoral referenda and
legislative confirmation.

Legislators were asked to predict

referenda results both for their own districts, and for the
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whole state. Perceptions of constituent opinion were varied,
but generally

proved most accurate for those issues of

greatest electoral saliency, less so for issues considered less
important, 49 Only one third of the representatives accurately
predicted their constituent's responses on all four issues,
though a further third predicted three out of four voter
preferences correctly, 50

The most significant findings

however, were demonstrated when role orientations were
correlated with perceptions of constituency opinion,

Here, delegates, who were expected to lay the greatest stress
on correctly ascertaining voter opinion, were in fact the least
able to predict constituents' feelings. Only 50% obtained three
or more correct results, compared with 63,4% of the
politico-styled representatives, and 78,2% of the trustees,
When the criteria for role orientations were redefined in more
situation-specific terms, the initial relationship was
confirmed; 71,3~~ of the "trustees" correctly predicted
constituent preferences on three or more issues, while only
57,1% of the erstwhile delegates managed to achieve similar
results, 51

A further study by the researchers (1974) tested the
associations previously suggested, investigating legislators'
behavioural responses to the referenda items in conjunction
with constituent opinion,

Again, when correlated with

representative role orientations it was delegates, supposedly
bound by their perceptions of voter opinions, who displayed
voting records on the issues far more inconsistent with their
district's opinions than either trustees or politicos, 52
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One explanation for these res~lts was that delegates were
merely less sure of constituent opinion generally, but the
researchers also found that, in fact:

Delegates, who verbally express a commitment to voting
their district's wishes are less likely to vote the way
their constituents will vote than are the trustees who
express a legitimacy and willingness to vote on the basis
other than their constituents wishes.~ 3
<Emphasis added)

Thus, contrary to expectations, delegates were not only less
aware of constituency opinion, but also less liable to act on
it when they were aware, 54

Similarly, Jones'

(1973) survey of role orientations and

legislative responsiveness among Texas congressmen and senators
found representatives voting mainly on the basis of their own
policy preferences, rather than their professed role
orientations, or the degree of electoral competitiveness found
in their districts, 55

Jones did find however, that role orientations became more
significant when the issues concerned were particularly salient
to legislators and constituents, suggesting that where issue
and opinion polarisation is high, legislators identifying with
certain role categories may "firm up" and accentuate their
distinctive qualities in response,

Some support is lent to

this proposition by Kuklinski and Elling's (1977) survey of
legislative responsiveness among California legislators which
found that:
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representational role as a predictive concept, becomes
valuable when the issues or policies under consideration
have some minimal level of saliency among the
constituents, 56

Further examination by Mccrone and Kuklinski (1979) also
stressed the importance of constituency cues in forming the
basis for legislators' perceptions of issue saliency, and so
the 1 inkage of role orientations to legislative behaviour, 57
Similarly, Alpert (1979) emphasises the subjective nature of
representational decision making, characterising role
orientations less in terms of idealistic typologies or static
discrete categories than of reflections of representatives
needs for a reduction of uncertainty about issues, their
electoral ramifications, and their constituents' opinions. 58

Therefore, a delegate style of representation may derive less
from a disposition to follow constituency opinion regardless of
one's own preferences, than from a wish to better ascertain
what that opinion actually is,

In the absence of such

information, both the ability and the willingness to observe
voters' actual intentions will be decreased - and so delegates'
behaviour may tend to diverge from their general
orientations, 59

Conversely,

Legislators who believe they are more knowledgeable about
district opinion are expected to be no less interested in
responding to [it] but may appear to behave in
traditional trustee fashion by making judgements
independent of their constituency because of greater
confidence in their assessments of district opinion, 60
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Perceptions of saliency also affect role conceptions and their
behavioural expression, in that highly salient or polarised
issues may tend to increase the risk of making a "wrong"
decision, thus intensifying role identification by increasing
the need for accurate information as to constituent opinion,
Thus, low levels of saliincy and voter interest will tend to
increase uncertainty about district opinion, and so allow
legislators to adopt more independent or compromising attitudes
in their voting behaviour, 61

In light of this, it may be hypothesised that the value of the
role concept is essentially a function of the right conjunction
of situational variables,

Alpert concludes that the

"r·epresentative situation" itself must be more specifically
defined in terms of role orientations, constituency
expectations, and legislative behaviour,

Risk and uncertainty

are thus seen as key components, and the results of past
studies may not necessarily indicate the redundancy of the
role-concept so much as failures to specify the environmental
and perceptual components which contribute to the formation and
expression of representative role orientations, 62

The experience of the United States based research into
representative roles raises two important questions for similar
investigations into roles and representation in Westminster
style parliaments, and in particular, that of New Zealand,

The

first is that of the nature and effect of role orientations
found in legislatures which, unlike the United States' provide
a far greater degree of structure and certainty in questions of
policy and legislator-constituency relationships,

It may be
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argued that

one effect of a party-dominated system

characterised by a high degree of competitiveness and cohesion
is to decrease the saliency of the majority of legislative
issues for representatives, because of the largely
predetermined nature of legislative outcomes.

Further, given the degree of influence that parties exert on
the substantive tasks of legislators, the second question is
the degree to which the representative role orientations held
by legislators may be seen to either reflect or diverge from
the resulting structurally and normatively motivated
behavioural prescriptions, largely lacking in the generally
non-cohesive US legislative environment,
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6,4

Partv Cohesion and Representative Orientations

A central feature of legislative role orientations in
Westminster· systems revolves around the variable of legislative
structure,

As we have previously observed, legislative norms,

and so presumably the rol·es that they contribute to, do not
exist in isolation, either from their institutional context or
the functional perspective of the legislature itself,

Thus,

Hedlund (1984) observes that:

A legislature's formal features ... are traits which can
be identified without specific reference to individual
members, These traits help set the boundaries and define
the context in which members behaviour takes place,.,, In
this conception, the nature of the legislative
organisation, is a determinant of legislative role, and
therefore one must consider the organisations structure
to understand the development of role orientations, 63

Similarly, Wahlke and Eulau et.a]. (1962) allude to the "poi_Jer
pattern" of political systems in defining the expectation and
role orientations of legislative actors,

suggesting that in a

legislature structured by party concerns, members' freedom of
action will be severely curtailed and consequently, they will
tend to devote themselves primarily to routine, purposive tasks
as a major component of their roles, 64

Certainly, the

behaviour of legislators in highly party-cohesive systems is,
as we have seen, largely invariant from the norm of party
loyalty which characterises these legislatures,

The next step therefore, is to examine the degree to which
similar role orientations are held,

In short, do the roles

observed by legislators reflect their environment in the wa~
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that Wahlke & Eulau et.al. theorise, or do they diverge from,
or even conflict with the normative expectations and structural
features comprising it?

Here, as Jewell (1970) observes the

use of role as a tool of analysis is useful in illuminating the
degree to which the institutional context both affects and is
mediated by, the attitudes and behaviour of the legislators
within it,

Thus:

role analysis might add to our predictive ability in
those cases where the relevant variables have
contradictory effects on a legislator, The~e are usually
the cases in which a legislator is cross-pressured, In
other words we can tell to what extent a legislator
shares the expectations that others have concerning the
way he or she should perform his job, These expectations
include not only the explicit and overt demands of
others, but norms that the legislator has internalised,
such as a strong sense of party loyalty. 65

Members' perceptions may not be congruent with the realities of
the representative situation itself, though they may
nonetheless remai~ held to as a basis for individual action and
interaction, regardless of the objective constraints on their
expression,

In a system where, despite the structural and

normative imperatives mandating certain behaviour, the consent
of individuals remains a prerequisite to legislative action,
role analysis thus allows us to examine and contrast at least
the subjective allocation of priorities made by legislators to
the demands and expectations of their immediate environment,

More direct attempts to determine the impact of a competitive
party system on the role orientations of representatives than
those provided by the previous US-based studies were undertaken
by Converse and Piece (1979) and Daalder & Rusk (1969) of the
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French and Dutch legislative assemblies. Converse and Pierce
derived legislative role orientations from the relative
importance assigned to party caucuses, constituents, and/or the
individual's conscience or Judgement, by 272 members of the
1967 French Legislative Assembly, also polling 2046 electors,
and collating roll call votes for the period.

In general, although the influence of party discipline was
behaviourally decisive, variations could be ascribed both to
differences in the norms observed by parliamentary groups, and
the representative role orientations held by individuals, Basic
categorisations were derived from a set of hypothetical
situations put-to representatives regarding conflicts between
their own Judgements and the collective opinions of their party
caucuses and local constituencies. (Table 6.2)

Table 6,2:

Representative Role Concerns of French Deputies
196 7 ( %)

Partv Caucus vs Conscience

Constituency vs Conscience

Follow Caucus

60

Follow Constituents

10

Foll • 1.J Conscience

27

FollmJ Conscience

59
17

Abstain

4

F O l l OW Party

Depends

2

Depends

7

Other

l

Other

l

100
Source

100

Converse and Pierce (1979), p.529,

Party proved a major cue in both situations, overwhelmingly so
when the conflict was most clearly focused on questions of
party loyalty, yet still significant even when not premised on
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those terms.

Thus, the major impact of party on members roles

was that for many, traditional representative concerns were
simply not relevant;

representation was seen primarily as the

aggregated function of the parliamentary party. 66

Similarly, in terms of r~presentative focus, caucus remained
the major representative forum within which various roles were
taken according to legislators' perceptions of local or
national interests, congruent with their own Judgiments,
However, as a determinant of decision making and legislative
behaviour, it was caucus consensus that proved paramount for
the French legislators, over 50% of them assigning it absolute
priority, 20% according the same role to local party opinion,
and 10% to the will of the constituency, 67 The effect of party
then was largely to provide an alternative focus of the
totality of representative concerns, encompassing all salient
interests and allowing the interplay of traditional role
orientations within party bounds to rebuff the crosspressures
exerted by outside groups,

The focus of representation thus

shifted effectively from electors to the parliamentary group,

Accordingly. voters' preferences as to the role orientations of
their representatives were poorly correlated with those of the
representatives themselves,

Constituents' expectations of

their representatives' behaviour in a confrontation between
caucus consensus and individual Judgement prescribed the
dictates of conscience (48%) to those of party (34%), this
being in marked contrast to the preferences of their
representatives, who took the opposite view (27% vs 60%)

068

Similarly, correlation of voters' and members' preferences as
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to the representation of constituency interests revealed
further significant differences.

Table 6.3: Representational Preferences: of French Deputies:
Constituents vs Individual Conscience
Representatives

Electors
Follow constituents

57

10

Follow Conscience

26

59

Foll • lJ Party
Other/NA
Source :

17
14

17

Converse 8, Pierce ( 1979) , p • 548.

Thus, while the representatives expressed a traditional trustee
role towards their constituents, such a role did not generally
extend outside the bounds of party,

Al thou 'j h el e ct e d by , and u l t i m.a t el y

i'

esp on s i bl e to the

constituency, legislators' representative function was
primarily implemented via the agency of the parliamentary
party.

Thus, the traditional Burkean schema of representative

linkages and role orientation is effectively redefined by the
institution of party cohesion,

The tension between local and

national foci, and styles of representation, is similarly
mediated by this predominance, in that the representative may
observe both trustee and delegate roles simultaneously, serving
local interests equally in the light of individual judgement
and voter preferences, and national interests according to the
collective wisdom of the party caucus.
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Daalder and Rusk (1969) provide further data on representative
role orientations in cohesive party legislatures, surveying the
attitudes of 141 Dutch MPs as to the respective influences of
caucus, conscience, and constituents on their role perceptions,
As before, party exercised a strong influence on the
representative-constituency linkage,

Indeed,

pretests of such questions with former members of
parliament confirmed that respondents could not
disentangle a vote for themselves from a party vote, The
very notion of constituents is diffuse, and comparisons
are only possible on the level of the party group and the
party electorate taken as a whole, 69

Despite this however, members embraced a typically Burkean
formulation of the representative relationship,

The

researchers hypothesised that:

if members feel themselves free to assume a position
of trustee toward their voters or interest groups
this may wel 1 be because, in their view, party
shields legislators from any direct political
pressure from these directions, 70
This supposition was confirmed by their results, which lent
support to the notion that, as an agent of interest aggregation
and articulation, a cohesive party may provide the
representative with a framework of reference within which both
trustee and delegate roles may be exercised, Thus, as had the
French MPs surveyed by Converse and Pierce, Dutch legislators
preferred a trustee orientation in situations where a conflict
of interests existed between representatives and constituents
(73.8%) in direct contrast to their electors, who prescribed a
delegate role in such situations (59,5%),
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Similarly, a question posing a hypothetical conflict between
caucus and the individual's conscience revealed a predominantly
trustee stance among MPs (39,7%) closely followed by partisan
(30,5%) and politico (24,1%) orientations, Even so, party
remained an important component of members' general role
conceptions, dominating {he rankings assigned by MPs to items
perceived as important to the effective fulfillment of their
representative functions,

Although in this regard, the possession of general and
particular legislative skills were rated as necessary,
nonetheless they were ranked only secondary in comparison to
partisan qualities. while electoral factors kkkkksuch as the
representation of specific interest groups, or achievement of
voter popularity were deemed relatively unimportant, 7

t

The role orientations of members in both studies also reflect
the fact that party cohesion observed in parliamentary
legislatures is primarily based on mutual consent rather than
the imposition of disciplinary sanctions,

Thus, members were

able to reconcile contrasting orientations with behaviour,
because although partisan, they did not conceive of themselves
as party delegates, 72

Daalder and Rusk explain this both in

terms of constitutional norms and legislative structure;

and

as Crowe (1986) observes, much the same rationale holds for the
even more cohesive parties extant in Westminster-style
legislatures:
For most MPs, loyalty is routine and consensual; they
explain their own actions as the products of agreement,
positive affect towards their leaders, and feelings of
obligation to the party.,. authority relationships.,, are
characterised by common values and goals, and are
supported by effective social isation, 73
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Therefore, while members may collectively honour party
dictates, given the consensual basis of the cohesion so
demonstrated, they still see their roles in basically trustee
terms,

The discipline a~d unity MPs display then, need not be

premised on the concerns of a delegate role orientation;
however, given such factors as electoral vulnerability or
legislative inexperience, the role styles adopted by members
may nonetheless reflect the weight of their immediate purposive
concerns,

Thus Newton's (1974) survey of role orientations among English
local body politicians found a preponderance of self-described
delegates among council newcomers and those from marginal
seats, 74

Similarly, Clark & Price's (1980), panel study of

role socialisation among Canadian MPs, observed freshman roles
being conceived of primarily in terms of constituency service
and representation, and the development of legislative
expertise; tendencies reinforced by the constraints on
i~· 1vidual legislative activities imposed by the demands of
co, =sive parties in the legislature, 75

Finally, further informat· Jn concerning the effects of
legislative structure and party cohesi:,•

on the role concerns

of MPs is provided by Fletcher and Goddards's (197·") survey of
Canadian provincial legislators in British Columbia and
Ontario,

Once more, the researchers found that Westminster

style legislatures influence the expression of both purposive
and representative role orientations according to the
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functional requirements of party cohesiveness,

Thus, the major

influences on members' roles were those deriving from
prescriptions of party loyalty and the differential role
demands made on front and back-benchers, freshers and veterans,
and government and opposition MPs, 76

As expected, the purposive role concerns of MPs were structured
by their legislative status, 78,6% of Ontario government
backbenchers defining their roles primarily in terms of
constituency service aspects as opposed to only 44,3% of
frontbenchers.

Similarly, opposition members stressed the

constituency more than government MPs (90,5% vs 70,3%),
although in both provinces, purposive roles were predominantly
electorally focussed.

In terms of role style however, although

the emphasis varied betweeri the provinces, legislators
generally defined themselves at either extreme of the role
continuum of trustee (48,3%) or delegate (42,9%), 77

As previously observed however, in a party dominated
legislature, a trustee preference need not be taken as a
non-partisan or independent orientation, while similarly, a
delegate orientation, though it reveals a willingness to accept
outside instruction does not, of itself, tell us from where
such instructions derive.

Thus, when operationalised in terms

of a hypothetical conflict between the demands of party and
dictates of conscience, the preferences of Ontario legislators
were respectively, ta abstain (38.9%), vote with their party
(31,5%), and crossvote (29,6%), 78

thereby redefining their

orientations more ta a politico role, Nonetheless, when posed
in the collective terms of fidelity to caucus decisions,
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responses accorded with the dominant structural and normative
principle of party 1oyalty, 79

6,5

Conclusion

In light of these findings, one major conclusion to be derived
from the roles adopted by legislators in party dominated
systems is that members tend to perceive their roles in
accordance with their respective positions of influence in the
legislature, and ability to fulfil their purposive and
representative functions within that framework, 80

To a large

extent, purposive roles remain premised on the structural
influences of party competition and loyalty, and the status of
actors operating within these parameters,

Similarly,

representative role orientations vary according to whether they
are formulated in general or specific, situationally defined
terms,

That is, members expressions of preference for either a

trustee, delegate, or politico style of representation appear
to be largely a function of the appropriateness of these styles
to the representative situations at hand,

The practical expression of representative role styles is also
predicated on differences of legislative systems,

In US-style

legislatures, the ascription of trustee, delegate or politico
orientations by members in the fulfillment of their
representative duties remain largely unfettered in their
attitudinal and behavioural expressions,

However, in

party-dominated legislatures of the Westminster type, the
behavioural expression of such orientations is largely negated
by the status of party as the collective embodiment of
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individual representative functions and local and national
concerns.

Party cohesion thus redefines the representative relationship,
and therefore the relevance of the roles that may be perceived
and enacted by individual° legislators,

As the predominant

agency of representative interests, party may function to
shield the individual member from constituency cross-pressures
and allow the expression of various role styles within the
party caucus, but not outside,

Further, as the basis of party

cohesion is largely consensual, although legislators may
exhibit a partisan role style in their attitudes and
1 e •::J i s 1 a t i v e b e h av i o u r ; o n a n i n d i v i d u a 1 1eve l , s u c h a l l e g i an c e
is not necessarily predicated on, or perceived as, the
expression of a party-delegate orientation,

Preferences for

either trustee or politico role styles may therefore
consciously reflect either the ]attitude provided by such ideal
categories, or the uncertainty of the crosspressures pertaining
to any one representative situation,

Thus, whether role orientations are actually mirrored in role
behaviour may be of less importance than the insight they
provide on legislators' perceptions and definitions of
representative function within the context of the legislative
systems they inhabit.

Our final task therefore, is to examine

how this institutional context affects the orientations of NZ
MPs toward their purposive and representative concerns;

in

short, the degree to which the norm of party loyalty and
cohesiveness is internalised by members, and reflected in their
role conceptions.
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CHAPTER VII
PARTY COHESION AND LEGISLATIVE ROLE
ORIENTATIONS IN THE NEW ZEALAND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

7.0

Introduction

Prior to this point. our investigation has concerned itself
primarily with the development and institutional expression of
legislative party cohesion in Parliament. in terms of both the
formal rules and structures that mandate its observance, and
the institutional norms and group relationships that underlie
and maintain it among members of the legislature.

In this.

both the behavioural and attitudinal manifestations of the
concept form the institutional context from which the various
modes of legislative performance, or roles, adopted by MPs are
derived,

Our attention now turns to the effects of this

normative consensus on the ways in which legislators perceive,
mediate, and fulfil the formally mandated and informally
prescribed demands, duties, and expectations of their
performance as Members of Parliament.

Role may be defined in terms of "a coherent set of norms of
behaviour" shared by and expected of those occupying the
position of legislator/representative. 1 In this formulation,
legislators are held to be aware of the duties, norms and
demands of their position. and develop various role
orientations in response, which serve to structure their own
expectations and modes of performance.

Although the orientations members assume towards their duties,
are individual responses, nonetheless these are assumed and
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acted out within an institutional context of legislative
structures, and the power-relations of the wider
socio-political environment in which legislators and their
assemblies function, 2

In New Zealand, the dominant

institutional norm - structurally mandated and consensually
enforced - is that of party loyalty and cohesion, which serves
as a central principle of institutional function in the House
of Representatives,

In tracing the effects of this consensus

on legislative performance therefore, we focus on the role
orientations of individual legislators as the level on which
the most direct and immediate manifestations may be observed,
As Wahlke & Eulau (1962) observe, the role approach is valuable
in the linkages it postulates between legislators as individual
agents, and the institutional context in which they operate.
providing

a model of the legislative as an institutionised human
group which logically incorporates the model of the
individual legislator, and which relates the behaviour of
legislators to problems of legislative structure and
function, 3
Although the position of Member of Parliament is singular, the
tasks, duties, audiences, demands and expectations which derive
from it, result in a variety of diverse activities and
therefore the formation of various roles,

In this, Wahlke &

Eulau (1962) make the distinction between core and peripheral
role sectors, according to the differing tasks and clientele
groups confronting the individual, Broadly then, roles may be
trichotomised into those dealing with the legislator's
relationships with other legislative actors (consensual roles),
the fulfilm~nt of legislative tasks (purposive roles), and
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general relations with external clientele groups, such as the
electorate, or pressure groups in the enactment of
representative concerns, 4

We have examined previously the behavioural and normative
factors contributing to the consensual roles and role
orientations adopted by individual legislators in their
interactions within and between the parliamentary groups to
which they belong,

Our results suggest that normative

influences on the social relations of individuals and
legislative groups are structured according to the principles
of legislative apprenticeship and expertise, and party loyalty
and cohesion,

As such, they both reflect and help maintain the

structural lJ-based

principles which govern the institutional

functioning of representative and responsible government in a
parliamentary system,

The functional criteria for the definition of the role concept
however, denote not only the norms underlying it, and the
behaviours emanating from its performance, but also the mode of
activation.

Here we are concerned with the substantive tasks,

duties, and expectations associated with the position of
legislator, but more so with the legislator's own perceptions
of what is expected, what should be done, how it should be done
and on whose behalf,

Accordingly, we turn now to an exploration of the roles defined
and adopted by NZ MPs in the fulfilment of their substantive
duties (purposive roles) and representative functions
(representative roles) given the context of an institution
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dominated by the prescriptions of party hegemony and loyalty,
We begin with an analysis of the purposive role concerns of MPs
as they relate to their representative duties, The effects of a
party dominated legislature, and the status of members within
it as government or opposition MPs, or legislative freshers or
veterans are denoted as influences which channel their
purposive concerns and representational priorities,
Consequently, a composite role variable and purposive role
typology is derived and correlated with members' general role
orientations, in order to observe the effects of such
influences,

Finally~ the chapter focuses on the representational role
styles members adopt toward .significant clientele groups (such
as party and electors), in order to discern how external
expectations of conduct are mediated by legislators in the face
of conflicting representative demands, and thus the degree to
which the attitudes revealed either reflect or accommodate the
influences of group norms and legislative behaviour.

7,1

Purposive Roles and Role Orientations

Although there have been a wealth of studies made of various
national legislatures, detailing the functions and duties of
their members (their purposive roles) and their perceptions of
those demands (their role orientations), there are few which
deal with either the substantive or subjective role concerns of
New Zealand MPs. Amongst those that have been made however, a
common theme is the high priority allocated by members to
purely electoral concerns, a pattern previously suggested by
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Wahlke and Eulau et.al, (1962) as being 1 ikely in
party-dominated legislatures, 5

Thus, Von Tunzelmann (1980) observes that one effect of party
cohesion has been to redefine and reallocate the purposive role
concerns of New Zealand MPs to those areas where individual
legislators can be most effective,'

whether within the

legislature itself, or in the electorate, where partisan
concerns are less salient,

In this too, the structural element

of legislative size is influential in that the same factors of
limited numbers of relatively small electorates which help
maintain the unity of the parties themselves, also contribute
to the predominantly constituency-based orientation of the
member"; within them,

Accordingly, Cottrell (1974) found that 9

of the 18 MPs she surveyed, defined their roles primarily in
terms of constituency representation and service, (albeit
through the agency of party), while partisan considerations
remained largely divorced from such substantive concerns,

7

Sirnilar·ly, Anagnoson's (1983) survey of the "homestyle" of New
Zealand legislators showed the constituency casework undertaken
by MPs to be a major factor in their purposive role concerns,
The study found that 83% of the members surveyed lived in thefr
electorates and visited them at least weekly, constituency work
averaging 29,6% of their time, 8 Indeed, it is possible that the
amount of electorate work would have been even greater but for
the demands of regular parliamentary attendance and a general
lack of staffing and other resources allocated the MPs,
Consequently, despite being both wide-ranging and intensive,
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constituency work was defined primarily by its individual and
personalised nature,

As the above studies indicate, the dual expectations of small,
personalised electorates and a cohesive and disciplined party
system become reconciled by MPs in a functional dichotomy of
their roles, and compartmentalisation of competing interests,
The combination of the two party system and small, intimate
single member electorates tends to lead to a trade-off between
the representatives'

individual accessibility and

responsiveness at the local level, and the disciplined unity
observed as a party member at the national level,

Although the degree of case~ork engaged in by MPs is a function
of several factors - the member's personality, status, or type
of electorate - it remains a prerequisite of local support,
Local party influence over the parliamentary representative
functions less as a result of formal disciplinary sanctions or
overt controls, than as

a set of "anticipated reactions" by

MPs to the expectations of regular party and constituency
contract 9 Similarly, though the electorate itself generally
supports the institution of a cohesive party system (as
evidenced by the dearth of successful independent or third
party candidates), the quid pro guo appears to be a strong
expectation of local representation and individual attention by
MPs, regardless of their party affiliation,

Perceptions of a representative as a "good" (ie constituency)
member remain important, and consequently MPs must display a
high degree of concern for the interests of their local
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electorate,

In this regard, as Anagnoson observes:

The strong party system if anything reinforces this
tendency by removing national policy and parliamentary
votes from the responsibility-and-influence-of the
individual MP. 10
Thus, party cohesiveness may be expected to result in a
predominance of constituency concerns in the role orientations
of NZ MPs, partly as a form of electoral insurance, but mainly
as a result of party-defined constraints on the range of
effective action that may be undertaken by individual members
in the legislature,

As Von Tunzelmann (1980) notes, the dual

development of cohesive parties an~ an increasingly powerful
executive has meant that:

For the individual member, the tendency has been for the
emphasis of parliamentary work to shift towards those
areas where the member can be influential - notably the
select committees and also the respective caucuses - by
gaining more immediate access to information and by
dealing with legislative proposals and policy in other
forms in closer detail than is permitted in the
traditional centre of parliament - the Chamber, 11
In general, the results of the present study of MPs' role
concerns tend to support such claims, To gauge their purposive
role priorities, MPs were asked:
In terms of what you actually do as an MP - the workload
of the job itself - the time and effort involved - what
would you say comprises your primary role as an MP?
(Table 7,1)
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Table 7,1:

Purposive Role Priorities of New Zealand MPs (n=41)
adj , ;;
%
n

1, Constituency work

22

53,7

59.5

2, Legislating, policy work

12

29,3

32,4

3, House duties

3

7,3

8, 1

4, NA

4

9,8

Members interviewed basically defined their substantive roles
in terms of a broad trichotomy of constituency work, House
duties, and legislative-policy concerns, their responses
emphasising the primacy of constituency concerns, both as a
function of local expectations and the limited range of
individually effective action,

This was reflected in the high

aggregate percentage of MPs defining their workload in terms of
local electorate services (10,8%), liaison between constituents
and the bureaucracy (29.7%), or the general representation of
constituency interests and concerns to the House, or caucuses
of their parties (18,9%), 12

Legislative and policy concerns were also a prominent feature,
whether defined in terms of the duties deriving from some
members' specialised status (ie as undersecretaries or
ministers), or their general priorities, framed in terms of
select or caucus committee participation,

As intimated by Von

Tunzelmann, "House Work" (ie debating and the fulfilment of
tactical goals), was not rated highly as a substantive role
component, Many Members considered that time spent in the
Chamber was often empty or wasted,

those not actively

participating sometimes using the opportunities provided to
deal with constituents' correspondence or other preparatory
work. Thus, despite the predominance of tactical concerns among
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party blocs. these were largely seen to be restricted to the
Chamber itself, and while electoral and policy concerns were
certainly a product of partisan outlooks, the substantive
concerns of MPs remained largely divorced from such
considerations,

Similar results may be observed in Whip's

(1978) study of role orientations amongst Queensland
legislators, where despite the observance of party discipline
on par with that of New Zealand MPs, the pervasiveness of party
in parliamentary and constituency work mitigated against its
specific impact or formal acknowledgement as a distinctive role
concern, 13

Similarly, despite their acknowledgement of the primacy of
..
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their purposive duties, some MPs (9.8%)

noted the impossibility of defining their roles in such a
singular manner, according each foci of their substantive
concerns an equal value,

The work of an MP was observed to

entail a variety of demands and duties, one member stating
that:
I do not believe there is a primary role, There is a
dual role, with the policy formation machinery of
Parliament, and the electoral representation,
Of those who did assign such priorities however, no significant
differences were observed in terms of their party affiliation,
excepting that the category of House Duties was monopolised by
National MPs - a function perhaps of their opposition status,
Similarly, Labour members placed marginally more emphasis on
policy activities than did National MPs (58,3% vs 41,7%),
More telling however, were differences in purposive priorities
according to legislative tenure,

(Table 7,2).
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Table 7,2:
Row %
Co 1 • %

Pureosive role Priorities of NZ MPs b}:'. Tenure

Constituency

Policy

House

Freshers

Veterans

Total

·68. 2

31, 8

59,5

75,0

41.2

33.3

66,7

20.0

47. 1

33,3

66,7

s.o

11.8

32.4

8. 1

As expected, given their status as the most vulnerable and
inexperienced members of the legislature, freshers' role
concerns were primarily focussed on constituency duties. As
parliamentary newcomers, freshers face the immediate necessity
of establishing and maintaining networks of elector3l support1
while their relative inexperience in legislative matters Cat
least initially) similarly predisposes them towards a
constituency based orientation.

As previously observed, such

concerns are also reflected in the norms of apprenticeship and
legislative learning which prevail among NZ MPs, 14

Thus, 75%

of freshers defined their purposive roles in primarily
constituency-based terms, while only 20% emphasised policy work
as a priority concern.

Conversely, constituency work may become more routine or
matter-of-fact to legislative veterans, though nonetheless
remaining an important role component.

Given their experience

and tenure, veterans may be assumed to have long-established
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channels between themselves, their constituents, and local and
central government agencies, thereby allowing more scope for
policy work in their purposive concerns.

Thus although for

Veterans the constituency remained a salient aspect of their
work, (41.2% of veterans rating it as primary) policy aspects
proved to be even more so, 47.1% seeing them as a priority
concern.

Nonetheless, despite these distinctions, the

constituency remained a major focus of the substantive role
concerns of all MPs surveyed.

7.1.1

Purposive Role Orientations: Effectiveness and
Satisfaction

While purposive roles may be defined by MPs in terms of the
amount of effort they ascribe to each aspect of their Job,
further indicators of the saliency of the major components of
member's substantive concerns may be obtained from information
on how each i s v a 1 u e d by t hem .

Thus , i n est i mat i n g me rfl be r's

purposive role orientations, questions focussing on their
perceptions of effectiveness, and the satisfaction derived from
each role sector, were employed.

Members were asked:

Where would you say it is that you make your most
effective contribution in your work as an MP?
and
Which aspect of your work provides you with the most
personal satisfaction? - What part do you find the
most rewarding?
Although the two questions are obviously related, in that the
degree of satisfaction derived from an activity will, in large
part, be a function of members' perceptions of how worthwhile
or Jffective they are in that activity, as Whip (1978)
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observes, measures tapping both these dimensions may be less
Pr

o n e t o r e s P o n s e s e t s e rn p has i s i n 9

answers regarding members'

Table 7.3:

11

e x p e c t ,: . . '' o r

role priorities, 15

1

'

c o r· r e c t

11

(Table 7,3)

Pureosive Roles: Primary: Locus of Effect
adj,%
%
n

1 • Constituency work

18

43,9

47,4

2, Legislative - Pol icy

18

43,9

47,4

3, House duties

2

4,9

5,3

4, NA

3

7,3

As may be seen from table 7,3, an even division of opinion
emerged, emphasising the primary concerns of members observed
in estimations of their workload,

However, while both these

duties remain inescapable aspects of the job, members'
perceptions of their value was somewhat more balanced,

As

before, no significant party differences were observed, but
when correlated with legislative tenure, results described a
similar functional dichotomy of role concerns according to
members'

legislative experience, 16
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Table 7.4: Pureosive Roles: Pr·imary Locus of Effect by Tenur·e
Row ./
Col • %
Total
Fresher·c.
Veterans

,.

House

5,3

10,0

o.o
o.o

72,2

27,8

47,4

65,0

27,8

27,8

72,2

25,0

72,2

100,0

Constituency

Policy work

47,4

Here, as expected, the major zone of effectiveness perceived by
freshers was the constituency, that of their more tenured
col leagues focussing predominantly on the policy making
process,

Thus, sixty-five percent of freshers rated the

constituency as the area in which they perceived they were most
effective, as opposed to only 27,8% of legislative veterans,
Given their relatively greater legislative experience, and in
the main, electoral security,

veterans' concerns emphasised

policy making as a role priority in contrast to freshers, whose
electoral concerns were more immediate to them (72,2% vs 25%) •

In this, a further consideration for freshers was that of
electoral safety,

11

a consequence of the distribution of

freshers among more vulnerable seats than their veteran
counterparts - the proportion of veterans to freshers in safe
seats being approximately 2:1 (63,05 vs 31,8%). Freshers
predominated in unsafe and fairly-safe seats (71,4%, 62,5%),
their concerns naturally being focussed more on the
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constituency as an area in which they were, or should have
been, achieving the most. 18

Conversely, those in safe seats

tended to emphasise policy work over electoral concerns as
their locus of effectiveness.

(72.2% vs 27,8%). 19

Policy work derives from committee activities, located either
in the House or in caucus, and thus to a degree, party concerns
are reflected both in the substance and MPs perceptions of such
activities,

However, in its more overt forms, partisanship and

party competition, as they compr·ise the "House Duties" category
attracted only two members (both of them freshers), as an area
of greatest effectiveness,

Such results lent further support

to Von Tunzelmann's (1980) assertions regarding the effects of
a party dominated legislature on the role concerns of
individual f'!Ps, 20

Similarly, a comparison of like categories

in Whip's (1978) study of the role perceptions of Au-=.tral ian
MPs yielded further confirmation,

NZ members' concerns were

however, weighted more toward the constituency -a function
perhaps of the size differentials of electorates in the two
countries, 21

When further asked to rate the aspect of their work that
provided them with the greatest degree of satisfaction, MPs
attitudes were again evenly divided:
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Table 7.5: Pureosive Roles:

1

•

NZ MPs Primar):'. Locus of Affect
Adj • ~~
%
n

Constituency work

2. Legislating-pol icy

18

43,9

47,4

20

48,8

52,6

3, House duties

0

4, NA

3

7,2

Once more, no significant party differences were apparent,
though a dichotomy of role concerns premised on tenure was
observed, 63,2% of freshers focussing primarily on the
constituency vs 31,6% of veterans, Conversely, more veterans
derived satisfaction from policy work than did freshers (68,4%
vs 36.8%) while, as before, the orientations of the New Zealand
sample showed marked similarities to those of the Australian
MPs questioned in similar terms by Whip (1978),

Table 7,6:

(Table 7,6)

Most Satisfying Roles of Aust. & NZ MPs (%)

Australia (n=17)

New Zealand (n=38)

Par-1 iamentary

4 7. 1

Legis.-Policy work

Electoral

47. 1

Constituency

Source :

47,4

Whip ( 1978) , p • 21 7 ,

Among the NZ sample, perceptions of effectiveness and
satisfaction were strongly correlated (CV 0,8365, La 0.8235),
The satisfaction derived from engaging in various legislative
and representative activities was therefore largely dependent
on the value accorded them by members,

To a large extent

however, such duties were both structurally and situationally
determin~d, given the range of effective action made possible
by a party-dominated legislature. and the special circumstances
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distinguishing legislative freshers from their more tenured
colleagues.

7.1.2

Purposive Role Orientations:

A Typology

In light of the correlation between their' substantive tasks,
and members perceptions of them, following the example of Whip
(1978), 22

the three role indicators of workload,

effectiveness, and satisfaction were summed and computed to
form a single, aggregate role variable from which a broad
four-fold typology of members' purposive role orientations was
derived.

(Table 7.7)

Table 7.7:

Purposive Role Orientations of New Zealand MPs
n
%
agg.%

Wholly electoral

12

30,8

6

15,4

Primarily parliamentary

11

28,2

Wholly parliamentary

10

25.6

Primarily electoral

46,2

53,8

The purposive role "types" 1.Jere generated from preferences
expressed by MPs across all three of the previous indicators;
thus although four-fold, the typology reflects the basic
dichotomy of members' concerns, framed in either parliamentary
(ie legislative-policy) or electoral (constit~ency service and
representation) terms.

MPs orientations range from those who defined their roles
wholly in terms of their parliamentary or electoral duties, to
those whose perceptions of effort, affect, and effectiveness,
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were defined by either focus (ie 2/3 responses), but not
monopolised by them,

Two cases are counted as missing; one

giving equal priorities to each concern across all three
indicators, the other favouring an electoral orientation for
one indicator, but giving no reply to the remaining two,

Our results show that in aggregate terms, the dominant
purposive concerns of New Zealand MPs are legislative and
policy directed, albeit only marginally

(53,8% vs 46,2),

A

more telling comparison however, may be made within each
general category,

Thus, while the spread of preferences is

evenly distributed within the parliamentary focus, it is far
more polarised within the electoral category, reflecting the
more immediate imperatives of a constituency focus to the
freshers, marginal members, and electorate-inclined MPs who
comprise such cases.

Again, the orientations of the New Zealand MPs are close to
those exhibited by the Australian legislators surveyed by Whip
(1978):

Table 7,8: Purposive Role Orientations of Australian

&

NZ MPs

(%)

Orientation

Australian

New Zealand

% Oiff,

Electoral

11,8

30,8

+19,0

Primarily Electoral

29,4

15,4

-14,0

Primarily Parliamentary

35,3

28,2

- 7,1

Parliamentary

23,5

25,6

+

Source: Whip (1978), p,220,

2.1
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Although as the table shows, the New Zealand members accorded a
higher priority to a purely electoral role than did their
Australian counterparts, who balanced their concerns with
legislative duties, in aggregate terms the differences were
minimal, being only+/- 5% for either major category ,

Among the New Zealand sample however, there were slight but
insignificant party differences, as before, the most
significant relationships determined by the legislative tenure
of the members surveyed:

Table 7,9:

New Zealand Role Orientations by Tenure

Rm,; }~

Col.'.?~
Electoral
Parliamentary

Freshers

Veterans

72,2

27,8

65,0

26,3

.

...., ,-,
3 ..:)
.,:)
35,0

46.2

66,7

73,7

The aggregate variable reflects both the role preferences of
MPs, and the impact of legislative hierarchies, experience, and
vulnerability in formulating purposive orientations, Once more
Freshers dominated the electoral category (72,2%), defining
their roles primarily in these terms, as opposed to veterans,
whose concerns focussed more directly on legislative and
policy-directed activities (73,7% vs 26,3%), 2 J

The disposition of MPs toward either role orientation is also a
reflection of their safety of tenure,

Thus, a concentration of

freshers in fairly-safe and unsafe seats was observed in their
role concerns,

those in unsafe seats emphasising the

constituency, those in safe seats, legislative duties, 24

while
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members occupying fairly-safe seats divided their concerns
equally between the two, These results run counter to Whip's
(1978), who found no relationship between role and electoral
marginality, although some for size of constituency and the
rural-urban status of electorates in determining the weight of
constituents' demands on members, 25

For the New Zealand sample

however~ while it is true that MPs from urban seats generally
emphasised a parliamentary over electoral focus role (65% vs
35%) and comprised the majority (61,9¼) of those perceiving
their roles primarily in policy terms, MPs from rural
electorates evinced no such distinctions, being evenly
distributed between electoral and parliamentary orientations
(52,9%

VS

47,1%), 26

As an aggregate measure, the role variable, and the ensuing
typology of orientation is admittedly only an approximate means
of denoting the primacy accorded by members to various duties.
Activities taking place under the rubric of either
parliamentary or electoral work, and the orientations of
members towards them, may disguise a far more complex interplay
of interests and attitudes than is indicated by such general
headings alone,

The electoral role, for instance, comprises both relatively
mundane constituency service duties, as well as a range of
wider representational concerns, which may be perceived by MPs
as more appropriately resolvable by a policy-centred focus,
Thus, a parliamentary role may be motivated by constituency
interests, but not necessarily expressed in terms of a localist
focus, or emphasis on individual casework,

Further, as
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previously observed, the weighting of the various activities
comprising each category, as well as that of the categories
themselves, may owe as much to situational imperatives as to
the preference of members, Nonetheless, by providing an
indication of the saliency MPs accorded to their substantive
concerns, and a general measure of members' purposive role
orientations, the role variable proved useful in highlighting
the influence of the various structural and institutional
variables affecting both MPs orientations, and the behaviour
presumed to result from them, What is lacking however, is an
indication of the priorities members assign to the
representative concerns from which these activities derive.

7,2

Representational Role Priorities

Of more relevance to our study of institutional influences on
MPs role orientations therefore, are their perceptions of the
importance, or priority accorded each of the constituencies
represented in the course of their work.

While the demands on

a member may remain constant, the degree to which they are met
will be at least partly, a function of the members'
identification of them and their sources as representative
priorities,

Accordingly, MPs interviewed for the present study

were asked:
You are the representative of your constituency, of your
political party, and in the wider sense, of the nation as a
whole, as a Parliamentarian. What priorities do you assign
to these roles; who do you see yourself primarily as
the representative of?
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Table 7,10:

Primary Representative Role Foci of NZ MPs
n
%
adj,%

Electorate
Party
Parliament
NA

20

48,8

52,6

8

19,5

21,1

10

24,4

26,3

3

7,3

As sho1.,m in Table 7,10, members' responses further illustrated
the centrality of the constituency as a representative focus
for the role concerns of New Zealand MPs,

Members perceived

themselves primarily as local representatives, secondly as
national representatives, and finally as partisan actors,
although the strict assignment of such categories can be
misleadin·3,

Thus, while the electorate remained a predominant concern MPs'
responses also indicated the centrality of party to the
effective expression of either parliamentary or electoral
roles,

This may be more clearly seen when we consider role

priorities in the less idealised terms of members' first and
second rankings of each focus where, although the constituency
remained a primary concern (73,4%), it was replaced by party as
a representative priority (78,9¼),

Such results mirror the

reality of fulfilling representative functions in the context
of a party dominated legislature and electoral system, Members'
responses also highlighted their perceptions of the importance
of each focus of their role orientations, whereas previously,
the influence of party had so permeated constituency and
policy-directed activities, that it was not conceived of as a
separate role in its own right,
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Thus, despite the character of their purposive roles, the ways
in which members carry out their duties remain .largely
structured by party channels and concerns.

Such influence may

be minimal in everyday constituency work, but as previously
observed, although electors command the services and attention
of "their" MP, their voting decisions remain focussed far less
on the individual qualities of members than the party labels
under which they stand - and even here, electors may be voting
less for a local representative than for a preferred national
government,

Similarly, although members may conceive of themselves as
legislators and parliamentarians in the grand tradition of
serving the national interest, the fact remains that such
perceptions, and their associated activities, are almost
invariably structured by the parties which aggregate such
concerns, formulate policies, and constitute the government and
opposition blocs which mobilise and manage arguments for or
against them.

The predominant representational priority identified by members
was that of the local electorate, responses made in these terms
accounting for just over half of those surveyed.

As intimated

by our previous findings, the priorities _accorded this focus by
members may be seen to reflect both the structurally and
normatively defined demands made on them by an electoral system
comprising a limited number of relatively small, intimate,
single-member constituencies. and a similarly compact
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party-dominated national legislature,

Consequently, 78,9% of

those who ranked the electorate as their primary focus of
representation also defined their major purposive roles in
terms of constituency liaison, services, or general
representation,

In all, 12 MPs defined their purposive roles

wholly in electoral terms, 7 of them ranking the constituency
as a representative priority. Of this number, the orientations
displayed ranged from those who defined their role and
functions totally in terms of constituency service and interest
representation, to those who, while acknowledging the primacy
of electoral concerns, operationalised those interests within a
broader framework of partisan-national representation,

Thus, at one extreme were members who saw their representative
role almost solely in instrumental terms:
I'm here to be a servant to my constituents, whenever they
snap their fingers,
My role is basically to deal with the hassles of my
electors.

However, as others noted, the exact means of such
representation were often situationally determined,

Although

electoral duties occupied a large part of most MPs' workloads,
the ways in which these interests were best conceived often
overlapped with wider policy issues seen as a more efficacious
means of fulfillment of either individu~l or sectoral concerns,

Members citing a parliamentary focus as their primary
representative concern (26,3%) therefore tended to co~ceive of
their roles in terms of activities concerned with the
"nat ion3]" interest, thus r-epresent ing the interests of their
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constituents in the widest sense, rather than dealing only in
individual case1.Jork.

As one put it:

"I did not get into

politics as a glorified and overpaid social worker; they do it
better, in any case",

Thus, although constituency work was

acknowledged as a necessary, and even rewarding component of an
MP's role, the concerns of the electorate were seen as best
being met by a policy-oriented focus, although 50% of those
ranking Parliament as a priority role concern nonetheless
defined their substantive workload in terms of constituency
work, vs 37,5% who did so in terms of policy concerns,
Similarly, 88.9% of MPs defining their representative
priorities in parliamentary terms, adopted a policy-centred
focus for their purposive role orientations, voicing the
prescription thatj MPs -

should go for the cause, not the effects of things - the
economic, policy issues - and solve things at the c • r8,,,
You should do to the source of trouble rather than deal
with the problems caused by it,

In the New Zealand legislature, party is the obvious pathway to
policy effect, as well as being valued in intrinsic terms,
Therefore, although 26,3% of the MPs surveyed, saw their roles
as Members of Parliament, or representative of the national
interest as paramount, al 1 of them acknowledged that in
practical terms such ambitions were achievable only through the
agency of the party itself, As one member observed:

Remember that the reason you are here is because of the
electors who voted you in, and because you are a member
of a Party - these two factors should be uppermost in
your mind [although] in terms of your Job, it is your
electorate that comes first,
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Or, as another noted, "Party got me into politics, but the
public got me into parliament",

Members ackno•.Jledged that both

l o c a l l y an d n at i o na l l y , c o n s t i t u e n t s t e n d e d t o v o t e f o r Pa r· t i e s
rather than individuals, and in terms of a focus of
representation, their priorities were often equally well
realised in either party or parliamentary activities, together
such priorities being observed by 47,4% of the sample,

Thus although party itself was noted as a primary
representative role priority among only 8 MPs, its influence
was more pervasive than this alone would indicate,

Most

members acknowledged the importance of party either as an
expression of their fundamental beliefs, and source of
motivation for their initial entr·y into political life, or
simply as an ideological focus of antipathy toward the
Opposition, Members defining their representational foci in
partisan terms comprised only 5% of those emphasising the
constituency as a purposive focus, but 45% of those stressing
committee work, Conversely, while the major purposive
orientation of party-centred representatives was committee work
(71,4%) only 15,8% of electorally-focussed members shared such
a characterisation of their major role duties,

For these members, party represented the primary agency for the
fulfilment of constituents' interests, and on an individual
level, members were held to act in the best interests of their
constituents, and by extension, the nation, by their adherence
to the party policy which, it was assumed, had formed the basis
for their election as representatives,

This perspective was

far more common among Labour than National MPs (75% vs 25%);
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one member noting that:

In electing me, the voters made a conscious choice to
elect a Labour Party candidate, I am the Labour member
for, •••• The electorate chose between parties, and so the
role is bound up in the two.

However, although an extreme viewpoint, such responses merely
reflected members' general acknowledgement of the dominant
representative agencies within the legislature,

Although in

this, Labour members were more explicit than National MPs, who
tended to define their roles in "national" terms as "Members of
Par·liarnent" rather than partisans, in either case,

2s

one

member observed At the end of the day an MP is an MP, and here MPs are
party men, 1

7,2,1

Representational Role Priorities:

Associated Factors

In terms of its effect on members rankings of their
representational foci a major influence proved to be party
affiliation, those stressing a partisan role orientation being
predominantly Labour/Government MPs (75%),

Conversely, more

National/Opposition MPs defined their roles in terms of local
or national foci of representation than did Labour MPs,
although generally the differences were marginal and the
overal 1 association only rnoderate, 27 When correlated by
legislative tenure however, results were more telling, 28
lending support to previous findings of the effects of
legislative experience on members' role orientations,

Table 7,11: MPs' Primary Representational Role Foci bv
Legislative Tenure
Row ~~
Co 1 , %
Veterans
Freshers
Electorate

Party

Parliament

65,0

35,0

61, 9

41, 2

62,5

37,5

23,8

17,6

30,0

70,0

14,3

41,2

52,6

21 , 1

As before, in terms of their purposive roles and role
orientations, freshers predominated those stressing the
electorate as their primary focus of representation (65%),
while similarly, the majority of freshers surveyed defined
their roles primarily as electorate representatives,
Conversely, legislative veterans, generally more experienced
and electorally secure than their Junior cohorts, divided their
concerns equally between the electorate and parliament,
comprising the majority of those defining their roles in
national rather than local terms,

In contrast to its influence on members' substantive concerns,
electoral vulnerability proved only weakly associated with the
self ascribed representative role priorities of the MPs
surveyed, 29 The primacy accorded electoral representation by
members from safe and unsafe seats was identical (50%),
although more significantly, twice as many of those assigning a
top ranking to national/parliamentary representation were from
safe, as opposed to unsafe constituencies (60% vs 30%) •
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Th e t y p e o f s e a t h o1.J e v e r·

1

p r· o v e d s o me wh a t mo r e s i g n i f i c a n t i n

the representative concerns of members, a moderate coefficient
of association being derived from the correlation of role foci
by the rural or urban nature of the constituency represented
(cv 0.4349).

Again, the differences were more marked than in

previous comparisons with members purposive role orientations,
Thus MPs from rural electorates overwhelmingly preferred an
electoral orientation in their representative priorities,
(70,6% of them assigning the constituency a priority ranking),

while rural members outnumbered urban MPs comprising this
category two to one (66,7 vs 33,3%), Conversely, although MPs
from urban electorates divided their preferences relatively
evenly between the representational foci of electorate (31.6%),
party (36,8%), and parliament (31,6%), nonetheless, they

dominated the latter two categories (87,5%, 60%) - a further
indication of their broader representative orientation.

In order to provide a more compact summary of the relationship
between MPs representative concerns, and the factors which
contribute to their represenlational role preferences, members'
aggregate purposive role orientations were correlated with
their conceptions of representative priorities:
Table 7,12: Purposive Role Orientations by Primary
Representational Role Foci
Ro1.J %
Co 1 • %

Electoral

Parliament

Electorate

Party

88,2
78,9

5,9
12,5

5,9
11 • 1

21.1

21 , 1

36,8
87,5

42, 1
88,9

52,8

22,2

25,0

47,2

----------------------------------------------------------Parliamentary

52,8
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As Table 7,12 indicates, the purposive concerns and
orientations of members towards their roles were strongly
associated with their preferred representational role foci, the
correlation coefficients indicating a substantial relationship
(cv= o.6718, La= 0,6471).

Thus, our results suggest that the

substantive aspects and preferences of MPs general role duties
are significant factors in forming general representational
priorities, in that· the major representative demands made of
MPs tend to be related to their orientations toward them as
salient representative foci.

Therefore 88% of MPs defined as electorally orientated in their
purposive roles also affirmed the electorate as their primary
representational focus. Similarly, 78,9% of members defining
their representative priorities in such terms, acknowledged
their constituency duties as the area where they perceived
themselves as devoting the greatest effort, having the most
effect, and deriving the most satisfaction, Overall, the
electoral role predominated the sample (41,7%);

and although

parliamentary concerns were still relevant to such MPs, their
focus was primarily orientated toward the electorate rather
than parliament, on a ratio of approximately 3,5:1,

In terms of representative role foci, both partisan and
parliamentary-national orientations were essentially equivalent
in substantive terms,

MPs stressing a parliamentary

orientation in their purposive concerns were divided relatively
evenly between partisan and parliamentary role priorities
(36.8, 42,1%), while 87,5% of those ranking party as a primary
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representational focus, and 88.9% of those stressing
parliament, defined their purposive concerns in
parliamentary-policy terms.

7,2.2

Role Structure and Consensus

As the preceding examples demonstrate, the representational
role priorities expressed by members were correlated both with
the environmental features of the legislature, and the
purposive role orientations deriving from the fulfilment of
their substantive duties,

In light of these associations, a

further measure of the r·elative saliency of members'
representative concerns was attempted.

Previously, role

preferences were calculated on the basis of the major rankings
assigned to each focus of representation by the members
surveyed,

To obtain a more accurate picture of the relative

importance of each of these foci independently of the factors
of party affiliation and legislative tenure, individual ranking
scores were assigned to each representational role concern,

Table 7.13:

NZ MPs Rankings of Representational Priorities
Mean

Median

Mode

% Ranking
1st

% Ranking
1st & 2nd

Electorate

1,68

1.45

1

52.6

73,4

Party

2.00

2.00

2

21.1

78.9

Parlt,

2.32

2,64

3

26,3

42, 1

As table 7,13 shows, the rankings assigned each focus of
representational allegiance display a common structure, or
hierarchy of concerns,

The electorate was obviously of primary
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importance in the orientations of MPs, given the mean, median,
modal and percentile scores generated from their responses,
However·, although initially ranked above par-ty, Par·liament's
relative position amongst the representative trichotomy of
concerns was displaced by this focus, indicative perhaps, of
both the intrinsic and instrumental value of the latter in
fulfilling both locally and nationally premissed representative
concerns,

Once more, a measure of the degree of inter- and intra-group
consensus was derived from a computer-generated analysis of
variance CANOVA) program,

In this, the independent variables

specified were legislative subgroups based on party affiliation
and legislative tenure; a significance test of the ranking
differences of each subgroups• scores being generated for each
of the three representative foci,

The degree of group

consensus over each i tern 1,;as measured by the "F" stat. isl ics
resulting from each correlation,

As explained earlier, the

greater the degree of diversity in the rankings assigned by
each subgroup, the larger, and more statistically significant
were the F scores derived,

Conversely, agreement between and

among subgroups was reflected in non-significant F scores,
indicating consensus among MPs as to the relative saliency of
their major representational foci or, given our previous
findings, a recognition of the dominant structural and
normative influences on members purposive and representative
role orientations,
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Table 7,14 Statistical Significance of Intergroup Rankings
of Representative Priorities by New Zealand MPs CF Scores)
Item
Party (L-N)
Tenure CF-V)
Electorate

0,905

1,564

(0,348)

(0,219)

0,979

Party

Parliament

(0.047)

(0,329)

0,375

3,899

(0,544)

(0,056)

* significant at 0,05 level

As Table 7,14 indicates, MPs evidenced a a general consensus in
their representational role priorities that largely
overshadowed differences based on party affiliation or
legislative tenure,

The only statistically significant ranking

difference observed was between Labour and National MPs over
the priorities assigned to party as a primary representative
agency,

As previously observed however, this may be a general

function of the greater degree of ideological emphasis
expressed by members of a reformist, social-democratic party,
embracing a variety of interest groups and social movements
which, historically has remained in opposition more often than
it has been in government,

Similarly, the fact that Labour was in power at the time of the
survey may have also been reflected in the ranking differences.
Government members might tend perhaps, to value party as an
instrument of policy effect, and thus a means of active and
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substantive interest representation more so than opposition
MPs, for whom its role would be defined in more tactical terms.

To this point then our findings would appear to support the
contention that purposive roles and the orientations deriving
from them are both structurally and normatively determined, by
the factors of electoral size and party hegemony.

Thus, the

role of the MP must encompass the expectations of personalised
electoral contact, the representation of all salient local
interests and national concerns, and the provision of a single
channel of influence to a locally elected,

but nationally

representative major political party.

Despite the legislative roles assumed by MPs at the national
level however, they must also act as local agents of _grievance
redress, and as a conduit of local concerns to the national
party,

Thus, short, the substantive concerns and orientatjons

of an MPs role are largely predetermined;

dichotomised between

parliamentary-legislative and electoral-constituent concerns
that survive unchanged across party lines, and remain in large
part an inescapable part of a representative's duties,

Similarly, the orientations attendant upon such concerns are
also a function, in part at least, of an MPs place in the
system.

Other factors may be involved here, in particular the

member's initial motivations toward a parliame~tary career,
Equally, as important as what induces MPs to enter politics,
however, are their responses to the constraints imposed upon
behaviour by their place within the institution once they are
actually there, This is most clearly seen in the dichotomy
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observed in the substantive concerns and representative
priorities of legislative freshers and veterans; those newest
to the position being occupied by the immediate concerns of
constituency service in maintaining their electoral support,
those more experienced and secure in their parliamentary and
electoral roles, emphasising broader legislative-policy making
concerns as purposive and representative priorities,

Thus, members remain constrained to various degrees, both by
the roles expected of them by other legislative actors, and
those which they perceive as most relevant to their immediate
situations, We have observed previously that although necessary
to members' functional abilities, the development of
legislative expertise, and group prescriptions of legislative
apprenticeship may equally be aimed at consolidating the
loyalty of individual members to their legislative parties.
Similarly the effectiveness of the individual is further
constrained by the use of the caucus as a major focus for
policy making concerns, and the final determinant of voting
behaviour,

Given our findings of the relationship between the substantive
aspects of members' roles, and the role orientations they adopt
toward their work, we turn now to the question of
representative function, the orientations deriving from it, and
their relationship both to MPs purposive concerns and the
cohesive, dominant parties which structure the legislative
environment.

In short, given the substance of MPs roles, how

are their conceptions of representative duties, preferences,
and priorities reflected in the stylistic orientations they
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adopt toward the major representative interests of party and
electorate?

7.3

Representative Role Orientations

There are a variety of factors which comprise the overall role
of the representative, stemming from the interaction of
electoral and legislative structures, social relationships,
behavioural regularities, and the orientations and attitudes
held by the members regarding their work, and its demands.

Of

these, it is the latter - the MP's inner definition of the
demands and expectations of their role - that is our major
focus, 30

Orientations ar·e central to the r·epresentative's role

in that they provide both the immediate incentive and
Justification for member's activities,

MPs' role conceptions

therefore give some insight into how individuals mediate th8
demands of position, allowing a comparison to be made of the
effects of personal attitudes, social norms, and the
behavioural outputs that define not only individual, but
institutional expressions of the representative role, In the
consideration of all of these factors, it is the
repre:2ntative's own decisions, and the priorities assigned
such co.l'.·2ting concerns, which may be taken as the proximate
variable in determining indiv: JUal definition of role, and thus
of of role performance. 31

7,3,1

General Representative Roles

Members surveyed for the present study were queried as to their
general conceptions of the "proper" representative role, and
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given the reality of a party-dominated legislature, their
general orientations in situations where free-votes were
allowed.

Data from previous questions dealing with purposive

concerns and representative priorities were also included to
provide a fuller context for the responses in assigning the
essentially Burkean role categories employed,

Table 7,15: General Representative Role Orientations of New
Zealand MPs
Role Orientations
n
%
Trustee

26

65

Politico

12

30

Delegate

2

~

40

100
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The strong preference expressed by MPs for an essentially
trustee-style of representation was not unexpected, given
first, that the categories generally accorded with the most
favourable self images of the members taking part in the study,
and secondly, as observed in previous studies the licence
allowed representatives adopting a trustee orientation in
determinating appropriate responses to various competing
demands in deciding particular issues.

Thus, essentially

similar findings were noted by Whip's (1978) study of
Australian legislators,

whose preferences all but approximated

those of the New Zealand sample in that 66.6% adopted a trustee
orientation, 20% a politico, and 13,3¼ a delegate role style.

Among the NZ MPs no significant party differences were
observed, 32 although more National members preferred a politico
orientation than did Labour (36.8% vs 22.2%).

Similarly, the

trustee preference was held equally across both party and
tenure-based groupings.

although more veterans than freshers

affirmed a purely trustee role over that of the "compromise"
styled politico (73.7 vs 63.2), 33

Given that these general role orientations denoted differential
attitudes toward ascertaining and following the opinions of
others in determining legislative behaviour, the correlation
between MPs' attitudes toward polling their constituents,

and

their preferred role orientations was generally good (Cv
0.5848, La 0.3846).

Thus, MPs inhabiting the trustee category

tended not to poll, or declared the general undesirability of
such strategies (80%), while politicos proved more amenable to
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knowledge of their electors wishes (72,7%), and as expected,
both delegates utilised polling techniques, 34

Given the "ideal" and largely non-specific nature of the
categories however, only a weak relationship was found between,
MPs' orientations and one of their major concerns
electoral vulnerability.

- that of

Although most trustees were

concentrated in safe seats (50%), a substantial percentage
(30,8¼) inhabited unsafe constituencies,

Politicos were

divided more equally between the extremes of safe and unsafe
seats (50% vs 41,7%), while both delegates held vulnerable
constituencies, Even so, the general correlation was
insubstantial (Cv = 0,1541).

Initial role categorisations relied heavily on members' own
definitions of the proper representative roles to be adopted in
ideal circumstances, and thus both the popularity of certain
orientations, and the generally weak correlations observed owed
much to the non-specific nature of the question, as well as the
flexibility of the role categories themselvas, in their general
formulation,

Nevertheless, if our focus is to be centred on

members' orientations, then their own role conceptions must
remain paramount. Given the representatives' own definitions of
general representative role styles, we now discuss the
orientations derived from their responses, then applying the
various role categories to more immediately grounded
representational situations, where the conjunction of members'
orientations. and their perceptions of conflicting
representative interests, may be assumed to provide a clearer
definition of the subject of inquiry,
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7,3,2

The Trustee Role Orientation

Wahlke· and Eulau et.al.

(1962) define the trustee orientation

in two senses, first in terms of a moralistic conception of the
proper representative role, where -

The trustee sees himself as a free agent in that as a
premise of his decision making behaviour, he claims
to follow what he considers right or Just, his
convictions or principles, the dictates of his
conscience, 35

However, as well as constituting a personal basis for decision
making, the trustee orientation may accord equally well with
the institution of party as focus of representative interests.
or decision making agency of 1 ike-minded individuals, Thus, it
is perhaps not surprising that even in party-dominated
legislatures such as New Zealand and Australia,
popular,

it proves so

For if, as we have previously surmised, the n1aJor

factor maintaining party discipline in the New Zealand
legislatur~ can be traced back to a basic consensus of
attitudes and social norms among MPs, then despite the
prevalence of party voting and rarity of unwhipped divisions,
the trustee orientation nonetheless remains eminently suitable
in being able to accommodate both outer and inner-sourced
directives of individual behaviour.

Or, put another way, the

consensual basis of the legitimacy and authority of party
demands on members' behaviour has already been implicitly
agreed to by their continuing participation in the party
caucuses where such decisions are

reached,
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In addition, the trustee orientation may also derive from the
nature of certain legislative or representative interactions
which, on occasion, make its use functionally inevitable, 36
Thus, members may express a trustee orientation because of
their inability either to know or accommodate diverse or highly
polarised views on particular issues, their greater expertise,
or access to information which electors cannot share, or simply
because the balance of particular interests is seen to be
outweighed by the needs of the greater, national interest, 37
Final 1 y, there is al so the argument of

11

1 ike-mindedness" - that

the representatives' decisions, though independently reached.
are in any case reflective of the will of the constituency.
given the member's own e:,,perience, and knowledge of el ector·ate
needs and interests. 38

Accordingly, responses of the New Zealand MPs surveyed
reflected this diversity. ranged across moralistic and
Judgemental dimensions of the trustee orientation; elements of
one often being employed in Justification of the other,
Explicit endorsement (by name) of a "Burkean

11

stance toward

representation featured in the responses of several
legislators,

Most MPs tended equally toward each dimension,

stressing either the inviolate nature of individual conscience,
the necessity of giving a moral lead to the opinions of voters,
or the impossibility of discerning the
in any case,

11

wi l l

II

of the electors

Thus, one MP vehemently asserted that, despite

the cross-pressures:

It is mv conscience and I shall vote as I wi 11 - my
conscience is not for trading,
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Similarly, another member observed the moral necessity of
policy stances based on individual conscience and judgements of
contentious issues,

Thus:

An MP should not be a delegate; unpopular decisions
must be made, though with their [electors] best
interests at heart.

Such MPs stressed the nature of representation as being not
merely a reflection of electoral opinion, but rather, the
active use of one's "consi'.:ious sense" or "considered judgement"
to decide the best course of action in light of the public
good, or an individual sense of moral or philosophical
appr·opriateness,

In this, as one member noted, a trustee

orientation was seen not merely .as a convenience, but a dutv,
in the sense that representatives m.1ed constituents their
unfettered consideration and judgement of the issues, taking
note of the

11

1.Jeight" of elector's viei..Js, but not necessarily

their opinions,

Thus as one put it -

This is my view, Influence me, but these are my
attitudes and this is how I will vote unless the
evidence persuades me otherwise,

Several members also observed the conception of a
representative trusteeship as deriving in part from an overt or
implicit identification of individual member with the interests
or views of their electorates, most citing their electoral
exposure during candidacy in media coverage and the selection
procedures employed by their parties, to ensure the right
"match" of member· and constituency, as evidence of this, In
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addition to the widespread exposure of their views on various
issues, the use of constituency communications, and their
continued reelection were also cited by members in support of
this proposition.

Despite reflecting the views of the electorate in their
attitudes and decision making behaviour however, nearly all MPs
decisively rejected a delegate style of representation. A
common view was, given the absence of a comprehensive system of
national referenda, that of the impossibility of ever properly
ascertaining the opinions of electors, or even if this were
possible, the question of the legitimacy that would be accorded
their views.

As one member observed, disregarding the

influence of interest groups, most "pubiic opinion" tended to
be used by MPs as post hoc Justifi6ation for views already held
by them.

Others rejected the use of opinion as a criteria for

rational decision making, citing such issues as capital
punishment, where legislators had a

1

'duty' 1 to lead or even

overrule popular sentiments, although this perspective often
contained equal measures of "moral

11

and "judgemental" criteria,

one MP making the lighthearted comment that:
[After all] If you'd polled peopled years ago, they
would,ve told you the earth was flat.

While another stressed the equally common view that, as a
representative:
You can't adopt a position reflective of your
~lectors views if it is contrary to your own
conscience.
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7,3,3

The Po1itico Role Orientation

Although paradoxically, the trustee orientation may be seen to
give the representative both the certainty of his convictions,
and the flexibility of deciding just how they should be
expressed, a significant percentage of members (30%) explicitly
recognised the need for compromise in their decision making,
This was especially the case on contentious social or "moral"
issues where, as was often noted, because no party policies
were expressed, legislators could not necessarily claim an
automatic "mandate" for their actions,

As one member observed,

although there were always a core of issues that
representatives would only ever consider in terms of their
consciences alone, given both the general prevalence of party
policy and the rarity of free votes, a pragmatic view was
essential.

Common themes in "pol itico"-styled responses thus stressed that
where possible it was a representative's duty to consult with
his or her constituency and heed their opinions in coming to a
decision, although only in light of the MP's individual
Judgement of the evidence at hand,

In practical terms too, it

was noted that despite the perceived saliency of any one issue,
there were always a variety of other, equally important issues
that would be raised in the future, and the representatives'
wishes to effect change in areas of greater personal concern
often necessitated compromise, whether for reasons of duty,
uncertainty, or pragmatic self interest,
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Thus, as one member observed, it was pointless to risk
sacrificing one's seat over a

11

fringe issue" of no special

individual concern when a compromise offered the possibility of
"living to fight another day",

Accordingly, as had trustees,

politico responses emphasised both the variety of constituents'
views, the uncertainty of accurate knowledge about their
opinions, and the generally greater access to information
enjoyed (and sometimes regretted) by representatives in
determining their actions,

Of those who stated they did, or

would poll their constituents, most (61,5%) were categorised as
politicos in their general representative role orien-tations,

-

and their use of such methods for ascertaining electors views
were often framed in terms of "fine tuning" their own beliefs
or stances on the often multifaceted issues confronting them,
In short, the ~olitico stance adopted by individuals may be
seen largely as a functional response to the complexities and
ambiguities of many representative situations,

7,3,4

The Delegate Role Orientation

A delegate style of representation, note Wahlke and Eulau
et.al. (1962), is characterised by "a simpler, more mechanical
conception.,. of tha function of representation in legislative
behaviour", 39

Although, as Alpert (1979) affirms, delegates

may be information maximisers in fulfilling their
representative duties, their primary reason for doing so tends
to be the establishment of just whose opinions should form the
basis for the legislative actions, 40

However, although

members' responses revealed varying degrees of delegacy, only
two MPs approximated the "classical" conception of the delegate
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as defined by Wahlke and Eulau, 41

Both saw their electors

opinions as constituting the decisive element in their decision
making behaviour, one characterising the ideal role of an MP as
11

a functionary

of the popular will", the other obser·ving that:

As MP of an electorate you are there as the servant,
not the master,

Thus as might be expected, such member's purposive concerns and
representative priorities were orientated primarily towards the
constituency,

However, even though these MPs expressed their

preferences for a delegate style of representation, both
observed the necessity of voting according to their own
conscience or Judgment on certain occasions, whether because of
their inability to obtain a clearcut majority opinion of their
electors, or because of deeply held opinions of their own on
certain key issues.

The responses detailed above thus highlight the problems of the
general representative categories as used or acknowledged by
MPs and researchers alike,

The range of decisions confronting

MPs, the norm of party discipline in voting, and the
infrequency of free votes, all contribute to situational
ambiguities which may confound the behavioural expression of
such self-ascribed role orientations.

Similarly, the

flexibility of the categories themselves often provide the
members with a Justification for actions taken, which in
themselves may not be congruent with the use of the categories
as descriptive terms.
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These points may be further illustrated by the correlation of
members'

general representative role orientations, their

previously expressed purposive orientations. and the priorities
accorded various representational role foci by them,

In terms

of their purposive role qrientations, both trustee and politico
preferences ranged near equally across all substantive role
types, from purely electoral to purely parliamentary,
Similarly, the trustee role dominated all substantive role
categories, averaging a 70-30 distribution in each,

Given the

ambiguity of the members' general role preferences, the overal 1
correlation between role styles and substantive concerns was
thus negligible (Cv = 0,0864), and in ter·rns of member·s'
representative priorities, the trustee orientation predominated
over all three foci -electorate, party and parliament.•

7,4

Role Conflict:

2

Constituencv RePresentation and MPs Role

Orientations

The generalised nature of the role orientations derived from
responses to the initial~ questions, indicated the usefulness
of an approach employing more situation-specific criteria in
deriving meaningful indicators of MPs conceptions of their
representative role styles, Accordingly, questions were
employed that focussed on the priorities assigned various
representational foci by members in two hypothetical conflict
situations, the first between members and their electors, the
second between members and their parties,

Although the

conflicts posed were hypothetical~ the role "styles" derived
from members responses nevertheless had the advantage of being
focussed more clearly on their conceptions of the proper
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representative roles given circumstances they had either
previously encountered, or might be faced with in the future,
First, members were asked:
On a conscience issue, if it happened that your views on
the subject and those of your constituents were in
conflict, what would be the major factor in deciding your
vote?
·
The proviso of a free vote was added because given the
prevalence of party voting in Parliament, it was only here that
an automatic partisan/delegate role could be avoided.

Further,

many "local" issues are themselves subject to free-votes, and
it would thus be here that the representative situation, and
the roles taken, would be most clearly defined:

Table 7,16:

NZ MPs Representative Role Orientations:

CMP vs. ~lestors)
Option

Style

n

Will of Electors

(Delegate)

7

17. 1

01..Jn conscience

<Trustee)

32

78,0

Would depend on issue

(Politico)

2

4,9

%

As can be seen from Table 7,16, members displayed a strong
preference for a ''trustee'' role orientation in such a scenario,
In contrast to the more general orientations derived
previously, both trustee and delegate styles exhibited
increased support (+13¼ and +12.1¼ respectively), although once
more, the predominance of the former was apparent, Conversely,
the number of MPs indicating a preference for a compromise, or
politico orientation may indicate that

when faced with a

more specific choicet members' decision making criteria became
mor·e

polarised.
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However, as we have seen, the trustee orientation has achieved
something of the status of a normative ideal in modern
representative thought, even in legislatures where its actual
expression is severely curtailed. 43

Similarly, the

attractiveness of this formulation to the self-images of
lesislators should not be underestimated,

Thus, the

red is t rib u t ion of pr- e fer enc es for either· "trustee "\or·
"politico" may not be as significant as they first appear,
Equally, although more representatives evince a delegate
orientation than previously, this can probably be traced to the
nature of the situation itself, as one of the few sanctioned
occasions for the free expression of constituents' or
representatives' opinions.

Even so, the relative imbalance

between those whose voting behaviour would be cued primarily by
their constituents' opinions and those who maintained the
sanctity of individual conscience, remains significant,
especially given the predominantly constituency-centred role of
most members previously surveyed.

MPs' representative role orientations, as denoted by their
responses to the constituency-conflict question, were not
significantly differentiated by their party affiliation,
trustees being equally distributed between either side (labour
45.2%, National 54,8%), the majority from each party preferring
to follow their o0n conscience and judgement to the opinions of
their electors. 44

Although most delegates were Labour MPs

(71,4%), this is largely atributable to the prevalence of
freshers in Labour ranks.
findings of freshers'

Even so, despite our previous

preferences for the constituency in their
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purposive role priorities, the predominance of the trustee
orientation in either camp resulted in a negligible correlation
of role style with the tenure of MPs (Phi= 0,0309).

Similarly, no significan\ associations between representatives'
preferences and the status of their constituencies were
observed, whether framed in terms of the electorates'
rural-urban character (phi = 0,0600), or their relative
marginality (cv = 0,1031). Although most trustees were located
in safe seats (43.8%), so too were most delegates <57,1¼).
Further, trustees were distributed relatively equally among
both safe and unsafe seats (43,8% vs 37,5%), and dominated each
category of electorate regardless, Further, as intimated above,
members' purposive role orientations bore no significant
relationship to their professed representative role styles. 45
( Tab 1 e ,7 , 17 )

Table 7.17:

NZ MPs Representative Role Styles by Purposive

Role Orientations (%)
Row ~;
Col • %

Primarily
Par]. Parliament.

Electoral

Primarily
Electoral

42,9

14,3

28,6

14,3

25,0

16,7

20.0

10.0

Conscience (Trustee) 29,0

16. 1

25,8

29,0

75,0

83,3

80.0

90,0

31.6

15.8

26.3

26.3

Electors (Delegate)

18.4

81.6

Although more delegates defined their roles in electoral rather
than parliamentary terms, while ''trustees" tended to favour a
parliamentary rather than electoral orientation, the
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differences in emphasis wer-e marginal . 48

Again; the trustee

orientation predominated, despite differences in purposive
orientations,

Similarly, only a weak relationship was observed between the
constituency role styles of members, and their representational
role priorities (cv = 0,17527), most trustees ranking the
electbrate as a primary focus of their representative concerns
(53,6%), while delegates proved equally divided between the

local electorate and national interests (42.9% vs 42,9%),

Thus, despite the primacy of the constituency in both the
purposive and representative concerns of the members surveyed,
our findings suggest that in situations (albeit hypothetical
ones) where a conflict of interests arises between electors and
their representatives, MPs overwhelmingly prefer to adopt the
traditional "tr·ustee" orientation, a~.serting their r·ole•::; as
individual representatives of their constituents'

interPsts (or

their perceptions thereof), rather than delegates of their
electors' opinions,

As we have seen however, the basis for such preferences may be
exaggerated, and the influence extended to members actual
behaviour problematic,

Members interviewed observed that a

good MP tends to refl;. .:t his or her electorate's "character" or
"makeup", and therefore its inter-- .;;ts, and although this may be
used as post hoc justification for decisions

2

ready taken, it

also points to the fle><:ibility of a "trustee" role,

Sirnilar-ly

the popularity of the trustee orientation might also be a
function of the prev8lence of party discipline in legislative
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decision making, and the relative rarity of opportunities
allowing the free expression of such roles without the
mediating agency of party to aggregate interests, structure
votes, and shield individual members from the consequences of
actions taken on a collective basis.

For the period from the

establishment of the two party system in New Zealand to the
time of the present study (1936-85) free votes account for only
3,8% of all divisions called in the House, and although their
incidence had risen somewhat to 4,3% at the time of the survey,
(ie 17 divisions), the opportunities presented to members are
obviously still severely limited.

7,5

Representative Role Orientations:

Freevotes

Despite this however, it would appear that when the opportunity
does arise, members are at least willing to reassert their
prerogatives as freely elected, individually accountable
representatives in the traditional Bur~ean sense.

Even so, in

terms of their overall representative role orientations, such
attitudes do not provide the final word,

Our previous findings

show a dominant normative consensus among MPs of expectations
of party loyalty, cohesion, and collective action, and their
behavioural expression.

Given this, we must therefore focus

not only on situations where these factors are either formally
present or absent, but on their broader effects in terms of the
attitudes members express toward the very situations where they
are able to demonstrate the representative orientations (and
presumably behaviours) they apparently value so highly,
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Accordingly, members were asked two further questions, dealing
with situations where the party whips were absent, and their
opinions as to the most desirable incidence of such occasions:

Table 7.18:

NZ MPs Attitudes Toward the Place of Free Voting

Needed

(n)

(%)

32

78,0

7

17, 1

)

2

4,S'

)

78,0

Not Needed:
prefer party policies

22.0

- prefer referenda

100,0

41

Although the majority of members surveyed acknowledged the need
for non-party votes, nonetheless a sizeable minority rejected
them, expressing preferences either for party policies on such
issues, or the substitution of national referenda for
individual or collective legislative decision making,

These

latter stances however, when mentioned to most member~ as
alternatives to the present situation, were generally dismissed
as unrealistic, either on the grounds of MPs' personal or moral
convictions on particular issues, or for the practical effects
of s~ch a policy on the internal unity and electoral appeal of
a party adopting such proposals,

Even so, despite widespread

acknowledgement of the need for freevotes, members attitudes
toward them, in terms of their desired frequency, were more
divided and generally less favourable:
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Table 7,19:

Freevote Preferences among New Zealand MPs
adj • ~,;
n

More

4

12, 1

Less

15

45,5

Status Quo

14

34, 1

8

19,5

NA

42,4

Thus, despite their avowed preferences for a trustee style of
representation, which in practical terms remains largely
confined to non-party voting, the majority of members surveyed
(70.7%) expressed the wish that the incidence of such occasions

either be maintained at their present low level, reduced even
further, or eliminated altogether,

Indeed, even of those

members expressing positive preferences toward both the need
and number of freevotes, fully 84,6%

preferred the status q~o,

or their reduction belo~ even that level,

Table 7-20:
Row

Freevote~' Need bv Freevotes Preferences

~,~

Co 1 , %

More

Less

Status Quo

Needed

15,4

34,6

50,0

100,0

60,0

92,9

o.o
o.o

85.7

14,3

21.2

12. 1

45,5

42,4

100.0

Not needed

78,8

40.0

As indicated by table 7,20, although nearly all of those who
saw no need far freevotes expressed the wish that there might
be less of them, nonetheless, most of those holding this latter
opinion recognised the need for them,

In aggregate terms
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despite this acknowledgement the value placed freevoting by
most MPs was generally low. Responses were significantly
differentiated by party affiliation in that while all National
MPs agreed on the need for freevotes, only 60% of Labour MPs
did so,

8 of the 9 members rejecting the need for freevotes

being Labour, the other a Oemocrat. 47

Although, in terms of

their voting behaviour, National MPs tend to place a higher
premium on individual autonomy than do their Labour colleagues,
here at least, most of the differences seem to be a function of
members' tenure, 6 of the 8 Labour MPs being freshers.

Thus,

although 46.9% of those stressing the need for freevotes were
freshers, in general freshers tended to value such occasions
less than veterans (68.2% vs 89,5%). 48

Similar patterns were observed in MPs attitudes toward the
level of freevotes;

most Labour MPs preferred less (68,8%),

while most National MPs preferred the status quo (58,8%), 49
Despite such differences however, and a general recognition of
the inevitability of freevotes in a party-dominated system,
most members defined such occasions in primarily negative
terms.

Thus, despite their propensity to adopt trustee

orientations in certain situations, it would seem that, given
the predominant attitudinal. and behavioural manifestations of
legislative party cohesion and discipline, such roles are
assumed more out of necessity, than they express any
deep-seated reaction against the confines of the party system.

What is significant in members' attitudes to such situations
therefore, is the extent to which they reveal the structuring
of the representative's role, effected by party concerns, but
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more so, the common agreements among individual members which
bind them to one another as collective legislative entities,
Thus, it is not so much that members, accustomed to the
dictates of the group and guidance of the whips, necessarily
become confused and ineffectual in their absence (although this
can happen);

rather, their attitudes reflect a recognition of

both the basis and limits to the cohesion which, under present
conditions, largely determines the effective fulfillment of the
legislature's representative function,

For NZ MPs the primary role of the freevote is that of a
" s a f e t y v a l u e " f o r d i s s i d e n t me mb e r- s o r p o t e n t i a l l y d i v i s i v e
issues,

Thus, paradoxically, the raison de'tre for situations

which allow members to adopt an individual, non-partisan
legislative role, is to strengthen the very cohesion and
discipline which dominates the legislature, and constitutes the
predominant behavioural and attitudinal components of members'
institutional roles,

Further, the exceptions to the norm that allow the expression
of an individualist representative role orientation, are
themselves primarily the product of collective decision making,
Thus, while such attitudes, and the social norms and
behavioural regularities which underly them, indicate the
extent to which the institutional context of the New Zealand
parliament is reflected in the roles observed by MPs, they also
provide some insight on the basis for the context itself,
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7,6

Role Conflict:

Partisan Representation and MPs Role

Orientations

A further indication of this proposition may be observed in
members' responses to ou~ final question, focussed on their
orientations toward intra-party conflict,

As detailed in

previous chapters, crossvoting is, short of resignation, the
most extreme step MPs can take in challenging the cohesion of
their parties, and is thus exceedingly rare,

Although there

remain differences in expressions of dissent between the two
major parties, they are more a matter of form than of
substance, 5

°

Further, there exists a high degree of consensus

among MPs over the value of party loyalty, and the saliency of
various modes of party dissent, In light of this, members were
asked the following question to ascertain the effects of this
normative consensus on their conceptions of the proper
representative role:
If there arose a conflict between your deeply held
feelings on an issue, and the decision of your caucus,
and no leave was granted you to differ, what course of
action would you be most likely to adopt?
Table 7,21:

New Zealand MPs Attitudes to Party Dissent
n

n

%.

Vote with party

9

22,0
) •• , , • 15

36,6

Protest, but vote with party

6

14,6

Abstain from voting

9

22. 0 . ...... 9

21,9

Vote against party
Resign from post/party

15

36,6

2

4,9

) , • , , • 17

41,5

-------------------------------------------------------------
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Although members' responses contained some variation in
emphasis, as Table 7,21 indicates, in general these were minor,
and in situations where it was felt to be necessary, the
majority of members surveyed indicated that they would either
vote against their own party, or at least withdraw their active
support from it,

Although the situation described was hypothetical, and so the
exact circumstances for such actions would vary from member to
member, nonetheless, our findings are of significance, given
the pattern of MPs' attitudes towards party loyalty observed in
previous chapters,

Thus, despite their acknowledgement of

crossvoting and abstaining as potent acts of disloyalty, most
MPs would employ such strategies if they cor1sidered there were
no viable alternatives,

Of course, as we have seen, the actual

significance of such behaviour may derive as much from its
rarity, as from any other factor,

Further, as most members

made clear, the situations that might result in them adopting
these courses of action would be both unique and extreme,

One

MP summed up this consensus in the following way:

I would abide by the decisions of caucus if l had had my
say,,,If I couldn't persuade my colleagues to modify
their position, my feelings might not be justified,
However, there are one or two issues on which the party
would only proceed over my dead body!,,, [But] to me
this question deals with a situation which is pretty
remote. I have always worked to achieve change [and] to
avoid reaching the sort of position in which the above
options might have to be considered, In fact I feel that
one would be a pretty ineffective MP not to be able to
effect some compromise through the party structure,
rather than be in total conflict with party policy,
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Similar sentiments were echoed by other MPs, who stressed the
point that dissent which breached the confines of caucus could
be seen more as an expression of individual failure and
ineffectiveness than as a principled expression of
individualism,

Here too, we must observe the possible effects of party
differences in attitudes to dissent, As our findings have
shown, although both parties exhibit similar levels of overt
dissent, the form in which it is expressed is differentiated by
the relative tolerance of the parties to individual acts of
rebellion,

Thus while most National crossvoting occurs within

the party, nearly all that displayed by Labour MPs is either

a

cause, or consequence of their exit from the party itself,
Although the freedom to dissent of National MPs has become
customary, Labour members who dissent without prior approval
effectively break the terms of their nomination pledges,
give the party legal grounds for their expulsion,

and

The roots of

such attitudes lie both in the social bases of the party's
historical formation, their ideological emphasis, and their
experience of authority,

Thus one Labour member observed that:

[Labour governments] come in with a great deal of
intellectual baggage - a long history of things to do,
and a knowledge usually, of limited time to achieve them
in, [The] means of achieving change, and staying in
power, is thus enhanced to the degree that they show
cohesion.

Party differences were observed in the role orientations of the
members surveyed, although generally the association between
party affiliation and the role style of MPs was not strong. 51
(Table 7,22)
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Table 7,2?:
Row%
Col¼

MPs'

Parti~an Orientations by Party Affiliation(%)
Labour

Party vote

Abstain

Crossvote

l'.lational

57.1

42.9

40.0

30,0

55.6

44,4

25,0

20.0

41.2

58,8

35.0

50,0

General 1·y·, Labour~ member·s would behave more "1 oyal 1 y" than
National MPs, 40% of them voting with their party, compared to
30% of their National counterparts,

Conversely, National MPs

were more willing to vote against their own side than Labour
members (50% vs 35%), while both groups indicated similar
levels of preference for the middle course of abstaining from a
vote.

The popularity of this particular option however proved

largely a function of the legislative tenure of the members
surveyed, as indicated by Table 7,23,
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Table 7,23:

Partisan Role Orientations by Leqislative

Tenure(¼)
Row%
Col,%
Party vote

Abstain

Crossvote

Freshers

Veterans

46,7

53,3

31,8

42,1

88,9

11 , 1

36.4

5,3

41,2

58,8

31,8

24,4

For freshers, each dissenting option was of roughly equal
salience; although they predominated in the category of
abstaining, comprising 8 of the 9 members who indicated this as
their most likely action.

Conversely, veterans' choices were

far more polarised, a consequence perhaps, of their relatively
greater socialisation into the prevailing norms of party
loyalty.

Again however, despite such differences, the

resulting correlation coefficient showed only a moderate
measure of association (cv = 0,3778),

Some party differences

were apparent, although they generally mirrored those described
above,

Similarly, although in terms of electoral vulnerability, some
association was indicated, in general the coefficient proved
only modest (la= 0,2083), there being little differentiation
among members occupying safe and unsafe seats in their
preferences for party voting (26,3% vs 28,6%), or abstaining
(21,1% vs 28,6%). Although most intended crossvoters held safe

seats (58,8%), and most of those in such seats indicated that,
faced with the choices outlined in the question, they would
vote against their parties, the differences between them and
their colleagues in unsafe seats, though significant, were not
great (52.6% vs 42.9%).

The importance of situational specificity to the roles
displayed by members is similarly illustrated by a correlation
of members' general representative role styles with their
partisan role orientations.

Here, although 52.9% of MPs who

indicated they would crossvote fell into the category of
trustee, so too did 78,6% of those who had denoted themselves
as party loyalists. Similarly, most trustees (42,3%) would vote
i,.dth their

although a significant percentage (34.6%)

would also have voted against them.

In contrast, opinion was

more divided among delegates and politicos.

Of the two

delegates, one would abstain, and the other vote for his party,
while among politicos, crossvoling proved the most favoured
option (66,7~n. followed by party loyalty c2s;n. Overall
however, the correlation was only moderate (Cv = 0,30443).

A valid objection to such comparisons is that of the
appropriateness of the categories employed,

The representative

role measure was largely situationally independent, and
provided no opportunity for the expression of a partisan
orientation, treating it as a "given", implicit in the general
legislative context.

Even so, a correlation of members'

partisan role orientations with their representative role
priorities provided a very weak measure of association (Cv =
0,15478). although it showed that 50% of those defining their
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roles in partisan terms would, in a conflict situation, vote
accordingly,

Similarly, while divided, responses from those

perceiving their primary representative role as that of a
member of Parliament, indicated a preference for independence
of party dictates, 40% identifying themselves as likely
crossvoters, 30% as abstainers.
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SUMMARY ANO CONCLUSION

The major finding of our study of the structural, behavioural,
and attitudinal manifestations of legislative party
cohesiveness and discipline, is that although party solidarity
remains predicated largely on such structural influences as the
two party system, legislative size, and formal disciplinary
mechanisms, its continued observance at such high levels among
MPs owes equally as much to the existence of a broad
institutional consensus of legislative conduct, acknowledged by
the majority of MPs surveyed, and maintained by a combination
of social pressures,

The norm of party cohesion and loyalty is

shared by legisla{ive newcomers and veterans alike, suggesting
an effective process of group socialisation, as such
behavioural precepts become adopted by individuals as part of
their own value structures, and are expressed in the
orientations they take towards their roles as legislators and
representatives,

Thus, while the form of legislative

discipline may be defined by the operation of the two party
system, its nature primarily derives from, and is maintained
by, the attitudes, values, and shared expectations of
legislative participants themselves.

As we have seen, in its behavioural manifestation, party
loyalty is near absolute,

Cross-voting is sporadic and

individual in nature, its incidence being only a mere 1.35¼ of
all divisions taken over the fifty year period surveyed,
Similarly, although they fulfil an important functional role in
mitigating potentially serious intraparty conflicts on
contentious issues, freevotes too occupy only a minor place in
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the flow of legislative business,

Moreover, freevotes

themselves reflect a good degree of the party solidarity
evident in MPs' everyday voting behaviour.

Party cohesiveness in voting both contributes to, and is
maintained by, a network of informal legislative norms of
behaviour among MPs.

The members surveyed for this study

acknowledged a variety of expectations of their legislative
performance, foremost amongst them being the prescriptions of
legislative apprenticeship, and party loyalty and cohesion,
Although some differentiation among freshers and veterans was
observed in their acknowledgement of rules relating to specific
legislative duties, the loyalty norm evinced no significant
distinctions, whether between parties or cohort groups based on
legislative tenure,

Similarly, the ranking scale employed to

discern the depth of attitudes toward party dissent revealed a
high degree of consensus among MPs as to the saliency of each
option offered, thereby partially denoting the structure of the
loyalty norm as well as the degree of intra-group socialisation
that encourages the adoption of such tenets as intrinsic as
well as instrumentally-based values of legislative performance
among legislative actors,

Our findings have established that the legislative dominance of
the two party system and the party cohesion demanded by it as a
functional prerequisite may clearly be seen to affect MPs'
conceptions of their purposive and representative roles.
Structural factors are influential, in that parliamentary
government determines set institutional roles within which
members must operate, and shifts the effective focus of
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national representation from the House, to the caucus of either
party.

Consequently, the purposive roles of MPs are

dichotomised according to either electoral or parliamentary
concerns, the emphasis of each sector in the substantive duties
of members and their resulting role orientations, being defined
largely by members' relat1ve legislative experience and
electoral safety.

Similarly, the correlation of purposive role orientations with
member's representational role priorities reveals the extent to
which parliamentary activities are premised on partisan as well
as pol icy-based orientations,

Thus, MPs legislative and

electoral status serves to channel freshers and veterans into
differing role foci,

As we have se~n. members adopt certain

legislative and partisan orientations as they come to share the
dominant institutional "r·ules of the game",

Here, the most

salient remain the behavioural prescriptions of legislative
apprenticeship, and party cohesion and loyalty,

Freshers are

particularly disposed totJards the former "appr·enticeship" type
norms, given the demands of their immediate situation,
However, as previously observed, such expectations may also be
seen to contribute equally as much to the development of group
solidarity as they do to that of parliamentary skills among
newly arrived legislators,

Thus, while the purposive concerns

of MPs are largely a function of their legislative tenure, in
an environment dominated by cohesive legislative parties, their
efforts to establish themselves as "effective" members in the
House, and (to a lesser extent) in the electorate may also act
to redefine their conceptions of "effectiveness" in collective,
party-orientated terms,

The tenets of this normative consensus are further reflected in
the representative role orientations adopted by members both
generally, and in response to particular situations.

As

intimated by their purposive role orientations, the primary
representative focus remains that of the constituency;

however

the major style of repre~entation preferred by MPs generally,
and where situations allow its full expression, is that of
"trustee

11

in the traditional Burkean sense,

The apparent

contradictions in adopting such a stance in the midst of a
party-dominated system may however, be resolved by reference to
both the present-day role of parties in the legislature, and
the institutional dynamics by which such dominance, and the
disciplined loyalty that characterises it, is finally effected,

The emergence of a cohesive, two party system in New Zealand
has significantly influenced the question of legislative and
representational foci, as institutional concerns,

The primacy

of mode~n parties as organised, mass-based agencies of
political aggregation and articulation, and the operation of
disciplined parliamentary cadre on their behalf, have
essentially redefined the place and function of legislators and
legislatures alike, by subsequent monopolisation of political
representation has meant that the focus of representation, be
it individual - group, or local - national has become largely

subsumed within the ambit of the P?rties themselves,
Miller & Stokes (1963) note, in this schema,

Thus, as
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"the people" .• ,are conceived in terms of a national
rather than a local constituency, Candidates for
legislative office appeal to the electorate in terms of a
national party program and leadership, to which, if
elected they will be committed, Expressions of policy
preference by the local districts are reduced to
endorsements of one or another of these programs, and the
local district retains only the arithmetical significance
that whichever party can rally to its program the greater
number of supporters will win the seat, 1

Similarly, Jackson (1987) observes that while legislatures may
fulfil a variety of functions, that which provides them with
their essential legitimacy - representation - has been most
affected by the plebiscitary approach promoted by the two-party
system,

This does not mean that representation cannot be

conducted on an individual basis between member and
constituents, or that, on occasion, MPs may not vote in
accordance with the will of their electors on particular
issues,

However, the major representative focus remains the

party caucus.

While the House of Representatives may be a

vehicle for representation, it remains primarily representative
of the parties themselves, 2

Thus, despite the obvious constraints, and the formally and
normatively mandated prescriptions to the contrary then, New
Zealand f1Ps conceive of themselves largely in terms of a "free
agent" role, both because it may accord with their desired
self-images, but also because of the flexibility accorded a
members conduct by such a conception, and its amenity to a
state of party cohesion based not on the enforcement of
disciplinary sanctions, but on the social consensus of group
members,
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Therefore, members see themselves as trustees, yet behave as
partisans because the basis of their unity is essentially a
freely arrived at, commonly held set of precepts, encapsulated
in their political philosophies and, given the dynamics of
two-party legislative competitiveness, defined in intrinsic,
instrumental, or oppositfonal terms.

Paradoxically, the effects of this consensus, and the resulting
norms of loyalty and cohesion may also be seen in the tendency
of members sur,veyed in this study to general I y abhor the very
conditions allowing them to freely and directly express their
representative preferences toward their various clientele
groups.

Thus, t.Jhile most members reco,3nise the neces•;ity of

freevoting, such attitudes are not premised on a great
wi 1 1 i n g n es s t o ex h i b i t an i n dependent r· o 1 e , but rat her· express
a general recognition of their functional role as a means of
maintaining the cohesion of the parties themselves.

To a degree, similar motivations may be inferred from MPs
responses to the hypothetical conflicts posed between MPs and
their caucuses,

Here, an obvious gap between "loyalist"

attitudes, norms, and the behavioural record is revealed.

A

high degree of preference for a trustee role style is
displayed, yet remains belied both by the dominant
institutional norm of party loyalty, and its behavioural
expression.

Crossvoting may be contemplated, but as we have

seen, it is rarely resorted to,

Even so, such attitudes and

the apparent cognitive dissonance they reveal may be seen
equallv as indications of the consensual basis of party
cohesion which, though it displays an extreme degree of

discipline, nonetheless remains predicated largely on the
voluntary agreement of MPs,

MPs are subject to party

discipline then, largely because they agree to be, and retain
the option of withdrawing their support, even though the
legislative structures predisposing loyalty and the norms
maintaining it, translate into a consensus so uniform as to
seem on occasion invariant.

Therefore, representatives may assume trustee roles, even
though in a basic sense they reject the opportunities for their
expression.

In doing so however, they reflect a conception of

representation held not only by the parties but also by the
electorate at large, as the record of independent candidates
and party mavericks attests.

Given this, the traditionally

prescribed representative roles are often as not employed as
Justifications for policy outputs which might expose MPs to
criticism, either by electors or the extra-parliamentary party.

In this regard, Cottrel 1 (1974) has observed that to change the
degree of cohesion and discipline present in MPs legislative
behaviour, and therefore the modes of representation effected
by them, it would first be necessary for them to alter their
role conceptions, 3

However, although these conceptions are to

a degree autonomous, they necessarily reflect the accommodations
MPs have made with the demands of the two-party system, despite
the latitude it may on occasion afford them,

The party system

has become entrenched as an institutional cornerstone since its
establishment in modern form, the dynamics of interparty
competition and intraparty cohesion proving largely self
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sustaining as the functional prerequisites effective political
endeavour.

The present study has investigated the structural roots of
party cohesiveness, its behavioural expression, and the
interactions which maintain ar-. transmit it among legislative
participants via the social mechanisms of c~;rcion, group
identification and, most successfully, in the adoption of the
dominant group norms into members' own legislative
orientations.

Here, areas which might benefit from further

study include the questions of recruitment and prelegislative
socialisation, individual motivations toward political
involvement, and the dynamics of the caucus itself.
Nonetheless, our basic findings appear valid;

the cohesiveness

of NZ parties is founded on a number of interacting socially,
as well as institutionally derived factors.

However, while the

degree of cohesion observed among parliamentarians is not
necessarily determined by structural factors it is, in the last
resort, largely dependent on them.

Thus, barring fundamental

institutional reforms cir electoral realignments, the future of
the parti~s and the discipline which they demand appears
secure, if only because under present conditions they continue
to satisfy the self interest and individually and collectively.
framed goals of party members.
I

In short, the emergence and consolidation of cohesive
legislative parties in NZ has significantly redefined the
status of the "private member", and thus the ways in which
representative styles and functions are fulfilled by MPs.
Parties dominate legislative matters, but given that
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representation is effected both locally and nationally, the
different situational demands arising from this role duality
demand appropriate modes of response,

Thus, what is most

significant about our system's domination by cohesive
legislative parties is the way in which their operations have
reconstituted expectations of representation in the minds of
the public and MPs alike,

As our findings indicate, the parties have channelled the two
major representative foci in such a way that, while leaving the
traditional representative concerns and stylistic orientations
largely untouched, has allocated them to particular
representational situations in accordance with the functional
needs of the very interests which today dominate the political
expression of the legislative-representative process itself,
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APPENDIX I:

INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

REC RU I Tl"IENT
1.1

First of all, I thought we might begin with the
question of recruitment, and your entry into the
House,
What would you say was the major factor that
motivated you -in standing for office in 19 __ ?
What was your main aim in doing so? Would you say
that you had any specific goals you wanted to
achieve?

1,2

Well, given the factors that influenced you in
standing for Parliament, if I asked you prior to
your election to describe the major features of the
Job - the tasks and duties you expected to find,
what do you think you would have told me?

ii, And would you say now with hindsight,

that these
accurately matched what you actually found?

,-,

L •

NORMS OF THE HOUSF/RULES OF THE GAME
I'd like to move on now to your general experiences of
Parliamentary life during your time here to date,

Many studies of
informal "rules
expectations of
follow in their

2,1

legislatures have noted the workings of
of the game", or generally shared
conduct, that members are encouraged to
legislative behaviour,

What would you say were the major expectations
impressed upon you about your behaviour that you
were made aware of on your entry to the House?

ii, Which do you personally consider the m~st

significant?

Why?

iii. What sort of responses or sanctions might face
members who transgress these "rules"/expectations of
behaviour?

------------------------------------------------------- -

2,2

Suppose that, instead of it being me talking to you,
Jan Walker/Maurice Mc Tigue had taken my place and
asked you "What are the most important lessons you have learnt
in your time here that you could tell me so that I
can cope more effectively in my first year here?
What are the most important pieces of advice you can
give me?"
What would they be?
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2.3

How would you characterise the basic differences,
the major sources of division between either the two
major parties in the House?
What do you see them primarily in terms of?
1.

ideology (probe meaning, complexity of use)
power attitudes, policy differences
positional- roles in the system
personality
al 1 of the above
other

2.
3,

4.

5.
6,

MAJOR OPTION, WEIGHTING
2,4

ELABORATION

Given this then, would you say that you socialise
or fraternise to any significant degree with members
from across the floor?
- Yes
- No

2,5

&

how much/in what context?
why not?

Would you say that the reasons for party unity - the
incentives for cohesion, vary in any significant way
in kind or degree when a party is in Government as
opposed to Opposition?
<Elaborate for views on importance of cohesion.
party differences etc,)

-:,

-.:>•

CAUCUS, COHESION, ANO DISSENT
3.1

First of all, what would you say is the major
function of caucus, in terms of its importance or
significance to you personally? (probe)

3,2

What would be the major difficulties you face in
being heard in caucus, in getting support for
policies or proposals you favour?

3.3

If there arose a conflict between your deeply held
feelings on an issue, and the decision of your
caucus, and no leave was granted you to differ, what
course of action would you be most likely to adopt?
1.
2.
3,

4.

s.
6.

vote with party
protest, but vote with party
abstain from voting
vote according to conscience/against party
don't know/not applicable
other

---------------------------------------------------------
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3,4

On this card are a list of options a dissenting
member might take if faced with a situation such as
that which we've just dealt with,
I'd like you to rank these options in terms of their
seriousness to you as courses of action and breaches
of party loyalty, from 1 (most) to 8 (least).

- expressing dissent to party whips
- crossvoting .against one's party
- threatening caucus with further action after a
vote
- abstaining in a division
- expressing dissent in caucus
- making a critical speech in the House
- seeking a pair or leave of absence
- making critical comments to the media,
4,

ROLE CONCEPTIONS. RFPRESENTATIVE ROLE ORIENTATIONS
Well, so far we've spoken of your motivations in becoming
MP, your early experiences of the House, and your
attitudes towards your party and the duties of a member
t O it ,
an

I'd like now to move on to your own conception of your
role as a representative - the substance of what you do
in Your work, who and what you represent, and how you
feel you best do so,.
4,1

You are the representative of your
constituency ________ (electorate), of your Political
Party, and, in the wider sense, of the nation as a
whole, as a Parliamentarian.

What priority to you assign to these roles in your
own mind?
Who do you see yourself primarily as the
representative of?
(Order of priorities)
4,2

And in terms of what you actually do - the workload
itself - the time and effort involved - what would
you say comprises your primary role as an MP?
1.
2,

liaison between constituents/pubic or govt
departments
representation of constituents views to party or
House at large
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3.
4,
5,
6,
?.
4,3

So where would you say is it that you make your
most effective contribution in your work as an MP?
1,
2,
3,
4.

5,
4,4

s.

general constituency services
policy formation, administration (caucus, govt,
position)
planning of party strategy and tactics in the
House
legislating, select committee work
debating, house duties

in the House (speeches, debates etc,)
in the constituency
caucus/select committees
al 1 of the above
other,

And which aspect of your work provides you with the
most personal satisfaction? What part do you find
the most rewarding?

CONSCIENCE, FREE VOTES, ANO THE REPRESENTATIVE ROLE
Finally, I'd like to move on to the subject of free, or
conscience, votes, There have been a number of them
recently, attracting a good deal of publicity, as these
things often do, and they're of interest to me because
they bring out more clearly the question of
representation, once party whips are called off.
5,1

First, what is your opinion of the place and
function of such votes? Do they have a place, and
do they fulfill their function adequately? What
would you say their primary purpose is?
- needed
- not needed
- alternatives.

5,2

Do you think there should be more or less of them,
or do you prefer the status quo?

--------------------------------------------------------5.3

Given the sorts of issue that are subject to such
votes, do you.ever feel that there are some issues
that should be dealt with in a different way, say by
making them into defined party policies?

- WHICH ISSUES?
- at what cost?

---------------------------------------------------------
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5,4

In free votes, the party whips are absent, and MPs
then become individual representatives rather than
party agents, How do you approach such occasions?
i)

Do you poll your electors?

Yes/No/N,A,

ii) What then is your conception of the proper role
of a representative? Whose interests should you
represent? How do you best do so?

5,5

There are many factors which influence an MP in
making a voting decision, and in cases there are some
issues where both s/he and his/her constituents may
have quite strong feelings,
On a conscience issue, if it happened that your
views on the subject, and those of your constituents
were in conflict, what would be the major factor in
deciding your vote?
1,

2,
3,

4,

s.

6.

perception of the will of the majority of
electors
the views of col leagues in the House, community
leaders etc.,
own conscience and judgement of what is right
it would depend on the issue or situation
local party opinion
other,

